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2 good choices to prevent breast cancer
No more, no less. Breast cancer prevention got to that final point, and beyond. Now you have
not one, but two good choices that will safeguard you from ever getting the dreaded disease. Fear
breast cancer no more; the rest is history...
This is what the headline, widely distributed through the media, conveys. And, it isn't sloppy
journalism. It is exactly what the June article by two medical doctors from M.D. Anderson Cancer
Center, Huston, throws at the readers of the Cancer Prevention Research journal (Two Good
Choices to Prevent Breast Cancer: Great Taste, Less Filling, Hortobagyi and Brown, 2010).
Is this for real?
Of course, not. The article is actually commenting on another article in the same journal issue,
which reports the results of a follow-up on a 2006 trial concerning use of tamoxifen for breast
cancer prevention (Update of the National Surgical Adjuvant Breast and Bowel Project Study of
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Tamoxifen and Raloxifene (STAR) P-2 Trial: Preventing Breast Cancer, Vogel et al.).
The commentary article tells very concisely what this is all about: for 12 years - i.e. since FDA
in 1998 approved tamoxifen (estrogen-blocking drug manufactured by Zeneca Pharmaceuticals,
sold under brand name Nolvadex) for breast cancer preventive treatment - the public has been
avoiding it, as well as the alternative drug, raloxifene. It is time, say Hortobagyi and Brown, to
reemphasize the "great preventive benefit" of these two drugs to the public.
What is it, specifically, that should be reemphasized about these two drugs and breast cancer
prevention?
Report by Vogel et al. is a follow-up on 2006 study by the same lead author, STAR (Study of
Tamoxifen and Raloxifene, within the National Cancer Institute supported - but taxpayer funded National Surgical Adjuvant Breast and Bowel Project, or NSABP for short). First thing that we
notice here is similar misrepresentation of the effect of these two drugs: the report puts in the
headline "Preventing Breast Cancer", a potentially misleading twist of the proper expression that
should read something like "preventive treatments for breast cancer".
Just to make it crystal clear:
neither drug prevents breast cancer.
What they do offer, according to study authors, is a significant reduction in the risk of
developing the disease. The authors claim that the results of their follow-up on the 2006 study
confirms this benefit, also supplying more specific information about each drug's effects - both,
beneficial and adverse.
So, let's look at their results, starting with the original 2006 study (Effects of tamoxifen vs
raloxifene on the risk of developing invasive breast cancer and other disease outcomes: the NSABP
Study of Tamoxifen and Raloxifene (STAR) P-2 trial, Vogel et al, JAMA).
The goal of this trial was to assess efficacy of the newly developed drug raloxifene with
respect to existing invasive breast cancer preventive treatments, and its other beneficial and
adverse effects vs. already FDA approved tamoxifen. A total of 19,747 women was divided in two
groups, and subjected to 5-year treatment with either tamoxifen (9,726) or raloxifene (9,745). The
results are shown in the table below.

EVENT
Invasive breast cancer

INCIDENCE
Tamoxifen

Raloxifene

RISK RATIO
R vs. T

168

(1.72)

1.02

57 (0.59)

80

(0.82)

1.40

Uterine cancer

36

23

(0.24)

0.62

Osteoporotic fracture

104

(1.07)

96

(0.99)

0.92

Pulmonary embolism / DVT

141

(1.44)

100

(1.03)

0.70

Non-invasive breast cancer

163

(% total)

(1.68)

(0.37)
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Study conclusion was that raloxifene is "an effective alternative to tamoxifen for reducing the
incidence of invasive breast cancer in postmenopausal women at increased risk of developing the
disease", also causing fewer cases of endometrial cancer, pulmonary embolism and deep vain
thrombosis (DVT). It also had lower incidence of less serious adverse effects (gynecologic
problems, vasomotor symptoms, leg cramps and bladder control problems).
Study conclusion, however, fails to point out that raloxifene was associated with significantly
higher incidence of non-invasive breast cancer. Also, it had significantly higher symptom severity
scores for musculoskeletal problems, dyspareunia (painful intercourse) and weight gain.
But how did authors figure out that these drugs reduce breast cancer incidence, with
no control (placebo) group at all?
Who needs control group, anyway, if they can make their own little calculation about what the
risk should be without treatment, and then simply compare that figure with the incidence in the
treatments groups?
You may be thinking I'm joking around, but that is exactly what study authors did: they used so
called "modified" Gail model to calculate the
5-year risk of invasive breast cancer for study participants. It came out at 4.04%, which was their
crystal ball predicting that women in the tamoxifen group, if untreated, would have had 393
invasive breast cancer cases, and those in raloxifene group one more.
So, with the actual total of invasive breast cancer events in both groups of 331, they proudly
credited the two drugs with 58% invasive cancer reduction rate. Since for both, invasive and noninvasive combined, the rate came out somewhat lower (40%), they settled with ~50% reduction
rate, which is the figure usually mentioned in media articles.
What is, exactly, the Gail model? In the late 1980s, using data from 2,800 white women, a
group of statisticians at the National Cancer Institute (NCI) developed a statistical scheme for
estimating theoretical risk of breast cancer. The scheme is based on four criteria: age of first
menstruation, number of breast biopsies, age at first live birth and number of immediate relatives
with breast cancer.
Obviously, any risk figure extracted from this type of very limited, statistical data is inevitably
crude, with possibly - and probably - large margin of error. Its own creators characterized the
model as having three major sources of uncertainty, one of which is that no one really knows what
are the risk factors for breast cancer. In other words,
Gail model's accuracy cannot be determined.
They also said that better model could be created from larger database, but that was never
done.
What was the purpose of developing such unreliable breast cancer risk assessment tool?
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During the 1980s, drug companies were actively researching opportunities in breast cancer
treatment; drugs were also treatment of choice for the NCI which, mainly through the NSABP,
conducted its own studies as well. A tool was needed to select study populations according to
desired risk criteria, and the Gail model happened to fit the bill.
Zeneca, the manufacturer of tamoxifen, developed an updated (modified) version of the Gale,
biased to overestimating the risk (rather expected, considering that tamoxifen was intended for
high-risk women). This is the Gale version used in the STAR study; it came out pretty handy, since
by projecting higher than actual "no-treatment" risk, it almost certainly helped both, tamoxifen and
raloxifene,
appear to be more efficient preventive drugs
than what they really are.
Why should study authors worry about tamoxifen's effectiveness, which was demonstrated in a
1998 study that led to its FDA approval? Well, the problem is that it is still sort of uncertain
whether, or how much tamoxifen reduces the risk of cancer. It is a long story, but here are the
highlights:
∎ FDA approved tamoxifen based on a single study that was ended one year before its
planned 5-year period (Tamoxifen for prevention of breast cancer: report of the National Surgical
Adjuvant Breast and Bowel Project P-1 Study, Fisher et al. 1998), and whose lead author was,
after congressional hearings, stripped of his position for complicity in fraudulent activities within
this trial as well as 14 trials preceding it, then re-instated despite admitting the knowledge of these
activities
∎ nevertheless, the FDA quickly approved the drug after reviewing less than 10% of study's
case reports, ignoring clear indications of drug's toxicity, which made mortality rates in the
treatment and placebo group even (3 from breast cancer, 3 from pulmonary embolism in the
former, and 6 from breast cancer in the latter), as well as doubled rate of endometrial cancer in
women under 50, quadrupled in women over 50, and doubled rate of breast cancer among a
relatively few black women in the study
∎ closer look at the adverse effects reveals that the trial recorded 86 fewer breast cancer
cases in the tamoxifen group, but it also had 21 more endometrial cancers, 14 more strokes, 12
more pulmonary emboli and 13 more DVT cases; adding 26 fewer cases of osteoporotic fractures
and 67 more cases of cataract, there is no significant benefit-to-risk ratio to claim for tamoxifen
treatment
∎ in addition, all 86 extra cancers in the placebo group (175 vs. 89, or 2.65% vs. 1.35%
incidence) were ER positive, mostly small (less than 2 cm in diameter) and axillary node negative,
with the overall 80-90% curability; on the other side, cancers in the tamoxifen group tended to be
ER negative, larger and node-positive, with lower curability, indicating lower breast cancer
mortality benefit than what the number of cases alone implies (seems as if tamoxifan does help
some women avoid developing breast cancer, but those that do fall pray to it are likely to be worse
off with the drug)
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∎ FDA approved tamoxifen brushing aside the results of two European studies published that
same year, which did not find any benefits of the drug, but did find the evidence of its significant
toxicity (Interim analysis of the incidence of breast cancer in the Royal Marsden, Powles et al.
1998, and Prevention of breast cancer with tamoxifen: preliminary findings from the Italian
randomised trial among hysterectomized women, Veronesi et al. 1998)
∎ FDA's own advisory committee - which, contrary to agency's definition of this body being
made of people with "diverse professional education, training and experience", had 8 out of its 11
members closely involved with testing and use of chemotherapy drugs - stated unanimously that
Fisher et al. did not demonstrate that tamoxifen has favorable benefit-to-risk ratio for the
prevention of breast cancer for women at increased risk, as defined by study population; that,
however, did not prevent the committee to issue recommendation to approve tamoxifen for "risk
reduction of the short-term incidence of breast cancer in women at increased risk as defined by
the study population"; obviously, the committee's two statements directly contradict each other,
and the drug was never actually approved for extended preventive use, although it was readily
promoted as such by the media and the American Cancer Society
∎ the committee further demonstrated its bias by voting it unnecessary to advise women on
tamoxifen to have endometrial testing, or yearly exam for cataract - another drug's side effect while passing the issue of tamoxifen-caused blood clots to someone else to look into
∎ initial results from IBIS-1, a placebo-controlled clinical intervention trial involving a total of
7152 women aged 35-70 that took tamoxifen for 5 years, with 50-month follow-up, had 32%
lower breast cancer incidence in the tamoxifen group (First results from the International Breast
Cancer Intervention Study (IBIS-I): a randomised prevention trial, Cuzick et al. 2002). But the
overall numbers did not look good, again:
EVENT

PLACEBO GROUP (n=3566) TAMOXIFEN GROUP (n=3578)

Breast cancer

101

69

Endometrial cancer

5

11

Pulmonary embolism/
DVT

17

43

TOTAL EVENTS

123

123

Deaths

11

25

In short, the total major events score was even for both, while mortality was more than
doubled in the tamoxifen group. The authors tried to downplay the deaths, but the best conclusion
they could come up with was that the overall benefit-to-risk ratio for tamoxifen is "still unclear".
Note that the above table lists only major adverse effects of tamoxifen; those less serious some of them mentioned earlier - are common, and it is a good part of the reason why the drug
hasn't become more popular.
The above answers pretty well why the STAR study authors opted to replace placebo group
with statistical risk estimate for their participants (e.g. modified Gail model). That helped control
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the study outcome and obtain the "right numbers" by eliminating drug's adverse effects - including
excess of all-cause deaths - from the picture. All that's left was the breast cancer risk reduction
efficacy of tamoxifen - its only declared, yet still uncertain benefit.
There is no doubt that the latest two articles on tamoxifen in the Cancer Prevention Research
journal are a part of the concentrated effort to accelerate sales of this drug as an effective breast
cancer preventive. Big money is at stake: we are talking about
annual market of $40 billion,
or so, potential.
It is worth taking the chance, isn't it, and mislead people a bit (well, all right, more than "a
bit")? It is also worth suppressing alternative, safe prevention measures based on the number of
factors actually linked to the increased risk of breast cancer. Unlike drugs, these measures do
address probable causes of breast cancer, and do not cause adverse health effects.
***
Not known to me at the time, this article was only the beginning of a long journey into the
world of breast cancer (BC), what is known about it, and what is not, from its causes to the
preventive measures that could reduce the risk of getting it. It took three years of rambling
through all kind of papers and articles, all of them to some extent incomplete, most of them
biased, often contradicting, trying to put together any kind of a meaningful conclusion.
One thing that clearly showed up is a consistent campaign of the distortion of facts by the
industry marketing to BC prevention, screening and treatment. In general, as the above text well
illustrates, it is creating and propagating unrealistic picture of their products' efficacy, while
downplaying their negatives, as well as the beneficial potential of the alternatives.
Since this text arrived at its final form only after all that needed to be considered was
reviewed, processed and organized, it wasn't possible to publish monthly. Instead, it is one big
news article covering a 3-year period. While still not complete, and not highly competent, it is to
my knowledge the most complete coverage of the facts on breast cancer available online. Most
importantly, it is fully independent: no interest of any kind is at stake on my side.
The journey begins here. The summary, and the most important part, is the last article
Minimizing breast cancer risk.

I - BREAST CANCER RISK FACTORS
I - 1. Is it more of a risk not to have risk factors?
Minimizing breast cancer (BC) risk is inherently drug-free, since it is not tamoxifen or
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raloxifene deficiency that causes it. Like any other cancer, breast cancer stems from the complex
interaction of individual exposures and vulnerabilities, following this common path:
▶ unrepaired genetic damage inflicted by carcinogens, leading to
▶ unopposed malignant transformation of damaged breast cells into living entities
disassociated from the body, due to
▶ inefficient body's defense lines against this type of threat.
In other words, it takes three for breast cancer to develop: exposure to a carcinogen resulting
in cellular (DNA) damage, malignant transformation (not every genetic damage results in
malignant transformation), and a glitch in body's control of its cell population.
This simple scheme has many levels and interactions, but can be related to - again - three
complex body functions:
(1) detox system, including body's oxidative protection, whose efficacy determines the extent of
DNA damage,
(2) integrity of intra-cellular function, from repairing genetic material to maintaining normal cell
cycle, and
(3) immune system, which is supposed to step in and destroy malignant cells if the previous two
functions fail.
Needless to say, which side will prevail is vitally dependant on the quality of body's nutrient
intake and, on the opposite end, the magnitude of its exposure to carcinogens and other toxins.
While no one can predict which specific internal and external elements will create breast
cancer risk in an individual, or to what extent, a number of risk factors, both predisposing and
causative, have been recognized and linked to its development.
On the other hand, there are factors generally recognized as enhancing body's protective
mechanisms. Combining avoidance of the former with embracing the latter is the most effective
way to minimize breast cancer risk.
It is very important to understand that breast cancer is
very heterogeneous in its forms,
and more so in its mechanisms from one individual to another.
This means that the importance of any given breast cancer factor - be it positive or negative in
general - can vary very much in any individual case.
Some of these factors are commonly cited; some others, not necessarily less, and possibly
more significant, are not, or their importance tend to be downplayed. Breast cancer is a huge
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social issue, and by that a market as well, with some information inevitably distorted by political,
career and monetary interests.
Probably mostly due to the fact that our official medicine is not cause-oriented, we have that
2 out of 3 women who do get breast cancer
do not have known (officially recognized) risk factors
(Goldberg, Definitive Guide to Cancer, p607). This is, of course, directly related to the official
medicine recognizing as the risk factors mainly those coming from ovarian hormone level, familial
history and DNA inheritance. The three causative factors - radiation, chemical carcinogens and
viral infections - are plainly ignored, and so is the factor of the efficacy of body functions that are
our only protection from them: the detox system (including body's oxidative protection) and body's
immune system.
More than anything else, that illustrates the choice made by the money-infested modern
medicine. Why should they understand the disease, so that they can efficiently prevent and cure it,
if they can (try to) kill it with chemo, radiation, or surgery, and make much more money for
themselves and the whole of mighty pharmaceutical industry in the process?
It is important for you to know how limited in scope is the official medicine's insight into the
causes of breast cancer - and, for that matter, any other degenerative disease - in order to
understand all the confusion and incompetence surrounding this problem.
Most of the commonly cited breast cancer risk factors are related to the female's life exposure
to her own sex hormones. Those that increase the exposure include aging, early menstruation,
late menopause, not having baby, or having first baby after the age of 30, no breastfeeding, and
family history of breast cancer.
The role of inherent genetic vulnerability has been brought into the spotlight, but with very little
effort to connect this vulnerability with the actual breast cancer causes, other than direct
inheritance.
A few other risk factors, like regular alcohol consumption, habitually wearing bra for long
hours, smoking, high-calorie diets, weight gain and obesity often get mentioned.
Then there is a set of external breast cancer risk factors related to female (ovarian) hormones
- primarily estrogen and progesterone - which either tend to be downplayed (when medicaltreatment-related) or neglected (environmental).
Finally, some critical, or potentially significant breast cancer risk factors, like radiation
exposure, toxic exposure/load, viral infections or low melatonin get mentioned only rarely, and
nearly never by the "official" sources.
This chaotic pile of breast cancer risk factors can be grasped much better if organized into
three groups, according to their predominant actual role:
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∎ predisposing for
∎ initiating, and
∎ promoting breast cancer growth
Factors predisposing for breast cancer are those increasing vulnerability to a genetic
malfunction, such as inherited inefficiency in the metabolism of endogenous and exogenous
(environmental) carcinogens, damage control (e.g. DNA repair), cellular transduction
(signaling/response processes) and cell cycle control.
Factors initiating breast cancer are carcinogens, which may and may not be breast-cancerspecific. These are compounds capable of inflicting damage to the DNA, or altering gene
expression to the extent of turning a cell into malignant entity. Many enter the body from the
environment (air, food, water), or are produced within the body during detoxification and cellular
respiration.
Once the cancerous cells form, how fast they will multiply depends on the presence (level
and/or balance) of factors that stimulate cell proliferation, such as estrogens, progesterone,
epidermal growth factor (EGF) or insulin, as well as toxic load in the body interfering with normal
body functions.
Another way of looking at it is as the aggregate breast cancer risk factor, which includes
multiplicity of factors typical of a culture, lifestyle, genome and geographic region. Its unmistakable
barometer is breast cancer incidence rate, which varies dramatically throughout the world.
The bad news is: this aggregate, "total" breast cancer risk factor is by far the highest in the
developed Western counties, and particularly in the U.S. More next.

I - 2. The biggest breast cancer risk factor
Short of relatively rare genetic disorders, the biggest breast cancer risk factor of all, by how
much it increases the chances of getting it, is
being a middle-age Western female, and particularly U.S. female.
It can be noticed right away on the breast cancer incidence map:
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Graph bellow shows more specifically how the risk varies in selected world regions in 2002 (for
more recent data by the country, use this interactive Time magazine breast cancer map).

Crude rate is the actual rate of incidence. Age-adjusted rate is calculated from the crude rate
and population's age, extrapolating statistical value for an average "model population". It cancels
out the age differential factor, which puts younger populations at a lesser overall risk from breast
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cancer (in other words, crude rates may not be directly comparable, due to the population's age
bias, while the adjusted rates are).
Mortality vs. incidence rates are mainly reflecting quality of health care systems (early
detection, treatment) and/or their social availability. Expectedly, relative BC mortality is higher in
less developed regions. Wide differences in the rates of incidence, however, indicate that it is
environmental exposures, lifestyle and genome that are the major factors in the initiation and
advance of breast malignancy.
Zooming in on the United States, we see that the incidence rates vary significantly with age
and race (sources: SEER-National Cancer Institute, as cited in Opportunities and Strategies for
Breast Cancer Prevention Through Risk Reduction, Mahoney et al. 2010). Each year, about
200,000 American women are diagnosed with breast cancer, and about 40,000 die from it. In the
U.S. female population (51% of the total of about 300 million, or approximately 153, million), this
translates into the overall rate of incidence of about 130 per 100,000, and 26 in 100,000 overall
mortality.
Again, the more Westernized sub-population, the higher breast cancer incidence. All races
have a similar age-related trend, only the magnitude differs. BC incidence peaks between 70 and
80 years of age, but the age-related lifetime risk (U.S. average, SEER 2002-2004) declines toward
older age.
In other words, women at 60 have much higher BC incidence than women at 40, but due to
the fewer years of life remaining, their lifetime risk (LAR) of getting breast cancer is somewhat
lower.

Sub-population mortality rates are not directly related to the incidence; as mentioned, it is
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significantly influenced by social, economic and cultural factors (note that incidence and mortality
in two top windows are age-adjusted). Overall, annual mortality from breast cancer is about
40,000 - only about 3.3% of the total U.S. annual female deaths. Nearly as many women die from
Alzheimer's disease, and more from each, accidents, cerebrovascular diseases (stroke),
respiratory diseases, other cancers, and cardiovascular diseases.
The last two are by far dominant, with breast cancer deaths being about 13% of all female
cancer deaths (the deadliest being lung cancer, with 26% of all female cancer deaths), and about
as much less than female cardiovascular deaths.
Considering the numbers, breast cancer is getting much more attention than it should. More so
in light of the fact that it's death rate kept stagnant, and started declining in the 90ties, while that
for lung cancer rose six fold from the early 60ties, and now is nearly double the breast cancer
death rate. One likely reason is that breast cancer is the most common female-specific cancer,
enhancing its perceived significance for women.
The other, probably more important, that screening for breast cancer was a better moneymaking opportunity than screening for lung cancer, which would be based on the standard chest Xray. Studies from the 70's and 80's did find it results in earlier detection and better - e.g. 40% vs.
15%, Sanderson 1986 - 5-year survival (probably due to lead time bias, i.e. the fact that earlier
detection prolongs the period between detection and death, even if the time of death doesn't
change), but no reduction in mortality. However, these attempts pale in comparison to those
invested into finding the rationale for breast cancer screening.
But what is it, specifically, that puts Western women in general, and American women in
particular, at such a high risk?
Data on the change in breast cancer incidence of migrants from low- to high-incidence regions
shows that
where and how you live matters more than the genome.
Asian migrants to the U.S. - Koreans, Japanese, and others - show significant transition toward
higher breast cancer rates already in the first foreign-born generation, and the next generation
begins to approach the much higher U.S. incidence rates.
Not surprisingly, their average estrogen level also increases.
Some of the factors protecting traditional Asian populations are obvious: up to several years
delayed menarche vs. Western women's, earlier motherhood, more children, more common
breastfeeding, lower caloric intake, better nutrient intake, more plant vs. animal foods, higher level
of physical activity, and generally lower exposure to environmental carcinogens and estrogen
mimics and toxins.
The magnitude of some of these factors in Korean women, who still have among the lowest
breast cancer incidence rates in the world, is well illustrated by research data (Yoo et al, 2001;
cited studies):
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- having first menstruation before age 14 increases the risk 2 to 2.5 times; menopause after
age 50 increases the risk 2-4 times;
- not having full-time pregnancy increases the risk 1.5-2.5 times, while postmenopausal
women with one or more full-time pregnancy and breastfeeding have the risk reduced 4 to 7-fold
It can be assumed that their lower average lifetime estrogen exposure vs. that in Western
women must be one of the major protective factors for the traditional Korean women. But it
shouldn't be neglected that their kind of diet also promotes better detoxification, including removal
of estrogen from the bloodstream. That is one of the benefits of the healthier gut as well.
Also, very interesting pattern emerged, linking body estrogen level with early menarche,
obesity and late menopause; all three seem to be the result of intensified overall hormonal activity,
extending throughout the lifetime (Yoo et al, 1993, 1995). It is widely accepted that the chronically
elevated body's natural ovarian hormones level is a potent cancer-promoting factor in Western
women.
In this context, it comes as no surprise that the above average increase of breast cancer
incidence rate in Korean women - higher than in other increasingly westernized Asian countries has been followed (or preceded) by the significant upward swing in their average size and weight.
From 1970 to 1988, the mean height and weight for a 14 year old girls rose from 157cm/40.3kg
to 164cm/47.1kg, respectively.
Apparently, the advance in body size and weight, result of the more plentiful/caloric diet,
indicate that
dietary changes are stimulating growth-related hormonal activity, including that of
female ovarian hormones.
In the process, mean age at menarche in Korea was steadily decreasing, reaching 12.2 years
in 1999. That is even slightly lower than in the U.S. (12.8), and significantly below China's figure
(17), which was, curiously, the average age at menarche in North America 200 years ago (that is
still the average menarche age for contemporary hunting/gathering societies, and probably has
been for as far back as it may matter).
So there we have it: estrogen exposure for the Western women starts four or five years earlier
- which very likely indicates elevated hormonal activity causing accelerated growth and
development - while marriage and childbearing are delayed by about as much. This decade, or so,
inserted between the time when a girl physiologically becomes woman, and the time of the next
natural biological step, the motherhood, significantly increases vulnerability to breast cancer.
Not only that life-exposure to estrogen has become a decade longer in Western societies, and
that estrogen levels are much higher than before - at least in part due to the "enhanced" diet, high
in calories - this extension of time between menarche and full-term pregnancy is placed as the
worst possible time in woman's life.
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The reason is that some breast tissue structures - specifically intralobular terminal ducts - will
not fully develop (i.e. differentiate) until after first pregnancy/lactation. Epithelial cells of these
structures, on the other hand, have very high rate of proliferation (i.e. mitosis). Both, undeveloped
tissues and rapid proliferation, significantly increase vulnerability to carcinogens (estrogen
stimulates differentiation, thus taking contraceptives interfering with its normal function can be the
added risk before age 20, and possibly before first full pregnancy as well).
Combined with the surge in exposures to a variety of carcinogens, with nutritionally depleted,
calorie "enriched" diet, and lowered level of physical activity, this had set the stage for the decades
long uptrend in breast cancer incidence.
The significance of the complex variety of factors related to lifestyle is evident in the gross
differences in breast cancer rates in urban vs. rural areas within most countries, particularly those
where the contrast between old and new style is the highest. In Korea, the rural Kanghwa county
has significantly lower breast cancer incidence than Seoul (12.7 vs. 20.8 per 100,000, Parkin et al.
2005). In Shanghai, China, breast cancer incidence back in 1990s was two and a half times higher
in large cities than in more rural Quidong county (27.2 vs. 11.2, Parkin et al. 2005, Chan et al.
2006).
Evidently, there is a price to pay for technological and cultural progress. The changing social,
economic and cultural patterns following transitions from undeveloped to highly developed
societies
are not friendly to the female breast.
They are accompanied by the continuous increase in breast cancer incidence, culminating, at
present, in the Western countries (there are a few exceptions, which will be addressed ahead).
Obviously, the biggest single breast cancer risk factor - being a mature Western female - is a
very complex one, incorporating multitude of lifestyle and exposure elements. Also, while these
are, at present, mainly a concern for the Westerners, they are increasingly becoming relevant for
developing countries as well.
Some of the major factors contributing to the breast cancer epidemic in developed countries
are mentioned above, but there's much more to it. Let's take a closer look at the multitude of
factors that, at any moment, and in any woman, can make the difference between staying breastcancer-free, or having to face the disease.
Follows detailed overview of breast cancer risk factors.

I - 3. Breast cancer risk factors - overview
In the most simplified context, we can say that all it takes for breast cancer - or any other - to
start growing and keep growing unopposed is two things:
(1) fatally compromised cell-cycle integrity and
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(2) immune system insufficiency.
The former invariably involves malfunction of the cellular DNA which, in turn, requires multiple
alterations to it, with the combined effect producing malignant cell. These DNA alterations can be
either passed through hereditary line (most or, very seldom, all of them) or, much more often,
result of a damage to the DNA by carcinogens.
And such damage can only occur if all protective lines - set by the body's detox system and
body's oxidative protection - fail. This can protective inefficiency may and may not be due to the
great magnitude of exposure to the carcinogen.
Finally, the damage only counts if repair mechanism, for whatever reason, fails.
So, the typical cancer path is:
multiple exposure to carcinogen ▶
multiple protective systems failure ▶
accumulated DNA damage/repair failure ▶
malignant cell cycle alteration ▶
immune system failure ▶
cancer
Considering how incredibly complex all this is - from the protective systems to the cell cycle
and immune system - it is no wonder that the list of known or suspected breast cancer risk
factors is a mile long. In order to make it easier to grasp, these factors can be grouped according
to their primary role in the disease.
Those that exist before the cancer forms are predisposing breast cancer risk factors.
Those that actually push the cell into cancerous transformation by damaging or inhibiting some
of its vital functions, are initiating factors, or carcinogens.
And those that in some way stimulate or make easier growth and proliferation of the existing
cancerous cells are breast cancer promoting factors.
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The distinction is often vague, since predisposing factors before cancerous transformation
often become promoting factors after it. Most of the factors involved with breast cancer formation
can have such a dual role.
Following is a lists of major breast cancer risk factors grouped according to this general
scheme, with each factor given an expanded window in a table below.

BREAST CANCER RISK FACTORS
(A) PREDISPOSING
1 - Compromised detox system (including body's oxidative protection) due to toxic overload and
nutritional deficiencies, chronic stress and/or negative emotions
2 - Compromised oxidative protection
3 - Genetic polymorphism compromising neutralization of carcinogens, DNA repair and cell cycle
control
4 - Compromised immune system increasing likelihood of an
active viral infection
5 - Other
• Nutritional deficiencies/imbalances
• Regular alcohol consumption
• Smoking

(B) INITIATING
1 - Ionizing radiation
2 - Chemical carcinogens
3 - Viral infections

(C) PROMOTING
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1 - Compromised immune function due to chronic stress, negative emotions and/or chronic
internal infections
2 - Compromised detox system due to toxic overload and nutritional deficiencies, chronic stress
and/or negative emotions
3 - Mitogenic/antiapoptopic hormones
• Ovarian hormones high/unbalanced
• Hormonal medical treatments
• Exposure to environmental estrogens
• Elevated insulin
• Elevated IGF
4 - Genetic polymorphism compromising cell cycle control
and immune system efficiency
5 - Other
• Nutritional deficiencies/imbalances
• Regular alcohol consumption
• Smoking
• Low melatonin due to lack of sleep
• Wearing bra extensively
• Obesity/weight gain (postmenopausal)
• Lean body (premenopausal)
• Insufficient/inadequate checkups
-

(A) FACTORS PREDISPOSING FOR BREAST CANCER
A1 - Compromised detox system

toxic overload

● toxins from food, air, water, dental implants,
medications, internal microorganisms.
Overburdened and/or compromised by
genetic/nutritional deficiencies detox system can't
efficiently metabolize and dispose of toxins; toxic
metabolites inflict injury by causing oxidative damage or
cross-linking with body molecules, including DNA

nutritional deficiencies

● detox function is dependant on the wide spectrum of
nutrients

chronic stress
psychological trauma

● negatively affects entire metabolism, detox and other
functions

negative emotions

● negative self-image, pessimism, suppression of
emotions,
poor organizing

chronic dehydration

● sufficient water intake is a must for efficient detox
function
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A2 - Compromised oxidative protection
oxidative exposure

● tobacco smoke, chlorine, pesticides, food additives,
drugs, air pollutants, heavy metals, ultraviolet light...

nutritional deficiencies

● oxidative protection depends on many antioxidant
nutrients

A3 - Inherent genetic aberrations
BRCA1/2 gene mutation

● tumor-suppressor genes, short for BReast CAncer;
mutation increases the risk up to tenfold; estimated 510% of all breast cancer cases carry mutated BRCA1 or
2

ATM gene mutation

● also part of tumor-suppressing mechanism, Ataxiatelangiectasia mutated gene is estimated to be altered
(heterozygous carriers) in up to 1% of women; up to
10% of all breast cancer cases are carriers, possibly
more

CHEK2 gene mutation

● cell cycle checkpoint regulator gene, acting on signals
of DNA damage to prevent cellular division; functionally
associated with BRCA1 and TP53; its 1100delC
heterozygous polymorphism has estimated <1%
incidence and threefold increase in breast cancer risk

TP53 gene mutation

● tumor (suppressor) protein p53 gene is mutated in
more than half of all cancers, but only in about 20% of
breast cancer cases; however, research indicates that
TP53 mutations are nearly three times more frequent in
BRCA1/2 germline mutation carriers; TP53 is regulated
by CHEK2 (which is, in turn, activated by ATM), which
activates TP53 to arrest cell cycle for an attempt at DNA
repair, and then breaks it down to prevent apoptosis
(programmed cell death) if repair succeeds; illustrates
genetic interactions and interdependency

FOK1 gene mutation

● vitamin D receptor gene, whose proper function is
needed for efficient cellular use of vitamin D, which
inhibits cell proliferation, and downregulates both
estrogen and progesterone receptors; significantly
lower risk increase than for above polymorphisms
(indicated ~25% for Ff and ~60% for ff FOK1
polymorphism), but much higher incidence (about 4050% and 10%, respectively)

PALB2 gene mutation

● partner and localizer of BRCA2 protein enables
accumulation of BRCA2 protein in the cell nucleus; it is
altered in less than 1% of women, doubling the risk of
breast cancer
● another gene encoding tumor-suppressing protein
(phosphatase and tension homolog enzyme),
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PTEN gene mutation

PTEN mutations are very rare, usually associated with
Cowden syndrome; carriers have up to 6 times higher
breast cancer lifetime risk

A4 - Compromised immune system
chronic stress

● stimulates production of adrenal hormones, inhibiting
immune function, shrinking the thymus gland and
weakening antiviral response

chronic internal infections,
intestinal bacterial/fungal
overgrowth,
insufficient rest (sleep) time,
high sugar intake,
high blood lipids,
nutritional deficiencies,
smoking, alcohol, overweight,
negative emotions

● poor lifestyle choices negatively affect the immune
function

A4 - Other predisposing factors
nutritional
deficiencies/imbalances

● compromising detox, antioxidative, and/or cellular
function

regular alcohol consumption

● regular, even quite moderate consumption
inked with higher blood estrogen levels; other possible
mechanisms include increased solubility of carcinogens,
interfering with folate metabolism, elevated oxidative
stress and mutagenic effects of its primary metabolite,
acetaldehyde

tobacco smoke

● contains over 4000 chemicals, most of them toxic,
and over 50 known carcinogens

(B) FACTORS INITIATING BREAST CANCER (CARCINOGENS)
B1 - Radiation exposure
early-life
medical exposures

● radiation exposures before age 20, beginning with
fetal exposures and subsequent X-ray and nuclear
medicine diagnostic (γ-rays) exposures

mammography

● cumulative doses in extended periods of time can be
significant

galactography

● imaging of breast's milk ducts by mammography unit;
similar exposure as low-level mammography

other adult chest or whole body
exposures

● other radiology diagnostic procedures, occupational
exposures, nuclear fallout, smoking (from Polonium
210), air travel, radon, background radiation
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non-ionizing radiation
(power field)

● although the evidence is inconclusive, there are clear
indications that exposure to non-ionizing radiation can
be significant breast cancer risk factor

B2 - Viral infections
sexual intercourse,
physical contact,
food (grains), pets (?)

● human papilloma virus (HPV), mouse mammary
tumor virus (MMTV), Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) and
bovine leukemia virus (BLV) have been identified at
higher to much higher incidence in breast cancer
patients; each has the ability to alter cellular DNA,
transforming normal cells into malignant

B3 - Chemical carcinogens
● many chemicals have been identified as carcinogenic,
industrial chemicals (including
mainly in experiments with laboratory animals; little
food additives, pesticides and
research is done on the role of unknown number of
herbicides) in construction and
such chemical carcinogens in the initiation and growth
household products, food, water
of breast cancer, but it is reasonable to assume it to be
and environment
significant

(C) FACTORS PROMOTING BREAST CANCER
C1 - Mitogenic/antiapoptopic hormones
● nominal blood estrogen level is an indicator, although
somewhat loose, of the free (bioavailable, active)
estrogen, which stimulates cell proliferation; higher
estrogen level is likely to result in early menarche and
late menopause (also, as a part of the elevated overall
ovarian hormones level/balance
hormonal activity, in accelerated growth)
● hormonal balance is regulated by a complex coaction of the pituitary gland and hypothalamus, but also
affected by other factors, such as exposures to
xenoestrogens (environmental estrogens) or chronic
stress
● Phthalates (plasticizers) - chemicals leaking into
foods form plastic containers and wraps, tend to
accumulate in the body and may disrupt endocrine
function
● Pesticides - present in many foods and drinking
water, may negatively affect body's regulatory
functions, including hormonal
● Detergents, trichloro-ethylene,
PCBs... many environmental chemicals can act as
estrogen mimics; level of exposure and individual
vulnerability vary, but can be significant
● Cadmium - toxic contaminant present in food, water
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exposure to environmental
estrogens (xenoestrogens)

and environment (also, in tobacco) that steadily
accumulates in the body, acting like estrogen; it can
also raise testosterone levels, as additional breast
cancer risk factor
● Natural food components - some natural food
components, for instance, soybean isoflavones genistein
and daidzein, can have estrogenic effect; however,
Asian populations with high soybean intake have low
breast cancer incidence, which suggests that (1) the
effect may be more complex, and/or dependant on the
overall diet and lifestyle (2) soy isofavones generally act
as anti-estrogens, taking estrogen receptors while
having much lower estrogenic potency (less than 2%)
● Herbal extracts - natural herbal components can
also have estrogenic potency; among commonly used
herbs with such compounds are angelica, reishi
mushroom, licorice, fo-ti and astragalus (they are all
considered healthful, hence the above applies here as
well)

elevated insulin

From high-glycemic diet,
insulin resistance, diabetes; insulin stimulates cell
division and increases the level of free (active) estrogen

elevated IGF

insulin-like growth factor, mitogenic, antiapoptotic
hormone, enhancing estrogen activity, and vice versa;
high levels linked to increased risk of several common
cancers, including breast cancer

hormonal medical treatments

● lHRT - large trials consistently come up with
significantly increased risk
● Birth control pills - the earlier in life starts the use,
and the longer it lasts, the more of the risk factor they
become
● SERM drugs - Selective Estrogen Receptor
Modulator, including those like Tamoxifen, that are
used for breast cancer treatment and prevention,
evidently are the additional risk factor for some woman

C2 - Compromised immune function
chronic internal infections

● toot/jaw/root canal infections - appears to have
significantly higher incidence in breast cancer patients

intestinal bacterial/fungal
overgrowth

● often accompanied with leaky gut and nutritional
deficiencies, burdens and weakens the immune system

chronic stress

● stimulates production of adrenal hormones, inhibiting
immune function, shrinking the thymus gland and
weakening protective responses against cancer

insufficient rest (sleep) time,
high sugar intake,

● many poor lifestyle choices alone negatively affect
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high blood lipids, nutritional
deficiencies, smoking, alcohol,
overweight, negative emotions

immune function, and their combined negative effect is
disproportionally larger

C3 - Compromised detox system
● due to toxic overload, toxic intestines (bacterial/fungal overgrowth), leaky gut, nutritional
deficiencies, chronic stress and/or negative emotions, chronic dehydration

C4 - Genetic aberrations
● compromising cell cycle control and immune system efficiency

C5 - Other promoting factors

nutritional
deficiencies/imbalances

● high-glycemic diet - causing elevated blood level of
both, insulin (with or without insulin insensitivity) and
IGF, which promotes cell proliferation similarly to
estrogen
● high-sugar diet - in addition to being a high-glycemic
food, sugar inhibits the immune system; higher rate of
glycolysis (burning glucose for energy within cell)
increases concentration of its by-product, lactic acid,
making cell more acidic, hence compromising its
optimum functioning
● low fiber - evidence supports inverse relationship
between dietary fiber intake and breast cancer risk
● specific mineral/vitamin deficiencies compromising
detox, immune, and/or cellular function

regular alcohol consumption

● regular, even quite moderate consumption inked with
higher blood estrogen levels; other possible
mechanisms include increased solubility of carcinogens,
interfering with folate metabolism, elevated oxidative
stress and mutagenic effects of its primary metabolite,
acetaldehyde

smoking

● contains over 4000 chemicals, most of them toxic,
and over 50 known carcinogens

low melatonin

● melatonin is an estrogen antagonist hormone; it also
acts as antioxidant, antimitotic and immune-enhancing
agent; body produces melatonin mainly during nighttime
sleep, in darkness; thus lack of nighttime sleep, or
lighted room, inhibit melatonin production, and so does
exposure to power (electrical) field

breast compression

● the risk seems to become the more significant the
longer bra is worn over several hours a day, on daily
basis

overweight/obesity

● according to research data, overweight and obesity
are risk factors for postmenopausal women;
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weight gain (postmenopausal)

● can enhance estrogen production and lead to
estrogen dominance state

lean body (premenopausal)

● if resulting from diet restriction,
metabolic disturbance or deficiency

insufficient/inadequate
checkups

● latter stages at the time of diagnosis significantly
lower chances for recovery
● risk of false negatives,
compression risk, radiation risk

The above list of breast cancer risk factors, as overwhelming as it is, is neither complete nor
clear with respect to mechanisms leading to carcinogenic transformations. It is barely scratching
the surface of the complexity behind the onset and progress of this disease. Many factors are
involved, and
their significance and interplay can vary greatly
from one individual to another.
In addition, there are certainly some pieces of the puzzle that we are still unaware of. But
what is known so far is both, best reference and best starting point for understanding the disease,
and for taking steps to efficiently minimize the risk of becoming a part of the breast cancer
statistic.
Obviously, there is much more that can be said about each of these factors. Will scratch that
surface next.

I - 4. Times change: The roots of breast cancer epidemic
Breast cancer, as any other cancer form, stems from malfunction of the controlling cellular
molecule, the DNA. This malfunction can be result of direct injury, or some specific form of
interference with its function (i.e. gene expression), or both.
Not every cell injury, alteration or interference with the DNA cellular function will result in a
cancerous (neoplastic) transformation of the cell. Usually, it requires several disturbances of the
cell's regulatory mechanisms - both internal and external - with their specific effects combining to
create a basis for the transformation.
One such disturbance may be caused by unrepaired DNA injury, another by an external factor
modifying genetic expression, for instance hormonal regulation, or other factors in the mechanism
of cellular growth and proliferation, like virus (tumor) proteins, and yet another by inherited
negative DNA alteration. In order for these disturbances to push the cell toward neoplastic
(malignant) transformation, their combined effect needs to be causing overexpression of genes
stimulatory of proliferation (oncogenes) on one, and/or underexpression of genes inhibiting
proliferation (anti-oncogenes, or tumor-suppressors), on the other side.
But this is only STAGE ONE of cancer development. In the STAGE TWO, cancerous
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transformation faces cell's own regulatory mechanisms. Every cell has self-regulatory and repair
mechanisms that should step in and prevent such transformation. But it doesn't always work out
that way.
Among the cell's second-line defensive mechanisms is apoptosis, or programmed cell death.
Every normal cell has its lifetime determined by the length of telomeres - a part of the DNA
chromosomal structure necessary for division, whose length shrinks with each division, limiting
number of replications of the cellular DNA. The purpose of it is to prevent cellular degeneration by
accumulated DNA and other errors. Many a cell in the initial stages of cancerous transformation is
terminated by apoptosis, effectively stopping possible cancerous growth. But not all of them; and if
some factor, or factors, inhibits this complex mechanism, it opens up the door for malignant
growth.
Finally, if neither cell's self-regulatory/repair mechanisms nor apoptosis stand in the way of
cancerous transformation, the transforming cell may learn how to synthesize its telomere,
becoming "immortal" - a full-fledged cancer cell, on its way to uncontrolled growth and invasion of
other body tissues.
At this point, at the STAGE THREE of cancer development, the body still can prevent cancerous
growth, by detecting abnormal cells and destroying them by the action of the immune system.
The fact that there is a cancer, specifically, breast cancer growing,
signals compromised body function on multiple levels:
from cells' internal protective, regulatory and repair mechanisms, to the possible and probable
complicity by the external regulatory mechanisms, and to the immune system malfunction.
Of course, the degree of exposure to carcinogens is very important, too. There is no organism
strong and healthy enough that won't succumb to a sufficiently high dose/length of exposure to a
carcinogen. On the other hand, a body predisposed to breast cancer may fall pray to exposures
well within safe level for the average individual.
In all, there is probably no more than a few dozens of genes within cell's DNA whose altered
function can result in unrestrained proliferation. However, relatively few breast cancers - less than
one in ten - result directly from germline (inherited) alterations. And, while not all genetic
mutations are harmful (most of them do not have significant effect, and some can be even
beneficial), any change in the genetic code is potentially risky, and the DNA integrity is best to be
protected as much as possible.
Vast majority of breast cancer cases starts due to malfunction caused by multiple accumulated
changes in the DNA - damage, alteration or functional disruption (e.g. change in gene expression)
- that takes place during the lifetime. What is often neglected, especially by the official medicine
and pharmacology, is this
true breast cancer cause - the factors inflicting
genetic damage or alteration.
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So, what is it that spurs this rising epidemic of breast cancers? Are our genes becoming more
vulnerable, or is it more carcinogens around, or both? Recalling the undisputed link between
breast cancer incidence rates and the level of Westernization/urbanization in low-incidence
countries, gives a hint worth following. What specific changes in the way of life and living
environment can be identified as those fueling the breast cancer epidemic?
The contrast between the modern and past ways of life is the greatest if we go back all the
way to today's hunter-gatherer societies, closely resembling the conditions modeling genes of our
Paleolithic ancestors through many thousands of years.
The first thing to note is that our genetic code has not changed in any significant way. There is
no systemic change in the DNA making us significantly more vulnerable to breast cancer. Where
the changes are likely to be significant is gene expression which, as we know from epigenetic
research, responds to many environmental inputs. Convincing case can be made that
these changes in gene expression had an overly negative effect on our past natural
resistance to breast cancer.
Combined with much higher exposures to carcinogens, it seems to be explaining good part of
the breast cancer surge with modernization.
The big picture can be drawn by somewhat modified illustration from Women's Reproductive
Cancers in Evolutionary Context (Boyd Eaton et al, 1994).

As the graph implies, the genome-based susceptibility to breast cancer remained generally
unchanged, while the segment of population affected by the disease grew from relatively few
individuals at the highest risk in older societies, to much greater numbers in modern societies,
affecting individuals at a significantly lower genetic risk.
Originally, the illustration is for degenerative diseases in general, but it can be just as well
used for breast cancer alone. "Modern societies" refers primarily to Westernized societies, as well
as urban population subgroups, while "Older" refers primarily to hunter-gatherer societies, but
also more contemporary ones that have preserved significant levels of their old lifestyle customs
relevant to breast cancer risks.
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What customs are those? Boyd Eaton et al. focused on women's reproductive experience, diet
and physical activity. As their estimates show, the magnitude of change related to these factors in
modern-time vs. old-time lifestyles is not only enormous, but also consistent in increasing breast
cancer risk.
WOMEN'S REPRODUCTIVE EXPERIENCE
Hunter-gatherer

modern
American

Age at menarche

16.1

12.5

Age at 1st birth

19.5

24

Menarche to 1st birth (years)

3.4

11.5

Duration of lactation per birth

2.9 years

3 months

Average number of live births at age 50

5.9

1.8

Age at menopause

47

50.5

Total number of ovulations

160

450[1]

Dietary fat intake (% calories)

20

36

Triceps skinfold (mm)

9.6

17

Dietary fiber intake (g/day)

100

15

DIET and PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

Maximal O2 consumption

(ml/kg/min)[2]

51.8

ESTIMATED RELATIVE BREAST CANCER RISK TO AGE 60

42.5
[3]

Hunter-gatherer

modern
American

1[4]

114[5]

[1]

[2]

For women not using oral contraceptives
Based on VO2 max, a measure of aerobic (endurance) fitness, for young man; women's data are
"unavailable but believed to be comparable"
[3]
[4]

Based on women's reproductive experience factors alone
An estimated 9% of hunter-gatherers reach age 60, or beyond
[5]
For educated American woman

Roughly three times longer period between menarche and 1st live birth, ten times shorter
lactation period per child and 30 times shorter by age 50, as well as somewhat postponed
menopause in American women translate into significantly higher lifetime estrogen exposure, and
114 times higher breast cancer risk on that basis alone (the estimate is for educated American
women, with 1st childbirth at 2.5 years older age than the average, with other factors as shown in
the table).
The estimated risks for epithelial ovarian and endometrial cancers in the study were 24 and
240, respectively (for American women not using oral contraceptives; 6.9 and 75, respectively, for
10-year contraceptive use).
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These figures are necessarily (i.e. considering very limited data available for past and present
hunter-gatherer societies) very approximate, merely indicating that the magnitude of risk increase
is probably very large. Also, the estimate does not account for other diet-related factors related,
nor for exposure to carcinogens, which further - and rather significantly - increase the risk.
Significantly higher fat intake of today's American women indicates the increase in caloric
intake (which is probably similar for carbohydrates, mainly due to higher sugars intake). Their
nearly doubled triceps skinfold reflects significantly increased rate of obesity, direct result of higher
caloric intake and lower level of physical activity.
One of the consequences of processed foods diet is drastically lower intake of dietary fiber. It
is only one of many negative aspects of the modified food consumption, which changed from
nutrient-rich, pure natural foods to calorie-rich, nutritionally depleted, chemically and biologically
contaminated processed foods.
Obviously, the 20% caloric intake of healthy, unprocessed fats by a hunter-gatherer woman is
in more than one way healthier than 36% caloric intake of often toxic, processed fats by the
modern American women, and substantially more so than what the intake figures alone indicate.
The common denominator for all developed non-westernized countries and, more
conditionally, rural vs. urban populations, is that their lifestyles have deviated less from this lowrisk model of hunters-gatherers, to which our genes are certainly better adapted than to the
conditions of the modern Western life.
And, what makes it all worse, is that our exposure to carcinogens - agents capable of initiating
cancerous transformations within the cell - is now much higher than before. Following focuses on
factors making women more vulnerable to carcinogens that can initiate breast cancer.

I - 5. Factors predisposing for breast cancer
There is often no clear dividing line between predisposing and promoting breast cancer factors
This is no surprise. Any weaknesses in function at the cellular level do make a cell more
vulnerable, to some degree, to damages resulting from exposures that can lead to malignant
transformation. Once such transformation has taken place, these same weaknesses and exposures
are likely to make it easier for cancer to spread, thus becoming its promoting factors.
So, generally speaking, the main difference between predisposing and promoting breast cancer
factors is in the timing of their presence: the former are a part of the cancer-free body, and the
latter part of the body in which the disease has formed.
Knowing that breast cancer (BC) - as well as any cancer, or any disease for that matter - is
caused by unfavorable combination of cellular vulnerabilities and exposures, leads to the main
division of BC predisposing factors:
(1) those present within the breast cell itself, and
(2) those originating outside of it.
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Predisposing factors within the cell that make it more vulnerable to cancer are, simply put, any
significant deviations from its optimum functioning: from those caused by insufficient nutritional
supply to the internal genetic malfunction negatively affecting cellular homeostasis.
Breast cancer predisposing factors originating outside breast cell are those determining its
exposure to carcinogens: from external exposures of the body, to the efficiency of the two main
protective body systems: one which neutralizes toxins - the detox system - and the other,
neutralizing pathogens and dysfunctional body cells - the immune system.
Obviously, adequate diet and efficient digestion are sine qua non for the optimum body
function, because all the elements that the body needs for proper functioning must be not only
present in the food consumed, but also efficiently metabolized, i.e. absorbed into the bloodstream
and broken into components available for cellular assimilation.
Staying healthy, including staying breast-cancer-free, is a complex balancing act between
everything that enters the body through the mouth, lungs and skin, and body's efficiency in utilizing
the beneficial or neutralizing the harmful.
Since it is the breast cell's cellular genetic code that controls cellular processes, much of the
attention lately has been focused on genetic aberrations making women more vulnerable to breast
cancer initiation and growth. However, it was mostly limited to the inherent genetic aberrations.
While those can be significant for an individual's risk level, this breast cancer risk factor is not only
among those that affect relatively small number of women - up to 10%, or so - but also among
those few that little can be done about.
However, since the presence of such aberrations can enormously increase the risk of exposure
to carcinogens, it is advisable to test for those with the highest incidence in the breast cancer
population - BRCA 1 and 2, ATM, TP53 and FOK1 - whenever possible, for assessing one's risk
level. If such aberration exists, it entirely changes the criteria of "safe" exposure levels to the
factors predisposing for, initiating or promoting breast cancer. These woman can be
many times more sensitive and vulnerable to breast cancer.
Unlike genetic inheritance, the rest of main predisposing breast cancer factors can be
influenced to some degree, often significantly. It includes many effects of the lifestyle - beginning
with the diet - not only on the quality of body's secondary functions, but also on gene expression
and DNA itself.
While diet can be considered to be a part of the lifestyle, it will be addressed separately, in
more details, due to its vital importance for the body's very lifeline: cell's nutrient supply. And, in
addition to diet and lifestyle, the other two major groups of BC predisposing factors are related to:
- body's exposure to toxins, other than being possibly a part of cancer initiation, can predispose
for BC by weakening body's functions, and
- compromised immune system, making the body an easier target for active viral infections in
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the first place, but also weakening its overall resilience
Most of breast cancer predisposing factors belong to one of these four groups:
▶ diet-related nutritional imbalances and deficiencies,
▶ lifestyle predisposing factors: alcohol consumption, smoking...
▶ inefficient detoxication, due to high level exposure and/or compromised detox system
▶ immune insufficiency, due to internal infections, sugar-rich diet, psychological drain...
It is important to keep in mind that individual BC risk factors, whether predisposing or
promoting, if present simultaneously, are likely to produce a higher combined risk level, possibly
on exponential scale. In other words, a few relatively minor risk factors combined may produce
significant risk exposure.
Let's start with the diet - next.

I - 6. Factors predisposing for breast cancer: Diet
Undoubtedly, diet can play significant role in the development of breast cancer. Food is literally
our lifeline, on which we are entirely dependant for support to body functions and regeneration. It
has also become a major window of exposure to toxic substances, including carcinogens.
Yet, research seems unable to produce solid evidence - or even conclusive evidence of any
kind - that this is the case. What is going on?
Considering relatively low interest of modern medicine - and even lower level of knowledge of
the modern breed of medical professional and researcher (hat off to the exceptions!) - when it
comes to food and incredibly complex molecular microcosm in which nutrients and other food
ingredients are the very basic factor determining one's wellbeing, this is not much of a surprise.
Nor is surprising that there is so much rambling and confusion piling up with every new breast
cancer study. If such a major factor as it is the flow of nutrients within the body, body's toxic
exposures (with often no clear dividing line between the two), or exposures to radiation are only
partly monitored, or not at all, what else can be expected? Not controlling significant factors in any
study will randomly distort its findings, and we will end up with the
confusing cacophony of studies with inconclusive,
conflicting results exactly what we have now.
That's how we get studies indicating that smoking is protective against breast cancer
(Gammon et al., Cigarette smoking and breast cancer risk among young women [United States]).
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It doesn't help that experimental methods and techniques are often not up to the task of
providing reliable information. And even less are subjective, incomplete information sources such
as food questionnaires.
On top of that, with breast cancer latency period not seldom running into decades, most
studies do not span sufficiently long period of time to effectively link breast cancer incidence with
its origins. It is probably safe to assume that most of them were analyzing the effect of a limited,
insufficient set of factors at a wrong time,
after many a cancer had already been initiated and growing.
Much less such studies can account for the factors resulting from parental exposures, fetal
exposures, or exposures during adolescence, when sensitivity is significantly higher than during
adult life - which is the age group focused on by the majority of breast cancer studies.
For instance, between 1979 and 1982, levels of PCBs and DDE (DDT metabolite) in blood and
breast milk were measured in hundreds of pregnant women in North Carolina (Rogan et al., U.S.
Institute for Environmental Health and Sciences), as well as in the fetal blood of their babies. Then
600 babies were followed through their development. Girls with the highest level of fetal exposure
to these environmental estrogen mimics,
entered puberty nearly a year earlier than those with low exposures.
A solid indicator of elevated levels of estrogen, well recognized breast cancer risk factor. And
that is only exposure to two chemicals.
What does all this have to do with a diet? Well, most of our exposure to environmental
estrogens is through food and liquids we consume. And that is just one among many diet-related
factors nearly entirely neglected in trials attempting to relate breast cancer incidence to a more or
less randomly selected, small number of dietary factors.
For instance, a Swedish study (Conjugated linoleic acid intake and breast cancer risk in a
prospective cohort of Swedish women, Larsson et al. 2009) investigated possible effect of
conjugated linoleic acid (CLA, the linoleic acid form that occurs in dairy products and some meats)
on breast cancer incidence by estimating its individual intake based on food questionnaire, and
didn't find any. And it is known that CLA does inhibit mammary carcinogenesis in in vitro
experiments (laboratory experiments directly exposing sample cells to a chemical agent).
The problem is not only that a questionnaire is unreliable source of information; it is also
impossible to estimate CLA intake with anything resembling accuracy, due to the fact that its
content in these foods varies widely depending on the animal feed (it is up to several times higher
in animals fed on grass, than those fed with grains).
Another hurdle is that body's ability to utilize these essential fatty acids (EFA), and particularly
to synthesize longer-chain EFAs from short- and medium-chain EFAs like CLA, depends on one's
enzymatic efficiency, which also varies widely individually.
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Yet another is that if the relative quantity of these fatty acids is small vs. non-essential fats, or
other EFAs (much less likely) - about 1 in 20, or smaller - their utilization by the body is inhibited,
and can even further deplete its body reserves (this is, for instance, the case with beef, whose low
CLA content is effectively wasted due to the relatively high beef content of non-essential oleic fatty
acid).
None of these factors, or any others (there is certainly much more to it, since any effect,
positive or negative, of one nutrient can be reinforced, or neutralized by a number of other
individual factors) were mentioned in the study. It simply estimated the CLA "paper" intake based
on food quantities entered into food questionnaire and published data on its food contents.
And that's where study's yet another, hopeless shortcoming becomes glaringly obvious. The
calculated CLA intake ranged from >78mg to >156mg a day, from the lowest to highest quintile,
respectively. The official U.S. recommendation for linoleic acid is as much as 5-10% of the total
calories, while Udo Erasmus estimates the optimum intake as 3-6%, with about 1/3 of it being
necessary to prevent deficiency in most people. Taking 2% as the reasonable minimum preventing
deficiency, and 2000 cal/day diet, gives 40 calories from linoleic acid which, at 9 calories per
gram, comes to 4.4g.
In other words, the highest intake quintal in the study was still
only 4%, or so, of the minimum recommended intake!
How much of a beneficial effect could have ingesting 4% instead of 2% of the safe minimum
of any nutrient? Shouldn't they know better? The authors do mention, at the bottom of the paper,
that the lack of association could be due to the CLA intake being below the level needed to provide
protective effect (not specified), but that doesn't prevent them from concluding that:
"The results provide no evidence of a protective effect of CLA against breast cancer
development in women.".
Such conclusion is "substantiated" as being an analysis of responses from 66,433 women in
1987-90 and 36,664 women in 1997 follow up. And it does get quoted in other studies and articles,
as if it actually means something.
This study may be among the more drastic examples, but literally all of them are flawed by
neglecting the vary basic fact that breast cancer is a heterogeneous disease resulting from a
multitude of internal and external factors, varying in number, individual importance and
interactions from one women to another.
Instead of trying to untie the knot by pulling which ever loose end seems to be sticking out,
based on any criterion that happened to be the "priority", the only path to the solution is to slowly,
methodically and patiently arrive to the answer by
following all the ends to the core of the knot.
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And that means parting with the statistical, fly-by approach of looking for causal links with a
few more or less randomly selected parameters in a study population that is not controlled for
such a basic element as a complete nutritional status, let alone individual metabolism, toxic
exposures and sensitivities.
If we are to find what is causing disruption of the normal cell cycle, we have to look at all the
relevant factors involved. Simple as that. And, yes, it cannot be accomplished without
individualizing study approach.
As it is, unfortunately, research "evidence" produced by most health-related studies in general,
and breast cancer related ones in particular, is not just unreliable, they are also only statistically
applicable. At best, it tells you what seem to matter for the majority of women - but does it, and
how much apply to you, the individual? You can only guess, and so can your doctor.
It is well known, in both medical research and practice, that one same food can be beneficial
for one individual, while without effect or even harmful for the other. How does the statistical
approach, focusing on the numbers for large groups of individuals, address, i.e. control this fact? It
doesn't.
Again, conclusions of "no association", "strong association", "suggestive evidence" or "no
evidence" mean little coming from study populations
whose vital individual determinants of body function and dysfunction - are unknown.
It is inevitable that researchers, failing to correct for this chronic fundamental omission, remain
in dark. Here's an example of that kind of "evidence", according to one of the recent studies on the
subject:
Breast cancer:
DIETARY RISK FACTORS
RISK
INCREASE
OBSERVED
STATISTICAL
RISK
EFFECT
REDUCTION

UNCLEAR

NO STATISTICAL
ASSOCIATION

PREMENOPAUSAL

POSTMENOPAUSAL

- alcohol
- animal fat

- alcohol
- saturated fats (weak)

- red meat1
- soy/phytoestrogens
- vitamin D
- vitamins A, E and C (weak)
- folic acid3
- carotenoids

- soy/phytoestrogens
- vitamin D2
- folic acid3
- carotenoids

-

- read meat
- total fat

- total fat
- total carbohydrate
- carbohydrate quality
(glycemic index/load)
- fiber

- total carbohydrate
- carbohydrate quality
(glycemic index/load)
- fiber
- dairy/milk
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OBSERVED

1
3

- dairy/milk
- fruits and vegetables
- caffeine
- folic acid

may be restricted to hormone sensitive breast cancers

- fruits and vegetables
- caffeine
- folic acid
- vitamin E, A and C
2

possible

no direct association, but may alleviate negative effect of alcohol consumption

The summary (Opportunities and Strategies for Breast Cancer Prevention Through Risk
Reduction, Mahoney et al. 2008) is mainly based on the Nurses' Health Study trials, which are of
observational type, depending on information obtained through food questionnaires. Subjectivity
and uncertain reliability of the main source, and the fact that any given study was focused on a
(very) limited set of factors which, in addition, often are not effectively controlled, makes the
results useful only for rough guidance at best.
For instance, when intake of polyunsaturated fats is among factors focused on by a study, it is
nearly always for the total of polyunsaturated fats. There is a big difference between refined corn
or sunflower oil on one side, and natural hemp or flax oil on the other. The former are unhealthy
fats, the later are healthy, but they all go under the same dietary factor, "polyunsaturated fat
intake".
It also matters very much whether these fats are heated in use, and to what extent, or not, but
that "detail" is simply left out.
Or, if you are interested in how was folic acid identified as a probable factor at least partly
offsetting the negative effect of alcohol consumption, the more important point from the study was
largely ignored, which is that women obtaining folate from multivitamin/mineral supplements had
26% lower incidence of breast cancer, compared to 5% excess risk in those taking folate
supplementation alone, and 32% excess risk in those with no nutritional supplementation (Zhang
et al. 1999).
Obviously, the numbers indicate that the protective effect comes mainly from taking
multimineral/vitamin supplementation - which is in line with the known fact that alcohol
consumption depletes nutrients - and not from folic acid alone.
Way to design and interpret studies? Not if we are looking for meaningful conclusions. And, of
course, treatment of polyunsaturated fat intake is just a drop in the ocean, but illustrative of why
breast cancer research seems to be roaming in a circle. This is why the effect of dietary factors in
these studies is far from being consistent, just as it has been with other types of studies included
in the analysis.
Of course,
we don't really need studies to tell us that what we put
into our bodies has to matter for its health status.
Only - if they can - in which particular ways. Preferably, with a customized, individualized
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approach. Statistical associations, regardless of how trendy they are in modern medicine, are not
just inherently unreliable. They are plain inapplicable to any individual woman, or any specific
breast cancer case.
Sketch below illustrates the very basic dependence of breast cancer initiation and growth on
the food factor. Simply put, the body needs optimum intake of nutrients in order to function
optimally; any significant longer term deviation from such intake compromises its functions,
making it more vulnerable to health disorders, including cancer. Dashed lines mark other major
factors in (breast) cancer initiation and growth.

Unfortunately, there is no such thing as "standard optimized diet". Nor, for that matter, any
form of food culture that one could depend on for making right dietary choices - at least in
general. And it wouldn't be enough, if we'd have it. Because not all good foods are good for
everyone, and some may even be harmful. Nutritional needs and tolerances vary from one
individual to another, and for any given individual with time and health status.
Luckily, there are general dietary guidelines with respect to healthy diet, which even the official
medicine - long time ignoring or denying any significance of diet in the health matters increasingly acknowledges. It is the best starting point, but
optimized diet has to be individually tailored something that requires individual's initiative and effort. The importance of finding such diet and
adhering to it, again, varies individually. Those at increased risk of breast cancer have a very good
reason to go for it.
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With this in mind, let's set some general remarks with respect to dietary factors generally
significant in the context of breast cancer, and why.
Let's start with the negatives.
Dietary factors predisposing for and promoting breast cancer
First, caloric intake. It is recognized that higher caloric intake tends to increase breast cancer
risk. Looking at the world's population, there is a solid direct association between higher caloric
intake and increased rates of breast cancer. What complicates the picture are many confounding
factors, both known and unknown, varying in magnitude from one population to another. Still,
caloric intake alone is a likely significant factor, and may be particularly important in childhood,
modifying body metabolism to stimulate growth, i.e. hormonal activity.
The two macronutrients mainly responsible for the caloric intake level are fat and sugar
(practically referring to refined sugar, or sucrose). Both are associated with increased estrogen
level. And, in addition to their caloric contribution, either can, and very likely does, negatively affect
breast cancer risk in a number of ways.
It is often cited that high-fat diet promotes breast cancer, but it is more than just fat issue.
Such diets are typically unhealthy in many other aspects, such as significant intake of highly
processed, denatured, chemically contaminated and nutritionally depleted foods, unhealthy refined
fats and trans-fatty acids, high intake of saturated fats from animal-origin foods, low plant foods
dietary fiber intake, low intake of good fats and essential fatty acids, low level of physical activity,
higher average consumption of alcohol and/or refined sugars, and so on.
It boils down to the body hampered by lowered nutritional intake and/or gross nutritional
imbalances, while at the same time subjected to the higher toxic exposures. That, obviously,
makes it more vulnerable.
High intake of the animal-origin foods - particularly animal fats - is all but certain to result in
high intake of toxic chemicals. Just like ours, animal bodies tend to store toxins they cannot
eliminate in the fat tissue; considering that growing one pound of animal protein requires average
consumption (by the animal) of 20 times as much of plant protein, indicates inevitably
significantly higher concentrations of environmental toxins in
foods of animal origin,
than in plant-origin foods. And, in addition to the toxins already present in their feed, animals
grown for food are also exposed to chemicals added to it.
Another danger of the excessive consumption of animal-origin foods is the absence of dietary
fiber. In addition to other healthful effects of dietary fiber - particularly aiding in removal of toxins
from the intestines - its insoluble portion also absorbs estrogenic hormones deactivated by the
liver and excreted to the intestines via bile, inhibiting their re-absorption into the circulation.
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High-sugar diet is also typically low in nutrients, and generally unhealthy; that combines poorly
with the fact that even moderate amounts of sugar, 50-100g, suppress activity of the immune
system up to 50%, possibly even more, for hours after consumption. This means that those on
high sugar intake have the immune function seriously suppressed good portion of the time.
Sugar also stimulates production of the inflammatory prostaglandin E2, that can promote
cancerous growth.
Furthermore, sugar elevates glucose level, which in turn stimulates secretion of insulin - a
hormone that by stimulating cellular proliferation, can fuel breast cancer similarly to estrogen.
Low-oxygen, high-glucose environment is ideal for the metabolism of cancerous cell; hence highsugar diet (i.e. high glycemic index diet) combined with shallow breathing and physical inactivity
creates generally favorable environment for cancerous growth.
At the cellular level, one of the chief waste products of glucose metabolism, lactic acid,
increases acidity, which has many negative consequences on the cellular homeostasis, including
impaired use of oxygen.
At the extreme end of this overall high-sugar-diet-induced trend is the cancer cell, regressed to
its primitive form of metabolism, living on burning glucose in an oxygen-deprived, acidic
environment (glycolysis).
Body regulation of the level of another hormonal substance, similar to insulin in its stimulatory
effect on cell proliferation, insulin-like growth factor (IGF), is also directly affected by dietary
patterns. While study results are inconsistent in establishing the relationship between a number of
diet-related factors and IGF levels, evidence suggests that IGF levels generally move inversely to
the caloric and protein intake.
The fact that the two principal IGF forms, IGF-I and IGF-II are controlled by at least seven
different IGF binding proteins, some of which suppressing, and the others enhancing their activity,
illustrates part of the reasons behind the difficulty to consistently relate IGF body levels to their
effect on breast cancer. Combined with other known and unknown factors influencing IGF activity,
or breast cancer risk in general, as well as with the limitations of study designs and techniques, it
is bound to make study results unpredictable.
As already mentioned, this uncertainty is rather common, to a greater or lesser degree, to
nearly all breast cancer factors. There is just to many disease variables on one, and limited
knowledge, tools and resources on the other side, to allow arriving at consistent, reliable statistical
results.
And, as already pointed out, even if we'd have reliable statistical results, their usefulness in
any specific case would be also only of statistical value, at the best.
These were the main negative dietary factors, making the body more vulnerable to breast
cancer. What kind of a diet is protective against it?
Dietary factors strengthening the body against breast cancer
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As we said already, such diet has to be individually optimized. But some general rules still
apply.
We could start with a diet that lowers estrogen levels. It should be:
● plant, or predominantly plant-based
● no added sugar
● (good) fats limited to less than 30% of calories
Simple as that.
Why plants? Because high-fiber foods and an overall healthier gut enhance elimination of
estrogen: women vegetarians have 2 to 3 times higher rate of estrogen elimination, and 50%
lower free estrogen blood level than omnivores.
Because plant phytoestrogens - particularly those in soy foods, but also others, for instance in
licorice - exert estrogen-protective effect by clinging to the cellular estrogen receptors while having
less than 2% of estrogen's potency. This effectively lowers estrogen activity.
And because both, high-sugar and fat diets commonly lead to the formation of significant body
fat tissues, which produce estrogen of their own. The additional hallmark of such diet is nutrient
deficiency, and/or imbalance, which further worsen body's ability to control estrogen levels. Guy
Abraham's PMS (premenopausal syndrome) population sample was found to be consuming 62%
more refined carbs, 275% more refined sugar, 79% more dairy and 78% more sodium than
symptom-free population sample - which is safe to assume as already having undesirably high
intakes of these food items. And PMS is commonly caused by - you know it elevated estrogen levels.
Not the least it is due to the compromised liver function (cholestasis) due to nutritional
deficiencies - particularly vitamin B6, or nutrients needed for the conversion into its active form bad intestinal bacteria, lack of dietary fiber, and other common consequences of this type of diet,
all of which present obstacle to the efficient removal of estrogen from the bloodstream.
Of course, there is much more to the breast cancer protective diet than just helping control
body's estrogen metabolism. But the basic recipe is just as simple:
maximize nutrients - minimize toxins
And plant-based diet happened to best fit this requirement. Not just any plant-based diet, but
the whole-food plant based diet. Because plants do get processed and turned into low-nutrient
high-toxins (chemical additives, unhealthy fats, excess sugar, etc.) foods as well. Just eliminating
processed foods would make the typical American diet much healthier, hence also more protective
against breast cancer and other diseases.
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What you eat matters more than any other single controllable factor that can predispose you
for breast cancer. But the rest of them, especially combined, shouldn't be neglected. More about
those other predisposing breast cancer factors next.

I - 7. Factors predisposing for breast cancer: Toxins...
In addition to diet, the other major breast cancer (BC) predisposing factors that can be influenced
by a woman are:
1. those related to the body's toxic exposure,
2. body's immune-function, and
3. multitude of lifestyle-related factors, most of which to a greater or lesser degree also affect the
previous two.
With breast cancer - and with degenerative diseases in general - multiple factors, including
those seemingly unrelated, are part of the same complex mechanism that makes the body
vulnerable. They overlap in their action, and often reinforce each other. Addressing all known
factors, as opposed to focusing on a single factor, or a limited set of them, may make a difference
between preventing a disease, or not. The more we know about predisposing risk factors, the
better chances to stay healthy. This is why it is important to be aware of all the potential risk
factors, and then weight their actual importance according to the individual situation.
1. Toxic overload
The efficiency of body's detox function and the effect of accumulated toxins on cellular health is
probably the most neglected factor in the area of cancer research and treatment in general.
Breast cancer research and treatments are not the exception. A few U.S. studies investigating the
link between one of many omni-present environmental toxins, pesticides, and breast cancer, did
not find positive correlation.
If they did, it would hardly mean anything as well, since the studies not only lacked reliable
method of assessing actual exposures, particularly
at the time when it matters most, during the adolescence,
but didn't even try to assess individual levels of vulnerability to that type of toxic exposure among
the study population. Needless to say, leaving this vital factor uncontrolled makes proper
randomization impossible, and makes any results meaningless.
Knowing that the detox system efficiency, and vulnerability to toxins can vary individually
up to a hundredfold, or more,
makes such studies laughable, if they wouldn't be just plain sad. What matters at least as much as
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the nominal exposure to toxins is body's ability - or inability - to neutralize them. Real body
exposure is the one occurring inside, after the detoxification process. And then much depends on
body's repair efficiency, which also varies widely individually. If study participants are not properly
randomized with respect to these crucial risk factors - and no one does this kind of randomization
- any result from such a "study" is entirely meaningless.
Knowing that nutritional status of the participants is never controlled (i.e. known) factor in
these studies does not make the picture any better. Nor is the exposure to other carcinogens and
toxic substances. Or exposure to stress, viral carcinogens, And so on.
Some real-life data, such as substantial reduction in breast cancer incidence in Israel, after it
banned many toxic chemicals in 1978, support this very logical association between toxic chemicals
and breast cancer (the ban was triggered by an Israeli study that did find link between toxic
chemicals and breast cancer). Breast cancer incidence in Israel dropped despite all other
recognized risk factors worsening in the Israeli population, and despite continuing rise in the world
breast cancer mortality rates.
Of course, pesticides are only the tip of the iceberg; many other known and unknown potential
carcinogens are present in our water, food and living environment. Many toxins that are not
directly carcinogenic do have the ability to interfere with body functions at all levels, possibly
becoming a piece of the puzzle in the initiation and growth of breast cancer. Others, like chlorine yes, chlorine from chlorinated water too - can form carcinogenic compounds combining with other
not directly carcinogenic compounds and metabolites. Very little research is done in this direction,
and much of what has been done is incompetent.
And no research whatsoever has been done on the aggregate effect of all carcinogenic and
non-carcinogenic toxic chemicals and their metabolites in human body combined. There are
anywhere from
hundreds to thousands of such chemicals circulating
in every American,
child or adult. And toxic overload of chemicals that inhibit body functions and do direct damage to
it - separately from carcinogenic chemicals that have potential of initiating malignant cell
transformation - is not only predisposing for breast cancer, it is all but certain to be stimulating its
growth as well.
Is it wonder that we remain in dark when it comes to the causes and treatment of cancer?
2. Suppressed immuno-response
In addition to body's detox system, efficient immune-system is a must for breast - and any
other - cancer prevention or cure. While the detox system protects the cell from damage structural or functional, or both - by toxic substances in general that can lead to malignant
transformation, the immune system protects the body by destroying deviant cells and - in the
context of predisposing breast cancer factors - by preventing viruses from actively infecting the
body. There is a good bit of evidence suggesting that viruses can play an active role in the
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initiation and progression of most cancers - including breast cancer. It is not unthinkable that their
activity could also predispose - i.e. make the body more vulnerable - to breast cancer.
As complex as the immune-system is, it is inevitably affected by many factors, beginning with
one's diet. Not only that it depends on diet for getting the nutrients it needs to function properly, it
can and does get negatively affected by some common foods, or by metabolic deviations resulting
from poor diet.
Specifically, whole food diet with plentiful plant foods - particularly green leafy vegetables supports the immune function. On the opposite end, the common combination of sedentary
lifestyle and poor food choices of excess animal and processed foods raises body lipids cholesterol, free fatty acids, triglycerides - and they in turn inhibit proliferation, mobility and killing
efficiency of white blood cells.
Another poor diet staple, sugar - in any form: sucrose, fructose, honey - directly inhibits white
blood cell activity for hours, starting within half an hour from ingestion. The more sugar
consumed, the more suppressed immune system. It is unclear how, specifically, it works, but it is
probably related to the elevated blood glucose level, and the dependency of nutrients stimulating
white cell activity on cross-membrane transport by insulin. Since unloading glucose from the
bloodstream is body's priority, such nutrients - for instance, vitamin C - and other compounds
needed for the cellular process get shortchanged by glucose in their access to the cell.
In addition to diet-related immuno-response factors, the immune system function is adversely
affected by a multitude of other factors, from the presence of chronic hidden internal infections, to
high stress levels, and even to negative emotions, grief and sadness. It shows how everything in
the body is inter-connected and inter-dependent.
Chronic hidden internal infections
There are numerous forms of chronic internal infections that can overburden and weaken the
immune system. Among the most common are probably infections inside the mouth
(teeth/gums/jaw), such as cavities, toxic and immunologically incompatible fillings, or infected root
canals. Such infections lower immune efficiency and, particularly when combined with other risk
factors, can make cancerous growth possible. And, if they are part of it, such hidden, unaddressed
factors can obstruct any therapeutic attempt, and prevent recovery, as long as they remain
unresolved.
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But such infections may affect negatively body functions other
than the immune system as well. Somewhat unusual, but very
realistic negative aspect of such infections is their effect on body's
energy meridians
(which are positively proven to exist). Having, for instance, infected
teeth (that includes root canals, which very often harbor hidden
infection), or metal implant on either side of the jaw, can interrupt
energy flow along the acupuncture meridians passing through the
breasts (specifically, stomach meridians, illustrated at left). It can
compromise integrity of the cellular processes in the breast tissue,
contributing to the development of breast cancer.
Goldberg's "Definitive guide to cancer" (p600) cites a Swiss clinic director, doctor Thomas Rau
M.D., stating that about 90% of breast cancer patients at his clinic had dental factor involved, with
possible negative effects on both, energy meridians and immune efficiency. That by itself means
little, without knowing the incidence of the same affliction in a comparable healthy population. But
the fact that a qualified medical professional points out to it indicates that, in his experience, it
could be a significant factor
It is mentioned above that overgrowth of intestinal yeast could lessen body's resistance to
breast cancer. That can be expanded to all toxic microorganisms residing in the intestinal tract.
Century ago, much less processed foods eaten back then would pass the intestine in less than 24
hours. These days, 2-3 times as long is common. The longer food stays inside, the more rotting,
more bad bacteria, more toxins. Many have chronically elevated intestinal toxicity, which does not
cause apparent (i.e. clearly related to it) symptoms, but does cause, or lead to the scores of
"unexplained" symptoms and, slowly - or not - ruins one's health.
Also, remember, 50%, or so, of the entire immune system army is committed to the intestinal
tract. If there is one part of the body that, if compromised, drains and weakens the immune
system, it is your intestines.
Unfortunately, chronic hidden internal infections belong to the long list of breast cancer risk
factors ignored by the official medicine.
Psychological drain
Prolonged or excessive mental stress and emotional distress negatively affect the body in many
ways. We are all exposed to it at work, in our family and other social environments, even alone.
Actual stress level is a function of two main variables, stress exposure and personal
susceptibility. Given exposure, the most significant factor in creating stress level is either personal
level of fear, from feeling threatened by a possible negative outcome (realistic, or not,, mainly
dictated by one's self-image), or anxiety from difficulty to meet excessive demands imposed onto
oneself by others or oneself.
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Either way, prolonged stress has profound effect on the body function. In general, stress
stimulates cardio-respiratory function, while suppressing body's metabolic, regulatory and
protective functions, including the immune system function.
Needless to say, chronically suppressed metabolism, and with it body's metabolic lifeline and
regeneration, inevitably undermines health and invites disease.
More so with the stress hormones inhibiting activity of white blood cells and suppressing their
production, literally making the thymus gland shrink. Obviously, that increases vulnerability to
cancer. A study from 1990s found that women who had significant emotional trauma within 6
years before being diagnosed with breast cancer had 5 times higher incidence of the disease
(Trichopoulos et al. 1996).
How you treat your emotions may matter just as much. Research results consistently show
that personality type that suppresses emotions is much more likely to develop breast cancer than
free-personality types, habitually letting them out.
It is probably not the suppression of emotions itself that does most of the damage - rather the
reason behind it. The only reason not to act naturally is some form of perceived threat if one does;
in other words, such personality is in the state of nearly constant stress/anxiety. And that takes its
toll.
Two worst offenders are holding inside "negative" emotions, such as dissatisfaction or anger,
and hopelessness - a byproduct of either extraordinary difficult circumstances or, much more
often, the negative self-image. Those are not inherent forms of behavior, rather acquired in the
process of growing up. Hence, they can be positively influenced - which does require resolve and
will - and modified into more natural, healthier, and happier behavior.
In contrast to behavior dictated by a constant anxiety state, such inner environment promotes or should we say allows - optimum body functioning. And that feels down to a single body cell.
3. Lifestyle risk factors
Put simply, healthy lifestyle requires just four things: eat well, stay clear of toxins/carcinogens,
move your body around, and let yourself be happy - there is always a good reason for it.
Eating well means eating foods close to their natural state. The closer, the better. Just make
sure they have no toxic "extra".
Stay clear of toxins because they are, well - toxic.
Move your body around because it's been made for it. Once you stop, it becomes - well - kind
of rusty. And you know what happens to rusty things. They rust more, and fall apart.
Be happy, because your body knows when you're not. How does it know? By taking from its
metabolic/regenerative functions, it makes it unhappy too.
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That was a bit different take on the worn out theme of "healthy lifestyle". And, really, most
often we do know what is the right thing to do, and what is not.
We shouldn't eat nutrient-depleted, toxin-laden foods. Shouldn't become excessively
overweight. Let stress take over our lives. Think negative. Smoke. Drink.
Why not?
Because any of it - and combined more, or much more so - weakens the body, making it the
easier pray for a disease. Including breast cancer.
Let's take, for instance, alcohol.
Alcohol consumption
Research on the link between alcohol consumption and breast cancer is sparse, but what is
there is very alarming. As little as 2-3 alcoholic drinks *a week* could increase breast cancer risk
up to 2-3 times (Schatzkin et al. 1987, Willet et al. 1987, Longnecker et al. 1988); while this is
probably too pessimistic, it seems quite possible that even moderate regular consumption of
alcohol can significantly increase the risk of getting breast cancer.
Multiple studies were consistent in finding that the breast cancer risk increase due to alcohol
consumption can be approximated with 10% risk increase with every 10g of alcohol consumed
daily, for longer periods of time (Smith-Warner et al. 1998, Hamajima et al. 2002, and others).
This held independently for beer, wine and liquor, so it is safe to assume that alcohol in any form
of consumption will have similar effect.
Specific mechanisms through which alcohol promotes breast cancer are not yet determined,
but should be at least in part related to its effects on depleting nutrients, particularly vitamin B9, as
well as to inducing oxidative damage and burdening detox system.
These days, many of us have detox system overwhelmed by constant exposures to hundreds of
toxic pollutants. If, for instance, aldehyde pathway - which is the route for detoxifying alcohol - is
clogged by high toxic exposure and/or nutritional deficiencies lowering its efficiency, alcohol
consumption may disrupt normal detoxication process,
resulting in the formation of very toxic metabolites.
Primary metabolites of alcohol, aldehydes, are already more, or much more toxic than alcohol
itself (it is mainly their effect that causes hangover symptoms), and if not neutralized during
continued detoxication process, it can trigger formation of real nasty metabolites, forming
damaging stable bonds with body molecules (adducts). Clogged aldehyde pathway can also result
in formation of epoxides, another form of potentially very toxic metabolites, which can be
carcinogenic.
In individuals with marginal detox/antioxidant efficiency and/or increased vulnerability, these
toxic metabolites could cause more significant and possibly irreparable damage to the cellular
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structures, including DNA.
Some studies do indicate that acetaldehyde, primary metabolite of alcohol, may have
mutagenic effect (Garro et al. 1990, Castro et al. 2006). This toxic compound is also produced by
Candida albicans intestinal yeast, so fungal overgrowth may also, under certain circumstances,
become a breast cancer risk factor.
Consuming alcohol suppresses the immune system by impairing white cell mobility.
Alcohol could be also contributing to elevated plasma level of estrogens (Hankinson et al.
1995). That is probably not all, but is already more than enough. Keep in mind that breast cancer
is always a complex disease, with a number of negative factors combining to form the
environment allowing breast cancer to grow. What we know about alcohol and its biological effect
clearly puts it among those negative factors.
This rounds up this overview of factors predisposing for breast cancer. Following turns toward
the crucial moment in breast cancer genealogy: factors that actually initiate cancerous
transformation in the breast

I - 8. Breast cancer initiating factors
Unlike breast cancer predisposing and promoting factors, which are many and of great variety,
there are only a few factors - no more than three - actually initiating cancerous transformation in
woman's breast:
1-RADIATION - primarily ionizing, although non-ionizing radiation shouldn't be entirely
discounted 2-CHEMICAL CARCINOGENS, and
3-VIRAL INFECTIONS
In addition to radiation, chemical exposure and viral tumor proteins, DNA alterations resulting
in cancerous growth can also be caused by accumulated errors in DNA replication during mitosis.
As with other changes in the structure of the DNA molecule, it typically requires the combined
effect of multiple alterations to initiate malignant transformation. At present, it is not known how
significant are they in breast cancer, but these replication errors are certainly contributing factor to
the possible malignant transformation.
In general, the higher rate of cellular proliferation, the more significant it is.
Just like any other complex body function, the quality of DNA replication depends on a
multitude of factors, from inheritance and lifestyle to nutritional status and toxic exposures.
There is convincing evidence that radiation exposure is the primary breast cancer causative
factor. DNA damage by carcinogenic chemicals is the second, and DNA alterations due to viral
infections are yet another, probably the least significant factor.
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How harmful these three direct causative factors will be in every individual case, what form the
ensuing breast cancer will take, and how it will progress, depends on a variety of predisposing and
promoting factors present, in a different form, in every individual case. In general, if the cellular
function is already compromised by multiple factors negatively affecting cellular homeostasis and
repair, including:
● unfavorably altered gene expression,
● inherited negative genetic polymorphism, compromising cell cycle integrity
● significant oxidative exposure, particularly of the DNA molecule
● inefficient oxidative protection and detox system
● nutritional deficiencies and imbalances, negatively affecting DNA repair
● toxic overload, damaging the body and bodily functions
will be more prone to undergo transformation into malignant growth.
All these factors overlap in many ways. For instance, poor (and that does not imply lack of food)
, unbalanced diet is very likely to compromise body's oxidative and detox protection and could, in
fact, negatively alter gene expression. This, in turn, could combine with the inherent genetic
polymorphism and result in a further, critical worsening of the cellular repair mechanism and
degradation of cell cycle control.
Once a cell turns cancerous, and starts multiplying, how fast it will progress depends
significantly on the presence and activity of a variety of factors promoting cellular proliferation,
including:
◊ level and balance of ovarian hormones, either endogenous (which can also be affected by
stress hormones metabolism) or of external origin (medical treatments, xenoestrogens),
◊ elevated insulin and/or IGF,
◊ low melatonin,
◊ breast compression (wearing bra),
◊ obesity/ weight gain for postmenopausal or lean (undernourished) body for
premenopausal women, and
◊ medical hormonal treatments,
as well as on the presence and efficiency of the factors inhibiting their activity or, in general,
controlling cellular proliferation.
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This is, of course, far from the complete picture, and mainly listing the factors that happened
to have relatively significant statistical association with breast cancer incidence and proliferation in
most of the studies. What the studies typically do not address is more important:
 quality of the diet - and not just general quality, but individually-tailored quality meaning
that it provides what the individual body specifically needs  toxic load, damaging and obstructing body functions needed for wellbeing in general, and for
fighting breast (or any other) cancer in particular,
 progress in reducing that toxic load and, of course,
 the state of mind: psychological and emotional wellbeing
Let's take a closer look at radiation, the major breast cancer causative factor.

I - 9. Factors initiating breast cancer: Radiation
W hat evidence points to radiation exposure as a significant - or the most significant - factor
that directly causes breast cancer (BC)?
Not long ago, it's been thought that the only dangerous form of radiation is so called ionizing
radiation, from ultraviolet, through X-rays to gamma (nuclear) rays. The link between nuclear
radiation and breast cancer incidence is well established: breast cancer incidence is consistently
higher in areas with increased exposure to radioactive materials, from the post-war Japan, to the
U.S. counties situated within 100 miles from nuclear reactors sites.
But this is not where radiation exposures stops. Low-level exposures to electrical power field
(from power lines, appliances, dirty electricity) seem to be also increasing the risk. Mortality from
breast cancer is about 40% higher among female electrical workers (Loomis et al. 1994). By
interfering with body's extremely delicate cellular circuitry, even the standard low-level exposures
can alter cellular functions, including gene expression, mechanisms suppressing cancerous growth,
or hormonal functions (specifically, they may suppress melatonin production, resulting in higher
levels of estrogen and prolactin).
Harmful effect of mobile phone radiation cannot be ruled out as well.
However, ionizing radiation from medical diagnostic procedures is the most significant form of
radiation potentially causing breast cancer. Its high energy levels can damage DNA structures
either directly, or by initiating chain formation of highly reactive particles within cell. High energies
associated with ionizing radiation inflict DNA damage that is harder, or much more hard for the
cell to repair.
For instance, estimates are that the repair efficiency of a single DNA strand break is 99.99%,
while only 90%, or 1000 times lower, for the double strand break, which is the kind
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commonly inflicted by ionizing radiation.
Low-dose X rays, as well as higher-dose CAT-scan nuclear medicine exposures, routinely used
in the medical diagnostic field, are the main source of ionizing radiation. One of these X-ray
exposure sources is, of course, mammography (note that most sources tend to show minimum
radiation estimate for medical diagnostic procedures, sometimes deceptively low, as is often the
case with mammography).
According to John W. Gofman, M.D. Ph.D. (medical doctor and nuclear physicist, 1918-2007),
the late Professor Emeritus in Molecular and Cell Biology at the University of California at Berkeley,
radiation expert and long time advocate for more judicious use of ionizing radiation for medical
diagnostics, radiation exposure probably causes
as much as 75% of all breast cancers.
Gofman's estimate is based on his meticulous analysis of available evidence (Preventing breast
cancer, 1996). As he explains, this does not mean that all other factors together cause the rest of
25% breast cancers. Rather, since nearly every breast cancer is a multifactorial disease, that
radiation is among its major causes in 3 out of 4 women with the disease. Since all of these major
factors are normally needed for the final outcome, this means that without the radiation factor
breast cancer rate would be cut by nearly as much, down to about a quarter of its current level.
To clarify how cancer becomes a disease, i.e. symptomatic, we should understand that
initiation of cancerous cell transformation by either radiation, chemical carcinogen or virus is the
necessary condition for the formation of malignant cells, but does not necessarily suffice for it to
become symptomatic. These cancer-initiating factors cause cancerous cell formation at numerous
body locations throughout lifetime in most, if nor all people. But it is up to the interplay of all
(known and unknown) predisposing and cancer-promoting factors
whether it will progress, or not, and if it does how long it will take
to become symptomatic - if ever.
For many, radiation exposures span from mother's womb to adult years' diagnostic
procedures. Early exposures are the riskiest, but the effect of irradiations is cumulative, thus those
latter in life also add to the risk. Considering that for a cancer to develop, multiple alterations of
the DNA - up to 10, or so - are needed, damage to chromosomes caused by every additional
exposure to ionizing radiation (gene deletions, translocations, double DNA strand breaks, etc.)
increases the chances for it to take place. The more so for those already predisposed to it by
inherited adverse genetic polymorphism.
Based on the data for 12,000 Japanese females exposed to atomic bomb radiation below age
20 (average 10, based on Land 1993 and Tokunaga 1994), Gofman came to this generic plot of
their breast cancer rate increase vs. spontaneous rate:
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This risk is significantly lower for women exposed to radiation after age 20. Gofman's 15-year
old assessment is in good agreement with the latest BEIR report, which sets the radiation risk at
age 10y as five times higher than at age 40y. The reason seems obvious: the rate of cell
multiplication is significantly higher at a younger age, while defense mechanisms, like body's
oxidative protection and DNA repair are still immature. The result is significantly higher breast
cancer incidence in general, and especially the incidence of early breast cancer.
The most vulnerable population are women with genotypes already compromising DNA repair
efficiency or other cancer-suppressing mechanisms, particularly when combined with the presence
of factors accelerating the rate of cellular division, such as elevated levels of estrogen, estrogen
mimics, IGF and/or insulin. In other words, while given radiation dose will induce similar level of
damage to DNA in any individual woman,
whether it will progress into a symptomatic cancer or not, and how fast it will spread
depends on the specific interaction of the multitude of BC predisposing and promoting
risk factors.
Considering Gofman's qualifications and experience, his estimate of up to 3 in 4 breast cancers
being caused by medical diagnostic irradiation should not be discounted. Not necessarily as a
correct figure, but as the well founded gross indicator of the magnitude of this causative factor in
the overall incidence of breast cancer.
According to a recent study (Exposure to Low-Dose Ionizing Radiation from Medical Imaging
Procedures, Fazel et al. 2009, with nearly million subjects and over 3.4 million procedures), the
mean annual radiation dose (effective dose) due to diagnostic imaging ranged from 1.2 mSv to 4.9
mSv for women aged 18-34y to 60-64y, respectively. Mean annual dose was 2.4 mSv (somewhat
lower than the population average, due to exclusion of the 64y+ group), with the annual effective
dose dose due to mammography alone of only 0.074 mSv.
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However, since it was calculated for the entire study population, roughly half of which were
male, for female alone should be about twice higher, or 0.15 mSv. And since more than a half of
female population does not do screening mammography, for the screened population it comes to
about 0.4 mSv a year (that is, in fact, the value of average mammography-delivered effective dose
assigned to mammography by authors, based on their sources).
Now, about 45% of the total annual dose in the study came from various forms of chest
procedures. Knowing that most of torso procedures not centered at the chest also contribute some
portion of radiation to the chest area, we can safely assume that more than half of the total
effective dose does fall onto the chest.
Hence those 0.4 mSv of radiation from mammography alone compares to anywhere from 2 to
3.5 mSv, or so, total chest radiation exposure for the population 50y of age and above (below is
study data for the total annual effective dose for all study groups).
EFFECTIVE DOSE (mSv)
AGE GROUP (Y)

NUMBER OF SUBJECTS

MEAN

RANGE (% of group)
>3

3-20

20-50

>50

18–34

123,524

1.2

88.1

11.2

0.6

<0.1

35-39

61.729

1.8

83.2

15.6

1.1

0.1

40-44

75,550

2.3

79.4

19.2

1.3

0.16

45-49

76.562

2.8

75.6

22.3

1.9

0.21

50-54

69.783

3.4

71.1

26.1

2.5

0.27

55-59

61,113

3.9

67.2

29.2

3.3

0.31

60-64

31,081

4.9

61

34

4.5

0.49

In other words, the average total chest radiation delivered to these women is
5-9 times the radiation delivered by mammography alone.
The more realistic average effective dose for mammography is higher, about 0.7 mSv, but it is
likely that the doses for other procedures in the study were generally underrated as well, roughly
offsetting for the lower mammography dose in relative terms.
The reason is that the study uses effective doses as quoted in Mettler et al. (Effective Doses in
Radiology and Diagnostic Nuclear Medicine, 2008). Most of the procedures/doses from this study
are shown below, for information as well as for illustration of the extent of medical use of ionizing
radiation.
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EFFECTIVE DOSES FOR MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES (adults)
Dose (mSv)
Examination

Average

Reported
range

Knee

0.005

-

Shoulder

0.01

-

Chest, posteroanterior

0.02

0.007–0.050

Chest, posteroanterior and lateral

0.1

0.05–0.24

Skull

0.1

0.03–0.22

Cervical spine

0.2

0.07–0.3

Mammography

0.4

0.10–0.60

Pelvis

0.6

0.2–1.2

Hip

0.7

0.18–2.71

Abdomen

0.7

0.04–1.1

Thoracic spine

1.0

0.6–1.4

Lumbar spine

1.5

0.5–1.8

Intravenous urography

3

0.7–3.7

Endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography

4.0

-

Small-bowel series

5

3.0–7.8

Upper gastrointestinal series (w/fluoroscopy)

6

1.5–12

Barium enema (w/fluoroscopy)

8

2.0–18.0

Intraoral radiography

0.005

0.0002–0.010

Panoramic radiography

0.01

0.007–0.090

Head and/or neck angiography

5

0.8–19.6

Thoracic angiography of pulmonary artery or aorta

5

4.1–9.0

Coronary angiography (diagnostic)

7

2.0–15.8

Abdominal angiography or aortography

12

4.0–48.0

Coronary percutaneous transluminal angioplasty, stent
placement, or radiofrequency ablation

15

6.9–57

Pelvic vein embolization

60

44–78

Transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt placement

70

20–180

Head

2

0.9–4.0

Neck

3

-

Calcium scoring

3

1.0–12

Spine

6

1.5–10

GENERAL RADIOLOGY

DENTAL RADIOLOGY

INTERVENTIONAL RADIOLOGY

CT SCAN
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Pelvis

6

3.3–10

Chest

7

4.0–18.0

Abdomen

8

3.5–25

Virtual colonoscopy

10

4.0–13.2

Chest for pulmonary embolism

15

13–40

Three-phase liver study

15

-

Coronary angiography

16

5.0–32

Lung ventilation

0.2-0.5

-

Gastrointestinal emptying

0.4

-

Lung perfusion

2.0

-

Liver-spleen

2.1

-

Renal

1.8-3.3

-

Biliary tract

3.1

-

Thyroid scan

1.9-4.8

-

Bone

6.3

-

Parathyroid scan

6.7

-

White blood cells

6.7-8.1

-

Gastrointestinal bleeding

7.8

-

Cardiac ventriculography

7.8

-

Cardiac rest-stress test

9.4-11.4

-

Brain

6.9-14.5

-

Tumor

14.1

-

Cardiac

14.1

-

Gallium 67 citrate

15.1

-

Cardiac stress-rest test

40.7

-

NUCLEAR MEDICINE

These are more or less in line with the usually cited doses, but how much we can trust them?
The more radiation risk becomes known to the public, the more the official medicine tries to
downplay medical radiation exposure. So, Mettler et al. plainly states that radiation doses from
radiologic and nuclear medicine procedures - up to 70 mSv averaged single dose - are
comparable to 3 mSv average yearly natural exposure.
How so? Just for being highly fractionated - in effect continuous - natural dose acts as roughly
a half lower single dose, and that is comparable to up to a hundredfold higher doses from multiple
medical procedures? How do these doses compare to the national safe occupational exposure limit
- 50 mSv annually for nuclear workers, less than half as much for administrative jobs - or 1 mSv
annual limit for public exposure?
How do those compare to the level of irradiation of the Hiroshima/Nagasaki survivors study,
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where 41% of them averaged 1mSv of bomb radiation, 32% averaged 19 mSv, 5% averaged
53mSv, 16% averaged 146 mSv, and 742 and 1970 mSv averaged 3% each? In other words,
94% of the survivors were exposed to doses
comparable to current doses from medical radiation,
and nearly half of them to significantly lower doses.
How do they compare to Gofman's finding, supported by the evidence from nine (of other
researchers') studies, that no so called "low dose" of ionizing radiation - including as low as 1 mSv
- is safe with respect to causing excess cancers?
These few questions help understand how biased, misleading and arrogant is the statement by
Mettler et al. which is fairly in line with what the official medicine is promoting.
Usually cited medical diagnostic doses have downward bias due to several reasons. The most
important one is that they are generally based on the "catalog doses", assuming near-optimum
use, handling and functioning of the imaging equipment. This is seldom the case in the real world,
with the actual doses varying greatly not only from one institution to another, but within one same
institution as well. Doses tend to be higher simply because suboptimal image processing
(underprocessing, film or digital) requires higher doses to at least partly compensate for.
For instance, the 1989 NCRP Report states that (mis)adjusting digital radiologic systems to
provide more shades of gray than needed, increases the dose by 5 to 10 fold over the optimum
(Gofman fought for correcting and standardizing radiation procedures, pointing at both, danger of
radiation and great potential for minimizing the radiation dose).
Also, often times it is only the single image dose that is quoted, even when multiple images are
routinely taken. For instance, cranial CT average for multiple scans is 50 mSv, 2-minute barium
contrast G-I fluoroscopy 80 mSv, and so on.
Part of the bias is that the official dose often does not include all irradiated organs. One drastic
example are the most common form of chest X-rays. The commonly cited effective dose for the
standard (posteroanterior) chest X-rays - by far the most frequent procedure - is 0.02 mSv, while
the actual dose is more likely to be closer to 0.1 mSv.
All considered,
the actual cumulative dose from diagnostic radiation is very likely higher,
possibly significantly so, than one obtained from the "book values" and assumed near-optimum
doses.
Considering that most women in the study (79%, vs. 58% for males) did have one or more
radiation procedures, and that significant portion of women - from 12% for 18-34y to 39% for 6064y group - received moderate-to-high radiation doses (3 to 50+ mSv annual total, implying nearly
2 to 30+ mSv chest dose), quite a few women received chest radiation dose many times that of
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the standard average mammography screening of about 0.7 mSv (more so considering that the
study, relying on commonly published data, generally underestimates radiation dose).
While the portion of chest-delivered radiation absorbed by the breasts vary with the procedure,
it is commonly significant, often in the 1/3 to 1/2 range. This means that in the 50y+ population
nearly 40% of women receives additional breast radiation anywhere from the level of average Xray mammography
to a dozen times, or more, higher.
And we know that even mammography dose, while acceptably low for most women, can
present unacceptable risk for those highly vulnerable. And that radiation effect accumulates with
every dose received. From another angle, the highest quartile, or about 10% of the women, may
have received up to a few dozen times more radiation to the breast than from one standard
mammography.
If we add up all mean annual radiation doses from diagnostic tests between age of 18 and
59y, and take the average, it comes to 96 mSv accumulated effective dose. Assuming, again, very
approximately, more than half of it going to the chest area, and more than a third of that to the
breasts, gives about a quarter of it, or 24 mSv, being absorbed by the breasts (again, if we go to
the highest quartile (this time 25% of all women) the dose would significantly higher).
That is more than three times higher effective dose than the 7 mSv accumulated from 10
average annual mammograms between the age of 50y and 60y. Thus, based on the nominal dose,
it would add proportionally more breast cancer cases - and deaths - at the age of 61y, i.e. 24 per
1,000, for the total of 31 per 1,000.
But this number is flawed in more than one way. First, as mentioned, the published doses used
for computation in the study have downward bias. The actual doses are certainly higher.
Second, accumulated diagnostic radiation from 0-18y period is not included. In fact, we should
put from -0.75 to 18y period, since fetal irradiations are rather common, and not negligible. It
takes place during diagnostic, therapeutic and interventional radiation procedures on pregnant
women. Also, irradiation of the neonates is rather common, and can be quite intensive, particularly
for premature and congenitally challenged infants.
Third, and most important: plain numerical average of absorbed doses greatly underrates the
risk of pediatric and neonatal irradiation. For any given radiation dose, risk ratio increases
exponentially toward younger populations. According to a recent study (Use of Medical Imaging
Procedures With Ionizing Radiation in Children, Dorfman et all. 2011), about half of all U.S.
females 18y and younger are exposed to medical diagnostic radiation (table below).
NUMBER OF PROCEDURES (% females)

173,000 0-18y U.S. FEMALES
(AR, FL, TX, WI; Dorfman et all. 2011)

1 or more

2 or more

3 or more

PLAIN X-RAY

37.7

20.5

12.1

CT SCAN

7.5

3.5

1.1
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FLUOROSCOPY

2.4

0.5

0.2

NUCLEAR MEDICINE SCAN

0.9

0.3

0.1

ALL

48.5

24.8

13.5

The study did not attempt to give estimates of irradiation dose, "because methods for
accurately quantifying the effective dose of ionizing radiation exposure (i.e. its detrimental
biological effect) in children are controversial", which sounds more like an excuse for not to have it
included. It is certainly possible to give an estimated likely minimum-maximum range, based on
the International Atomic Energy Agency's "controversial" RPOP (Radiation Protection of Patients)
data.
It tells a lot that children are given this magnitude of diagnostic radiation without actually
knowing "accurately" what effective dose of radiation they are exposed to, doesn't it? But let's go
back to its role with respect to breast cancer risk.
Study data indicates that the frequency of all radiologic procedures from 0-18y of age (w/o
neonatal and fetal irradiations) is comparable to that in the 18-34y group from Fazel et al. with
probably somewhat lower proportion of high-dose procedures. Also, that the 10-18y group has
more procedures than 0-2y group, which in turn has more procedures than 2-10y group. The
largest difference is for multiple CT and nuclear medicine imaging (but not fluoroscopy), where the
10-18y group has up to several times more procedures. It suggests that this group has higher
exposure than the rest, possibly significantly, but there is no specific data.
In all, mean total radiation exposure from medical diagnostics in the
0-18y population should be somewhat lower than for the 18-34y population in Fazel et al. but not
by much. If so, adding 0.8-0.9 mSv (arbitrary figure, but roughly implied by the two study data) for
every year from 0 to 18 adds 15 mSv for the total accumulated dose of 111 mSv, or a 16%
increase.
Assuming that the actual total dose is 30% higher than that based on the "book values" - which
is probably conservative - would, with 16% increase from including 0-18y age range, produce
50% higher total effective dose than 96 mSv, i.e. 144 mSv. Accordingly, breast cancer incidence
and deaths due to irradiation at age 61 would come to
36 in 1,000 without 10-year annual mammography,
and to 43 in 1,000 with it.
But the most important factor is yet to come. So far, we were assuming flat radiation
sensitivity for all age groups, using the 60y sensitivity figure to get the added breast cancers due to
mammography radiation, as well as to add those due to diagnostic radiation, in proportion to the
dose. This, however, neglects that sensitivity to radiation - i.e. cancer risk - increases
exponentially toward the younger age. And a glance at the BEIR VII cancer risk estimates reveals
that, for a given dose, breast cancer risk for an infant is nearly 40 times higher than for 61y old.
To factor in this great variation in sensitivity, we'll take the arithmetic sensitivity average from
the BEIR VII table for all age groups, derive the ratio for the 61y old sensitivity, and multiply it with
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the number of radiation-induced cancer of 36 in 1,000 (w/o mammography) obtained with flat
sensitivity rate for the lifetime accumulated radiation dose. This, of course, is neither proper, nor
terribly accurate, but it's simple and will serve the purpose of creating a big picture indicating the
possible - and probable - magnitude of radiation as a breast cancer causative factor.
With the sensitivity-based incidence average for all age groups of 498, the ratio vs. 61y old
incidence is 16, and radiation-induced breast cancers at age of 61y
explode to 576 in 1000.
Adding those seven due to the radiation from 10-year annual mammography will only raise it
to 583. So, we've come to 58% of all breast cancers as radiation-induced - not far from Gofman's
75% estimate.
Of course, the numerical similarity is accidental in that Gofman came to his number with a
much more accurate approach. But, on the other hand, it shouldn't be accidental since our
calculation, as approximate as it is, is still based on the valid gross parameters.
One thing that Gofman did consider, and we didn't, is that the levels of diagnostic - and
mammography - radiation used here are different than in the time past, and so is the manner in
which radiation is used. It wasn't too long ago, in the early days of radiography during the first few
decades of the 20th century, that there was no agreed upon dose limit for X-rays. It went from
using erythema (reddening of the skin caused by radiation in the 3-4 Sv range - yes, 3,000-4,000
mSv) as the "stop" indicator, to setting the limit to 1 Sv in New York hospitals in the late 30s.
For comparison, a single 3-4 Sv whole body dose can be deadly (LD50 whole body dose for Xrays is 5 Sv).
The main reason for these enormous doses of radiation were low quality films, requiring long
exposures, up to an hour, or more. It was, of course, practiced only because it wasn't known at
the time how harmful to the body is ionizing radiation.
The doses kept shrinking with technological advance, but nothing happened quickly, including
learning more about ill effects of radiation. Excessive use of medical irradiation in addition to high
doses included unnecessary wide fields, irradiating organs and body parts that didn't need to be
irradiated, unnecessary multiple procedures, as well as indiscriminate use of radiation for a host of
non-malignant diseases and ailments.
The youngest were not spared either. For instance, some pediatricians were doing monthly
fluoroscopy on asymptomatic infants and young children for screening purposes. The amount of
irradiation of these children was enormous. X-ray pelvimetry, irradiating both mother and fetus,
were common, and so on. It was only in the 1960s that radiology took decisive turn toward setting
more strict standards and control of the use of radiation for medical purposes.
Why is this important? Because the majority of screening population from the mammography
era - from the early 1980s to this day - which is approximately women 50-75y of age,
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was exposed to the medical radiation regime from the 1960
and before.
The official spin is that medical radiation doses have fallen substantially since, but it doesn't
say much about change in the level of total irradiation. While we can say that the doses, as well as
indiscriminate use of radiation, are significantly reduced (part of it is abandoning chest X-rays for
TB screening, which delivered much higher doses than today, up to 100-fold in mobile units), other
factors - higher number of radiologic procedures per 1,000, lower doses per image with digital
radiography partly offset by more images taken, emergence of computed tomography (CT),
nuclear medicine and interventional radiology, all of which tend to deliver high doses - precipitated
its expanded use.
If the total dose is lower these days, this directly implies that
the figure of cancer incidence obtained based on it will be underestimate,
since most of women were exposed to higher doses in the past.
While the consensus seems to be that radiation exposure from medical procedures is lower
nowadays than what it was a few decades ago, and before, no one can tell by how much. The
reason is that no one can tell what was the actual volume of medical radiation procedures back
then. Gofman allows that non-recorded doses from that time may approach, or even exceed those
on record. Situation is better these days, but we're still far from having an accurate picture.
Basically, we deal with the
gross estimates of the volumes for the major types of
radiologic procedures.
For instance, UNSCEAR (the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic
Radiation) states that the estimated number of diagnostic X-rays in the 1985-1990 in the U.S. approximately 200 million, excluding 100 million dental X-ray examinations and 6.8 million
diagnostic nuclear medicine examinations - "could be an underestimate by up to 60%". And that
only adds to already mentioned bias from assuming near-optimum (minimum) doses when
calculating total exposure.
And it is less important by how much is the total dose today smaller than before - if it is. What
matters is that it is still high enough to remain
the major direct causative factor in most cancers,
including breast cancer.
But we will continue to hear the officials and medical establishment calling it "spontaneous"
cancer rate, the hype perpetuated for the purpose of hiding what has been done to the people
through officially condoned medical practices, and for dwarfing the estimated cancer risk of
itemized radiologic procedures.
What is spontaneous about getting cancer induced by medical irradiation, or by chemical
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carcinogens dropped into our air, food and water?
The only spontaneous, or natural in origin cancer could be coming from viral infections, and
those are probably less than one tenth of the total.
Responding to a 1976 study reporting inverse relationship between the level of natural
background radiation and cancer rate in the U.S. (Frigerio and Stowe, one of many attempts to
present the "evidence" for low radiation doses - such as those from medical imaging - being
actually beneficial, not damaging), Gofman proved their conclusion baseless. But he went beyond
that, analyzed other data from their study, and found a very surprising, shocking, indeed - or not
really - strong actual correlation: one
between the cancer rate and number of physicians
per 1,000 residents.
Graphs below illustrate how strong is this correlation based on official 1940 data for the U.S.
Data points are grouped so tightly around the interpolated line that there is very little chance it is
accidental. As Gofman said, such correlations demand an explanation - especially when it is a
matter of life and death - literally. He analyzed the data up to 1990 (Radiation from Medical
Procedures in the Pathogenesis of Cancer and Ischemic Heart Disease: Dose-Response Studies
with Physicians per 100,000 Population), and strong correlation held on.
There is as strong correlation for ischemic heart disease too, while for all other diseases
(including female genital cancers) the correlation is negative, i.e. more physicians result in lower
mortality rate.

In all cases shown, the trendline slope is narrowly determined by the actual data point,
indicating strong linear positive dose-response relationship between the increment of increase in
physicians-per-population and that in the death rate.
Should it be surprising, knowing that one gets radiation treatment through her/his doctor, and
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that radiation is a known initiating factor of all cancers? As for heart diseases, Gofman proposed
the mechanism by which radiation causes degradation of smooth muscle cells - by producing
dysfunctional mutated cell clones - of the coronary arteries (he was among the first, if not the very
first to point at radiation being a causative factor in heart disease).
By projecting interpolated lines backwards to the zero physicians level, we can get an
indication of the
true spontaneous mortality rate or, more accurately, the physician-free rate. For cancers, it is nearly 2 and 10 times lower for
females and males, respectively, while 20 and 5 times lower for ischemic heart disease, in the
same order. In other words, in the hypothetical area w/o physicians, females would have about a
dozen times lower heart disease rate, and several times higher cancer rate than males.
That discrepancy remind us that there are factors other than radiation influencing death rates.
For heart diseases, part of the explanation is that females here are naturally better protected due
to female hormones. On the other side, in 1940 female genital cancers were outnumbering the
only significant male cancer - prostate cancer - by nearly threefold. More importantly, they are
largely independent of medical radiation exposure - in fact, as mentioned, it is the only group of
cancers that has negative correlation with the number of physicians per population (i.e. the death
rate decreases with the increase in the number of physicians).
Putting it all together, there is more than enough evidence indicating that
medical radiation is a significant - probably the most significant - causative factor in
the majority of cancer forms including breast cancer.
Radiation dose accumulated from medical procedures using ionizing radiation dwarfs radiation
from mammography screening, fueling cancer epidemics ever since the beginning of the 20th
century.
Without it, chances are, more than half of breast cancers wouldn't have happened.
But medical radiation is still only one of the three breast cancer initiating factors. The other
two are: (1) chemical carcinogens, and (2) viral infections. The latter is probably the smallest in
magnitude, but can not be assumed insignificant.

I - 10. Chemicals initiating breast cancer
C hemicals that initiate breast cancer are those capable of inducing malignant transformation
either by directly damaging cell's control molecule - the DNA - or by some other mechanism. In
that they are different from exogenous chemicals stimulating cellular proliferation, i.e.
environmental estrogen mimics like PCBs, many pesticides (which also act as immune system
suppressors), or plasticizers (phthalates), as well as from toxic chemicals that indirectly aid
cancerous growth by obstructing and inhibiting body's protective functions.
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No carcinogenic chemical has been positively linked with breast cancer in humans. But it has
much more to do with the difficulties of assessing exposures, and ethical limits of testing on
humans, than with the scarcity of these chemicals, or lack of evidence that they do have such
potential. Recent report has identified 216 chemicals with a record of causing or promoting breast
cancer (Chemicals Causing Mammary Gland Tumors in Animals, Ruddel et al. 2007).
The report is based on 450 research articles, including studies conducted by the U.S. National
Toxicology Program (NTP), and those from International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC)
monographs. By the way, the report was commissioned by a non-governmental, non-profit
organization (Susan G. Komen for the Cure); the zillion-dollar-question is:
"What was preventing the U.S. government from creating such a report decades ago, and
regularly updating it?".
It hasn't been God - was it Mammon?

Some of the more familiar chemicals from each class are given in table below.
CLASSIFICATION

CHEMICAL

PHARMACEUTICAL

Azacitidine, Acronycin, Adriamycin, Bemitradine, Chlorambucil,
Cyclophosphamide, Cytembena, Dacarbazine, daunomycin, Furosemide,
Griseofulvin, Hexamethylmelamin, Indomethacin, Melphalan
hydrochloride, Metronidazole, mitomycin C, Nitrofurantoin, Norlestrin,
Phenacetin, Reserpine, thiotepa...

UNCLASSIFIED

n - hexylnitrosourea, 1-allyl-1-nitrosourea and other nitroso compounds,
(n-6)-(methylnitroso)adenosine...
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INDUSTRIAL

COMBUSTION
PRODUCT
DYE

acrylamide, benzene, ethylene oxide, nitrobenzene, nitromethane, onitrotoluene, styrene, urethane, vinyl chloride, vinyl fluoride...
1-nitropyrene, 2-aminoanthracene, 2-nitrofluorene,
benzo[a]pyrene, isoprene...
2,4-Diaminoanisole, 3,3'-dichlorobenzidine, benzidine,
C.I. Acid Red 114, FD&C Violet no. 1, HC Yellow no. 3,
malachite green...

HORMONE

conjugated estrogens, progesterone, testosterone...

RESEARCH
CHEMICAL

1-amyl-1-nitrosourea, 2-aminofluorene, ethyl methanesulfonate, vinyl
carbamate epoxide...

PESTICIDE

1,2-dibromo-3-chloropropane, atrazine, captafol, chlordane, simazine,
sulfallate...

CHLORINATED
SOLVENT

1,1-dichloroethane, 1,2-dichloroethane, carbon tetrachloride, methylene
chloride...

NATURAL

bracken fern, ochratoxin A, wood dust, methanol extract...

RADIATION

magnetic fields, x-rays, gamma rays...

DRINKING WATER

MX (3-chloro-4-(dichloromethyl)-5-hydroxy-2(5h)-furanone)...

Even this short list already illustrates the extent of exposure. Paradoxically, the most numerous
group of suspected breast cancer chemical carcinogens - at this moment - are among substances
presumably made to support our wellbeing: pharmaceutical drugs.
It is not much of a surprise when it comes to chemotherapy agents like Azacitidine, Acronycin,
Adriamycin, Chlorambucil, Cyclophosphamide, Cytembena, Dacarbazine, daunomycin,
Hexamethylmelamin, or Melphalan hydrochloride, even some used in breast cancer treatments
(mitomycin C, thiotepa), which all act by damaging the DNA (preferably in cancerous cells).
But one wouldn't (and shouldn't) expect it from diuretic antihypertensive agents (Bemitradine,
Fuerosemide - the "water pill"), skin and fungal infection medication (Griseofulvin), anti-arthritic
drug (Indomethacin), antibiotics (Metronidazole, Nitrofurantoin), analgestic (Phenacetin), or birthcontrol pill (Norlestrin).
Nitroso compounds alone (within unclassified group) were found to be carcinogenic in over
90% of the 300 that were tested on animals (Gonzalez-Mancebo et al. 2004). Humans are
exposed to them through food, tobacco, cosmetics, pharmaceuticals and agricultural chemicals
(also, occupational exposure in rubber industry).
Industrial chemicals are everywhere; benzene is in auto exhaust, plastics, rubbers, carpets,
cleaners... ethylene oxide is one of the most widely used raw materials in chemical industry...
nitrobenzene is used as flavoring and perfume additive... nitromethane is used as a cleaning
solvent... ortho-nitrotuolene is used in production of pigments, antioxidants, agricultural and
photographic chemicals... urethane (ethyl carbamate) is widely present in alcoholic beverages and
fermented foods (including fermented breads and other grain products); prior to 1975 it was
widely used as post-operative analgestic in Japan... vinyl chloride (chloroethane,
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monochloroethilene, VC, VCM), used for synthesis of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and adhesives,
outgases from electric wires and cables, plastic flooring, furnishings, toys, PVC water pipes, book
covers, office supplies... similarly, vinyl fluoride polymers are used for exteriors of residential and
commercial buildings, wall covers, pipes, electrical equipment, aircraft interiors...
It doesn't get better with by-products of combustion. 1-nitropyrene is the primary nitrated
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) emitted by diesel engines. Another nitrated PAH, 2nitrofluorene, is in the particulate emissions from diesel engines, kerosene heaters and gas
burners.
Yet another PAH, 2-aminoanthracene, is found in tobacco smoke and cooked foods. Benzo[a]
pyrene in coal tar, car exhaust (particularly diesel engines), cigarette smoke and charbroiled
foods.
Isoprene is widely present natural hydrocarbon, continuously produced during metabolism and
exhaled; however, isoprene as a component of (mainly) cigarette smoke has reversed flow
significantly higher than natural, and can become carcinogenic.
Most of the likely chemical breast carcinogens among dyes seem to be those used for hair
colors (2,4-Diaminoanisole, HC Yellow no. 3), as well as those used for materials like wool, silk,
lather, paper (C.I. Acid Red 114, malachite green). Many benzidine-based dyes are gradually
being replaced by those with (presumably) less toxic ingredients, but its production and use are
still significant.
Ovarian hormones are, of course, well known breast cancer risk factor. Research chemicals
are occupational hazard, of relatively small significance at the level of general population.
Pesticides, herbicides and fungicides, on the other hand, can - and pretty much do - reach
anybody. Some of those listed as mammary carcinogens are either banned, or no longer produced
in the U.S. (captafol, chlordane, sulfallate), but it is mainly a relief for the generation now in their
teens, and only partial as well. Some pesticides may persist in the environment for decades (for
instance, 1,2-dibromo-3-chloropropane is still present in some well waters, more than two
decades after it was banned in the U.S.), and some of those banned, or not produced in this
country - such is, for instance, captafol - are still used abroad.
No luck at all with atrazine, which is at present one of the most widely used herbicides in the
world. Simazine is banned in the EU, but not in the U.S.
1,1-dichloroethane is chlorinated hydrocarbon with variety of industrial uses. 1,2dichloroethane (ethylene dichloride) is mainly used in PVC production, and as degreases and paint
remover. Carbon tetrachloride was widely used as a dry cleaning solvent and refrigerant; its use
has declined, but remains present in the environment. Methylene chloride (dichloromethane) is a
widely used solvent, used as paint stripper and degreaser, but also in food industry (for
decaffeinating coffee and teas, preparing extracts and flavorings, etc.).
Natural substances (including natural toxins) are not necessarily risk-free, but those with a
record of being mammary carcinogens are relatively few - less than 2% of all the chemicals listed.
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Among them is ochratoxin A, one of the most widely spread mycotoxins (toxins produced by fungi).
Any improperly stored food may be contaminated.
Radiation is a major breast cancer risk factor, but it does not belong to chemicals; it is not
corpuscular, rather a power (electromagnetic) field.
We'd be really fortunate if our drinking water would contain only a single mammary
carcinogen, out of hundreds mostly toxic chemicals contaminating it (for instance, even the very
chlorine can combine with other chemical compounds present in water, forming carcinogenic
compounds). But that is the state of evidence, at present. MX is only one of many water
disinfection by-products, or DBP (in addition to all the chemical contaminants already present in
drinking water), and it is very likely that not all of them have been identified, let alone tested. Even
so, EPA estimates that 2-17% of all urinary tract cancers are due to DBPs (most of 216 chemical
mammary carcinogens are mutagens, i.e. capable of causing cancer anywhere in the body).
Not all of these 216 chemicals are necessarily cancerous to humans, equally toxic, or present
at the levels that may influence breast cancer risk in humans. Some are no longer in use, although
those that were in widespread use, and are persistent in the environment (either natural, or our
living and working environment), may remain present for decades after their use has been
discontinued.
On the other hand, the total of chemicals tested is about 1,000 - a small fraction of
over 80,000 commercial chemicals registered by the EPA.
Even assuming that those tested have been to some extent preselected as more likely to be a
hazard, the number of all chemicals possibly increasing breast cancer risk is certainly much higher,
probably in thousands (out of 509 NTP-tested chemicals, 42, or about 8%, were found to initiate
or promote mammary tumors in animals).
Many of these chemicals act as endocrine disruptors, i.e. estrogen mimics; some of them are
probably causing direct damage to the DNA, and others foster cancer initiation and growth through
different mechanisms. Most toxins are fat-soluble, and when the body cannot effectively degrade
and/or eliminate these molecules, they accumulate in fatty tissues - such as female breast. Its
high rate of cellular proliferation during the adolescence, with the remnants of these immature,
quickly developing cells often carried deep into adulthood, make it more vulnerable to cancer
initiation and growth.
Two deeply related aspects of breast cancer are its
multifactorial origin, and individual variations in the mechanisms of initiation and
growth.
The effect of potentially carcinogenic substance is dependant on the host organism, beginning
with the reaction to it by body's chemical defense - the detox system. The actual carcinogen is
often produced, or "activated", after interaction of a toxic chemical with the detox system, leading
to the formation of a harmful metabolite. In instances when the harmful external chemical is a
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direct danger, the effect will depend on how successfully it was neutralized by the detox system.
Either of these two basic scenarios is determined by the interplay of a large number of factors,
which is
specific to every individual.
The effect of substances with estrogenic activity, for instance, does not depend only on their
affinity for the estrogen receptor. Depending on the cellular "context", they can produce higher or
lower level of genetic response, i.e. higher or lower proliferation stimulus. It is even possible that
a different cellular context turns such estrogen agonist into estrogen antagonist. In other words, a
substance promoting breast cancer in some individuals may be inhibiting it in others.
Another objective difficulty for identifying environmental carcinogens in our air, water, food,
personal care and household products, and medications, arises from the large number of those
chemicals, and the fact that many of them were present in any given time frame. Even if we'd
know all the specific chemicals that are part of the exposure, it would be impossible to separate
their individual effect from the effect in synergy with all the others.
Obviously, not knowing which specific chemicals are breast cancer carcinogens, or may affect
the disease indirectly,
makes it impossible to control a study.
Even more obvious, it didn't prevent those who should know better to conduct hundreds of
them, without even bothering to monitor for the exposure to known carcinogens.
And this uncertainty related to the role of toxic chemical exposure combines with uncertainties
related to the radiation and viral exposure, as well as those arising from individual differences in
chemical sensitivity.
Inevitably, already very limited and often confusing research data about hundreds of possible
environmental carcinogens that could be breast cancer risk factors, to what extent and under
which conditions, are of little use for the individual trying to minimize its personal risk. Not only
that it is impossible to avoid an invisible enemy, in minimizing breast cancer risk it is often
impossible to avoid it when in full sight. Simply put, we are immersed in the sea of toxic chemicals,
and there is no way out of it.
Minimizing the exposure is only one part of the equation; the other is taking care of one's
"cellular context", i.e. doing the best to give to your cells nutrients they need to protect and
promote their proper function.

I - 11. Breast cancer initiating factors: Virus proteins
Not long ago, a mention of the possible causal link between cancer and viral activity would be
met with plain dismissal or even ridicule by the majority in professional medicine. But growing
evidence can't be denied. At present, viruses are accepted by the official medicine as the cause of
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a number of cancers: cervix, liver, head, neck, some lymphomas, and others. The International
Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) estimates that 18-20% of all cancers are caused by
biological carcinogens.
If something - a virus - resides within the cell, and has a habit of altering cell's DNA, it could
be a factor in the malignant cell transformation. Doesn't seem too illogical, does it?
For well over half a century, since it's been found that virus causes breast cancer in mice
(Bittner, 1936), it was suspected that it could be causative factor in at least some breast cancers
in humans as well. Relatively limited research, however, coupled with limitations in designing,
controlling and executing adequate studies, due to the complexity and poor understanding of the
disease, failed to produce conclusive results.
How does a virus transform the cell from normal to cancerous? In general, once it infiltrates
the cell,
it may be capable of integrating its proteins (i.e. its genetic material, so called tumor
proteins) into the cell's DNA
either directly (so called DNA tumor viruses), or, once in the cell, after producing their DNA from
their RNA with which they came in (RNA tumor viruses, or retroviruses). Integrating their DNA
sequence into cell's DNA, they alter its expression, so that it produces proteins from which new
copies of the virus are continuously assembled. Unopposed proliferation of viruses within the cell
can ultimately cause its destruction from within.
Alternately, viral presence and activity can alter cell cycle, possibly pushing it toward malignant
transformation.
If virus proteins stimulate oncogenic activity and/or inhibit activity of tumor-suppressor genes,
the infected cell starts proliferating at an accelerated rate. Since part of the tumor-suppressor
genes' activity is programmed death (apoptosis) of the cells turning abnormal, such cell can
become "immortal" - and start spreading into malignant growth.
For instance, in hepatocellular carcinoma that stems from hepatitis C, human papilloma virus
infecting a liver cell produces protein (oncoprotein E6) that binds to the cell's p53 tumorsuppressor protein, making it target of destruction by body's own enzyme.
More recent development in the sophisticated experimental techniques has lead to more
suggestive evidence that certain viruses may be among causative and/or promoting factors in the
development of breast cancer. Specifically, these are the main candidates:
#

VIRUS (% est. prevalence)

ABBR.

TYPE

1

Human papilloma virus (80)

HPV

papillomavirus

2

Human mammary tumor virus (2)

HMTV

beta(retro)virus

3

Human cytomegalovirus (70-80)

HCMV

herpesvirus

4

Epstein-Barr virus (90)

EBV

herpesvirus
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5

Bovine leukemia virus (30-40)

BLV

delta(retro)virus

6

Human herpesvirus-8 (<5)

HHV-8

herpesvirus

7

Herpes simplex virus (75/25)

HSV

herpesvirus

8

Simian virus 40 (35)

SV40

polyomavirus

9

John Cunningham virus (75)

JCV

polyomavirus

10

Human endogenous retrovirus (100)

HERV

retrovirus

1. Human papilloma virus (HPV) is a major causative factor in all cervical cancers. It is
found more often in the cancerous breast tissue than in the healthy tissue, although data sources
vary significantly in that respect, mainly with the country/region (from 4.4% in Mexico, to 86% in
the breast cancer tissue in American women). Main difficulty are reliability of detection techniques
and/or sample purity. Part of it is also that the viral load in breast cancer seems to be very small:
an estimate puts it at 4000 times less than in cervical cancer (for HPV infected Japanese women,
Kahn et al. 2008).
HPV viral proteins can inactivate cell's tumor suppressor proteins p53 and pRb; another
possible oncogenic mechanism is through elevating levels of c-MYC protein, which stimulates
telomere synthesis, making the cell immortal. The latent virus may be activated by elevated
ovarian hormones level (e.g. menarche, pregnancy/lactation). HPV may be associated with some
invasive/metastatic breast cancer stages; it is is more frequent at a younger age of diagnosis.
When both, cervical and breast cancer are present at the same time, they are infected by HPV
of the same type. Breast tissue adjacent to HPV-infected tumor is not infected.
HPV was thought to be transmitted mainly through sexual intercourse (estimated 80% of
sexually active adults are infected with at least one type, with HPV 16, 18 and 33 being most
carcinogenic, causing about 70% of cervical cancers), but recent evidence suggests that it also
occurs through non-sexual forms of physical contact. It could be even possible to transmit the virus
by hand.
2. Human mammary tumor virus (HMTV), is nearly identical to the virus causing breast
cancer in mice (MMTV), one of the first mammalian viruses for which cancer-causing ability was
established. Infecting mostly lymphocytes and mammary epithelial cells, it is found much more
frequently in human breast cancers tissues - in about 40% of non-invasive cases, and 72% of
invasive cases in U.S. - than in healthy breast tissue (1-2%). HMTV infection is more frequent at a
younger age of diagnosis, and with more invasive breast cancer forms.
It was recently classified as human mammary tumor virus, or HMTV (Pogo et al. 2010).
In animal studies, breast cancer aggressiveness is positively correlated with the level of MMTV
infection. Similarly to HPV, ovarian hormones stimulate HMTV replication. Long time prevailing
objection to HTMV as a causal breast cancer factor was that MMTV is not "compatible" with
human cells. However, it is been found that this virus form can not only infect human cells, but can
also efficiently replicate inside them (Indik et al. 2005, 2007). No specific mechanism of malignant
transformation is definitely established, but several are indicated as possible, one of them being
the recent finding of ITAM (immuno-tyrosine
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based activation motif)-mediated signaling (Katz et al. 2010).
The virus uses lymphocytes to move around, thus suppression of this immune system activity which generally results from suppression of the immune system as a whole - can actually be
protective: it's been reported that the breast cancer rate in immunosuppressed women due to
organ transplant is half the expected rate (Stewart et al. 1995).
Breast cancer tissues in countries with low breast cancer rate - Japan, China - are in much
lower proportion infected by HTMV. Coincidently or not, breast cancer rate is also correlated with
the regional spread of Mus domesticus (house mice) species, which is considered to be the most
MMTV-virulent (Stewart et al. 2000). The virus could be transmitted to humans from mouse
deposits (one possible carrier being house cats). It can also be passed through human milk.
3. Human cytomegalovirus (HCMV) is herpesvirus specie linked to a number of cancers
(malignant glioma, prostate, skin, colorectal...). In addition to saliva, urine, cervical secretions,
and semen, it is often transmitted through breast milk, indicating breast epithelium as a common
site of infection. Frequency of infection ranges between 50% and near 100%, but it is always over
90% in cancer cells of malignancies it is associated with (97% in breast cancer tissue, Harkins et
al. 2010).
When present in the malignant tissue, the virus is usually not found in the adjacent normal
tissues. It is suspected that it increases malignancy of cancer cells, i.e. acts as its promoting
factor.
HCMV activity can be part of malignant transformation in a number of ways: by interfering with
cell cycle regulation, inhibiting apoptosis, activating angiogenesis and metastatic phenotype, and
causing increased mutation rate (Dziurzynski et al. 2012). It also can aid tumor cells in becoming
"invisible" to the immune system.
A study of young women found higher HCMV activity in those with breast cancer indicating, if
resulting from recently acquired infection, that late (adult vs. child) exposure to HCMV could carry
higher risk (Richardson et al. 2004).
4. Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) infects nearly all world's adult population. It is commonly
transmited trough saliva. Most people tolerate infection without symptoms, but EBV is far from
harmless. It was linked as a probable co-factor to Burkitt's and Hodgkin's lymphomas, AIDS, as
well as in epithelial cell cancers, like nasopharyngeal carcinoma, lymphoepithelioma-like squamous
cell malignancies; gastric adenocarcinoma; and leiomyo-sarcoma. It is classified as class I
carcinogen by IARC.
Evidence of its active role in breast cancer is, again, contradicting. Studies using methods
based on polymerase chain reaction (PCR, 18 studies) did find its association with breast cancer,
while those looking for EBV encoded RNA in situ hybridization (EBER-ISH, 5 studies) initially did not
(even when PCR simultaneously would), then one found EBV presence in 49% of cancers, but
localized to lymphocytes in the tumor environment, not the tumor cells themselves (Khan et al.
2011). Last scenario, of course, does not exclude the possibility that EBV is actively involved in
tumor growth by affecting its environment.
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Studies that do find it significantly associated with breast cancer found it in approximately 2050% of the cases. But its activity and distribution varies, suggesting that from one case to another,
it may play either a causal or accessory role - or no active role.
Breast epithelial cells can be infected by EBV from lymphatic cells carrying the virus. EBVinfected breast cancer cells show greater resistance to chemotherapy drugs (Lin et al. 2007).
5. Bovine leukemia virus (BLV) is another possible viral factor in breast cancer. This
leukemia virus is common in cattle - approx. 30-40%, with only about 5% of them developing
leukemia or lymphoma - and could be transmitted to humans through non-pasteurized milk and
undercooked beef. BLV is not limited to blood cells, or cattle. It infects mammary epithelial cells of
cows naturally, and other species' cells (including humans and other primates) experimentally.
A study of San Francisco Bay area found 39% frequency of BLV antibodies in the adult female
population (Buehring et al. 2003), and another found significantly higher rate of it in women with
breast cancer (59% vs. 29% with women not diagnosed with breast cancer, 219 subjects,
Buehring et al. 2007). The form of cancer most often associated with BLV infection was ductal
carcinoma.
More recent study on half as many subjects did not find a higher rate of infection among
women with breast cancer (36% vs. 42% breast cancer and control tissue samples, respectively),
but all of the infected samples in control tissues were associated with some form of non-malignant
at that point, yet abnormal growth (mainly fibroadenoma, Mesa et al. 2013).
There is no determined specific mechanism through which BLV becomes cancer inducing factor
in cattle, and it is still speculative how it could be a part of malignant transformation in human
breast cancer. However, the possibility of its active role cannot be ruled out.
6. Human herpesvirus-8 (HHV-8), also known as Kaposi’s sarcoma-associated herpesvirus,
has been detected in breast cancer in several recent studies. Tsai et al. (2005) see it as a virus
the most significantly associated with breast cancer, although it is unclear whether it is only in the
context of those investigated by their group. According to them, HHV-8 and HCMV are (so far) the
only two viruses whose absence or presence is closely related to relapse-free and overall survival
in breast cancer patients.
HHV-8 infects an estimated 1-5% of the U.S. general population. It is probably most often
transmitted via saliva (non-sexual), although other routes (sexual, blood transfusion, transplants)
also exist.
While HHV-8 malignant potential is certain, possible mechanisms of its action in breast cancer
are not determined. If preliminary data by Hsu et al. (2010) of elevated levels of interlukin-6 cancer related cytokine (signaling protein molecule) - in breast cancer are correct, that could
indicate one such mechanism, since HHV-8 is linked to a number of malignancies thought to be
driven by cytokines, and particularly IL-6.
7. Herpes simplex virus (HSV) is usually acquired orally in childhood (HSV-1, causing cold
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sores) or sexually transmitted (HSV-2, genital herpes). It can be also transmitted by contact, direct
or indirect, off the infected skin area. Most Americans are infected by HSV-1, and 20-30% by HSV2.
Specially prepared HSV has cytocidal (cell-killing) potential, and it was actually used in
experimental attempts to kill breast cancer cells. The virus is associated with fybroadenoma, the
most common form of benign breast tumor, which slightly increases breast cancer risk.
8. Simian virus 40 (SV40) was introduced into humans back in the 1950s through poliovaccines using virus-contaminated monkey cell cultures. It infects about one third of the U.S.
population.
In rodents' models of human breast cancer SV40 antigen expression in mammary epithelium
resulted in the formation of precancerous lesions progressing to invasive and metastatic cancers
(Marcotte and Muller, 2008, Hoenerhoff et al.2011).
A normal human mammary epithelial cell can be immortalized by SV40 activity.
9. John Cunningham virus (JCV) is another polyomavirus family type. About three in four
Americans are infected. Normally, JCV is latent, but can become active if the immune system is
suppressed, either due to disease or medication. It was reported detected in 23% of breast
carcinoma tissues by Hachana et al. 2012, but not in Antonsson et al. 2012 (the virus normally
does not reside in the breast tissue).
It can affect cellular homeostasis through multiple mechanisms, including interfering with p53
tumor-suppressor gene, causing chromosomal instability and cell cycle arrest.
10. Human endogenous retrovirus (HERV) originates from exogenous viruses that infected
humans millions years ago and achieved stable (i.e. without causing adverse effects) integration
into the human genome (in fact, nearly half of the human genome is of viral origin, and nearly one
fifth of it originates from HERV family). It is similar to HTMV, to the extent that the two were hard
to separate in the past. Most of the older HERV varieties (the oldest may date 10-20 million years
back) have generally become inactive, but the more recent ones, like HERV-K families - which
integrated into the human genome some 3-6 million years ago - are still a complete, biologically
active virus.
Some HERVs preserved as harmless, hard-to-get-rid of intruders, but others probably benefit
the host. For instance, HERV-R apparently plays important role in the immunosuppressive
mechanism protecting placenta and embryo from being attacked by the immune system. HERV-W
may be aiding in placental morphogenesis. Some HERVs may have protective role against
infections by other viruses, or enhancing genome plasticity (quick rearrangements of DNA
sequences to maintain or support DNA function).
Of course, anything that has the power to produce a beneficial effect, also has the power to do
the opposite.
Normally, HERV-K maintains low activity, but under certain conditions it becomes overactive,
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and its genes produce viral antigens - functional protein molecules carried on the virus' shell which can alter cellular environment and become a part of malignant (or other adverse) cellular
transformation. HERV-K stimuli can be exogenous (e.g. some chemicals and UV radiation) or
endogenous (cytokines, hormones). Overactive production of HERV-K viral antigens is how HERV-K
overexpression is detected and measured. It is found in most human breast cancers, but not in
healthy breast tissues.
Unlike most other viruses, HERV is not infectious. It is only transmitted vertically, via genome.
Numerous studies have found evidence of the HERV involvement in various cancer forms. It
takes place through the expression (production) of messenger RNAs, other active protein forms,
and/or retroviral particles. These viral products can negatively affect cellular homeostasis, become
productively integrated in cancerous cells' genomes, activate proto-oncogens or promote
cancerous growth in other ways, or inhibit immune response.
A specific human mammary carcinoma cell line (T47D) produces retroviral particles, indicating
functional presence of HERV genome sequences in the cell line. The production is stimulated by
steroid hormones. HERV-K-T47D overexpression significantly correlates with poor prognosis for
disease-free and overall survival of breast cancer patients (Golan et al. 2008).
Targeting human breast cancer with anti-HERV-K monoclonal antibodies (2 in 3 cancers had
HERV-K env protein overexpression), resulted in significant tumor growth reduction from reactivating the signaling pathway of the tumor-suppressor protein TP53 (Wang-Johanning et al.
2012). In the study, HERV-K positive tumors had nearly doubled the rate of lymph note metastasis
than HERV-K negative tumors (43% vs. 23%).
___________
At this point, we don't know for sure how - or, even if - viral activity becomes important, or key
factor in initiating and/or promoting breast cancer. But we do know that it is positively associated
with malignant growth in a number of other cancer forms. The evidence we have is very
suggestive of the conclusion that it can be a significant factor in some - possibly significant portion
- of breast cancers as well.
According to Lawson and Heng (Viruses and breast cancer, 2010), the evidence of viral
presence in some breast cancers is conclusive, and that of causative role in breast cancer is
suggestive, or very suggestive for both, HPV and MMTV. The evidence of causal relation, or even
significant presence, is still inconclusive for the other two, but the possibility that they may have
active role in some breast cancers cannot be ruled out.
Other authors would, perhaps, have different views with respect to which viruses are most
firmly linked to breast cancers, but the majority consider viral activity to be the likely
causative/promoting breast cancer factor.
Next, more on breast cancer promoting factors.
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I - 12. Factors promoting breast cancer
As we know it, most predisposing breast cancer (BC) factors - like poor diet, prolonged stress,
or chronic internal infections, all of which can negatively affect efficiency of the detox and/or
immune system, become breast cancer promoting factors after its initiation by inhibiting or
blocking body functions directly or indirectly related to fighting malignant growth.
Likewise, the risk factors commonly referred to as promoting breast cancer factors, are usually
also predisposing factors before cancer initiation. Hence, we are talking about mainly one same
group of factors, but acting under different circumstances and, sometimes, through somewhat
different mechanisms.
One group of breast cancer risk factors that does not share this duality are hormones
stimulating cell proliferation and their exogenous mimics (chemically similar compounds that can
act like these hormones in the body). They cannot stimulate malignant growth before the
malignant cells actually form, and their only effect potentially contributing to cancer formation is
that they may make cancer more likely by stimulating proliferation of pre-cancerous cell forms. But
this can only take place after malignant transformation has been initiated.
The group of hormones of primary concern are those stimulating cell proliferation: ovarian
hormones, insulin and insulin-like growth hormone (IGF), as well as exogenous compounds that
can mimic their action (environmental estrogens).
So, the most important sources of woman's hormonal exposure that can be among factors
promoting breast cancer growth are:
● exposure to endogenous female sex hormones in general, and to estrogens in particular
● hormonal medical treatments
● hormonal exposure due to obesity and/or weight gain
● body size related hormonal exposure
● insulin and IGF exposure, genetic and diet-related
● exposure to environmental estrogens
Factors related to the level and balance of ovarian hormones are proven to be significant.
Those are also the ones nearly exclusively publicized as the risk factors, and particularly those
related to female's reproductive experience.
In addition to the internal hormone production, hormonal BC risk factors include hormonal
medical treatments - particularly so called hormone replacement therapy (HRT) - as well as
exposure to environmental estrogenic compounds (estrogen mimics). Of the latter, the risk factor
are generally those with strong estrogenic potency; those weak or very weak generally inhibit
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estrogenic activity within the body.
Obesity and weight gain also affect body's hormonal activity. This effect is likely to be negative,
but it cannot be assumed: there is a fairly consistent statistical evidence that overweight in
premenopausal women has generally protective effect. Whether it is real, or only statistical
association in nature, it is not clear at present.
Body height or, probably more appropriate, frame size is, on the other hand, directly related to
the overall internal hormonal level and activity, thus its association with promoting breast cancer
has the backing of this cause-effect relationship. In general, larger frame implies higher level of
hormonal activity, hence also higher breast cancer risk on that basis.
Both insulin and IGF (insulin-like growth factor) stimulate cell proliferation. Exposure to these
hormones can be significantly influenced by dietary patterns.
Follows addressing these breast cancer promoting factors in more detail.

I - 13. Factors promoting breast cancer: hormones
Hormones are regulatory or stimulatory compounds produced and used by the body as a part
of accomplishing certain functions, or for initiating and directing structural changes within tissues
and organs. Hormonal activity generally decreases into adolescence and adulthood, with the
exception of the periodic ovarian hormones function regulating the reproductive cycle in females.
It is ovarian hormones - and particularly estrogens - that are commonly taking the spotlight as
the hormonal breast cancer risk factor. However, other sources of exposure to hormones that tend
to promote breast cancer growth - hormonal medical treatments, environmental estrogens,
growth hormones, hormones produced by fat tissues, insulin and insulin-like growth factor (IGF) shouldn't be neglected.
Ovarian hormones
Beginning of the female reproductive cycle is marked by the onset of menarche, when a
complex set of activities initiated by hypothalamus and pituitary gland, and carried out mainly by
ovarian hormones - primarily estrogen and progesterone - results in the first menstrual
period. From then on, the female body repeats this ovulation cycle approximately every month,
producing and disposing of ovarian hormones in the process (hence body estrogen levels depend
not only on the rate of its production, but also on how efficiently body disposes of it "after use").
This continues until the menopause, and represents the main source of female's lifetime
exposure to estrogen. The earlier the onset of menarche, and the later the menopause, the longer
i.e. greater the exposure for a given hormonal production level.
Normally, this reproductive cycle is interrupted only by a pregnancy. Any pregnancy reduces
the lifetime estrogen exposure, but early ones - particularly before age 20 - are most beneficial,
because they come at the time when some breast tissues (intralobular terminal ducts) are still
highly undifferentiated, and also with high rate of proliferation, thus highly susceptible to
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carcinogens.
Estrogen has no role in initiating breast cancer (mutation and carcinogenesis may occur due to
proliferation itself, from accumulated DNA replication errors, but the chances for that to occur are
extremely small); however, once the cancerous cells form,
it promotes their multiplication.
The lifetime estrogen exposure of the modern women - particularly in the developed Western
countries - is significantly higher than what is was in the 19th century, and earlier, and what it is at
present in most of undeveloped countries. Part of it is due to the earlier onset of menarche, later
menopause and fewer and more delayed childbirths. The other part is the more plentiful, highcaloric Western diet, stimulating the overall hormonal activity, particularly during childhood and
adolescence.
Breast cancer risk due to higher endogenous estrogen exposure is generally lower than that
related to the family history of breast cancer: it ranges from up to 30% higher for early menarche,
to up to 90% higher for having first child after the age of 30, or no childbirths, as opposed to
family history ranging from up to 50% higher risk for having 2nd-degree relative with breast
cancer to 3.6 times higher, statistically, for two
1st-degree relatives with breast cancer (Singletary 2002).
Considering this and other facts (e.g. very low chances for breast cancer to develop primarily
as the result of accelerated cellular proliferation), the increase in the endogenous estrogen
exposure
can be only among the secondary causes of the
breast cancer epidemic
that started in the second half of the 20th century. For the primary causes we have to look at the
increased exposure to breast cancer initiating factors - especially ionizing radiation and chemical
carcinogens - as well as the combined effect of the multitude of predisposing and promoting
factors.
Hormonal treatments/medications
Longer term exposure to medications with estrogenic activity, such as those administered in a
hormone replacement therapy, birth control pills and the very drugs used for breast cancer
treatment/prevention, like tamoxifen and raloxifene, can present significant risk factor for some
women.
Another example of a big marketing scheme approved by the FDA without making sure it's
safe, hormone replacement therapy, just can't shake off all kinds of adverse effects popping up no
matter what hormone combination drug manufacturers try with.
From the mid-1970s it's been known that the initial estrogen-only therapy significantly
increases the risk of uterine cancer (Smith et al. 1975, Ziel and Finkle 1975, etc.). To alleviate
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that, progesterone is added but, turned out, this combination significantly increased breast cancer
risk (Nurses Health Study, Colditz et al. 1990/1992).
And so did adding testosterone, or, more recently, tibolone (drug releasing synthetic steroid
hormones). Table below summarizes results of the largest studies on the HRT effect on breast
cancer risk to date.

# OF WOMEN
TYPE
AGE
DURATION

STUDY

HRT BREAST CANCER RISK RATIO v. NON-USERS
CURRENT USERS
E

E/P E/T

PAST USERS

P

Ti

D

E
0.98

E/P E/T P

T

D

O

~40,000
30-55y(1976)
9y

1.36

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

O

~40,000
30-55y(1976)
12y

1.42

1.54

n/a

2.52

n/a

n/a

O

extension
to
1992 study

1.32

1.41

n/a

n/a

n/a

1.45

n/a

n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

WHI 20034 RCT

16,608
50-79y
5.6y

n/a

1.24

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

20035

O

1,084,110
50-64y
2.6y

1.30

2.00

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

RCT

10,730 (H)
50-79y
7.1y

0.80

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

0.96
to 1.42

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

n/a

n/a

2.48

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

19901

NHS 19922

NHS

NHS
19953

MWS

WHI 2006

6

1.45 1.22

n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

0.91

n/a n/a

28,835 (H)
NHS 20067

O

postmenopausal
hysterectomy

<5 to >20y
NHS
20068

O

NHS cohort
1978-2002
menopausal

24y
E=estrogen, E/P=estrogen+progesterone, E/T=estrogen/testosterone, P=progesterone,
Ti=tibolone, D=deaths from breast cancer
O=observational, RCT=random controlled trial
1
Nurses' Health Study, Colditz et al.
2
Nurses' Health Study, Colditz et al.
3 Nurses' Health Study, Colditz et al. (E/P=estrogen+progestin; deaths for E>5y)
4
Women's Health Initiative, Chlebowski et al. (E/P=Premarin+progestin)
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5
6

Million Women Study (UK), Beral et al.; est. 20,000 UK BC deaths due to HRT
Women's Health Initiative, Stefanick et al. (0.625mg/d, w/prior hysterectomy)
7
Nurses' Health Study, Chen et al, 2006
8
Nurses' Health Study, Tamimi et al. 2006

The studies are consistent in showing the increased risk of breast cancer for women on HRT,
with the exception being women after hysterectomy (Chen et al. indicates increased risk for these
women too, but only with treatment significantly longer than 10 years). The increase is mainly
moderate, not supporting the notion that HRT is a major contributor to breast cancer incidence.
However, it is significant enough to label HRT as the risk factor.
Worth mentioning is that other significant adverse effects of HRT include cardiovascular
disease, thromboembolism, endometrial cancer, ovarian cancer, cholecystitis (gallbladder
inflammation), gastroesophageal reflux (Jacobson et al. 2008) and brain atrophy. Two large recent
studies - WHI 2003 and WHI 2006 from the above table - were terminated early because of the
unacceptable health risk to participants
created by hormonal treatments they were subjected to. In the former, it was due to unacceptable
rate of invasive breast cancer, but also coronary heart disease (1.29 risk ratio, estrogen users),
stroke (1.5) and thromboembolism (2.14, estrogen users). In the latter, it was due to the
significantly increased incidence of stroke.
The bad numbers could be actually worse, since it is recognized that women undergoing HRT
are not exactly your next door menopausal women: they tend to be generally healthier (in part due
to the guidelines advising to recommend it to women w/o significant health problems), leaner,
more physically active, with higher than average living standard and eating healthier. In short, at a
generally lower risk of developing breast cancer - and pretty much any other disease - or dying
from it.
Also, hormonal therapy causes breast tissue to become denser, harder to see through on
mammograms, which lowers cancer detection rate in that population of women. Thus it can be
expected that their BC incidence rate, based on the detection, has some lag which, if not
accounted for, can make it appear lower than what it really is.
What makes the numbers more uncertain is that the reality of these studies - particularly those
observational - is that they at best establish sufficiently accurate
statistical associations.
The problem is, such associations can be grossly inaccurate reflections of the actual causative
relationships.
One such possible false association is fairly consistent finding that breast cancer risk in HRT
users decreases with the increase in body mass index (BMI), an indicator of overweight/obesity.
Leaner women - but not underweight - should have less cancer-fueling estrogen, since it is in part
produced in the fat tissue.
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Possible answer to this puzzling association is that the excess of breast cancers in lean women
is, at least in part, the consequence of it being easier and earlier diagnosed in the leaner tissue by
the routine diagnostic screening (1985 NHS study by Willet et al. found that the excess of breast
cancers in lean premenopausal women was limited to well-defined, early stage tumors smaller
than 2cm in diameter).
Another piece of this puzzle likely has something to do with the carriers of ATM gene
polymorphism - a rare disease sharply increasing the risk of breast cancer, making the proportion
of its carriers in the breast cancer population relatively significant - which are typically
undernourished and thin.
Yet another is the recent - somewhat contradictory - evidence suggesting that women who
were lean in their childhood and adolescence tend to have significantly higher level of IGF (insulinlike growth factor hormone) - a breast cancer risk factor.
Environmental estrogens (xenoestrogens)
Next come estrogen mimics or environmental estrogens. Many pesticides and
plasticizers/phthalates (chemicals used in production of all types of plastics) have molecular
structure similar to body hormones. That gives them the ability to cling to the cellular hormonal
receptors mimicking these hormones - in this case female hormones, primarily estrogen. Both,
pesticides and plasticizers are widely present in the environment; for most people, the main
exposure window is food consumption (including liquids and water).
How small concentrations can be active in promoting cancerous growth is well illustrated by
the accidental discovery of estrogenic potency of the common plastic test tubes. The researchers
knew that adding estrogen fuels growth of cultured breast cancer cells, but were puzzled seeing
accelerated growth in the tubes without any estrogen added. The culprit was soon found: it was
the plasticizer leaking from the plastic that the tubes were made of - identified as bisphenol A.
Any food packaged in plastic can be contaminated by endocrine disruptors leaking from it. In
fact, no direct contact is needed: half a pound of cookies coming in a box with clear plastic window
absorbs 4mcg of its phthalate emission from the air inside the box. The body has poor ability to
degrade or eliminate plasticizers, so they tend to accumulate with time.
Many foods naturally contain compounds structurally similar to estradiol (the major human
estrogen) - so called phytoestrogens (which are grouped in isoflavones, lignans and coumestrol).
Depending on their exact molecular structure, they can cause either estrogenic, or anti-estrogenic
effect. Put simply, if such a molecule is similar enough to estradiol to fit in its cellular receptor, but
not enough to have it activated, it will literally clog estrogen receptors, preventing estrogen
molecules from binding to it,
thus acting as estrogen antagonist.
This implies that the effect of phytoestrogens on body's estrogenic activity is uncertain, being
subject to both, specifics of the molecule itself, and the particulars of cellular "context", varying
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from one individual to another. However, the fact that foods containing phytoestrogens (nuts,
oilseeds like flax and sesame, soy and soy products, grains, brassica vegetables family, including
broccoli, rice and others) are part of a healthy diet and/or staples of diet in countries with the
lowest breast cancer incidence rates, suggests that their overall negative effect with respect to
breast cancer risk is unlikely.
Phytoestrogens also act as antioxidants, thus exerting protective effect against cancer in
general.
Body height
Seemingly strange association fairly consistent in studies is one between increased breast
cancer risk and body height. Probably the strongest association so far was found in a large cohort
of Norwegian women; those taller than 167cm had as much as 2.63 higher breast cancer
incidence than those below 159cm (Vatten and Kvinnsland, 1990a).
However, since body size is a direct result of hormonal activity - and, obviously, requires
higher rate of cellular proliferation - the association is probably not just a statistical freak.
Also, body height could be positively correlated with body's IGF (insulin-like growth factor)
levels, which not only has estrogenic effect itself, but also enhances activity of body estrogens.
Whether other significant factors could also be related to this and other body type characteristics,
and to what extent, remains to be determined.
In any event, body height or, more specific, its frame size, as a breast cancer risk factor is
most likely related to elevated hormonal levels - which may include other promoters of cellular
proliferation beside estrogens - thus belongs to the group of hormonal promoting breast cancer
factors.
Obesity/weight gain
In most cases, obesity is directly related to diet. In general, it should always have negative
effect, since adipose tissue generates estrogens by transforming adrenal androgen hormones, like
testosterone, and increasing by that body's estrogen level.
Oddly enough, studies indicate that it is the risk factor only for postmenopausal women, while
slightly protective for premenopausal women. Likewise, weight gain during adulthood increases
the risk only for postmenopausal women. This apparent obesity-related risk increase for
postmenopausal women is not dramatic (approximately in the 20-30% range), so it may still be
statistical deviations, despite being, so far, fairly consistent.
One possible rationale for this logic-defying research result is that the additional estrogen
generated by fat tissue is relatively insignificant with respect to body's premenopausal estrogen
production, and that normally functioning ovaries can even - at least in part - compensate for it by
lowering their production.
As the ovarian hormonal activity takes downturn after menopause, estrogen generated by fat
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tissues becomes more significant player, not in the sense that it causes nominally high estrogen
levels, but more likely by
creating hormonal imbalance
(estrogen dominance) in the conditions of lowered ovarian hormonal production.
Another hypothesis is that obesity before menopause may be causing anovulations, reducing
estrogen exposure. That can also occur as a result of extreme underweight, with both overweight
and underweight being associated with somewhat lower risk of breast cancer. According to these
results, maintaining healthy weight throughout adulthood could actually be a risk factor.
More than anything, these contradictions, so common in the breast cancer research, remind us
of the complex nature of this disease, with many different factors, positive and negative,
interacting to produce the final outcome. Studies that don't properly control for all the relevant
factors - and hardly a single one had come even close to it - are doomed to end up with randomly
skewed results.
Insulin and IGF
Insulin is a hormone-like substance best known for its role in glucose metabolism. It is needed
for transport of glucose molecules into the cell, but it is also needed for transport of other
nutrients; there is an entire family of insulin cellular receptors. However, elevated insulin levels
are commonly caused by the elevated blood glucose levels, in which case it is clearing of glucose
from the bloodstream that takes priority. Thus chronically elevated glucose/insulin levels may
cause impaired cellular supply of insulin-dependent nutrients (one of them being vitamin C).
By supplying the cells with their preferred fuel - glucose - insulin stimulates cells to store fats.
That, as we know, can spell trouble down the road, with both, weight gain and obesity being
breast cancer risk factors.
But insulin body functions go beyond that. Chronically elevated insulin levels create complex
signaling pathways affecting body's metabolic mode and gene expression. One of the
consequences is switching to the higher oxidation states, with higher rate of cellular proliferation.
That helps cancer grow.
And so does causing the special gene transcription proteins (FOXO) to move out of the cell
nucleus, thus preventing them from doing their main job, which is modulating expression of genes
regulating some vital cellular processes - like apoptosis (programmed cell death), cell-cycle
progression and oxidative protection - based on environmental inputs (the "oxidative protection"
part makes it also a cancer predisposing factor).
Insulin-like growth factor (IGF) has similar effect on cellular proliferation and FOXO proteins as
insulin.
There are other negative consequences of chronically elevated insulin, but these are already
more than sufficient to minimize the intake of sugar and other high-glycemic-index foods. With
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breast cancer, or without it.
Next are non-hormonal breast cancer promoting factors.

I - 14. Factors promoting breast cancer, non-hormonal
Once the breast cancer cell starts multiplying, most of the breast cancer predisposing risk
factors turn into breast cancer promoting factors. The mechanism through which they act may and
may not change - the circumstances certainly do.
If we recall that most of breast cancer predisposing factors relate to the diet, toxic exposure,
immune system efficiency and lifestyle - all of which in the end boils down to lifestyle and
inheritance - it is not too hard to understand why is that so. But while a cancer-free person may
allow herself the luxury of tolerating some poor choices, it is a whole different ball game in the
presence of cancer. Every little thing matters, because the cumulative effect of a number of little
things may become big, deciding between winning and losing.
For instance, healthy intestinal tract is where it all begins and, often times, ends. You may be in fact, everyone is - exposed to chemical carcinogens, which with healthy intestines and limited
exposure have good chance to be detoxified by the liver-produced glucuronic acid attaching to it
and excreted in the bile. But if your intestines are - due to poor dietary choices and/or frequent
use of antibiotics - overpopulated with toxic bacteria, this crucial part of detoxification process
(conjugation, detox phase II) can be seriously inhibited by their enzyme (beta glucuronidase)
which brakes glucuronic acid bond,
freeing the toxin/carcinogen to do its damage.
That is just one of the ways how unhealthy intestines predispose for (breast) cancer. More so
if part of infestation is - as it's often the case - fungal overgrowth, with the fungi producing toxins including mutagenic acetaldehyde - of their own. And it is only made worse by nutritional
deficiencies and imbalances - rather common in these circumstances - compromising detoxifying
ability of the body.
Now, once cancer sets in, this obstruction to detoxifying carcinogens, made worse by their
internal production and inefficient detox, is not the only - and not the primary - concern. Primary
concern becomes the
action of toxins compromising cancer-defense mechanisms
of the body,
from intercellular signaling and detecting alienated cells, to the action of the immune system,
overburdened and exhausted by fighting intestinal dysbiosis and by damage to its cell by
uncontrollable toxins.
That same immune system that is your only hope of destroying cancer when all other lines of
defense fail. That is your only hope of preventing active viral infection which have the ability to
predispose for, induce and promote malignant transformation.
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By the way, glucuronic acid bond is also
how estrogen is kept in balance,
i.e. removed from the bloodstream once its specific purpose (e.g. its role in the menstrual cycle) is
over. Hence, compromised gut can also contribute to elevated estrogen level - and it does not take
much of extra estrogen to have significant effect. More so if your liver is sluggish due to deficiency
of vitamin B6, which is also necessary to detoxify (remove) estrogen. And that can happen even if
your nominal B6 intake is satisfactory, if your are deficient in nutrients needed to convert B6 into
its active form (pyridoxal-5-phosphate), like vitamin B2 and magnesium.
In other words, that same unhealthy gut and sluggish detox are still predisposing factors for
another cancer, but now they are also promoting factors for the existing one.
See, how it all counts, how so many things are interconnected and centered around nutrients?
Elevated estrogen itself is not just a potential breast cancer promoting threat. It is probably the
major factor in fibrocystic breast disease, benign condition but a moderate breast cancer risk
factor. Estrogen dominance over progesterone is the most common main cause of the
premenstrual syndrome. It also inhibits activity of endorphins, happy hormones you need to feel
good and for pain relief. And so on.
And this little thread started by mentioning that unhealthy intestinal tract can be promoting
breast cancer is only
drop in the ocean from the microcosm of body processes
at the cellular, molecular and sub-molecular level. But it should illustrate well how other poor
lifestyle choices - unhealthy diet, smoking, regular alcohol consumption, obesity, sedentary life,
chronic stress, dependence on medications, and others - put the body in harms way and, at the
same time, take away from its ability to function, including the ability to fight off cancer.
The majority of breast cancer predisposing/promoting factors result from poor lifestyle
choices, and for most of them we know we shouldn't be doing. Some are not so obvious. One of
them is the effect of prolonged breast compression by habitually wearing bra. Another - surprise,
surprise - is screening mammography.
Bra
If you've read Dressed to Kill (Singer and Grismaijer, 1995), you know that wearing bra for
many hours every day is like inviting breast cancer. The 3-year study with 4,700 women
participants found that those wearing bra more than 12 hours a day, but not to bed, had 21 times
higher breast cancer incidence than women wearing them less than 12 hours. Women who wore
bra to bad had
125 times higher incidence from women
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who did not wear them at all.
The exact mechanism with which wearing bra promotes breast cancer is not determined, but it
is probably related to the congested breast lymph vessels and nodes (made worse by the lack of
exercise), preventing efficient detoxification of the breast tissue. Elevated tissue temperature may
be a factor as well.
It is possible that longer-term excessive bra wearing may even initiate breast cancer but,
again, it is only a speculation at this point.
Screening - mammography
Everyone knows that ignoring or neglecting screening for breast cancer increases the chance
of developing its advanced forms. Hence, in effect, it promotes cancerous growth. But can
screening itself be a risk factor?
The answer is: "Yes". And in more than one way. But only due to inherent faults of the
screening technique.
The principal officially recommended screening method for breast cancer is X-ray
mammography. What possible risks it could pose? Here they are:

▶ false negatives: estimates vary, but at least a third of all breast cancers are diagnosed
between scheduled annual mammograms - and it is much more likely in high-risk women, as well
as premenopausal women and those on HRT, whose breast tissue develops dense structures
making them difficult to read; also, 10-15% of early breast cancers are missed by mammography;
needless to say, it makes annual mammography screening unreliable
▶ false positives: similarly, nearly 90% of all positive mammograms are false positives (for
the reason mentioned, false positives are also higher with premenopausal and women on HRT); it
causes distress, and leads to unnecessary additional screenings and procedures (e.g. biopsy) that
may increase breast cancer risk, or result in unnecessary disfigurement
▶ radiation: mammography uses X-ray imaging, and the level of radiation exposure may be a
serious concern for radiation-sensitive individuals, particularly considering cumulative dose during
extended period of time; separate concern is the much more significant radiation exposure as a
part of overtreatment
▶ breast compression: breast cancer risk associated with wearing bra is indicative of the
vulnerability of the breast tissue to even modest physical pressure or constraint; breast
compression during mammography is very intense, and the prevailing educated opinion is that in
some cases it can initiate or significantly accelerate spread of cancer through the breast tissue
The above does not exactly fit into the decades long stereotype of mammography as a
harmless life-saver. Is there more to it? Let's take a journey. For decades, mammography X-ray
screening was promoted as key element in minimizing breast cancer risk. Does it deserve it such
reputation? Let's see.
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II - MAMMOGRAPHY
II - 1. Mammography story
W hat most people know about standard X-ray mammography is that it was trusted and widely
embraced for decades as the lifesaving early breast cancer detection test. But, times change.
What we learned during the past decade casts serious doubts on this image. In all likelihood, the
benefits of mammography were exaggerated, and its risks downplayed or ignored.
The ball started rolling after a small 1999 Swedish study has found that, contrary to the
expectations and beliefs, breast cancer mortality in large population of Swedish women was
reduced only by a small fraction of what conventionally projected - and officially endorsed - figures
were implying should have happened.
It prompted the Danish National Board of Health to ask The Nordic Cochrane Centre (NCC) in
Denmark for an independent review. So the NCC researchers took on the task of thoroughly
analyzing major breast cancer trials up to that date, with special attention paid to those from
Sweden, where most of the large random controlled trials of mammography screening took place.
They found that most of the trials were methodologically flawed, thus unreliable. The two that
passed the scrutiny, agreed with the small Swedish study in that they
did not show any appreciable mortality reduction from mammography screening.
The Danes' conclusion was mercilessly direct: the available reliable evidence
does not justify public screenings with X-ray mammography.
The news sent tsunami waves through the world of mammography: all the medical, health and
governmental organizations recommending and practicing it, as well as many millions of women
who were told exactly the opposite - time and again.
How is it possible that so many people religiously followed such a shaky concept for so long?
Here's a quick look at how it all unfolded, mainly based on the background paper for The
Institute of Medicine report by B.H. Lerner.
Screening mammography: making of a myth
Not that there was no objections to the use of X-ray mammography for public screening
programs before. As far back as 1970s, when it was at its beginnings, the opponents were
pointing to the lack of evidence for both, its benefits and its possible negative long-term effects.
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Bailar wrote that the possible benefits of X-ray mammographic screening "have received much
more emphasis ... than its defects" (Mammography: a contrary view, 1976).
The advocates of X-ray screening, led by U.S. radiologists like Gershon-Cohen, Egan,
Zuckerman and Strax, kept their course. After the first trial designed to evaluate X-ray
mammography as a screening tool - Health Insurance Plan of Greater New York (HIP, 1971),
proposed and implemented by Strax - showed earlier detection and produced significantly reduced
breast cancer mortality numbers in the screened population, public X-ray screening for breast
cancer was well on its way.
What wasn't known at the time is that the quality of mammography in the HIP trial was so
poor (39% sensitivity), that not only more tumors were detected without it, by physical breast
examination, but their average size was also smaller than of those detected by mammography. In
addition, randomization of participating women had gross, never fully addressed or explained
biases favoring positive numbers in the screened population (e.g. far more women with prior
breast cancer excluded from the screened than from the control group).
So, as early results of the American Cancer Society (ACS) and National Cancer Institute's (NCI)
large-scale trial (Breast Cancer Detection Demonstration Project, 1973-80) with some 270,000
women aged 35-74 seemingly confirmed the benefits, the two organizations went on with
recommending X-ray mammography screening of asymptomatic women.
The critics, like NCI's own Bailar, were pointing out that such uncontrolled demonstration
project
does not allow for meaningful conclusions
(in addition, the project also used termography and clinical breast examination in the screened
population, further clouding the exact benefit due to X-ray mammography).
Bailar also contended that it shouldn't be assumed that every early detected, small abnormal
breast tissue growth - or what appear as such on the mammographic image - will become breast
cancer. It will take nearly three decades from then to this quite logical warning for it to be
definitely documented as one of mammography's biggest negatives: overiagnosis. He also
wondered why the effect of exposure to ionizing radiation - a known carcinogen - has been
ignored.
After Bailar's views were published, they were given press coverage, and became publicly
known. That prompted a series of investigations on all sides, from NCI establishing that HIP trial
does not show benefit of screening for women below age 40-49 (Breslow et al. 1976; screened
women in this age group actually had higher mortality in the trial, although not statistically
significant), to examining the actual radiation dose delivered by mammography X-ray machines which found that some machines delivered significantly higher radiation dose than assumed - and
to publicly exposing initial reservations within the NCI with respect to the demonstration project.
In the bad need of winning public support for the screening, leaderships of ACS and NCI
responded by correcting some project's aspects that could compromise it in the public eye,
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including modifying consent form for participating women to acknowledge potential risk,
standardizing official radiation doses, and deciding to offer screening only to those women under
50 who were at high risk.
But the desire to confront breast cancer was already morphing into aggressive marketing.
According to the ACS criteria, some 80% of all women would classify as "high risk" nearly eight times higher a rate
than the rate of breast cancer itself.
NCI, who seemed to be responding to the legitimate concerns about screening more
responsibly than the ACS, investigated the nature of 506 small abnormal growths detected during
the project. Turned out, 66 of these 506 pathological specimens were benign growths;
nevertheless, 53 of them resulted in some form of mastectomy (McDivitt, 1978).
That was indicating a very serious risk from screening: unnecessary treatment, including
invasive treatment and disfigurment. Working group outside the NCI was appointed to re-examine
these specimens, and found that only three of the 53 mastectomies, at the most, were
unnecessary.
McDevitt stud by his results. Surprisingly - or not - the issue, which could decide the fate of
public X-ray screening,
was brushed aside unresolved, and pretty much forgotten.
The 66 women were not even informed by the project about possible misdiagnosis and
mistreatment; that "formality" was left up to the physicians who treated them. There were more
important things to do.
Within the next few years, based in good part on the data from the demonstration project - as
unreliable as it was by design - ACS went on to recommend baseline screening for women aged
35-39 (1980) and for women aged 40-49 every one or two years (1983), in addition to those over
50y of age.
In 1988, the NCI, along with the American College of Radiology and 11 other medical
organizations, joined the recommendation for the 40-49 group. However, NCI withdrew its
support for screening this age group in 1993, based on results from ongoing randomized clinical
trials generally implying no sufficient benefit.
In 1997, a 13-member advisory panel within the NCI - which, ironically, was assembled
because then-NCI-director Klausner believed in enacting screening recommendation for women in
their forties - based on their view of the available data and 32 expert-testimonies, concluded that
existing evidence does not support such screening recommendation.
The panel was furiously attacked by the pro-screening camp. Even the U.S. Senate got
involved; with female voters on their mind, and with mammography establishment lobbying at
their doorstep, the Senate unanimously passed suggestion to the NCI advisory board to reject the
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panel's decision. It worked. NCI opted to adopt the ACS policy recommending screening for
women in their 40s at least once every two years.
But its old recommendation wasn't aggressive enough for ASC anymore; the same month,
March 1997, it switched to a new, yearly screening recommendation for women aged 40-49; it
was quickly followed by the American College of Radiology.
Some other organizations remained unconvinced as to the benefit of screening women below
50; one of them, USPSTF (United States Preventive Services Task Force), is similar to the
denounced NCI panel in that it consists of experts whose particular expertise is outside (in this
case) of the breast cancer field. The main purpose of such a panel is promoting objective,
unbiased assessment. Obviously, there was still plenty of room left for biases elsewhere.
Oddly enough, these further victories of the pro-screening camp were taking place despite
seemingly well documented ongoing research
seriously questioning the rosy picture of screening efficacy.
Let's take a closer look at the actual evidence of the efficacy of mammography screening,
before the small Swedish study finally blew the whistle.

II - 2. Mammography: The neglected evidence
It is 16 years now since Lancet published a study by two Canadian researchers, attempting to
give a rational, balanced account of what available research data says X-ray mammography does,
and doesn't (Wright and Mueller, Screening mammography and public health policy: the need for
perspective, 1995). The authors concluded that
the facts do not support public funding for mammographic
breast cancer screening.
The reason? As table below shows, they found that only the first two, out of six large
randomized controlled trials at the time, have come up with statistically significant reduction in
mortality from breast cancer in study populations screened by mammography: 23% and 31% in
the New York and one of the Swedish studies (Two-County), respectively (for the relative mortality
reduction, corresponding absolute mortality reduction figures were much lower, 0.05% and 0.14%
, respectively).
BREAST CANCER SCREENING TRIALS REVIEW, Wright and Muller 1995

TRIAL/DATA

New Yorka
Swedish
Two-County b

End
year

Duration
(years)

Women in
screening
group

Breast cancer
deaths

Ratio Statist.
S/C signif.1

screen control

Women
to screen
for 1 less
death

1982

10

31,881

147

192

0.77

yes

7,086

1985

7

78,085

87

127*

0.69

yes

13,665
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Malmo c

1988

9

21,088

63

66

0.95

no

63,264

Edinburghd

1990

7

23,226

68

76

0.89

no

20,322

Stockholme

1991

7.4

40,318

39

58*

0.67

no

15,783

25,214

38

28

1.36

no

(20,171)2

19,640

38

39

0.97

no

157,120

44,854

76

67

1.13

no

(39,870)2

40-49y
Canada f

50-59y 1992
total

8

a

b

Shapiro et al. Ten to fourteen year effects of breast cancer screening on mortality
Tabar et al. Reduction in mortality from breast cancer after mass screening with mammography
c Andersson et al.
Mammographic screening and mortality from breast cancer: the Malmo
Mammographic Screening Trial
d

Roberts et al. Edinburgh trial of screening for breast cancer: mortality at 7 years
Randomised study of mammography screening - preliminary report on mortality in the
Stockholm trial

e Frisell et al.

f

1

Miller et al. Canadian National Breast Screening Study
--

"Statistically significant" is determined by a sufficient statistical probability of an outcome not to be
result of a chance
2

Women to screen for 1 death added (the women to screen averages for the Canadian trial are not
given in the study)
*Adjusted for the difference in group sizes

Note that Wright and Muller did not include Göteborg trial (started in 1982, ended 1990),
possibly because complete data hasn't been published at the time (nor, for that matter, was as of
2009).
In the three trials following the New York and Two-County, mortality reduction in
mammography groups was statistically insignificant, and in the last one the mammography group
had higher mortality (though also statistically insignificant) than control.
To illustrate the risks and benefits, the authors made a simple calculation. The number of
women needed to screen for 1 breast cancer death less ranged from 7086 to 63,264 in the five
studies with mortality reduction, averaging 24,000. Combining it with the study that showed
mortality increase for the mammography cohort, it comes to
1 breast cancer death less for every 32,000 women screened.
At the then-published rates, that one death less would come at the price of roughly 1,500 false
positives, 4,000 false negatives, and $2 million spent on screening (note that the authors in their
paper left out the Canadian study with its negative mortality effect, and used a rounded off number
of screenings for 1 death less in 20,000 screened women, but it doesn't change the big picture).
In short, statistical benefit of mammography screening, as indicated by these six studies, is so
small that
can be qualified as uncertain.
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What is certain, are the harms caused by test's inaccuracy, its cost, and its radiation risk,
which may be significant for highly sensitive women.
If so - and the evidence does support such conclusion - the huge amount of money spent on
mammography and related procedures, could be used more efficiently (i.e. on some other forms
of diagnostic test, and/or preventive treatments) to combat breast cancer.
Despite being fundamentally correct, the study made no impact. Nothing seemed to have the
power to disturb the mammography doctrine. Instead, life-saving "benefits" of mammography
screening were to be extended to women below age 50.
If Wright and Mueller stirred any change, it was instigating the move toward re-affirming
values of mammography; a few more "significant" trial updates, trials and meta-studies that
produced more of statistical benefits from mammography screening, seemingly removed any
doubt in its great life-saving effect.
Good part of the reason was that mammography screening had already become firmly
entrenched as the centerpiece of the official policy's weaponry against breast cancer, and its
benefits were generally accepted among medical professionals as advertised by its promoters.
Official backing, professional acceptance, career stakes, pride and big profits, all gave to the
mammography "benefits" life of their own. Any contrary, unfavorable evidence was ignored,
sidelined, or labeled as "flawed" or "incompetent".
For instance, the Canadian study, which showed no benefits from mammographic screening
vc. clinical breast examination was, believe or not, investigated by a hired private investigation
company - and subsequently cleared - for tampering (Randomization in the Canadian National
Breast Screening Study: a review for evidence of subversion, Bailar et al. 1997).
The study was given "stick and stone treatment" by the proponents of screening. Anything from
unproven - and refuted, as mentioned above - accusation that the trial placed larger number of
women with advanced cancers into its 40-49 year intervention group (Kopans; in fact, there was
more clinically positive women in the control group), to alleging that the quality of its
mammography was "indefensibly poor" (Kopans), while in fact it had documented above average
efficacy for this age group, to numerous distortions and plain fallacies about the trial fed to media
by the pro-screening side (for instance, that it had extraordinarily high rate of false negatives, or
that it used ordinary X-ray units instead of mammography units).
The irony is that this Canadian randomized clinical trial actually raised quality level not only
with respect to all other breast cancer studies from that time, but also with respect to most trials
after it as well. Its deputy director illustrated all absurdity of the continuous dismissal of this study
by X-ray mammography advocates as being of "low quality" and "flawed" (Baines, Rational and
irrational issues in breast cancer screening, 2011).
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TRIAL ASPECTS

TRIAL A

TRIAL B

Informed consent requirement

YES

NO

Randomization

INDIVIDUAL

CLUSTER

Factors controlled in randomization

over 50

1

% compliance (year into trial)

100/86/90 (1/2/4)

89/83/84 (1/2/3)

# of views per breast

2

1

Screening interval

12 months

24-33 months

External audit of mammography

YES

NO

Cancer detection rate

HIGHER

LOWER

Average tumor size @1st screen

SMALLER

LARGER

External pathology reviews

YES

NO

External death review panel

YES

NO

Published # of participants

CONSISTENT

INCONSISTENT

Published # of breast cancer deaths

CONSISTENT

INCONSISTENT

Significant mortality reduction
in screened population

NO (2%)

YES (31%)

Not a single one of these vital indicators of trial quality favors trial B; it is trial A that is
superior in all these aspects. Yet it is trial B - the Two County Trial - that pro-mammography camp
up to this day presents as a high quality and reliable, while dismissing trial A - the Canadian trial as "low quality" and "flawed". The reason can be seen at the very bottom: the Two County trial is
the only major trial after the very first (HIP) that produced statistically significant mortality
reduction in the screened population.
On the other hand, the Canadian trial is the only one that came up
with near-zero overall life-saving benefit from screening.
It is this single aspect that placed these two trials at the center of controversy and determined
which one will be honored and promoted, and which one denigrated and dismissed.
The above study design data are not complete, and that is more of a disadvantage for the
Canadian trial, since the insight into many relevant aspects provided by, and its transparency, are
unmatched, not only by the Two County trial, but also by any of the breast cancer trials before and
after that.
Meanwhile, the publicity based on poorly designed, biased studies establishing "clear benefit"
from mammography screening, was used to further promote the practice. The results from TwoCounty trial were, for instance, the deciding factor in the introduction of organized screening in
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Netherlands (1990), and among major factors prompting its introduction in the U.K.
While it took decades to unveil poor quality of the Two County trial, clear indications of flaws in
the other major mammography-supporting trial, the New York trial, were noted and brushed aside
at the time it came up with its results. Specifically, number of breast cancers diagnosed was nearly
identical in the screened and control group - frankly, with those averaged in the screened group
being actually larger, which is
logically incompatible with the study conclusion of
significantly lower mortality rate achieved by screening.
In fact, the main factor producing such outcome seems to be the exclusion of far more women
with prior breast cancer from the treatment (screened) group,
directly lowering its mortality rate vs. that in the control group.
The only thing that changed in the practice of promoting mammography screening at any cost
is that the main reason for doing so switched from the belief that it "has to be beneficial", to
merely protecting interests of the screening establishment. The magnitude of facts distortion by
die-hard supporters of standard mammography screening nowadays is well illustrated by this
online article by a U.S. radiologist (The Journal of Lancaster General Hospital, PA). Here's the
excerpt describing the Canadian trial (which consisted of two separate branches, for 40-49y and
50-59y age group):
"...Importantly, none of those large Canadian studies was a truly randomized controlled trial,
since patients were assigned to the screening or no-screening groups only after a physical
examination of the breasts. Since women with palpable masses were selectively assigned to the
screening cohort, it contained 4X as many advanced cancers as the non-screened group. This
difference inevitably altered the mortality statistics, which compromised the parameter by which
the effectiveness of screening mammography was assessed. Errors in certification of the cause of
death were also raised by the authors in the first study, a fact that was even noted by the authors
of the paper. Compliance among the women in these studies was also a problem, with nearly 20%
of those assigned to regular screening not getting these examinations over a 4-5 year period, and
many women assigned to the no screening cohort getting screening mammograms outside the
study. Questions have also been raised about the quality of mammographic examination, the skills
of the interpreting physicians, design study, randomization, contamination of controls, follow-up,
and ascertainment, thus further eroding the conclusions reached in this study..." (Controversies in
screening mammography, N.K. Tanna, 2010)
Statements that neither branch of the Canadian trial was "truly randomized", and that its
screening cohort "contained 4X as many advanced cancers" are plain false. As mentioned above,
because of accusations by the mighty pro-screening camp, study's randomization was investigated
more than a decade prior to this article, and no evidence of tampering was found.
As for "4X as many advanced cancers" in the screened group, it could be - unintentional? - mix
up related to the fact that the screened group in the Canadian study had more node-positive
cancers with four or more nodes involved detected. The actual numbers are 290 vs. 237 after five
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years, and 592 vs. 552 at 13-year follow-up for the screened population and controls, respectively.
Nothing remotely close to "4X as many advanced cancers".
"Errors in certification" probably refers to the data presented in the trial paper where, due to
confidentiality limitations imposed by hospitals, an external panel blind to the screening status
could not investigate and confirm cause of death in all cases (for the 40-49 age group, it reviewed
67% and 77% certificates for screened and control group, respectively, with the cause of death
for the rest taken as reported on death certificate); this, of course, is not an "error", rather a cut
above the Two County trial, in which reviewers weren't blinded to the status, and study authors
were directly involved in determining the cause of death.
Compliance was actually better in the Canadian trial than in the Two County; "contamination"
by women in the control group receiving occasional screening or diagnostic mammograms (about
20% averaged for both trial branches) is somewhat higher than the all-trial average (as published)
, but still within the range. Malmo study, for instance, had 25% contamination, and some studies
(HIP, Stockholm, Edinburg) did not report it at all. The effect in the Canadian trial was estimated
to be minor by the authors.
The unreferenced list of flaws at the end of the excerpt is a fairly good summary of other
baseless objections to the quality of the Canadian study, serving as the pretext for its dismissal.
Also very typically, article author has
no single objection
to the design or execution of any of the trials that did produce more tangible - even in most cases
still statistically insignificant - mortality reduction in the screened population. Swedish trials,
collectively, are declared as "some of the best" (no specific reasons given), showing "nearly 3045% decrease in mortality in the screened groups".
But wait, it gets even better: adding "recent updates, still unpublished", from author's
conversation with Dr. Tabar (lead author of the Two County trial), "may show a nearly 65%
reduction in mortality from breast cancer" due to screening X-ray mammography.
You may think that biased ramblings of an obscured U.S. radiologist don't matter much in the
big picture, but think twice. It is such radiologists and the myths of screening mammography
imposed as the official view that
many a woman depend on for information and guidance.
These ramblings are merely reflection of the official view supported by hard core advocates of
the standard mammography screening practice, still dominant in the "official" medicine.
Conclusion
So, that was how it all started with the X-ray mammographic screening, and how it kept going:
by assuming benefit, embracing all that seemingly supported it, while disregarding evidence to the
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contrary. The reality is that the X-ray screening mammography has become a major part of breast
cancer public policy in some of the most developed countries, including U.S. It also became the
backbone of quite a few academic careers, accepted practice for doctors, comforting, trusted
presence for millions of women, and a multi-billion dollar business.
But all this time it was standing on shaky ground.
In 1999, a small epidemiological study in Sweden - one of the most active countries in studying
the effects of mammography screening - came up with a news outright shocking for most,
although not entirely unexpected for a few. It found that in the ten-year period from 1986 to 1995,
breast cancer mortality in over 600,000 Swedish women undergoing mammography screening
declined only 0.8% vs. those that did not use the screening - much less than what the 11%
officially accepted estimate was projecting (Sjönell and Ståhle, 1999).
This little study set in motion chain of events.

II - 3. Mammography myth: Beginning of the end
Is mammography screening saving lives? The answer was resounding "yes" ... until a small
Swedish study came along, indicating that such conclusion is not supported by available
population-based evidence for Sweden (Sjönell and Ståhle, Mammographic screening does not
reduce breast cancer mortality, 1999).
The 0.8% decline in breast cancer mortality for women using mammography screening found
in this study, was "statistically insignificant", meaning it was small enough that it could have easily
happened by chance (oddly enough, the authors ended up with the mammography cost per one
life saved quite similar to that of Wright and Mueller: $1.8 million).
Even assuming that the 0.8% reduction was due to the screening, with the 10-year breast
cancer death rate of about 5 per 1000 (40y and older), it would imply that screening 600,000
women for 10 years reduced the death toll among them from 3000 to 2976, or by 24 - less than
one tenth of what the official mantra was advertising.
At the same time, during the decade analyzed, nearly 100,000 of the screened Swedish
women have had false positive, resulting in about 16,000 biopsies and 4,000 mastectomies.
While the Swedes' study has limitations, it did prompt Danish National Board of Health to ask
The Nordic Cochrane Centre to independently review related data. As a result, two researchers,
this time from Denmark (Gøtzsche and Olsen, Nordic Cochrane Center, Copenhagen), went on to
analyze all large randomized controlled breast cancer trials on mammography screening to date.
What the Danes found was that
most of them couldn't pass reliability test.
Main reasons:
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- treatment (i.e. mammography screening) and control (no screening) groups were not
properly balanced
- those declaring cause of death knew which group deceased belonged to (absence of the
crucial "blindness" requirement to exclude possible biases), and/or
- some participants were excluded after the trial was underway.
In addition, data on group sizes often varied unexplainably and significantly during and after
trials. Some studies had number of participants in the control group mysteriously enlarged by up to
several hundreds, either during the course of a study, or in later analyses. With the number of
breast cancer deaths being typically 5-10% of total deaths, such uncontrolled, "under the radar"
transitions of participants in and out, or between treatment and control groups, can significantly
alter mortality figure.
While the data available was often incomplete, and/or failed to provide full transparency into
the actual inner workings of the trials, the two researchers felt that the evidence is sufficient to
conclude that
only 2 out of 8 large breast cancer trials had sufficient methodological quality to be
accepted as reliable.
This is the summary of their findings (RR=risk ratio, CI=confidence interval, with 95% CI
implying that there is 95% probability that the actual value is within given range).

Is screening for breast cancer with mammography justifiable?
Gøtzsche and Olsen, 2000
TRIAL (starting year)

Properly Consistent Sufficiently
randomized group sizes
reliable

BC mortality outcome
screened/control
RR (95% CI)

Malmö 1976 1

YES

YES

YES

0.96 (0.68-1.35)

1980 2

YES

YES

YES

1.08 (0.84-1.40)

Canada

TOTAL (screened 66,013; control 66,105; BC deaths 183/177)

1.04 (0.84-1.27)

New York 1963 3

NO

NO

NO

0.79 (0.64-0.98)

Two-County Kopparberg
1977 4
Östergötland

NO

NO

NO

0.58 (0.45-0.76)

NO

NO

NO

0.76 (0.61-0.95)

Edinburgh 1978 5

NO

YES

NO

0.87 (0.70-1.08)

6

NO

NO

NO

0.73 (0.50-1.06)

NO

YES

NO

0.55 (0.31-0.95)

Stockholm 1981
Göteborg 1982
TOTAL

7

(screened 182,179; control 142,052; BC deaths 654/725)

1
2

0.75 (0.67-0.83)

Andersson et al. The Malmo mammographic screening trial, 1988
Miller et al. Canadian National Breast Screening Study, 1992/1997
3 Chu et al.
The Health Insurance Plan clinical trial, 1988
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4

Tabar et al. New results from the Swedish Two-County Trial, 1995
Alexander et al. Edinburgh randomised trial of breast-cancer screening, 1999
6 Frisell et al.
Mortality results in the Stockholm mammographic screening trial, 1997
7
Bjurstam et al. The Gothenburg breast screening trial, 1997
5

Five of these trials - Malmo, CNBS (1992), Stockholm (preliminary report from 1991), New
York HIP and Edinburgh - were among the six analyzed by Wright and Mueller in 1995. The only
two that passed the scrutiny, Malmo and CNBS, indicated no benefit in breast cancer mortality
reduction from mammography screening.
In conclusion, Gøtzsche and Olsen gave straight answer to the question posed by the study
title: "We conclude that screening for breast cancer with mammography is unjustified. ".
They pointed out that even taking the numbers from Swedish studies as they are (from
Nystrom et al. Breast cancer screening with mammography: overview of Swedish randomised
trials, 1993), the absolute 12-year mortality rate reduction of 0.1% in the screened population
means that 1 woman out of 1,000 would be spared due to mammography screening in this time
period.
At the same time, with the total mortality risk in the screened population 6% higher, the total
number of deaths at their 10% mortality rate would have been higher by six (0.6%). In other
words, for every woman saved by mammography,
six more women screened by mammography would die
from "other causes" than in the control population.
In addition, at ~5% false positives rate - which is rather conservative - or 60% in a 12-year
period of yearly screening, for every life saved by mammography, 600 women would be exposed
to distress and unnecessary additional procedures, nearly 40% of which, or well over 200, would
undergo biopsy.
Where, exactly, is the benefit?
It was as if Gøtzsche and Olsen poked a bee's nest. The flurry of responses in the Lancet,
where the study was published, was only the beginning. Some were supportive, but the critics
were more numerous, and much louder. Hey, you don't talk like that about reputable trials by even
more reputable academic figures which, by the way, had cost the taxpayers a fortune; you don't
question doctrines they helped create and support; you don't threaten big profits of the
mammography industry in general, and medical radiology in particular.
And, of course, you don't imply that governmental health organizations in some of the most
developed world countries, by approving mammography screening recommendation to their
mature women populations for decades, did very poor job.
That's what the two Danes were up against.
Undeterred, they came up with an expanded database review, concluding it confirms and
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strengthens their findings (Screening for breast cancer with mammography. The Cochrane
Database Syst Review, Olsen and Gøtzsche, 2001).
In January 2002, the Patient Data Query Editorial Board, an independent panel of cancer
experts reviewing published evidence-based, peer-reviewed research for the U.S. National Cancer
Institute (NCI), evaluated breast cancer random controlled trials and concluded that:
“screening for breast cancer does not affect overall mortality,
and the absolute benefit for breast cancer mortality
appears to be small”.
All hell broke loose.
∎ almost immediately, The American College of Radiology - which recommends annual
mammography and MRI for women with lifetime breast cancer risk greater than 20% as early as
age 25, and makes tons of money doing it - issued strong disagreement, calling the Danish study
"flawed", and declaring the panel's announcement conflicting with "well-founded clinical trials"
and official policy "based on accepted and rigorous scientific analysis" (wonder how did they figure
out so quickly that they know all that for sure?)
∎ on January 31st 2002, The NCI (National Cancer Institute) issued more composed
statement, saying that it carefully weighted all the evidence, and found no reason to change
present recommendations for mammography screening
∎ on the same day, "An Open Letter to Women and Their Physicians", supporting current
mammography practices and urging women to continue their screenings, was published in The
New York Times, with a long list of signatories:
• American Academy of Family Physicians
• American Cancer Society
• American College of Physicians-American Society of Internal Medicine
• American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists
• American College of Preventive Medicine
• American Medical Association
• Cancer Research Foundation of America
• National Medical Association
• Oncology Nursing Society, and
• Society of Gynecologic Oncologists.
∎ February 2002: the U.S. Secretary of Health and Human Services issued press release
reaffirming official support for current mammography recommendations by the U.S. Preventive
Services Task Force (an independent panel of experts in primary care and prevention services),
calling for mammography screening every 1 to 2 years for women age 40 and older (in fact, just in
November 2009 the USPSTF issued different recommendations, advising against routine
mammography screening in women aged 40-49, and leaving it up to the individual to opt, or not,
for biennial screening)
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∎ March 2002: a working group of the World Health Organization (WHO) concluded that the
trials in question were not perfect, but that their deficiencies do not invalidate their results,
indicating - according to the group - mortality reduction in the screened population age 50-69 of
about 35%
∎ June 2002: "Global Summit on Mammographic Screening" in Milan, Italy, hosted by the
European Institute of Oncology in collaboration with the WHO, the European Commission, the
American Cancer Society, the American Italian Cancer Foundation, the European Society for
Medical Oncology, the American Society for Clinical Oncology, the International Union Against
Cancer, and the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, called the Danes' study
"unfounded", finding that breast cancer mortality reduction indicated by the trials in question
seems to be 21-23%
∎ finally, in September 2002, USPSTF came up with its own statement, finding important
"methodological limitations" in each of the trials in question, but rating only one as "poor", and
proclaiming unlikely that the flaws would negate the overall significant mortality reduction these
trials indicate; the agency reemphasized that this applies only for women aged 50 and over, and
that it didn't find sufficient evidence to specify optimum screening interval for women aged 40-49
(the latter caused vitriolic reaction of pro-screening advocates, followed by loud accusations that
the USPSTF recommendation recklessly endangers American women)
This grand-scale negative response by major organizations was accompanied by an avalanche
of criticism of the two "offending" studies by the proponents of screening in the research field.
Sjönell and Ståhle, the small Swedish study that started it all, was labeled "disaster" (Nyström)
that should have never been published. Main objections were:
(1) it did not adjust for deaths resulting from breast cancers diagnosed before the screening
started, and
(2) it didn't account for the increase in breast cancer incidence.
Despite these objections being used as the basis for proclaiming the study "defective" and not
worth consideration, they hardly can stand closer scrutiny. Breast cancer mortality trend is
inevitably built with a lag between incidence and mortality for any given year (in other words,
death, if occurs, takes place years after diagnosis). Not taking out breast cancers deaths
diagnosed before the screening started does not prevent the detection of screening-induced
mortality reduction, if present. It only requires long enough follow-up period, during which
mortality rate would gradually decrease from its pre-screening level to that where no deaths from
pre-screening period are left in the picture.
Looking at the 10-year BC mortality rates plot, we can see that most of the deaths occur within
5-6 years from diagnosis. Thus, if the reduction is significant, it can be detected 5-6 years after
screening had started, and
definitely after 10 years,
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which was the duration of Sjönell and Ståhle follow-up period.
Objection to their "neglect" of breast cancer incidence increase after the introduction of
screening, in fact, exposes incompetence of the critics. As Sjönell and Ståhle point out, what has
increased is nearly entirely the detection rate (mainly due to overdiagnosis) because of
widespread screening, not the breast cancer rate itself. Relating number of deaths to this
increased detection rate - as some of the critics have done - superficially lowers breast cancer
mortality rate.
In all, Sjönell and Ståhle stud by their study. They also acknowledged its limitations, and that
better a study - or studies - could and should be commenced.
Likewise, study by Gotzshe and Olsen hasn't been spared of criticism by screening proponents,
although the critics were generally less dismissive. They mainly focused on the criteria used to
determine reliability of random controlled trials, trying to minimize their importance to the point of
making them irrelevant.
Dane's criteria were simple: a high-quality study has to have:
(1) proper randomization, making screened and control groups comparable in that all known
significant risk factors are nearly balanced,
(2) few and unbiased post-randomization exclusions, and
(3) reliable outcome data (e.g. determining cause of death blinded to study group)
According to the degree to which these three criteria were fulfilled, a study is ranked as highquality, medium-quality, poor or flawed.
Only two trials - Canadian and Malmo - passed as medium-quality, with the rest of them
ending as poor or flawed. As authors noted,
the very fact that trials with the longest interval between screenings, the fewest
screens per participant, those that started systematic screening of the control group
after as few as
3-5 years, and/or had poor mammography equipment - Two County trial, Stockholm,
Goteborg and New York - reported the largest breast cancer mortality reduction
benefits,
clearly indicates questionable validity.
Closer inspection did reveal significant shortcomings in one or more of the three criteria for all
but two trials.
Nevertheless, as a part of the effort concentrated on discrediting mammography doubters and
reaffirm the orthodox view of it as highly beneficial, a few studies quickly surfaced with the
numbers appropriate to the purpose. One of them, with the data from five Swedish studies
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updated to 1996, came up with 21% mortality reduction for the screened populations in its 15.8
years follow up model (Long-term effects of mammography screening: updated overview of the
Swedish randomised trials, Nyström et al. 2002).
The point of this study is unclear, since of the five studies it included only one (Malmo I) has
been found acceptable, three were among those labeled as unreliable, and the last one, a
continuation of the Malmo study (Malmo II) was fairly obscured (omitted from 1993 meta analysis
of Swedish studies by the same authors), and after closer inspection also ranked inadequate by
Gøtzsche and Nielsen (Screening for breast cancer with mammography, 2009).
Even with the Canadian study excluded, breast cancer mortality reduction was only 15% in the
50-59y group, and 31% in the 60-69y group (2003 article by Baines, Mammography Screening:
Are Women Really Giving Informed Consent?, cites this study with 27% reduction for the latter,
12% for the former, and 9% for the 40-49y group; it is possible that the numbers were adjusted
in the study errata from August 2002).
In addition, new evidence of flaws surfaced, as Nyström et al. opted to bypass the original trial
mortality data and use the Swedish case-of-death register instead. They found only 10% breast
cancer mortality reduction in the Östergötland part of the Two-County trial, for which as much as
24% mortality reduction was reported (The Swedish two-county trial twenty years later. Updated
mortality results and new insights from long term follow-up, Tabár, Duffy, Smith et al. 2000). In
this study, the authors not blinded for screening status reported
10 fewer deaths in the screened population, and 23 more deaths in the control group
than what was found in the register an error that is mathematically impossible to occur by chance.
Such blatant irregularities clearly imply substandard quality, worse yet - tampering with the
results, and should have disqualified this study from the analysis.
Nevertheless, Nyström et al. wrapped up their meta analysis and concluded that "the
advantageous effect of breast screening on breast cancer mortality persists after long-term followup" and that "the recent criticism against the Swedish randomised controlled trials is misleading
and scientifically unfounded".
Believe or not.
More studies followed; what did they do to resolve the controversy, next...

II - 4. Mammography defense
(the mammography benefit lag hypothesis)
Vitriolic reaction to the Gøtzsche and Olsen's end-of-the-century dismissal of the conventional
mammography screening as ineffective and unjustified wasn't surprising. Though they were not
the first to blow the whistle, what they have started - and kept going up to this day - did have a
deep impact, shifting the paradigm and the way that public mammography screenings are
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perceived and practiced.
Of course, the pro-mammography camp wouldn't just let go: too much was at stake.
A study that challenged findings threatening the life-saving image of mammography screening
brought up a hypothesis that most breast cancer studies, including Olsen and Gøtzsche's, have
fundamental methodological error in assessing the effectiveness of mammography screening. The
error is, according to them, in neglecting that, due to the relatively long period between breast
cancer detection and death, effectiveness of mammography would begin to show only
after a certain time lag.
In other words, assuming that women screened by mammography will be diagnosed, on
average, at an earlier stage, their treatment will be more successful, and mortality lower - but that
won't be evident within the first few years of monitoring. This new twist was offered as an
explanation for the absence of tangible benefit from mammography screening in no-benefit trials:
study authors contended that, since no previous study controlled this factor, they all have shown
mammography screening as less beneficial than it really is.
Following this hypothesis - which originates at least two decades back (Analysis of the
temporal patterns of benefits in the Health Insurance Plan of Greater New York trial by stage and
age, Chu and Connor, 1991) - study authors picked the Malmo trial and found that mortality
reduction in the screened population 55-69 years of age does show upswing toward the end of
follow up period, reaching 55% in the period 8-11 years after randomization (Mammographic
screening: no reliable supporting evidence?, Miettinen et al. 2002).
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Miettinen et al. statistical manipulation (TOP) of the actual data (MIDDLE, BOTTOM) for
the older subgroup of women in the Malmo trial, showing 20% mortality reduction
for the screened population at study end. For both, older and younger women,
however, mortality rate is mainly higher for the screened population in this period
(MIDDLE), due to even higher mortality among screened population in the 45-54Y
group (not shown). Considering relatively small number of deaths, these results are
subject of possibly significant random statistical variations.
Since Malmo trial was one of the two that passed as sufficiently reliable in the Danes' study,
this methodological correction proves that mammography does save lives, even more so than what
was thought before.
Or does it? The study chooses to use relative mortality rates based on the moving average of
the actual annual deaths (as a 3-year average, dropping the oldest year as it moves to the next 3year period). Plots above hint at why Miettinen et al. replaced the direct mortality ratio between
screened and control group (middle) with the uncommon 3-day moving average (top). The latter
gives about twice lower relative mortality (55% vs. 22%) for screened population toward trial's
end; it also shifts the second mortality turning point, from the excess to reduction, sooner.
This is critically important for the lag hypothesis, since authors decided to interpret the delay
period as one determined by the mortality ratio dropping below one for screened population. With
the 3-day average it occurs nearly 6 years after entry, which is already too long a period to be
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supported by real-life data. The direct average places it even farther away, nearly 8 years from
entry, making it even more unrealistic.
What Miettinen et al. method does was jokingly compared to the Texas sharpshooter who
draws a target around the bullet hole (Bonneux, Lancet correspondence 2002). They picked the
trial, then they picked the screened population subgroup, and then they picked the time interval
that suited their theory. Screened study population as a whole had insignificant 4% mortality
reduction, with the screened women aged
45-54y having 29% higher, and those 55-69y 20% lower mortality than controls.
That leaves us with pretty unclear picture of what the numbers would look like for the
conventional >50 years of age group.
The larger numbers later in the study are more statistically reliable, but not to the point of
making mortality differential due to random clustering of deaths impossible, or even improbable.
Does the actual Malmo data really support the point of the delayed benefit of mammographic
screening on breast cancer mortality reduction? It is potentially crucial aspect of the controversy,
so let's take a look.
MORTALITY FIGURES FOR BC DIAGNOSED WOMEN (45-69years at entry)
IN THE SWEDISH MALMÖ TRIAL, 1977-86
r
o

POPULATION

w

All
BC

#
at screening

DEAD

ALIVE

Breast Cancer

Stage
0

1

2

Stage

All
3 4

Other causes
Stage

All

0 1 2 3 4

0 1

All

2 3 4

1

374 60 221 58 2

- 341 1 4 6 1

2

100 24 27 22 2

- 76* - 4 9 5 2 20 - 2

3

107

4

581 91 264 112 10 3 482 1 9 21 13 19 63 1 23 9 3 - 36

Control group
(no screening, 21,195)

5

444 48 151 130 14 7 350 1 5 28 9 22 66* 1 6 14 4 3 28

Total treated+control

6

1025 139 415 242 24 10 832 2 14 49 22 41 129 2 29 23 7 3 64

between
Screened
screening
group
(21,088) non-attendees
Total

column

#

1

7

2

BC=breast cancer

- 12 - 16 4 1 - 21

16 32 6 3 65* - 1 6 7 17 31 1 5

3

4

5

6

7

8 9

10 11 12

2

- -

4

3 2 - 11

13 14 15 16 17 18 19

*slight sum discrepancy in the study table

The table shows distribution of mortality in breast cancer patients in the screened vs. control
population, broken down to breast cancer stages, with 0 being the detected pre-malignant growths
(ductal or lobular carcinoma in situ) and 4 the most advanced forms.
Looking at the Malmo trial data, there was +43, +117, -25, 0 and +7 differential in the total of
diagnosed cancers in screened vs. control group for stages 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. It clearly
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indicates that screening does help detect suspicious growth earlier, with nearly all of the extra
cancers detected being at stage 0 and 1. But that itself does not necessarily - and seems as it
usually does not - translate into significant mortality reduction.
It should be noted that the data is only for women diagnosed with breast cancer. Thus "other
causes" refers to causes of death in these women other than breast cancer. All deaths in the trial,
including those from breast cancer, are given in the following table:
All deaths in the Malmö trial until December 31. 1985.
CAUSE OF DEATH

SCREENED

CONTROLS

MALIGNANT TUMORS (BREAST CANCER)

707 (63)

739 (66)

CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES

721

673

RESPIRATORY DISEASES

97

111

GASTROINTESTINAL DISEASES

47

44

UROGENITAL DISEASES

16

20

INJURIES, SUICIDE, UNKNOWN

100

120

OTHER

89

102

TOTAL DEATHS

1777

1809

Evidently, breast cancer deaths were a small fraction (~3.5%) of the total deaths in the study
population. The differences between two groups with respect to total mortality are also relatively
small, without statistical significance. With the accidental, unknown and unspecified deaths left out,
the
total mortality differential is a single death.
It should be noted that the control group had nearly 4% higher all-cancer mortality, but 9%
lower heart disease mortality. The latter, at least in part, could be related to overtreatment within
the screened population, particularly radiation, which is known to negatively affect heart and blood
vessels.
The trial used conventional breast cancer staging classification. Expectedly, survival rates vary
with the extent and form of a disease. In order to estimate the magnitude of delay in mortality
reduction due to screening, study numbers can be combined with stage-based prognostic figures.
There are numerous possible sources for such figures. We'll use one based on the actual set
of data, which is also within the usual range, and as good for the purpose as any (West Midlands,
UK, 1990-94 diagnoses, followed up to 2004; note that these figures are for conventionally treated
breast cancer cases).
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It shows that mortality for all four stages - stage 1 being the least, and stage 4 the most
advanced form - is significantly higher in the first 5 years after diagnosis, starting to flatten out
toward the 10-year mark. The not shown stage 0, a pre-malignant breast cancer form (ductal or
lobular carcinoma in situ), has 5-year survival rate of 98% (somewhat optimistic, because it
doesn't account for recurrent cancers). Most carcinomas in situ do not develop into a cancer.
According to these plots, 5-year mortality rates are about 9%, 27%, 50% and 86% for stages
1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. During another 5 years, mortality rates increasingly slow down,
reaching cumulative 13%, 37%, 61% and 92% (in the same order) at the end of 10-year period.
Nominal differences in mortality rates between the stages are very significant, but the differences
in yearly rates
nearly vanish after 10 years.
In other words, nearly the entire mortality differential between the stages is contained within
the first 10 years from diagnosis, with the differences in mortality rate after that becoming
negligible.
Number of deaths resulting from cancers detected within the first year that will fall out of the
9-year trial period is determined by the 9th year fraction (at right from the plot), for cancers
detected in the second year by the 8th year fraction, and so on, ending with the number of deaths
from the last, 9th year that fall into the trial period approximated by the 1st year fraction (so,
some 97% of the deaths from stage 2 cancers detected the 1st year will occur within the 10-year
period, while only about 12% from this stage cancers detected the 9th year).
Obviously, the Malmo screening group was not homogeneous, with significant number of
detected cancers in it being "interval" cancers (detected between screenings), and among nonattendees. But this is, more or less, the reality of screening, which cannot be assumed to have
neither perfect attendance, nor accuracy. Vice versa, non-screened population is always to some
extent "contaminated" with opportunistic screening.
In effect, the comparison is
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between the population of women that agreed to screening,
and the one that did not,
not between two populations of which one is entirely screened and the other with zero screening.
The disproportionally high breast cancer incidence and mortality among non-attendees and
interval cancers groups within the screened population strongly suggests that even trial
populations of this size are still
too small to extract reliable statistical data for such a
low-incidence event as breast cancer.
Such random statistical swings in the mortality ratio between screened and unscreened group
are to expect, considering the very low mortality rate, and relatively few deaths (in this particular
trial, the mortality rate was about 0.3%, nearly identical for the two groups, or 66 and 63 total
deaths - approximately 7 deaths a year - within either of the two groups of over 21,000 women
each).
All considered, any analysis of these data can produce indicators at the best, rather than facts,
or evidence. But that is what is available, so let's see how significant is, in this trial, the
mammography benefit lag that causes some saved lives to fall out of the study period.
Applying yearly mortality fractions (at right on the 10-year mortality plot above) to the trial's 9year differential per breast cancer stage (0 stage being omitted since with near-zero death rate;
with the same approach, it would result in a single death within the trial period, zero outside)
gives this proportion of breast cancers that can be expected to fall within the 9-year trial period vs.
those that would occur after study end gives the following:
Breast cancer deaths falling out of 10-year period (estimate)
STAGE

SCREENED

CONTROLS
DEATHS

CANCERS

MR
(%)

Total

IN

OUT

1

+113

13

15

9

2

-

37

-

3

-

61

4

-

TOTAL

113

DEATHS

CANCERS

MR
(%)

Total

IN

OUT

6

-

13

-

-

-

-

-

+28

37

10

6

4

-

-

-

+4

61

2

2

0

92

-

-

-

+4

92

4

4

0

-

15

9

6

36

-

16

12

4

MR = 10-year mortality rate (for simplicity, being nearly identical to the 9-year rate)

The whole idea of the delayed benefit of screening for mortality reduction is that women
diagnosed at a later stage - more numerous in unscreened populations - will have higher mortality
rate, but it will effectively show only after those women that will die actually pass away. And if
significant portion of these deaths takes place outside the study "window", the benefit can be lost.
What the numbers show is that this unaccounted for hidden benefit is marginal at best in the
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Malmo trial
(9-year duration):
only about 6 deaths within the screened population would occur after trial end, nearly
offset by
4 post-trial-period deaths in the control (unscreened) group.
Considering the fact that breast cancers in the control group are generally diagnosed at more
advanced stage, even if generally somewhat later, than in the screened group, makes it highly
unlikely that there would be any significant lag effect selectively favoring breast cancer death rate
in the control group.
Consequently, Miettinen et al. mortality dynamics producing 55% mortality ratio reduction for
the last period in a 3-year moving average is much more likely to be a result of tailoring statistical
method to selected data, in order to extract desired numerical outcome based on random
sequence variations, than representative of an actual statistical (i.e. average, or expected)
mortality dynamics. Even if placed in the context of the "mortality reduction lag" for standard
mammography, it is not based on the actual effect. It belongs to the domain of "statistical fiction".
This simplified estimate of the mortality lag effect is not strictly accurate numerically - which is
of little consequence considering uncertainties related to the trial data itself - but suffices to
indicate the magnitude of "mortality lag" effect: nothing to write home about. It also indicates that
the Malmo trial data for breast cancer incidence and mortality are within generally established
trends.
But some other implications, left out by the Miettinen et al., as well as other X-ray
mammography screening advocates, are potentially significant. If we look at the total number of
breast cancers detected, even after 9 years the screened population still has an excess of 134, or
30% more detections than control group. It is to expect that screening, capable of detecting breast
cancer earlier, will have higher number of detections initially. But it
should nearly even up within 2-3 years, as those undetected early cancers in
unscreened population become large enough for off-screening detection.
In other words, the excess of breast cancers detected at an earlier stage in the screened
population should be nearly offset by an excess of later-stage cancers detected with some delay
within unscreened population. Most of the delay due to the absence of mammography screening is
the time needed for breast cancer to advance from stage 1 to stage 2. The pace at which this
occurs varies individually, from months to years. On the average, it is probably one to two years.
Even assuming that mammography detects 50% more breast cancers a year, initially, and that
unscreened population nearly catches up in three years (which is not what really happens in the
real world, due to a significant number of cancers detected by screening mammography being
pseudo-diseases that would remain asymptomatic), after 9-year period the screened population
would still have
less than 10% excess in the total number of diagnosed cancers.
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What the 30% more diagnosed breast cancers in the screening group after 9 years in the
Malmo study indicates is that more than 20% of "breast cancers" detected by mammography
during this trial had
never developed into a real cancer!
This "overdiagnosis" rate directly indicates the rate of "overtreatment" (a fancy word for
unnecessary, or unjustified treatment) that the trial's screened population was exposed to. This
ghostly excess of detected cancers in the screened population is not an exception of the Malmo
trial - it is a pattern consistent in both, trials in general and actual screening practice.
Another worrisome pattern creeping through all major breast cancer randomized controlled
trials on the effect of the standard X-ray mammography screening, beginning with the very first
(HIP), is the
higher mortality among screened population for the first several years of screening,
particularly in women below age 50.
It is present in the Malmo trial as well, as the above graph illustrates. Often referred to as
"mortality paradox", it still awaits for an explanation.
Yet another unflattering, brushed aside pattern common to the standard mammography trials
is that the total mortality is not lower in the screened populations. In fact, screened population
diagnosed with breast cancer in the Malmo trial had higher total mortality: 99 vs. 94 among the
breast cancer diagnosed unscreened population. Obviously, it is directly related to the respective
sizes of the two groups, with the 36 vs. 28 "other cause deaths", respectively, being nearly in the
same proportion with the total of diagnosed cases in each population.
But if we look at the disease-caused deaths in the Malmo trial, they are practically identical for
screened and unscreened populations. Even in the trials that produce nominally appreciably lower
breast cancer mortality for the screened population, more often than not it is offset by the higher
mortality from other diseases in this group.
Regardless of what is behind this statistics, it is certainly a piece of information that every
woman should know before deciding whether or not to use standard X-ray mammography
screening for breast cancer.

II - 5. Mammography research: last decade
W ithin nearly a decade since Miettinen et al. tried to save the life-saving reputation of the
standard mammography screening by constructing their "mortality benefit lag" hypothesis, nothing
changed on the mammography research scene. Studies coming from the pro-mammography side
had as their first priority not the facts, but demonstrating that screening clearly does more good
than harm.
Those others, following what they determined to be sufficiently reliable evidence, continued to
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disagree.
This partial chronological list of mammography research within last decade, or so, outlines the
big picture of this ongoing confrontation. Studies that found statistically significant mammography
benefits are marked , and those finding no significant benefit by  .

#

YEAR
TYPE

2002-2011 RESEARCH ON THE BENEFITS OF SCREENING
FOR BREAST CANCER WITH X-RAY MAMMOGRAPHY



data analysis for counties covering about 1/3 of Swedish population gave
40-45% reduction in breast cancer (BC) mortality among actually screened
women, and 30% reduction for the entire invited population; authors conclude
that most of the reduction is due to screening
(Duffy, Tabar et al. The impact of organized mammography service screening
on breast carcinoma mortality in seven Swedish counties)

1

2002
OS

2

2003
OS

3

2005
OS

 BC mortality reduction vs. unscreened 25% and 37% for invited and
actually screened women, respectively, 10y after screening begun in Denmark
(Olsen AH, Lynge et al., Breast cancer mortality in Copenhagen after
introduction of mammography screening)

2006
OS

 analysis of data for over half a million Swedish women before and after
introduction of screening gave 40-45% BC mortality reduction for the screened
population
(Swedish Organised Service Screening Evaluation Group [Duffy, Tabar, et al.],
Reduction in breast cancer mortality from organized service screening with
mammography: Further confirmation with extended data)

5

2006
SER

 review of 7 randomized controlled trials (RCT), involving half a million
women, gave 7%, 25% and 20% cumulative BC mortality reduction over 10year period for two adequate studies, four substandard, and all 6 - one was
excluded as biased - respectively
(Gøtzsche and Nielsen, Screening for breast cancer with mammography;
Cochrane Database Systematic Review)

6

2006
RCT



4

data analysis for 210,000 Swedish women gives 47% breast cancer (BC)
mortality reduction screened vs. controls
(Tabar, Smith, Duffy et al. Mammography service screening and mortality in
breast cancer patients: 20-year follow-up before and after introduction of
screening)

 trial involving 160,000 UK women aged 39-41 at baseline found statistically
non-significant 17% BC mortality reduction in the screened population
(Moss et al., Effect of mammographic screening from age
40 years on breast cancer mortality at 10 years' follow-up)



7

2007
OS

data analysis for the population under #3 finds 16, 33 and 21% reduction
in the incidence of node positive, >2cm and stage II or worse tumors,
respectively
(Swedish Organised Service Screening Evaluation Group [Duffy, Tabar, et al.],
Effect of mammographic service screening on stage at presentation of breast
cancers in Sweden)
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 analysis of data for UK, Sweden, Manitoba, New South Wales and parts of
8

2009
OS

Norway yields estimated overdiagnosis (excess of screening-diagnosed
cancers that would remain asymptomatic) rate of 52%
(Jørgensen and Gøtzsche, Nordic Cochrane Centre, Overdiagnosis in publicly
organised mammography screening programmes)

 addition of most recent RCT, the UK Age trial (rated adequate) to #5 data
9

10

11

2009
SER

2009
PER

2010
OS

adding another 3 years to the follow-up slightly changed the resulting
cumulative BC mortality reduction figures to 10%, 25% and 19% over 13-year
period, for the 3 adequate, 4 substandard and all 7 trials, respectively
(Gøtzsche and Nielsen, Nordic Cochrane Centre, Screening for breast cancer
with mammography)

an article in the British Medical Journal claims that. based on generally
accepted BC mortality reduction due to screening and UK national statistics, 1
life is saved for every 100 woman screened over 20 years
(Wald, Law, Duffy, Breast screening saves lives)
 analysis of data for about 50,000 screened women in Copenhagen and
Funen county does not reveal any effect of screening on BC mortality rates
(Jørgensen, Zahl, Gøtzsche, Nordic Cochrane Centre, Breast cancer mortality
in organised mammography screening in Denmark)
 estimate based on a single RCT (Two-County trial) and UK breast cancer

12

2010
PER

statistics projects 8.8 and 5.7 lives saved per 1,000 women screened for 20
years starting at age 50, respectively; that is more than double the estimate of
overdiagnosis in this study
(Duffy, Tabar, Olsen AH, et al., Absolute numbers of lives saved and
overdiagnosis in breast cancer screening, from a randomised trial and from
the breast screening programme in England)

 data analysis of screened vs. unscreened women in Norway finds 10% BC
13

14

2010
OS

2011
OS

mortality reduction due to screening, or only about 1/3 of the total BC
mortality reduction in Norway
(Kalager et al., Effect of Screening Mammography on Breast-Cancer Mortality
in Norway)

 data analysis for over 600,000 Swedish women aged 40-49y
produces 26% BC mortality reduction in the screened vs. unscreened
population, 29% reduction for those actually screened
(Hellquist, Duffy, Tabár et al., Effectiveness of population-based
service screening with mammography for women ages 40 to 49
years)

OS-observational study PER-partial evidence review SER-systematic evidence review
RCT-randomized controlled trial

As the above list indicates, the aftermath of the two studies questioning the actual benefit of
mammography screening was dominated by population-based observational studies "documenting"
the benefit. Only a single randomized controlled trial (RCT, #6) took place in this time period. The
rest were observational studies and evidence reviews. That implies even higher uncertainty since,
unlike RCT where - if properly designed and conducted - at least the major known factors are
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controlled, observational studies
do not offer even conceptual reliability
(in fact, the International Agency for Research on Cancer advises against regarding observational
studies as evidence for the screening effect), and quality of evidence reviews depend on data
quality and data selection criteria.
The fact that most of the studies listed above belong to even more bias-prone category than a
RCT - for which we've seen that can be biased if so desired - explains much of the seemingly
senseless series of positive and negative results with respect to benefits of mammographic
screening.
Since none of the studies that found significant screening benefit is either RCT, or systematic
evidence review, their implication of the significant screening benefit is questionable.
Observational studies, as opposed to random controlled trials, are considered to be less
reliable evidence, and there are good reasons for it. Any disease-related statistics in two large
population groups, even when genetically uniform, is affected by the differences in their socioeconomic structure, education, cultural, environmental, lifestyle and other factors. The effect of
these so called confounding factors cannot be accurately determined, so a significant degree of
uncertainty always remains.
The most recent annual report of the American Cancer Society illustrates well possible
magnitude of a single confounding factor: the difference in education level. According to it, the
overall rate of cancer deaths for women with at least 16 years of education is
only half that for those with no more than 12 years of education.
For man, the difference is even higher: those with high level of education have 2.5 times lower
cancer death rates.
Of course, education level itself does not affect one's cancer death risk. It is a multitude of
factors related to it - from better lifestyle choices to better healthcare in general and cancer
treatments in particular - that does.
So, for instance, the "most important bias" of the first study on the list (#1), according to the
National Cancer Institute, is that it does not take into account "dramatic improvements" in the
efficacy of adjuvant therapies in the screening vs. pre-screening period. How significant is that
omission? A recent study on breast cancer mortality in Norway (#13) found that only about 1/3 of
the total breast cancer mortality reduction is attributable to screening. In other words, if
everything else is at least nearly correct in #1 study,
the actual breast cancer mortality reduction figure is nearly 15%,
not 40-45% as the authors state.
But it is very unlikely that everything else is nearly correct. In theory, it may be possible to
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unscramble confounding within large
non-randomized populations such as these. In practice, it would be so involved that was never
even attempted. Instead, researchers limit their methodology to the use of statistical modeling
which, at best, adjusts raw data to the nature of intervention (for instance, compensating for lead
time and length bias in analyzing the role of screening on breast cancer mortality). Even if the
basic assumptions about the nature of intervention are correct,
the accuracy of the final result is uncertain due to unknown magnitude of confounding
factors.
As if it wasn't bad enough, the choice of statistical model and its underlying assumptions can
be highly biased as well. A 2007 study by Olsen AH, Lynge et al. presents several such models
which, when applied to the same raw data, give different results (Estimating the benefits of
mammography screening. The impact of study design). One of the models gives an increase in
breast cancer mortality in the screening vs. pre-screening period, which indicates that bias toward
overestimating the benefit is possible as well. The authors, however, assert that the model most
favorable for screening - the one they used for their 2005 study (#3 ) - should be preferred,
without explaining why, and without attempting to validate any of the models.
The problem with their 2005 study is that the full benefit of screening found - 25% breast
cancer mortality reduction among the screened population (Copenhagen area) - takes place after
only three years from its introduction, remaining unchanged for the study period. This is in a direct
disagreement with the generally accepted view that breast cancer mortality benefit from screening
- if exists can become evident at least 5 years after implementation of screening,
gradually increasing after that to its full rate.
This objections, raised in 2005 by Gøetzsche and Jørgensen, hasn't been answered by study
authors as of 2010.
A more recent study on the effect of screening in Denmark (#11) found no effect of screening
on breast cancer mortality rate. Breast cancer mortality decline was actually greater in the nonscreened areas (2% vs. 1% annually), with the highest decline rate being among women too
young to benefit from screening (34-54 years of age, 5-6% annually).
Unlike the 2005 study of screening benefit in Denmark, which used complicated statistical
model, this study is based on a direct analysis of the raw data. Also, it includes data for women
populations not invited to screening, which could provide important indications with respect to the
presence of other possible BC mortality factors beside screening.
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The two studies on the effect of screening on breast cancer mortality reduction in
Denmark (#3 and #11) are illustrative of the ongoing rift in the research arena
between pro-screening and evidence-oriented researchers. Plots above show
unadjusted breast cancer mortality rates for screened (Copenhagen and Funen
county) and non-screened (about 80% of female population) parts of Denmark. There
is no evidence of benefit; the 25% mortality reduction for the screened population in
study #3 was probably based on the random rate spike for screened population in the
1991-1995 period (note that this study chose to analyze only data for Copenhagen).
Relative reduction in the mortality rate is greatest for women too young to benefit
from screening (35-54y of age), a segment of population included in study #11, but
excluded in study #3.
Despite having the quality of being based on the complete actual data, study #11, as all
observational studies, still suffers from potentially significant limitations possibly imposed by the
differences between population groups in comparison. For instance, it is more likely than not that
parts of the country where screening was first introduced have not only better healthcare in
general, and breast cancer awareness and therapeutics in particular, but also higher education
and overall standard level. If such gap continues to widen after the introduction of screening, it
would become a confounding factor lowering breast cancer mortality rate in the screened
population, hence creating apparent benefit from screening.
In the Norwegian study (#13) mentioned above, mortality reduction due to screening is
estimated simply by deducting the rate for non-screened population from that for screened
population. But if the dynamics of factors influencing the rate within the two groups had
significantly changed during the observed period of two decades, such estimate is not accurate.
Authors of the Danish study (#11) comment on this subject somewhat ambiguously, first
stating that Denmark is a homogeneous country, with its screened and non-screened regions
having similar proportion of urban and rural areas, and then implying that non-screened regions
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may have lower treatment standards.
But their conclusion that the breast mortality reduction benefit from screening is marginal at
best seems to be well supported by the results of other recent studies not coming from the proscreening group of researchers (Duffy, Tabar, Olsen AH, Smith, and others). In line with such
conclusion are the Norwegian study (#13), as well as the European study that found similar rate
of BC mortality rate in countries with and without screening programs,
with the largest decline in women below the screening age
(Monitoring the decrease in breast cancer mortality in Europe, Levi et al. 2005).
Taking statistical modeling out of picture also shows similar breast cancer mortality rate trends
for screened vs. unscreened population in the UK. In nearly two decades from 1989 to 2007,
mortality reduction was identical - 41% - for 40-49y age group not invited to screening and for the
invited 50-59y age group, for which screening started in 1988 (Mayor, UK deaths from breast
cancer fall to lowest figure for 40 years, BMJ 2009).
The data clearly indicate that screening had relatively minor role in the overall reduction in
breast cancer mortality rates that started in the early-to-mid 1990s in most European countries,
Canada and the U.S. And mainly unexplained inconsistencies in how these trends did develop point
to a set of factors other than screening that had dominant role in bringing out the positive
changes.
For instance, Sweden had distinct downtrend in the breast cancer mortality rate among women
75y and older prior to the introduction of screening, which turned into generally stagnant trend
after it (graph below). On the other hand, breast cancer mortality rate for women 70y and older in
the U.K. had up trend for over a decade prior to the start of organized screening, turning into
downtrend a few years after it. This age group was not invited to screening in either country, thus
screening had little influence on the mortality dynamics. Other factors, obviously, did cause BC
mortality to go separate ways in these two socio-economically fairly similar countries.
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On a wider scale, such direct discrepancies are also evident in mortality trends for the segment
of female population that should be most affected by screening. As plot below shows, the
downtrend nearly coincided with the start of screening in the U.K. and Netherlands (even the most
staunch supporters of screening do not claim it can have immediate effect on mortality rates), had
been been postponed nearly a decade in the US, while preceded start of screening by several
years in Italy, and by nearly a decade in Germany (where organized screening started in 2005).

Note that it may take up to several years from the official start of organized screening to its full
implementation.
In all, without statistical manipulation - which happened to be the approach of choice in all
studies "confirming" lifesaving image of the standard mammography screening - the actual data
indicate no major effect of screening on breast cancer mortality.
If so, how is it that screening advocates find 1 breast cancer death less for every 100 women
screened over 20 years (#10)?
If that was true, screening saves nearly 2,250 lives in the U.K., every year. That is over 50%
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more than the 1,400 figure given in the official NHS (National Health Services, U.K.) screening
invitation leaflet (Department of Health, NHS Cancer Screening Programmes. Breast screening:
the facts. 2006), which itself is in all likelihood a grossly inflated figure that cannot be traced to the
actual data.
How so?
The latest systematic review of evidence from randomized controlled trials (RCT), generally
regarded as the most reliable basis for estimating the effects of mammography screening, found
that the cumulative
13-year breast cancer (BC) mortality in the screened vs. control populations was 10% in three
RCTs with adequate randomization and 19% when four RCTs with sub-optimal randomization are
included (#9). As all three higher quality trials had the lowest rates, authors' best estimate is that
BC mortality reduction in the screened population is at a 15% level over 13-year
period.
With the average BC mortality rate in these RCTs of 0.426% over 13-year period, 15%
reduction comes to 0.064%, or 1 BC death spared for every 1565 women screened over this
period of time. Averaged over a single year, it is 15% of 0.033%, or 1 in 20,000 women.
Shown graphically, this BC mortality reduction would be similar to the BC mortality graph for
Malmo trial's older sub-group (bottom), except that the period there is somewhat shorter, and
mortality reduction somewhat higher.
How does the NHS figure of 1,400 lives saved annually fit into the actual data? According to
U.K. statistics, every year about 10,000 (according to the Office for National Statistics) to 12,000
(according to the Cancer Research UK) U.K. women dies from breast cancer. About 1.5 million
women is screened every year, with women 50-70y of age invited every 3 years. Thus, about 4.5
million UK women in this age range participate in the screening.
At the response rate of about 75%, this makes for a total of about 6 million woman in this age
range, with about 1.5 million not participating. The 6 million total eligible population is generally
comparable to a RCT "treatment group", since RCT compliance rate is commonly also significantly
lower than 100%.
Obviously, these are only approximate figures, but suitable to illustrate the magnitude of the
"official" exaggerations of the life-saving benefit of organized screening.
With about 0.06% yearly mortality rate for this age group in the last few years, its annual BC
deaths total is about 3,600. Since, according to NHS, 1,400 BC deaths are spared due to screening
every year, the figure without it would have been about 5,000 deaths, and the corresponding
mortality rate would have been 0.083% annually. It implies 28% BC mortality reduction each year,
nearly double the 15% reduction figure based on the trials.
Note that the UK annual BC mortality rate ~(0.06%) is significantly higher than the average
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rate in the trials (0.033%). The higher mortality rate, the more lives saved at a given mortality
reduction rate (for instance, if 10 out of 100 women dies w/o screening, mortality reduction of
10% avoids one death, or 1 in 10 women; with mortality doubled, it saves two lives).
The higher U.K. mortality rate is mainly a consequence of the higher overall U.K. mortality
rate, and an older population segment (50+ years of age UK population vs. 40+ in most trials). BC
mortality is higher in the U.K. than Sweden, where most of the trials took place, but even more it
is a consequence of important differences between the typical trial population and population at
large, most of them predisposing the former for a lower BC mortality.
It is specifically stated in both Canadian trials, arguably the most meticulous trials of all:
"Compared with the Canadian population, the participants were more likely to be married, have
fewer children, have more education, be in a professional occupation, smoke less and have been
born in North America."
Also, treatment level provided during the trials and overall awareness of the risk factors are
likely higher in trial populations than in the population at large.
Another possible reason why real-life populations will generally have higher BC mortality rate
is that they, unlike RCTs,
include high-risk women.
Since this particular group is likely to have higher all-cause and BC mortality rate, and lower
rate of treatment efficacy (i.e. lower BC mortality reduction rate), the two will partly offset in the
corresponding number of BC deaths avoided, given as the inverse of a product of BC mortality rate
and BC mortality reduction rate. If the increase in the former is significantly higher than the
decrease in the latter, the number of women needed to screen for one BC death avoided will be
significantly smaller than the averaged RCT figure, and vice versa.
If only the actually screened population is observed, as screening proponents in the research
field advocate, then 1,400 lives saved would apply to 3/4 of total annual deaths - assuming that
the two groups are comparable - in which case annual mortality reduction would be 37% a year.
That, however, is not considered to be proper approach, since:
(1) it is not realistic to assume 100% response rate to screening in any real-life scenario,
(2) screened and unscreened populations are not likely to be comparable (it is generally
accepted that women undergoing screening are likely to be generally healthier, have higher socioeconomic status, education, better lifestyle choices, etc.), and
(3) the best data that we have, from the RCTs, is also based on screening compliance
significantly below 100%.
For those reasons, we'll stay with the 28% yearly BC mortality reduction implied by U.K.
leaflet.
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If we, however, turn to the RCT data (#9), it tells that the BC mortality reduction rate for
women over 50 is between 6% and 30% in two adequately and five sub-optimally randomized
trials, respectively. The weighted average for all trials is 23%, but leaning toward those two
adequately randomized, we'll assume it - following the authors of the systematic review - to be
around 15%.
So, if about 3,600 BC deaths annually is 85% of the deaths total that would occur without
screening, the number of lives spared each year is 3600(15/85), or 635. In other words,
the U.K. leaflet probably overestimates BC mortality reduction benefit of the
screening
by more than twice.
In terms of percentage points, the reduction is 0.06/0.85=0.0706% annual BC mortality w/o/
screening times 15%, or 0.00106%; that gives 1 BC death spared for every 944 women in the
eligible population of about 6 million, or 635 BC death less for the entire population.
Duffy et al. inflates exaggeration in the leaflet further, stating that one BC death is spared for
every 200 women over 10-year period. That implies 1 BC death spared for every 2,000 women
annually. Applied to the U.K. actually screened 50-70y population of about 4.5 million, that gives as
many as 2,250 BC deaths spared each year. While the two, obviously, are not directly comparable,
with Duffy et al, assuming 100% screening compliance, that is almost four times higher estimate
than one based on the trial data which, as already pointed out
has built-in bias toward higher mortality reduction due to the general trial population
bias
(healthier lifestyle, higher standard and education, higher BC awareness, etc.)
Following table summarizes this major discrepancy in the assessments of the screening effect
on BC mortality.
CONTRADICTION ON SCREENING EFFECTIVENESS IN SOME MAJOR SOURCES
%
SOURCE

ANNUAL
BC MORTALITY REDUCTION

Best evidence
(RCT-based)

1 in 20,000 women
within designated trial population

15

0.033

UK NHS leaflet
(based on claimed
1400 deaths avoided
annually)

1 in 4300 women
within eligible UK population,
or
1 in 3200 women
within actually screened UK
population

28
or
37

0.083
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Duffy, Wald et al.
1 in 2000 women
(based on study calculation) within actually screened population

30

0.167

Obviously, two key factors determining the number of BC death avoided are the reduction in
the mortality and mortality rate. Their product (as ratio numbers, e.g. 15% is 0.15, and 0.033% is
0.000033) gives a number that is effectively the ratio of deaths avoided within given population
(i.e. 0.15 times 0.00033 is 0.00005, or 1 in 20,000).
While BC mortality rate varies with the country and population sub-groups, the mortality
reduction rate should be based on the trial data, simply because it is the best evidence of the
screening effectiveness available.
How did NHS and Duffy et al. get to their figures?
As already mentioned, there is no explanation as to the origin of the NHS' figure of 1,400 BC
deaths avoided annually. Extrapolating from their 1,400 lives saved figure gives nearly double the
trial-based mortality rate (28% vs. 15%). That implies that the UK BC mortality rate in the 50-70y
female population would have been 0.083%, or 83 deaths per 100,000 w/o screening. With the
trial-based 15% mortality reduction estimate, the mortality rate would have been 0.0706, or 71 in
100,000.
As for Duffy et al, they also used an inflated mortality reduction figure (30% vs. trial-based
15%), but also an exceptionally high BC mortality base (i.e. no-screen) rate, which is about 2.5
times higher than the actual UK statistics figure. Here's how the authors explain its origin.
Their 30% BC mortality reduction rate is based on the 24% reduction from non-systematic
1993 evidence review (which omits the Canadian trial) by the same principal authors; it is obtained
by assuming 100% compliance with screening - unsound assumption for the reasons mentioned
before.
The 0.167% mortality rate in Duffy et al. results from assuming 3% risk of dying from breast
cancer in the 50-70y UK population; this, however, equals the lifetime risk of dying from breast in
the UK, with the actual figure for the 50+ population nearly certainly not significantly higher than
what it is in the US - about 1.2% for the 55-74y population (National Cancer Institute, SEER), or
two and a half times smaller.
Duffy et al. imply that the 3% BC mortality figure is based on the UK national statistics, but do
not specify the source. With their 30% BC mortality figure larger by a factor of two from the RCT
based 15%, and their 3% BC death risk figure about 2.5 times the actual risk, they arrive at 1 in
2000 screened women over 50 being spared from BC death each year (from 0.3 times 0.00167
giving 0.0005, or 1 in 2000, with the 0.167% mortality figure directly resulting from their assumed
3% BC death risk). With the screened UK population of about 4.5 million, that comes to 2,250 BC
death spared annually.
Using correct figures, the trial-based 15% mortality reduction and the corresponding 0.071%
no-screening mortality would give 1 BC death avoided in about 9400 screened women, or slightly
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more than double the benefit averaged in the trials. The higher number of BC deaths avoided is a
consequence of the higher U.K. vs. trial-averaged mortality. But it is still
nearly 5 times lower mortality reduction benefit than
what Duffy et. al imply.
This somewhat lengthy "closer look" should illustrate what is it that causes major discrepancies
between figures on the effectiveness of organized screening presented to the public, either by
research teams or by government agencies. Simply put, the influential pro-screening side
keeps producing benefit statements and figures that suit their purpose, without much
regard for good science or actual data.
This is not exactly a new practice: for decades, organized screening for breast cancer was
advertized as having significant benefits, with negligible risks. But the nature of deception has
changed. The pro-screening bias was started by a sincere belief that "it must be beneficial". As
under closer scrutiny during the first decade of the 21st century the benefits kept shrinking, and
the risks grew more and more significant, ignoring overwhelming evidence to the contrary when
stating mammography "benefits"
can only be explained by a deliberate deception of the public.
Whether continuation of organized screening is justified, or not, depends exclusively on its
actual benefits-to-harms score. Knowing this score is also a must for making an informed decision
for every individual women.
After three decades of mammography screening being the official policy, the benefits vs. risks
subject is long overdue for clarification. Following gives a graphic illustration of what the available
evidence suggests is this vital score.

II - 6. Screening X-ray mammography: Current picture
As illustrated in more details above, what we know about benefits and risks of screening
mammography, widely advertised as a big factor in the fight against breast cancer (BC), is
undergoing major transformation. The decades-long low-risk/significant-benefit image is rapidly
changing into the new, factual one, where it's uncertain whether the benefit is greater than harm.
Since the pro-screening side still has overwhelming influence, their newly repackaged views
promoting significant benefits and low risk of screening, based on questionable concepts and/or
selective use of evidence and sources, keep colliding with and contradicting to the new set of
research data that emerged within the past decade.
This makes the big picture very confusing for the average woman, who has to decide who to
believe when making her choice.
And - to begin with - the matter is not exactly simple. The efficacy of screening can be
assessed in more than one way, comparing:
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1 - invited vs. uninvited population
2 - actually screened vs. uninvited population, or
3 - actually screened vs. actually unscreened population
In all three cases, the control group can have either regular clinical breast examination, with or
without practicing breast self exam, or have no screening at all.
#1 is how the BC randomized controlled trials present their result, with the "invited
population" here being the women assigned to screening, whether they actually do attend, or not.
This is also what most researchers outside pro-screening camp considers appropriate for
assessing efficacy of the actual screening programs.
The difficulty here is not only that a relatively significant portion of the invited population does
not attend screening regularly, or not at all, but also that a relatively significant portion of women
from uninvited population can and does attend screening on opportunistic basis. If screening has
any appreciable effect, positive or negative, it will be diminished by either one. So it can make
screening appear less beneficial - or less harmful, depending on the nature of its effect.
#2, comparing actually screened vs. uninvited population, seems more appropriate - and proscreening advocates insist it is - but also has serious drawbacks. One is that it cannot be assumed,
even within a randomized controlled trial, that the actually screened population is comparable to
the control group as a whole. In fact, there is evidence that the sub-group of non-attendees in BC
trials, for still unknown reasons, is likely to be a high-risk group of women (not only for getting
breast cancer, but also for dying from it), that
probably has a similar counterpart in the control group.
The other drawback, which is quite obvious, is that the same standard would require filtering
women that had opportunistic screening out of the uninvited population - a factor notoriously hard
to control.
Finally, #3, comparing actually screened vs. actually unscreened population would be the most
appropriate for assessing the theoretical potential of screening, but... it is not viable in practice,
not only due to the difficulty of determining who was actually screened, and how often, but even
more in achieving that those two randomly formed groups are sufficiently comparable (it is known
that women attending screening have generally higher level of education and living standard,
healthier lifestyle and lower breast cancer mortality).
In short,
any assessment of screening efficacy is approximate due to inherent limitations.
And that without even attempting to make it more individual, rather merely finding statistical
parameters for (usually) four age groups. In other words, the efficacy of screening is shown for
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the average "statistical" woman in a certain age range - a fiction that can be very different from
you.
For instance, one of key parameters of screening efficacy - its sensitivity - can be as much as
three times lower for women with very dense breasts, compared to the commonly cited figures.
Your vulnerability to cardiovascular damage caused by unnecessary radiation treatment may be
significantly higher than what the average figure is, and so on.
To create a big picture of mammography screening efficacy at this point in time, we'll start
with one of the very few research articles attempting to give unbiased, evidence-based view,
constructing a nearly complete map to its benefits and harms (Promoting Screening
Mammography: Insight or Uptake?, J.D. Keen, 2010).
The author - a Chicago radiologist - starts with these basic data points, per 1,000 U.S. women
over 10-year period (from Table 1 in the article):

STARTING
AGE (Y)

BC DIAGNOSIS RATE
(women per 1,000)

BC NO-SCREEN
DEATH RATE
(women per 1,000)

RATIOS
*smoker/non-smoker
Diagnosisto-death

Any-causeto-BC-death*

2.5

6

11/8

6

5.3

5

13/7

8

7.6

5

22/11

All BC

DCIS
alone

40

18

4

50

30

60

42

The source for the figures in this table was SEER (Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results),
National Cancer Institute database, 2000-2006. They are in agreement with the graph showing
U.S. BC incidence and mortality rates for the female population sub-groups, also based on SEER
data.
Next step is applying screening-specific figures to this basic data. Keen opts for the USPSTF as
the main reference source (Screening for breast cancer: an update for the U.S. Preventive
Services Task Force, Nelson et al. 2009), which gives BC mortality reduction of 15% and 30% for
40-59y and 60-69y age range, respectively, as well as 74%, 81% and 82% screening sensitivity
for a decade of screening starting at 40, 50 and 60y of age respectively. Same reference also
gives 68% for the average participation rate.
Since USPSTF's take on overdiagnosis is clearly inadequate (estimated typical range 1-10%,
based on very selective - read: biased - evidence), Keen opts for the 30% overdiagnosis figure
from a recent Nordic Cochrane Center review (Screening for breast cancer with mammography,
Gotzsche and Nielsen, 2009). This is still somewhat conservative figure since, as the author notes,
the most recent sources place overdiagnosis rate at the 50% level.
Applying the mortality reduction rate to the no-screen death rate from above table gives the
"lives saved" figure. Note that the "life saved" term is not proper, since lowered BC mortality in the
screening population
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does not necessarily imply lower overall mortality within it.
Since research on all-cause mortality in screened vs. unscreened populations remains
insufficient and inconclusive - with the few quality controlled trials indicating that it could be higher
for the screened population - it cannot be assumed that lower BC mortality actually saves lives.
For that reason, reduction in BC deaths in the screened vs. unscreened population will be
hereafter termed for what it is: screening-averted BC death.
Applying screening sensitivity times participation rate to the diagnosis rate figure from above
table, gives the number of screen-detected cancers.
And applying the overdiagnosis rate to the number of diagnosed BC gives the pseudo-disease
figure (pseudo BC: diagnosed BC which would have never become symptomatic, either due to
being indolent, slow growing in older women, or spontaneously regressing).
The numbers that Keen arrived at are presented in the following table, also per 1000 women
over 10-year period.
SCREEN-DETECTED BC
STARTING LIVES
AGE (Y)
SAVED

PSEUDO-BC

Number of women
(% of all diagnosed BC)

to
save
1 life

Number of women
(% in screen-detected BC)

per 1
life
saved

40

0.4

9 (50)

25

4 (46)

11

50

0.8

17 (55)

21

7 (42)

9

60

2.3

23 (56)

10

10 (41)

4

According to this database,
not much more than half of all diagnosed BC is screen-detected,
which puts a huge dent into the "early detection benefit" doctrine. Even worse, almost a half of
those screen-detected BC are pseudo-disease, i.e. abnormal growth which never becomes
symptomatic.
Pseudo BCs are shown vs. screen-detected BC, not vs. all diagnosed breast cancers, because
they are nearly entirely a product of the mammography screening. The overdiagnosis rate that
they were calculated from - 30% over the number of actual cancers, both screen and off-screen
detected, or 23% in the total of actual and pseudo BC - taken from Gotzsche and Nielsen, 2009, is
conservative, since based on the analysis of large random controlled trials, which were (1) not
designed to monitor for overdiagnosis, and (2) are not comparable to women at large with respect
to screened population.
Studies of the actual screening programs, comparing number of cancers in screened vs.
unscreened population over extended periods of time, have found generally higher overdiagnosis
rate, reaching more than 50% over the number of actual BC.
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In addition to overdiagnosis, Keen also includes other two significant drawbacks of screening,
false negatives and false positives, the latter with the frequency of its most serious consequence unnecessary biopsy. His data for these aspects of screening are also from the above cited USPSTF
reference, which estimates the rate of biopsy varying from 1 in nearly 10 for 40-49y age, to 1 in
nearly 7 for age 60-69. However, it is taken out of a 10-year context, since the USPSTF data is for
a single round of screening, hence does not show the effect of accumulation over time.
Is it necessary to keep all the aspects of screening in the same context, which is 10-year
period, since screening normally takes place over an extended period of time? Numbers-wise,
there is some difference between screening 10,000 women in a single screening round, and
screening 1,000 women for 10 years annually.
Data indicates that if the same group of women is screened over extended period of time,
rates for these three mammography negatives - false positives, false negatives and biopsies - tend
to decrease vs. first-time single screen round. If, for instance, a single-round false-negative rate is
1.3 in 1,000, there will be about 13 false negatives for 10,000 women screened once, and
probably somewhat less for 1,000 women screened annually over 10 years. Unfortunately, there is
not enough information to draw more specific conclusion, and in construing this big picture we'll
only assume that these rates are probably somewhat reduced over extended time period.
Significant difference between a one-time mass screening and a prolonged screening period is
that in a single screening round with 10,000 women, every individual woman's risk of falsenegative is 0.13%, while for 1,000 women over 10 years of annual screening it is much - although
not ten times - higher: roughly around 1%. Or, in the more relevant context, if the BC detection
rate is 5 in 1,000 (0.5%), a women with breast cancer has about 20% risk of having it missed at
screening in a single round,
while likely to have nearly two misses, statistically, over 10-year period of annual
screening.
Till recent, there were a very few reference sources with specific data on these screening
negatives in the U.S.: the false positive rate, with the rate of related biopsies, and false negative
rate. For the two of these three screening aspects - the rate of false positives and the related
biopsies - it was pretty much limited to two U.S. studies. One that came up with the overall 49%
false-positive rate after 10 mammograms, 39% of which had biopsy (Elmore et al. 1998, for 2400
women 40-69y of age).
The other, with much larger number of women screened once (only the 1st screen with those
screened more than once) within 1985-1997, had about 10% false positive rate, with 1.2% biopsy
rate (Kerlikowske et al. 2000, for 389,533 women 30-69y of age; the 30-39y group is omitted from
consideration here).
Both studies have serious limitations: Elmore et al. had as many as 8,800 women excluded due
to the lapse in enrolment in the HMO whose members were subject of the study. Since
disproportionately large number of women could have quit health plan because of having falsepositive, that would have lowered the actual figure. The unusually low false-positive rate in this
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study - less than 7% for the 40-69y age group at the 1st screen - as well as about the doubled
standard rate of BC incidence (nearly 1% per screening round), suggest that this study could have
had a significant sampling bias. In addition, 2400 women participants was a random sample from
4319 eligible women, making it even more uncertain that it was representative of the broad
population.
On the other hand, Kerlikowske et al. was limited to a single screen per women (the first
recorded in a registry), and did not include fine needle biopsies. If we assume that fine needle
biopsies were about half as frequent as core and surgical biopsies combined, this indicates biopsy
rate of nearly 2% or, with 10% false-positive rate, 1 for every 5 false-positives. This is half the
rate in Elmore et al. but more than twice the USPSTF estimate. Since Kerlikowske et al. used 6
registers from the same source as USPSTF - the National Cancer Institute Breast Cancer
Surveillance Consortium (BCSC) - it probably had similar problem in assessing rate of biopsies as
USPSTF.
Evidently, these sources do not provide complete and/or reliable information. That only echoes
the overall problem of screening mammography - lack of complete and/or reliable information on
its basic aspects, despite decades of its widespread use. A more recent study, also based on the
BCSC data, found nearly 10% false-positive rate or, similarly to the USPSTF, only about 1 biopsy
(all types) for every 10 false positives (Rosenberg et al. 2006, 1.12 million women in the 19962002 period, nearly 2.5 screens per woman average).
Probably the most most reliable single piece of evidence here is the rate of benign biopsies
reported by - no surprise - the Canadian study (Canada 2, 50-59y age group). Here is the data for
the for abnormal mammograms, the resulting BC diagnosed, and benign biopsies from this
exceptionally meticulous study:

CANADA-2 STUDY (50-59y)
ABNORMAL MAMMOGRAMS

3

4

368

322

170 2520

24

39

20

1143 420

344

283

150 2340

479

117

98

70

65

FALSE POSITIVES (FP)
Surgical (S)

B/FP RATIO

1

2

1208 452

DIAGNOSED BC

BENIGN BIOPSIES
(B)

SCREEN

32

158

5

All

180

922

Surgical-to-needle ratio* (N)

1.58 1.05 0.93 0.95 0.76 1.05

Estimated all biopsies (S+N)

782

308

243

201

162 1696

S/FP

0.40 0.35 0.32 0.30 0.41 0.37

(S+N)/FP

0.65 0.68 0.66 0.62 0.95 0.67

*for the entire physical+mammogram group
Unfortunately, only surgical benign biopsies are given for the mammography-only group (MO,
the group where abnormal growth was detected by mammography alone). The number of needle
biopsies is estimated from the surgical-to-needle biopsies proportion in the entire
mammography+physical group. Since the surgical-to-needle ratio in the physical-exam-only group
is generally somewhat lower (0.75 -0.93 range, 0.83), the ratio in mammography-only group is
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probably somewhat higher, and their actual total biopsies somewhat lower than the estimated
figure. The ratio of abnormal screens for mammography vs. physical alone of 0.4 to 0.6 implies
that the more appropriate surgical-to-needle biopsy ratio for mammography alone is 1.38, i.e. that
about 60% of all biopsies were surgical, and 40% needle, either core or aspiration.
If so, the total of benign biopsies within mammography-only group in the Canada-2 study was
closer to 1520, and the ratio vs. false positives around 60%. Here's a brief summary for the
general (40-69y age) biopsies-to-false-positives ratio for these available sources:
▪ USPSTF: about 8%, or 1 biopsy for 12 false positives
▪ Rosenberg et al: 10%, or 1 in 10
▪ Kerlikowske et al: ~20%, or 1 in 5
▪ Elmore et al: 39%, or 2 in 5
▪ Canada-2 trial: ~67%, or 2 in 3
It is easy to discount the first two, both based on the BCSC data, not only because USPSTF
itself indicates that the rate "may be underestimated". Having 11 out of 12 false positives ruled out
as a possible BC without the need for biopsy of any type is simply not realistic. Kerlikowske et al.
seems more believable, but its (estimated) number is still significantly behind Elmore et al. and
Canada-2 trial. Allowing that the latter may not be representative of the U.S. screening programs,
leaves Elmore et al. as the most reliable and complete source.
None of these sources gives the rate of false negatives in the longer-term context, but we can
assume that it does not change significantly relative to the rate of true positives. So, based on the
few sources available, it can be approximated as 1 in 3, 1 in 4, and 1 in 5 vs. number of screendetected BC, for the 40-49, 50-50 and 60-69y age group, respectively, based on the USPSTF
reference (28% average for the three age groups from 40 to 69y, for single screening round).
This is also in fair agreement with the overall rate of interval (i.e. not screen detected) BC
being nearly 50%, about as much as the rate of false negatives within interval cancers, according
to the Canadian trial.
So, here are the likely rates - at least as rough approximations - of mammography screening
outcomes per 1,000 women screened (except where noted otherwise):

OUTCOME

RATE

SOURCE

40-49y

50-59y

60-69y

Off-screen detected BC
(over 10 years)

9

14

18

National Cancer
Institute (SEER)

Screen-detected BC
(over 10 years)

9

17

23

National Cancer
Institute (SEER)

Pseudo-BC
(over 10 years)

4

7

10

Nordic Cochrane
Center

1

1.1

1.4

USPSTF

single round
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False-negative

False-positive
(over 10 years)

single round

25%

2-round

35%

29%

31%

Yankaskas et al.*

est. 10-year

3

4.2

4.6

above

single round

98

87

79

USPSTF

est. 10-year

56%

est. 10-year

560

False-positive w/biopsy
(after 10 mammograms)
BC death
(over 10 years)

n/a

Canada-1*

47% (incl. 70-79y)
530

Elmore et al.

380

above

35% of false positives

Elmore et al.**

151

188

158

no screen

2.5

5.3

7.6

w/screening

2.1

4.5

5.3

National Cancer
Institute (SEER)

0.4

0.8

2.3

USPSTF

Screen-averted BC death
(over 10 years)

* Percent of false negatives in all tested women with BC; derived from the sensitivity figure s(%) as 100-s;
** The overall study rate applied to 50-59y group, modified for 40-49y and 60-69y according to the USPSTF biopsy
data

Obviously, all these numbers are only the averages, and some are very approximate, due to
the lack of data, both, from research and from the actual screening programs. But this is pretty
much the available information, and it is sufficient for constructing a big picture of women's
chances to benefit from, or be harmed by mammography screening.
Based on the above, here is what the chances for a particular BC-related outcomes come to:
BC OUTCOMES PER 1,000 WOMEN OVER 10-YEAR PERIOD
NO SCREEN

POPULATION
OUTCOME

SCREENED

40-49Y

50-59Y

60-69Y

40-49Y

50-59Y

60-69Y

986

976

969

982

969

959

w/o biopsy

none

none

none

409

342

222

with biopsy

none

none

none

151

188

158

either

none

none

none

560

530

380

BC DETECTED OFF-SCREEN

14

24

31

9

14

18

SCREEN-DETECTED REAL BC*

none

none

none

5

10

13

PSEUDO BC DIAGNOSED
AS REAL

none

none

none

4

7

10

FALSE NEGATIVE

none

none

none

3

4.2

4.6

DYING FROM BC

2.5

5.3

7.6

2.1

4.5

5.3

BC DEATH AVOIDED DUE TO
EARLIER DETECTION

none

none

none

0.4

0.8

2.3

NO BREAST CANCER*

FALSE POSITIVE

*No -screen group does not include screen-detected pseudo-BC
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There is more breast cancer cases in the screened population because they include screendetected pseudo-BC, which would have never become symptomatic. Still, a woman with pseudoBC that showed on her mammogram and was subsequently confirmed by inaccurate diagnosis as
a real cancer, is being told that she does have BC, and is treated for it as if it is real.
Screen-detected BCs are generally those that haven't become symptomatic yet, and represent
the proportion of the early detection benefit.
False negative tests are for BCs present at the screen but undetected; some of them are too
small, but some are detectable and overlooked. These BC are detected either off-screen in the
inter-screening interval (interval BC), on the following screen, or after the following screen (offscreen), in women who missed to show for it (incident BC). Thus most of them are contained
within the off-screen and screen detected BC (except for those in the last year, or so), and do not
add to the total of BCs in the screened population. They merely show the rate of BC missed by
screening.
This current picture of the risks and benefits of standard mammographic screening vs. noscreening is shown on graphs below. Each square represents a single women, 1,000 per age
group altogether, and the outcomes shown for each age group are for 1,000 women, over 10-year
period.
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Note that screen detected real BC and pseudo BC add to the total of all screen-detected
cancers.
So, according to the best information available at this time, here is what the average woman
faces when deciding whether to make screening mammography part of her life, or not. The area
of each outcome vs. area of the entire 1000-square area represents the probability of that
particular outcome to take place for the average (statistical) woman.
The main points can be summed up as follows:
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• for screened woman with a real BC, chances of having it detected by mammography
screening are about 30%, 35% and 37% for 40-49y, 50-59y and 60-69y age group, respectively
(given as screen-detected real BC vs. sum of real BC, off-screen detected BC, and false negatives)
• statistical gain in BC mortality reduction due to the screening is small enough to be
uncertain in the 40-49y age group (a single BC death less requires more than 2500 women
screened over 10 years); it is still small in the 50-59y age group (a single BC death less requires
screening 1300 women for 10 years), and only becomes relatively significant in the 60-69y age
group (single BC death less for 435 women screened over 10 years)
• price to pay for the tiny, statistically questionable BC mortality reduction in the 40-49y group
is huge: over 10-year period, roughly every other women will have false positive test, and more
than a quarter of them will have biopsy; at the same time, woman's chances of having BC
detected off-screen, or to have it missed by screening, combined, are more than twice higher
than those of having it detected by screening; in addition, her chances of being diagnosed
with pseudo BC - i.e. abnormal growth that would have never become symptomatic - are nearly
as high as having real BC detected by screening
• screening negatives are not significantly lower in the 50-59y age group, but do measure
against the doubled (still low) statistical BC mortality reduction; only in the 60-69y group the rates
of false positives and false negatives decrease significantly while, at the same time, BC mortality
reduction becomes significant
Key question, to which there is no clear answer yet, is whether BC mortality reduction in the
screened population translates in the net (all-cause) mortality reduction. The main reason for this
being still unknown is that it is exceedingly difficult to have the two populations - screened and
unscreened - made comparable in terms of all-cause mortality. It is complex enough - and still not
necessarily sufficiently successful - trying to make them comparable with respect to the risk of
getting breast cancer, and dying from it, alone. Throwing into the mix other death causes - even
only those major ones - makes it nearly impossible. And without knowing what is the effect on allcause mortality,
we simply don't know whether screening actually adds to life, doesn't, or, possibly,
takes away from it.
Breast cancer randomized controlled trials (RCT), in general, are not designed to study allcause mortality. They are also underpowered (i.e. with insufficient number of participants) for
such task. Still, there are at least two reasons to look at their numbers:
(1) they are the only place to find any information, and
(2) the presence of a consistent pattern there would make it probable that it reflects the actual
effect of screening on all-cause mortality.
The trials' rate of reduction in BC mortality for the screened population does not add up with
the all-cause mortality: the latter is reduced
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nearly twice more than what would result from fewer BC deaths alone.
Even if the numbers would agree, that would have to be assumed accidental, considering the
limitations of trial designs, and the absence of a clear trend. Individual trials are inconsistent, with
four of them reporting either no change in overall mortality, or its increase for the screened vs.
unscreened population; the other four report lower overall mortality for the screened population.
We could say that
we don't know what is the net effect of mammography screening on all-cause
mortality.
But it is, actually, more worrisome.
If we, instead of representing breast cancer RCTs' all-cause mortality numbers in the usual
statistical way, as weighted averages of mortality rates, simply add up all-cause deaths within the
total population from all the trials combined, the risk ratio for dying of any cause is
26% higher for the screened population.
In other words, for every four any-cause deaths in the unscreened population, there was five
any-cause deaths in the screened population.
This may not be statistically orthodox approach, but it is most directly based on the actual data.
Considering other possible, or probable causes for higher all-cause mortality in the screened
populations, such outcome is not only possible - it is the more likely one.
Where would that leave us? The only remaining reason for mammography screening, at
present, is that it seems to be reducing breast cancer mortality - and even that is marginal. If it
turns out that this fairly uncertain small benefit is more than offset by the higher all-cause
mortality - in addition to already recognized negatives and risks of screening mammography: false
positives and negatives, overdiagnosis, overtreatment and screen radiation - that would have not
only make it sink, but also sink fast.
That's why it is not likely to happen.
We have a big picture of the usefulness of mammography screening shaping up already. But
lets take a closer look at its positives and negatives.

II - 7. Mammography benefits
During the 1980-ties, screening healthy women for breast cancer (BC) with X-ray
mammography became part of the U.S. public health policy on the grounds of its proven ability to
detect suspicious growth at an earlier stage - in general, before it becomes symptomatic. At that
time, large uncontrolled public trial (Breast Cancer Detection Demonstration Project, 1973-80), as
well as the first large randomized controlled trial (Health Insurance Plan of Greater New York,
HIP, 1971), seemingly confirmed the expected benefit: reduction in breast cancer mortality (BCM)
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in the screened population.
Additional benefit, assumed and widely advertised despite never being documented in trials,
was generally less aggressive treatment of the screened population, due to breast cancer being
generally detected at an earlier stage.
These are the three major benefits associated with the preventive screening mammography,
ever since it was introduced in the U.S. nearly three decades ago:

(1) earlier breast cancer detection
(2) significantly reduced breast cancer mortality due to generally more effective
treatment in the early cancer stages, and
(3) generally less invasive treatment required for earlier breast cancer stages

Of the three,
only the first, earlier detection, has withstood closer scrutiny.
However, by itself it does not represent a benefit, unless it translates into lower mortality
and/or less invasive treatment.
For decades, screening establishment was advertising significant BC mortality reduction due to
the screening. This view, however, was based on the two trials with the most favorable outcome
for the screening (HIP and Two County), while
neglecting trials reporting no significant effect,
or even negative effect.
Within past decade, systematic reviews of all relevant trials made this loudly advertised
significant reduction in BC mortality in the screened populations shrink to marginal, to the point
that
it cannot be said with certainty whether such benefit really exists, or it was created
by poorly designed and/or biased trials and random deviations within trial
populations.
Most researchers still tend to believe that screening does result in a relatively small, not
entirely insignificant reduction in breast cancer mortality.
Not so with the proclaimed benefit of less aggressive treatment. The same systematic reviews
of breast cancer trials (#5, #9), as well as data from the actual screening programs, revealed
that the screened population had been subjected to generally more treatment, mainly due to the
higher number of detected/diagnosed cancers. Since significant number of these breast cancers
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are pseudo-disease, i.e. abnormal growths that would not evolve into a symptomatic cancer during
lifetime, the excess treatment of the screened populations is not justified.
In other words,
screening results in more, not less treatment, which makes it not beneficial, but more
risky in this respect.
In addition, there are solid indications that the screened population may not have lower total
(all-cause) mortality; in fact, it may be higher, possibly significantly so. If that is true, both earlier
detection and possible small breast cancer mortality reduction due to mammography screening
would have been dwarfed by that one harm alone. And the rest of them is already enough to this
form of screening unjustified and unattractive for the average women.
Following brings in more details about that one remaining benefit of screening, the earlier
detection. Is it a benefit at all? In addition, will tackle the most disturbing unanswered question
about screening mammography: is already statistically near-negligible reduction in BC mortality
due to preventive screening further diminished, offset, or even exceeded by the higher total
mortality rate among the screened population?

II - 8. Mammography benefits: early detection
Despite the inherently high-noise images of breast tissues it produces, X-ray mammography
did prove more efficient in early detection of apparently malignant growths than either clinical or
breast self-examination. The term "early detection" is used nearly as often as "breast cancer" in
connection with the screening mammography, yet hardly ever there is a mention of specific
numbers: how much earlier?
For that, we'll have to turn to the breast cancer randomized controlled trials (RCT).
Based on the data on breast cancer stage at the detection/diagnosis in the screened vs. control
population, it is possible to estimate the statistical (average) time differential between detecting
breast cancer with and without mammographic X-ray screening. This time differential is called
mean sojourn time (not to be confused with lead time, which is the actual time gain between
detection and the outset of symptoms; it can be equal to, or smaller than sojourn time).
An attempt to come to some specific numbers with respect to how much earlier, on average,
preventive X-ray screening detects breast cancer, was made by Shen and Zelen in 2001.
Obviously, mean sojourn time is directly related to test sensitivity, and estimates for either depend
on the available trial data and its quality. Some trials did not provide sufficient data, or were for
other reasons seen as unreliable by the authors (shaded on table below).
For instance, for the famous Two-County study they found study data only for the 70-79y
group, despite the numbers on mean sojourn time (MST) being published for the entire study
population by its leading author (Tabar) and its associates at no less than five different occasions.
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MEAN SOJOURN TIME (MST) ESTIMATE
(Screening Sensitivity and Sojourn Time From Breast Cancer Early Detection Clinical Trials, Shen
and Zelen 2001)
SCREEN
MODALITY

TRIAL

M
HIP New York (40-64y)

Two-County
(insufficient data)

C

S

MEAN SOJOURN TIME (years)
40-49y 50-59y 60-69y 70-79y

Yes Yes No

2.5

-

Shen and Zelen 2001

Yes No Yes

-

-

-

4.4

Tabar et al. 1992

Yes No Yes

1.25

3.03

3.89

3.41

Tabar et al. 1995

Yes No Yes

1.7

3.3

3.8

2.6

Chen et al. 1996
Tabar et al. 1999

Yes No Yes

2.5

3.7

4.2

-

Chen et al. 1996

Yes No Yes

1.5

2.8

3.3

-

Malmo (45-69y)

Yes No No

5.5

-

Gothenburg (unreliable)

Yes No No

2.3

-

-

-

Stockholm

Yes No No

2.1

2.6

-

-

Edinburgh (45-64y, 60-64y too small)

Yes Yes No

Canada 1

Yes Yes No

1.9

-

-

-

Canada 2

Yes Yes No

-

3.1

-

-

4.3

-

It is important to note that the MST estimates are based on the cancer detection rate that
includes all screening modalities used in a trial (M=mammography, C=clinical breast exam,
S=breast self-exam). The four Swedish trials did not use physical exam, but in the Two-County
trial screened women were encouraged to have monthly self-exam. The rest of trials did use
physical exam in addition to mammography. Obviously, combined screening modalities will result
in a higher MST than any single one.
Sensitivity of the clinical breast exam vs. mammography vary significantly with the age group
and screening round, from nearly even at the 1st screen to about 1/3 at the 4th for the 40-49y age
group, and about 1/2 to 1/10, respectively, for the 50-59y age group (Canadian trials data).
Considering that most of the trial data was for early rounds, MST figure for mammography alone,
in trials that also used clinical exam,
could be easily up to 50% lower for the 40-49y group, and up to 25% lower for the
50-59y.
Data on the breast self-exam sensitivity are very limited; it seems to be significantly lower than
for clinical exam, although for both it varies very much with the degree of adherence to the proper
procedure. If properly conducted, their sensitivity should be similar, but it hasn't been the case in
most studies and trials - notable exception being the Canadian trial - with breast self-exam
generally falling behind clinical exam in that respect. All considered, it shouldn't be unreasonable
to assume, very approximately, at least 10-15% MST increase due to the use of breast self-exam,
when combined with mammography (Two-County trial).
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What the above table immediately shows is how little of relevant MST data from these major
trials is available. The only large trial that appears complete with respect to this major aspect of
screening is the Two-County trial. But the numbers differ significantly from one publication to
another, and the data they were based on was never disclosed, except for the 1st screening round
(which is normally the most efficient one detection-wise).
Numbers from the other two trials - Gothenburg (small sample, too low count of interval
cancers) and Edinburgh (flawed randomization) - were seen as unreliable.
So, we're left with a few small pieces of data to play with: three out of the five remaining trials
only provide MST data for a figure averaged over a wide age range, for all participants. Only
Stockholm and Canada 1 and 2 give somewhat better - although still partial - insight into the
magnitude of earlier detection due to screening. The Malmo trial, with a single screening mode
(mammography) has seemingly too high MST compared to other trials, including those with two
screening modes (New York HIP had dismal mammography sensitivity, only 39%, but combined
with clinical exam's 47% it still should produce MST less than a third lower than a mammographyonly trial).
It remains sore point of these trials that
most of them had inadequate design and/or execution, thus their data, in general,
is unreliable.
Except for the aspects of sample size and obvious discrepancies between screen and off-screen
detected cancers, Shen and Zelen did not address this problem.
Canada 1/2, arguably the highest quality trials, indicate MST for mammography alone of
somewhat over 1 year for the 40-49y group, and somewhat over 2 years for the 50-59y group. But
it still does not account for overdiagnosis, i.e. the fact that significant portion of those early
detected breast cancers are quasi-disease, which would never become symptomatic. With this in
mind, the more likely MST figures are somewhat less than one and two years, respectively.
In all, the available data give only a partial, fairly uncertain picture of what the actual benefit of
mammography is in detecting suspicious breast tissue growth earlier. It seems that detection
could come up to a year earlier in the 40-49y group, up to two years earlier in the 50-59y group,
and somewhat more for women 60y and over.
But these numbers alone do not answer key question:
is this earlier detection beneficial in terms of saving,
or prolonging lives?
Let's take a closer look at it by focusing at the specific data for one of the above trials, the
Malmo trial. According to Shen and Zelen, it has the highest MST of all - perhaps unrealistically
high.
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Swedish Malmo trial is one of the three found sufficiently reliable under closer scrutiny. Looking
at its data, we'll try to come to the more specific answer on how efficient is screening
mammography in earlier detection of breast cancer (or whatever appears to look like one on the
mammogram) and, more importantly, how beneficial it is for the screened women in terms of
survival.
Here are the figures for all breast cancer diagnosed by stage within ten years from the
beginning of Malmo trial, taken from the expanded table (as a sum of "alive" and "dead" among
those diagnosed with breast cancer).
BREAST CANCERS DIAGNOSED IN MALMO TRIAL 1977-1986
Stage
POPULATION

All stages
0

1

2

3

4

at screening

61

241

68

4

-

374

between
screening

24

33

33

7

2

100*

non-attendees

8

22

41

15

20

107*

93

296

142

26

22

581*

Control group
(no screening, 21,195)

50

162

172

27

32

444*

Total (treated+control)

143

458

314

53

54

1025*

Screened
group
(21,088)

TOTAL

*slight sum discrepancy in the published data
According to it, a woman in the screening group had 86% and 83% better chance of being
diagnosed with breast cancer at stage 0 or 1, respectively, while 17%, 4% and 31% less likely to
be diagnosed at stage 2, 3 or 4, respectively.
However, less of a chance to be diagnosed in the last two stages could be more of a benefit
with respect to breast cancer (BC) mortality reduction. If we look at the actually screened
population, only two stage-4 and eleven stage-3 cancers were diagnosed here, compared to 32
and 27, respectively, in the control group. Reducing the number of deaths by 30% in the control
group, to make them comparable with those for 70% attending screening in the treatment group,
gives that a woman actually attending screening was 42% less likely to be diagnosed at stage 3,
and eleven times (91%) less likely to be diagnosed at stage 4.
But most of the extra cancers in the screening group were diagnosed at stages 0 and 1. Isn't
that beneficial too?
Apparently, not. That is what the mortality data in the expanded table suggests: despite as
many as 177 more cancers diagnosed at stages 0 and 1, combined, at the end of 10-year period
there was
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only three deaths attributed to breast cancer fewer
in the screened group (63 vs. 66).
Note that only a small portion of the extra cancers diagnosed at stage 1 or 2 in the screening
group have been offset by more cancers diagnosed at later stages in the control group.
That directly suggests two things:
(1) detecting BC early as possible with screening mammography has no appreciable advantage
over detecting it early enough, and
(2 most of these extra early cancers in the screened group weren't real cancers at all - rather
abnormal growths that showed on a mammogram, but in the control group such growths
never developed into a malignancy.
According to it, in the first ten years of the Malmo trial, those fake cancers accounted for over
20% of all cancers diagnosed in the screening group. Considering that all of the extra cancers
diagnosed in this group - 137 of them - were stage 0 or 1, of which the screened group had 176
more diagnoses in all, indicates that 3 out of 4 of those early detected "cancers", were not
malignancies at all.
If so, the 83% better chance of being diagnosed at stage 1 or 2 for the screened group
effectively
diminishes to some 20%, or so, better chance for the early detected abnormal
growth that is actually breast cancer.
That certainly fits much better into the trial's BC mortality figures.
Did the fact that nearly half of BC deaths in the screened group - 31 in 63 - were among the
non-attendants, negatively affect mortality rate in the treatment group? If we'd look only at those
women who actually attended screening, would it take out one of every two breast cancer deaths,
or so?
Let's take a closer look. First, by taking out non-attendants, we are making the screened group
smaller. With the reported attendance rate for the trial being slightly over 70%, the actually
screened group would have to increase by 40% in order to be size-comparable with the control
group. This means that there would be not 32, but 45 deaths.
That would still make screening worthwhile, but there's more to it.
The much higher death rate (as the number of deaths vs. number of women) among the
6,000 non-attendees in the treatment group - 0.53%, or 71% more than in the control group as a
whole - clearly indicates that it constituted a high-risk subpopulation in this respect. The reason for
such a high mortality rate is obvious: 77% of cancers in this group were diagnosed at an advanced
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stage, 3 or 4. It is unlikely that it was due to some higher proportion of fast-growing cancers in
this subgroup; with proper randomization, it should be similar to that in the rest of treatment
group which attended screening.
More likely,
these are women which for any of possible unknown reasons did not, or could not
take as good care of their health as the others, and/or were more vulnerable
for no obvious reasons.
Factors such as these cannot be effectively controlled through randomization.
There is no reason not to assume that such high-risk subpopulation existed within the control
group as well. In fact, we have to assume this if we are to consider the two groups comparable,
which is the basic requirement for trial validity. This high-risk sub-population could have been
somewhat larger than in the screening group, or somewhat smaller; we'll assume it was similar in
size, since it is plausible, and makes comparison possible.
If so, then the standard-risk sub-group making 71% of the control group would have 0.225%
mortality rate. Multiplying it with 21,200 women in this group, gives 48 deaths. Three more than in
the screened group which also consists only of the standard-risk participants.
The same figure can be obtained by simply deducting 32 high-risk deaths from the total of 66
in the control group, and multiplying by 1.4 (from 21,200/15,200, the latter being group size after
after deducting 6,000 high-risk women) to get the number of deaths for the whole group of 21,200
standard-risk women.
So, assuming that the high-risk sub-population of similar size existed in both, screened and
control group, high BC mortality rate among non-attendees within the screening group
does not significantly affect its overall rate vs. that
within control group.
The former still have only about 5% lower BC mortality risk.
But can even this small, statistically insignificant reduction be credited to early detection?
Looking at the data in the expanded table, we can see that among 32 BC deaths in the
standard-risk subpopulation of the screened group, 8 (or 25%) were stage-3 and 4 diagnoses. In
the control group as a whole, 31 of 65 deaths belonged to that category. Applying the 77% rate
for stage 3 and 4 deaths from the non-attendees group to the 31 deaths within the high-risk
subpopulation of the control group, gives that 24 of 41 deaths were within this group, and only
seven within its standard-risk subpopulation.
Multiplied by 1.4 to bring them to the whole group size, gives 11 and 10 stage-3 and 4 deaths
in the screened and control group, respectively. This implies that the rest of deaths - for stage 0, 1
and 2 diagnoses - total 34 in the screened, and 38 in the control group.
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Does that suggest that there is a benefit, even small, from earlier diagnosis due to screening?
Not really. Anyone with even basic knowledge in statistics would see at once that
this number of outcomes is too small to provide even reliable indication,
let alone evidence of benefit.
Data from all eight trials combined is somewhat more reliable, but the number of trials is still
insufficient. Each trial by itself is under-powered in this respect, with a significant chance of
random deviations due to it. It doesn't help that only three of them were found adequate.
Best we can say based on the Malmo study numbers is: It is possible that earlier detection
helps reduce breast cancer mortality, but we:
(1) don't know how much, and
(2) have no reliable indication it is significant.
What we do know, is that this possible BC mortality reduction benefit is
much smaller than the quite certain increase in rate of pseudo-cancer diagnosed
as real cancers due to screening.
In the Malmo trial, there was 31% more breast cancers diagnosed in the screening group for
all stages, and 42% more in the early stages (0, 1 and 2). But only a small portion of these extra
diagnoses - probably less than a quarter - was actually malignant growth.
It should be noted that the follow up on Malmo trial after this period had the BC mortality
reduction for the screening group more than threefold higher, making it unprecedented and unique
in all trial follow-ups. At the same time, reliability of the trial data decreased significantly, leaving
some doubts with respect to reliability of the reported figures.
Turning back to the advantage of earlier detection by screening mammography, it appears that
there is little substance in it. Practically all of the extra diagnosed cancers are stage 0 or 1, and
most of them would, according to the longer-term volume of detected cancers in the control
(unscreened) group, remain asymptomatic. Unexpectedly,
this diagnostic "advantage" seems to be more likely to be causing harm, through
overdiagnosis and overtreatment, than to benefit screened population.
That is probably why those few sufficiently reliable trials did not confirm significant benefit of
earlier diagnosis, neither with respect to mortality reduction, nor less invasive treatment.
One piece of the mortality puzzle could be the recurrent cancers, which may be more frequent
in the screened population, possibly due in part to their generally higher radiation exposure, with
breast compression during screening being additional risk factor. Mortality rate for recurrent
cancers is significantly higher, and would at least partly offset the benefit of earlier detection.
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Another is that screening mammography is more likely to detect slow-growing cancers, for
which an early detection is less critical.
Also, mammography-related overtreatment - initially, repeated mammograms, MRI and/or
biopsy for false positives, then possible surgical procedure, radiation and/or hormonal treatment if
something suspicious is found and treated without actually being malignant - as well as the related
stress shouldn't be neglected as a factor negatively affecting survival rate in the screened
population.
Finally, a simple plain number of cancers detected at stage 1, instead of stage 2, does not
necessarily directly translate into reduced mortality. What matters is a type of cancer: if, for
instance, screened population has higher incidence of more invasive and highly invasive cancers
detected between screenings - which could be expected considering mammography radiation risk,
false positives and overtreatment - that would also tend to offset statistical benefit of earlier
detection.
Putting it all together, there is no doubt that X-ray mammography screening detects more
abnormal (not necessarily malignant) growths, generally at an earlier stage than physical breast
exam, self-exam, or no screening. But
the benefit from it in terms of breast cancer mortality reduction and, particularly,
all-cause mortality reduction, is very elusive.
It is even possible that all-cause mortality is higher for the screened population, offsetting in
part, or even exceeding its small BC mortality reduction.
On the other hand, it is all but certain that the increased rate of detection directly contributes
to overdiagnosis and overtreatment of the screened population. Thus, the assumed "benefit of
earlier detection" due to the higher screening sensitivity may have, in the real world,
turned into a net negative.
It is only due to the prevailing presumptuous attitude about screening benefits and, later,
vested interests of those promoting screening and benefiting from it, that it took so long to come
to this realization.

II - 9. Mammography benefits: Breast cancer mortality reduction
The most important benefits of screening healthy women, advertised officially for decades,
were less invasive treatments due to earlier detection, better chance for recovery and, directly
related to it, reduction in breast cancer mortality (BCM). Higher detection sensitivity, as shown
above, turned into a negative: screened population consistently scores more diagnoses - due to
diagnosing pseudo-cancers as real - and undergoes more treatment.
As for the better chance for recovery, it should have its final proof in the significantly reduced
BCM rate. Does it?
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Typically, BCM reduction figure used in promoting screening of healthy women was taken from
those trials that have come up with the largest mortality reduction. Seems as if no one wanted to
pay attention to the obvious contradiction. Those very trials had:

▪ the longest interval between screening (Two-County trial),
▪ had no more than 2-3 screenings for the majority of women (Two-County and Stockholm
trials),

▪ started systematic screening of the women in the control group in as little as 3-5 years after
beginning (Two-County, Göteborg, Stockholm), or

▪ had lower-quality mammography equipment (New York, where only 15% of breast cancers
in the screened group was detected by mammography alone, which also did not detect a single
cancer smaller than 1cm).
More importantly, a closer scrutiny of how large screening mammography trials were designed
and executed revealed that those reporting significant BC mortality reduction benefit had serious
quality issues - so much so that their results cannot be considered reliable.
Following table summarizes quality assessment of all randomized controlled trials that qualify
for this particular subject matter, together with reported BC mortality in the screened vs. control
population. In all, eight trials were analyzed (with the data provided for one that was excluded for
unacceptable randomization bias), with a total of 600,000 participants. Raw data are given in the
table below.
TRIAL adequate inadequate flawed
VITAL
STATISTICS Age trial Canada Edinburgh Göteborg Malmö New York Stockholm Two county
SCREENED
Group
53,884 44,925
BC deaths
105
212

28,628
176

21,650
88

20,695
87

31,000
218

40,318
66

77,080
261

CONTROLS
Group
106,956 44.908
BC deaths
251
213

26,015
187

29,961
162

20,783
108

31,000
262

19,943
45

55,985
277

Numbers are taken from the systematic (i.e. including all eligible trials on this particular
outcome) review by researchers from the Nordic Cochrane center (Screening for breast cancer
with mammography, Gøtzsche and Nielsen, 2001/2009/2011). There were several other
systematic reviews of the trials on screening mammography and breast cancer mortality, but they
typically did not assess trial quality, or were limited to the certain age groups.
In general, numbers reported by these trials are used in all of these reviews; the interesting
part is how reliable are the sources of these numbers. Here's the summary.
MAMMOGRAPHY SCREENING TRIALS: EFFECT ON BC MORTALITY
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(Based on: Nordic Cochrane Center systematic review 2009)

 Adequate (A)  Unclear/Inadequate (B/C)  Flawed (excluded)

#

Trial

CRITERIA
BC
deaths,
No early
No significant
Age screened
Proper
systematic
unbalanced
vs.
randomization
screening
exclusions
controls
of controls

50+
New
York
1
501963
All

0.78

50+

0.86

50-

0.52

All

0.81*

50+

0.64

50-

0.91

All

0.68

2

Malmö
1976
Two-

3 Countya
1977

0.78

Reliable
cause-of- A B C
 
death
assessment

?

1



2



?3



?

?



4

5



6



















?







?

?













?7



0.83

50+
Edinburgh
4
501978
All

0.88

50+
b
Canada
5
501980
All

1.02

0.79



0.86

0.97



0.995

50+
Stockholm
6
501981
All

0.64

50+
Göteborg
7
501982a
All

0.83

50+
8 Age Trial 501991
All

n/a

0.96
0.73

0.70
0.75

0.83



0.83

50+
4
INADEQUATE 50TRIALS  All

0.70

50+
3
ADEQUATE 50TRIALS  All

0.94

50+

0.77

ALL 7

Class

0.80
0.75

0.87
0.90

CRITERIA BRIEF:
• Proper randomization should ensure that the risk is evenly
distributed between screened and control group
• Significantly imbalanced exclusions from screened vs.
control group during or after trial indicate possible bias or
substandard randomization
• Early systematic screening of the control group
(contamination) reduces the effect of intervention (i.e. contrast
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TRIALS


50-

0.84

All

0.81

ALL-CANCER 
MORTALITY 

1.02

ALL-CAUSE 
MORTALITY 

0.99

0.99

(contamination) reduces the effect of intervention (i.e. contrast
between groups) making the results less reliable due to
insufficient trial duration
• Cause-of-death assessment blinded to group status is the
basic - although not necessarily sufficient - requirement for
reliable, unbiased classification of deaths in trial population

0.99

a
b
*Pooled ratios are weighted Kopparberg and Östergötland trials; Canada 1 and 2
1
Estimated 853 women excluded from the screened vs. 336 from control group
2
Case-of-death assessment unblinded to group status for 72% of women
3
137 women from the baseline screened group and 26 from controls missing from later records
4
Control group screening started within 3-5y
5
Case-of-death assessment not blind to group status
6
Nearly twice as many women with highest socioeconomic status in the screened group
7
No information on autopsy rate; no independent cause-of-death assessment

What the inspection of trial data showed is that the lack of transparency or documentation (?)
and/or documented sub-standard features in the design and execution (X) were rather common in
these trials. Comments added at the bottom are only a small portion of inadequacies plaguing
most of them, given to illustrate their nature and extent.
How confident can we be of these studies reporting on the effect of screening on breast cancer
mortality, with the "Reliable cause-of-death assessment" column having
a single clear O.K. mark?
A trial with the iconic status in pro-screening arguments was - and still is - the Swedish TwoCounty trial, the most likely reasons being that it reported the largest BC mortality reduction of all,
and that it had the largest number of participants. Never mind that it only used a single-view
mammography, with most of the screened women having no more than three mammograms
altogether, and that its control group was subjected to screening within 3-5 years from the start.
Never mind that this flies in face of the general consensus that for the screening-related BC
mortality reduction to start showing requires at least 5-year period, and up to several years more
to reach its actual higher level (a pattern consistently documented in all other trials is that
BC mortality is actually higher in the screened group for at least first few years).
Never mind that a meta study of the Swedish trials found that the Two-County trial evidence
disagrees with the Swedish official cause-of-death register in that it reported 10 BC deaths fewer
in the screened group, and 27 more deaths in the controls (Nystrom 2002, to which Holmberg et
al. - including lead trial author for the Two County L. Tabár - responded in 2009, "explaining" the
discrepancy by a different cause-of-death criteria applied, and entirely ignoring the main point,
that the sum of death cause re-classifications in the trial was in favor of screening in both,
screened and control group).
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Or that other studies found that the Two County trial's BC mortality reduction figures agree
poorly with the reported cancer stages for the two groups (Zahl 2001), and that a large number of
breast cancer cases and deaths in the official register seem to be missing from the trial data (Zahl
2006).
Or that the specifics of trial's randomization process haven't been published yet, despite it's
been well over two decades since it ended. Its trial randomization is suspect, among other
reasons, for its two joined sub-trials, in Kopparberg and Östergötland, reporting BC mortality rate
in their respective control groups that
differs nearly by a factor of two
(0.21 vs. 0.12%, respectively). Or...
Chances are, this trial avoided exclusion so far only due to its iconic status used by the mighty
proponents of screening mammography for its popularization; but it could be only a matter of
time.
These serious inadequacies are in stark contrast with the characterization of Swedish
mammography trials - and particularly the Two County - as the most reliable by the pro-screening
side. And no less with its dismissal of the only trial that found no BCM reduction with screening at
all - the Canadian trial - which is unquestionably of the superior quality in both design and
execution. One of the many objections thrown at it was that women in the control group in the
Canada-1 trial (40-49y of age)
were thought to perform breast self-examination.
That, according to the critics, resulted in the control and screening groups being not
comparable anymore (that despite the critics at the same time generally maintaining that breast
self-examination has no appreciable effect on BC mortality).
But those same critics apparently have no objections to the fact that screened women in the
Two-County trial were encouraged to perform monthly self examination.
Summing it up, the number of trials that we can use with a reasonable confidence to look for
indication of the effectiveness of screening on BC mortality reduction, shrinks to three. Their
combined reduction rate for the screened populations is statistically insignificant (i.e.
indistinguishable from variations due to chance)
10% for all women, 40-70y of age.
And it was below 10%, before the Malmo trial's unexpected upturn. The trial originally
reported only 4% risk reduction ratio, which in the course of follow up grew to 19%. No other trial
had nearly this magnitude of change in the reported rate. Facts that the trial's autopsy rate
simultaneously declined from 3 in 4 to 1 in 3, and that blind to group status death-cause
assessment was abandoned in favor of more bias/manipulation-prone open assessment, make the
updated data less reliable (another problem with a long-term follow-up is that various forms of
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uncontrolled or uncontrollable contamination of the originally randomized groups creep in,
randomly altering results of statistical analysis).
On the other hand, the four unreliable trials summed up significant, two and a half times
higher BC mortality reduction - 25% - for the screened population.
All seven trials add up to 19% reduction over the follow-up period. This figure, however, is not
viable in the context of reliability. As all pooled ratios in the review, it was obtained using weighted
average concept (Mantel-Haenszel), which is based on trials' size and frequency of the outcome not their design and execution quality. The 19% weighted average is somewhat higher than the
arithmetic average (17.5%), due to more participants and outcomes (BC deaths) in the four
inadequate studies, but reliability of data should be more important than mere quantity i.e. study
size.
The researchers, Gøtzsche and Nielsen, probably had that in mind, putting out their estimate
that what the data suggests is that screening probably reduces BC mortality, and that the
rate of reduction is likely to be about 15%.
This figure is nearly identical to that resulting from another recent independent systematic
review of the trial evidence, by the United States Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF). Based
on the same RCTs reviewed by the Nordic Cochrane Center (with Edinburgh also excluded) for the
39-49 age group, it found 15% overall BCM rate reduction. For the 50-59 age group, data from six
RCTs (New York excluded, and Age trial had no women 50y and over), the polled BCM reduction
rate was 14% (Screening for Breast Cancer: An Update for the U.S. Preventive Services Task
Force, Nelson et al. 2009).
Unlike the NCC review, which found most of the trials to be of low quality, the USPSTF review
ranked them all as "fair". Thus there was no division on more and less reliable data sources. It is
surprising, since among the top USPSTF criteria in evaluating trial quality are
proper randomization and blindness to status in the outcome assessment,
documented to be inadequate or lacking by the NCC in the trials they labeled as inadequate in their
analysis - which is listed by the USPSTF among the top evidence resources quality-wise.
Realistically, it is probably more surprising that USPSTF went as far as it did over the line
drawn by the overwhelmingly influential pro-screening camp, in setting the mortality reduction
benefit due to screening at as "low" as 14-15% level, and by withdrawing its support for the
routine screening of women younger than 50. The publication of USPSTF findings was followed by
vitriolic reaction from the screening advocates, and its recommendations were rejected.
But, the truth is, the evidence reviewed in the Nordic Cochrane Center (NCC) and USPSTF
studies, as incomplete, questionable and not applicable to the population at large, is the best we
have. And the indication of BCM reduction benefit due to the screening based on it is probably too
optimistic. Literally all these trials took place in the past century, some as far as 4-5 decades ago.
Nowadays, with better informed women, higher standards of living, and advance in treatment
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efficiency, it is likely that the BCM reduction rate due to earlier detection is
lower than what it was decades ago.
But, is that really the best data that we can get from trials? Reasonable objection to these
trials in general is the choice of main outcome: breast cancer mortality rate. Not only that the
cause-of-death determination has been shown to be plagued with difficulties and bias - it is still
only a part of the whole picture. The effect of X-ray mammography screening on the BCM rate is
not the most important indicator; it is
the effect on overall mortality rate that should come first.
In other words, somewhat reduced breast cancer mortality cannot be considered beneficial, if
it is offset, or even exceeded, by an increased treatment-related mortality from other causes. This
rarely addressed, yet crucial question is addressed more closely next, for screened vs. unscreened
women.

II - 10. Mammography risks and harms
Ever since the introduction of mammographic X-ray screening as a part of the U.S. public
breast cancer policy - and we are talking decades here - public was told that the risks to its users
limit to possible discomfort/pain due to breast compression, relatively rare false negatives and not
so rare but-nothing-really-there-to-worry-about false positives. Irradiation from screening was
labeled as too low to do any harm, and overdiagnosis and overtreatment - who ever heard of
them, anyway?
Not that those acknowledged risks were taken too seriously, or even presented accurately. For
instance, false negatives of mammography screening are not a "minor negative". They are
significant problem, and so are false positives, as illustrated toward below.
Similarly, despite about half of the women finding breast compression during mammography
session painful, and half of those declining invitation to the second round of screening citing the
pain as important reason, it is mentioned in less than half of 31 invitations in English speaking and
Scandinavian countries with public-funded screening programs.
USPSTF's (U.S. Preventive Services Task Force) take on this subject is pretty cryptic: it first
states that "compression may add to the discomfort of mammography for some women" and then,
citing a systematic evidence review, it makes it "many women", in the very unspecific 1-77%
range (Nelson et al. 2009).
The Nordic Cochrane Center is more specific; citing the same reference (Armstrong et al.
2007) as USPSTF, and two others, it states that about half of the screened women experience pain
from breast compression. And, according to yet another study, in half of women who decline
invitation to a subsequent round of screening, as mentioned, pain from compression is a major
reason (Screening for breast cancer with mammography, Gøtzsche and Nielsen, 2009).
Not one of 31 invitations even mentioned overdiagnosis and overtreatment, which refer to the
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"diagnosis" and "treatment" of abnormal growths - or what appears to be such - that would not
evolve in breast cancer (BC). It is defined as the excess of diagnosed breast cancers in the
screened vs. control population in a longer period of time (decade, or more). According to recent
research, the rate of overdiagnosis/overtreatment is anywhere between 20% and 50%, with the
most likely overall level being about 30-40%. This means that about
one in every four breast cancers diagnosed with screening mammography would
have never become real cancer.
The only radiation risk mentioned in the leaflets is that from screening alone, generally
presented as low enough to be of no concern. What leaflets do not mention is the
risk of radiation from unnecessary treatment
of "cancers" that would have never become health-threatening. And that research indicate that
radiotherapy could double mortality from lung cancer and heart disease. Even radiation delivered
by screening alone can bi significant risk for women who are more or much more sensitive to
radiation - such as those with predisposing genetic polymorphism - and women have every right to
know it.
Also, most leaflets go on to add that early detection spares women from more invasive
treatment, including mastectomies. The reality of it is less comforting: according to the systematic
analysis of all large breast cancer randomized controlled trials by the Nordic Cochrane Center, the
rate of mastectomy and lumpectomy was 35% higher in the screened population, rate of radiation
treatment 32% higher, and chemotherapy rate 4% lower.
Which suggests exactly the opposite: the
X-ray screened women get more of
invasive treatments than those that are not.
In a word, the risk inventory of screening mammography turned out to be much larger than
what women were, and still are being told. At the same time, as we've seen, its actual benefits
shrunk down from certain and sizeable, as advertised for decades, to border insignificant.
Summing it up, X-ray mammography risks stem not only from its imperfect detection rate (i.e.
false positives and negatives), but also from its higher sensitivity to detect apparently abnormal
growths combined with inaccuracy in diagnosing their true nature, resulting in overdiagnosis and
overtreatment. In addition, it poses radiation risk, and not primarily due to the radiation exposure
during screening procedure; rather due to exposure due to unnecessary radiation treatment of
pseudo-BC. Finally, its effect on all-cause mortality rate cannot be, at present, determined with
certainty; therefore, the possibility that it increases total mortality rate cannot be excluded.
Its net effect, after offsetting potential risks and benefits, seems to be anywhere from negative
to marginally positive, depending on the individual situation.
Table bellow shows summary of the risks associated with screening mammography.
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AVERAGE RISK BY AGE GROUP
MAMMOGRAPHY RISKS
40-49Y

50-59Y

60-69Y

>70Y

1. FALSE NEGATIVE (among women
w/BC)*

1 in 3

1 in 4

2 in 9

2 in 11

2. FALSE POSITIVE (% screened)*
- additional imaging (false positives)*
- biopsy (false positives)*

10
9 in 10
1 in 10

9
9 in 10
1 in 8

8
9 in 10
1 in 7

7
9 in 10
1 in 6

10-50% overdiagnosis rate means that 1/10 to 1/3
3. OVERDIAGNOSIS/OVERTREATMENT of all diagnosed BC are pseudo-disease, which would
never develop into symptomatic malignancy
4. BREAST COMPRESSION

causes pain in about half of the women; could
stimulate BC proliferation

5. BREAST IRRADIATION

irradiation from screening could be BC initiation
factor for the most sensitive; irradiation from
unnecessary radiation treatment can pose
significantly higher risk

6. HIGHER OVERALL MORTALITY?

uncertain, since the trials were not designed to
monitor this outcome; however, raw numbers do
indicate significantly higher overall mortality among
screened women

* 1-2 based on Screening for Breast Cancer: Systematic Evidence for the U. S. Preventive
Services Task Force, Nelson et al. 2009 (Table 3)

Data for the first two screening risks - false negatives and positives, the latter including related
additional imaging and biopsies - are based on the latest USPSTF report (2009), thus can be
considered conservative (i.e. biased in favor of screening).
The hotly debated risk of overtreatment stemming from overdiagnosis would be, according to
the USPSTF, contained by the 1-10% overdiagnosis range, which the agency derives from a few
biased sources that it chose to use. It neglects the least favorable - and best documented - portion
of the evidence, which suggests that the overall rate is much higher, with the
worst documented cases exceeding 50%.
There is no research on the risk related to breast compression. It may not be significant, but
there is no basis to proclaim it negligible. Quite solid evidence suggests that prolonged mild to
moderate breast compression (such as that from wearing bra) can be significant breast cancer
risk factor, and until there is a reliable research data indicating that screen compression does not
pose significant BC risk - at least for some women as well - it should be classified as "unknown"
and "potential".
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The risk of breast irradiation from screening can be at least approximately determined.
Although generally low, it can vary significantly with the individual dose of radiation received, and
individual vulnerability to the effect of radiation. However, significantly higher risk poses irradiation
resulting from unnecessary radiation treatment of overdiagnosed BC (i.e. women with pseudodisease). It not only increases the risk of getting breast cancer down the road, but probably even
more the risk of suffering cardiovascular disease, including the increased risk of dying from it.
Finally, the possibility for the screening to result in the higher overall mortality should be taken
very seriously. Putting up with "studies were not designed to monitor for this outcome" is no
option. As long as this aspect of screening is undetermined, we simply don't know whether X-ray
screening of asymptomatic women for breast cancer is beneficial, inconsequential or harmful.
The first three risk factors in the above table - false negative, false positive and overdiagnosis are the consequence of the inaccuracy inherent to the screening mammography test. Illustration
below depicts the USPSTF estimates of the rates of false-negative and false-positive from the
above table.
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As mentioned, the USPSTF's estimates of the false-negative and false-positive rates are not
necessarily accurate. Although the database it used (Breast Cancer Surveillance Consortium-BSCS,
a collaborative network of five mammography registries and affiliated sites across the United
States) includes as many as 600,000 women aged 40 and over, its data structure does not allow
for good assessment of all aspect of screening efficacy.
For instance, Nelson et al. note that the rates of additional imaging and biopsies for women
with false positive tests, as given in their USPSTF report, may be underestimated.
The rate of overdiagnosis, which seems to be not accessible from the BCSC data, is shown as
1 in 3, i.e. one out of every three women diagnosed with breast cancer after having a positive
mammogram, would not suffer breast cancer symptoms in their lifetime. The range for
overdiagnosis rate in well documented sources is 20%-50%, with the simple average of 35%
being closest to 1 in 4 rate (overdiagnosis % indicates the % of BC diagnosed over the number of
real cancers, which are taken as 100%; so 30% overdiagnosis means that the total of diagnosed
BC vs. true BC relates as 130 vs. 100, i.e. 3 pseudo cancers in every 13 diagnosed). This figure is
for invasive BC only. For both, invasive and in situ BC, overdiagnosis rate is probably around 50%,
or
one pseudo-BC in every three diagnosed.
Raw numbers from the three adequate random controlled breast cancer trials indicate that for
every five all-cause deaths in the unscreened population, there is six all-cause deaths in the
screened population (all trials combined give slightly higher all-cause mortality for the screened
population: 12 unscreened for every 15 screened). The source data are not sufficiently reliable,
though, since no BC trial was designed, or sufficiently powered in the first place, to monitor for
this outcome.
Following address each of the risks of screening mammography in more details.

II - 12. Mammography risks: False negative
False negative is the failure of screening to detect an existing breast cancer (BC). It can be
hidden in the layers of overlapping tissue creating low-contrast area around it on the X-ray image.
But omissions of the radiologists reading mammogram, or failure to follow proper procedure, are
also often to blame for a false negative: in the Canadian trial, one of the most meticulously
conducted, the estimated rate of undetected but "potentially detectable" breast cancers at the first
screen was
as high as 50% of the interval cancers in the following 12-month period,
and 48% of the cancers detected at the 2nd screen (Sensitivity and specificity of first screen
mammography in 15 NBSS centers, Baines et al. 1988). And, based on the actual data on the
performance level of trial's mammography, it was up to existing standards, or better.
This kind of screening negative are quite unusual to see published. Such negatives were
routinely brushed under the rug. It is only that trial authors, quite unusually in the mammographic
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arena, but consistent with the scientific spirit, Hippocratic Oath and plain honesty, made all the
relevant information - including negativities - available.
Relatively rarely, false negative can also results from improper equipment performance, either
due to inadequate setup, or malfunction.
For some reason, not quite clear to me, screening's false negatives are generally considered
the least of its risks, to the extent that are often entirely left out, even in some otherwise balanced
reviews. Failure to detect an existing breast cancer
defies the basic purpose of screening,
and having that happening to 20-40% of screened women, or so, is clearly a piece of information
that women invited to screening are entitled to know.
Strictly talking, false negatives should not include fast growing true interval cancers (interval
cancers are those diagnosed in between two subsequent screenings), which were either too small
to form a recognizable structure, or even non-existent at the time of screening. However, since it
is difficult to determine whether an interval cancer was present, or detectable at the time of
screening, they all count as false negatives. That is acceptable since, as the numbers from
Canadian study above imply, number of true interval cancers is mainly offset by the cancers
detected at subsequent screening which could or should have been detected on the previous
screen.
The matters get more complicated by the presence of incident breast cancers - those
diagnosed in a follow up period exceeding the length of inter-screening interval; that is, BC
diagnosed in women who did not show for their next scheduled mammogram. It is often unclear
how these BC are included in calculating false-negative rate; in general, randomized controlled
trials tend to include all three - those detected by mammography, and those detected by other
means (interval and incident BC) - into the true-positive category.
Another variability factor possibly swaying the value of false-negative rate from one source to
another is also related to the category of true-positive. By definition, it is the positive test result
confirmed by diagnosis. But this figure routinely does not account for overdiagnosis - i.e. the fact
that, approximately
up to 50%, or even more, of diagnosed breast cancers are
pseudo-disease,
either a non-progressive or regressive growth that would not become symptomatic. That implies
that the actual false negative rate is generally somewhat higher than the reported figure.
The rate of false negative tests is not to be confused with test sensitivity. Both express the
efficacy of mammography screening in detecting existing breast cancers, but in different ways.
Table below defines these two indicators, as well as the rate of false positives and specificity.
TABLE 1: DEFINITION OF FALSE NEGATIVE AND FALSE POSITIVE RATE,
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SENSITIVITY AND SPECIFICITY

ACTUAL
STATUS

W/DISEASE

W/O
DISEASE

TEST RESULT
POSITIVE NEGATIVE
true
positive
TP

false
negative
FN

false
positive
FP

true
negative
TN

False
negative
rate

False
positive
rate

Sensitivity

Specificity

FN/
FP/
(FN+TN) (TP+FP)
TP/
or
or
(TP+FN)
FN/
FP/
(TP+FN)* (FP+TN)*

TN/
(FP+TN)

*commonly used in the context of screening mammography

In screening mammography, the number of false negatives is much smaller than the number
of women without disease (breast cancer), i.e. true negatives, simply because only a small
number of women does have breast cancer. That makes its false negative rate, when calculated
according to the standard definition, a very small number (typically about 1 in 1,000, or 0.1%).
It makes this form of false negative rate inappropriate for mammography, and deceiving,
because it does not show the most important test quality: the risk of a woman with BC to have it
missed by the test. For that reason, the rate of false negatives (n) here should be based on the
ratio between a number of false negative tests (FN) vs. number of screened women with breast
cancer, i.e. as
n=FN/(TP+FN),
where TP stands for the true positive test result. Measured this way, according to the 2009
USPSTF figures, the false negative rate for mammography ranges from nearly 1 in 3 for the 4049y age group to 1 in 7 for the 80-89y group. For the 40-69y group,
the false negative rate for screening mammography is about 20%, or 1 in 5.
This is the usually cited figure for the false negative rate for screening mammography,
although as low as 10-15% is not uncommon (mainly in older sources). In the Malmo trial, there
was 100 interval cancers in the total of 474 cancers detected among attendees (45-69y), for the
21% false negative rate over 9-year period. In the Canada trial, the false negative rate (40-59y, 5year period) was 25%.
These two numbers may not be directly comparable, or representative of the population at
large, but they, at least roughly, imply that about 1 in 5 to 1 in 4 of the women who do have BC at
the time of screening, will test negative. This number is significantly higher for women below 50y
of age, where the rate of cancers missed by mammography screening in a 10-year period can
approach 1 in 2.
According to the US Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF), the age-specific rate of false
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negatives over 10-year period is about 40% and 20% for women aged 40-49y ( 1 in 1,000, with
2.6 BC cases) and 50-69y, respectively (1.4 in 1,000, with 6.5 BC cases, Nelson et al. 2009).
In other words, two out of five breast cancers are missed by mammography in the younger
group, and one in five in the older group.
False negative rate and sensitivity
The difference between the rate of false negatives and sensitivity is that the former is
determined as the proportion of false negative test results vs. all women with BC, while the latter
is determined as the proportion of true positive test results vs. all women with BC. The former
tells the odds of having your BC missed by screening, and the latter the odds of having it detected.
The odds of having an existing BC detected with mammography (or any other) screening test,
or sensitivity (s), as given in Table 5, are defined as
s=TP/(TP+FN),
i.e. ratio of all true positives vs. all tested women with breast cancer.
It implies that, as a ratio number, it is directly related to the false negative rate n, as s=1-n
(as ratio numbers; s=100-n for s and n in percents), or
SENSITIVITY = 1 - FALSE-NEGATIVE RATE
In other words,
the higher false negative rate, the lower test sensitivity.
The sum of true positives and false negatives - which makes the total of all women with BC includes all interval cancers, both, those that were present at the time of screening and missed,
and those that were not there (so called true interval cancers). Obviously, screening sensitivity is
affected by the length of period between two screening sessions, and generally higher for longer
screening intervals.
Since the majority of breast cancers take years to develop, and relatively few grow much
faster, or much slower than that, the sensitivity figure should be fairly close to that of the true
detection efficiency, despite including all interval cancers.
With n+s=1, the rate of false negatives is also directly related to test sensitivity as n=1-s. or
FALSE-NEGATIVE RATE = 1 - SENSITIVITY
(for n and s in %, n=100-s). And, as already mentioned, vice versa:
SENSITIVITY = 1 - FALSE NEGATIVE RATE
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Consequently, both false-negative rate (n) and sensitivity (s) are in the 0 to 1 (or 0 to 100%)
range, but we want false negatives rate to be as close to zero, and sensitivity as close to 1 (or
100%) as possible.
Sensitivity of screening mammography is a figure most commonly used to present the efficacy
of the test, and probably the one best understood by the layman. Because of that, it is important
that it is accurate. Unfortunately - but not unexpected - there is is a heavy bias toward overrating
mammography sensitivity in published sources and, consequently, in the input from practitioners.
Most sources will quote 70-90%, and some are in the 60-95% range. The latter implies that
mammography detects anywhere from 6 in 10 to 19 in 20 existing breast cancers.
The available data, however, suggests that
mammography sensitivity can be significantly lower
for a large group of women.
For some it can be in the single digits. The problem is that the figures can vary significantly
with different study populations, criteria and methodologies in using the data. Since there is no
standardized approach, it leaves ample room not only for different results per se, but for biases as
well, both unintentional and intentional.
Some more recent U.S. studies indicate much lower sensitivity bottom for the screening
mammography than what is usually cited: for women with dense breasts, it can be only 48% (Kolb
et al. 2002, New York), while data from a large health maintenance organization in Seattle (WA)
found sensitivity ranging from 80% among women with predominantly fatty breast, to as low as
30% among women with extremely dense breasts (Mandelson et al. 2000).
Another study with women at higher risk or with dense breast found sensitivity range 33-46%
(Irwig 2004, systematic review).
This drop in sensitivity for dense breast is significant because large portion of women do have
dense breasts. "Dense" are breast with 3 and 4 BI-RADS classification, i.e. heterogeneously and
extremely dense, respectively; 1 and 2, or fatty and scattered density, respectively, belong to "not
dense". Table below is based on the data from Lehman et al. (1999) and Titus-Ernstoff et al.
(2006), mutually fairly consistent.
PROPORTION OF WOMEN WITH DENSE BREAST VS. AGE GROUP (approximate)
Age group

DENSE BREASTS

35-39y

3 in 5

40-49y

1 in 2

50-59y

1 in 3

60y and over

1 in 4

In addition to breast density, it is the level of risk from getting BC - such as predisposing
genetic mutation, family history, radiation to chest, and others - that is significantly affecting
sensitivity of the X-ray mammography. In general, the higher risk, the lower sensitivity of X-ray
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mammography screening.
For high-risk women, sensitivity is generally below 50%, and can drop to single digits ((2559% Lord 2007, 30-45% Granader 2008, 37-41% Warner 2008, 20-50% Bermejo-Perez 2008, 287% Bigenwald 2008, 41% Hoogerbrugge 2008, 33/39% film/digital, Weinstein 2009, 17-54%
Kuhl 2010).
It seems safe to conclude that, in general,
the higher individual risk from BC, the lower sensitivity of mammographic screening.
Discrepancies between studies with respect to mammography sensitivity figures are rather
typical. For instance, in a recent study focused on younger women, published in the Journal of
National Cancer Institute, screening sensitivity for 73,335 women aged 35-39y was found to be
76% (Performance of First Mammography Examination in Women Younger Than 40 Years,
Yankaskas et al. 2010).
Another study also using BCSC (the National Cancer Institute's Breast Cancer Surveillance
Consortium) data found that sensitivity of mammography in the 30-39y age group was 63% and
54% for women with family history of BC, and 70% and 60% for those without it, for all BC and
invasive alone, respectively (Kerlikowske et al. 2000). It is seemingly conflicting that this group of
similar age has so much lower sensitivity vs. Yankaskas et al. but key difference, not emphasized
in the latter study is that first mammography has generally significantly higher sensitivity than
subsequent end periodic screenings.
However, knowing that about half of the women in this age group have dense breasts suggests
that even Kerlikowske's figures, let alone Yankaskas', are too optimistic, not representative of the
actual sensitivity for this population. For illustration, if we assume that sensitivity for half of the
women with dense breasts is 50% - and it could be somewhat less - the other half
would need to average over 100% sensitivity
for an overall 76% average in Yankaskas et al.
Large Australian study on over 100,000 women aged 40-69y found that the sensitivity of
mammographic screening also may vary significantly with woman's symptoms: it ranged from
81% to 76% and to 60% for women with significant symptoms (lump, nipple discharge), no
symptoms, and other symptoms (breast pain, tenderness), respectively (Kavanagh et al. 2000).
In the community setting, significant factor for the sensitivity level of screening mammography
is the radiologist. Depending on its experience and actual procedures used, there is a range of at
least 40% in the screening sensitivity of U.S. radiologists (Beam et al. 1996). This means that the
+/- deviation from the overall average is about 20%, possibly more.
Evidence of significant increase in the false-positive rate in the community settings (doubled
from 1985 to 1993, Elmore et al. 2002)implicates that the overall sensitivity of screening
mammography is also increasing.
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In other words, lowering the bar for declaring the test positive does result in more existing
breast cancers detected, but
inevitably increases the rate of false positives as well.
This, obviously, implies a correlation between the sensitivity and false positive rate. It can be
presented as receiver operator curve (ROC), a curve fitted into empirical data. Graph below is
based on Yankaskas et al. (Association between Mammography Timing and Measures of Screening
Performance in the United States, 2005), which is also based on BCSC data.

For the common practical range of the false positive rate, 5-15% (it can be less or more than
that, but most of women will be within that range)
the corresponding sensitivity is 50-65%, 60-77% and 68-83%
for annual, biannual and first-time mammography, respectively, in the 40-49y age group, and 6077%, 70-85% and 75-88%, in the same order, for all women, 40-89y.
According to it, typical sensitivity for annual mammography in the 40-49y group - which
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according to the USPSTF has about 10% false positive rate - is nearly 60%. For all women, the
USPSTF false positive rate average is around 8%, with the corresponding sensitivity range for
annual mammography of 55% for 40-49y women, and 67% for all (40-89y) women.
The 67% figure is significantly lower than ~80% overall average commonly cited. For that to
happen, the graph implies that the false positive rate would have to be about 17% - more than
double the USPSTF estimate. Even for biannual screening alone, it would have to be about 10% more than the USPSTF overall figure. Obviously, we can't claim both: this low overall false positive
rate, and ~80% overall mammography sensitivity.
And, as the above look at the sensitivity figures in various studies suggests, the BCSC data
used by Yankaskas et al. and also preferentially used by the USPSTF, are probably biased toward
higher than actual sensitivity.
For comparison, results from another study are plotted (magenta) showing ROC for digital vs.
film mammography for 42,000 women screened on 33 sites in U.S. and Canada (Pisano et al.
2005). According to it, the overall sensitivity for the same range of false-positive rate is
approximately
in the 35-50% range.
The authors noted lower sensitivity than in other studies, and offered that it is due to the
longer period used for entering diagnosed cancers, 15 vs. usual 12 month after the screen. It
hardly can explain this much of a difference (participants in this study didn't have a mammogram
in previous 11 months, so their averaged status is somewhere between annual and biannual
screening), but well illustrates both, the magnitude of discrepancy between results based on two
different sources, and magnitude of bias possible by selecting specific methods and criteria.
With evidently inconclusive, contradicting available data, the best we can do is to draw some
general outlines for the sensitivity figures of X-ray mammography.
For an individual woman, the actual figure for mammographic sensitivity depends mainly on
her breast density, which is highly correlated to women's hormonal status: younger women, as
well as those undergoing hormonal therapy, have generally denser breasts, and a higher risk of
false negative.
So, depending mainly on breast density and procedure, the actual U.S. screening sensitivity
range for X-ray mammography, for the large majority of women, seems to be approximately
between 1 in 3 (~33% sensitivity) and 9 in 10 (~90%) of the existing BC detected, with the
overall average probably somewhere around 2 in 3. That is within the sensitivity range outlined by
the large BC random controlled trials (although that figure itself - should we say expectedly varies dramatically with the source, e.g. 74-88% Fletcher et al. 1993, 61-100% Laszlo Tabar's
Organizing Committee Report 1996, 39-89% Shen and Zelen 2001).
So, the overall average for screening sensitivity in the U.S. is, very approximately, between
60% and 70%. This still seems somewhat optimistic, considering that it is common knowledge
that between 1/3 and 1/2 of all detected breast cancers in the screening programs are interval
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cancers, i.e. not detected by screening. Accordingly,
the actual overall sensitivity of mammography screening is probably closer to 60%.
In other words, in the real world, about 3 in 5 breast cancers are detected by the
mammography screening. This is lower than what most women imagine, but it is well known and
generally accepted fact. A recent study on nearly 600 breast cancer surgery patients found that
only 57% of them had their cancer detected by screening (Palpable Presentation of Breast Cancer
Persists in the Era of Screening Mammography, Mathis et al. 2010).
The actual screening sensitivity is even lower, because sensitivity figures routinely do not
account for overdiagnosis, i.e. the fact that roughly 1 in 4 to 1 in 3 of the cancers diagnosed
through screening is not a malignancy. In other words, since some 20% to 33% of the "true
positives" are not breast cancers, the sensitivity rate, expressed as true positives vs. all screened
women with BC, i.e.
sensitivity=(true positives)/(true positives + false negatives)
is closer to 50% level,
or 1 in 2.
Flip the coin.
Expectedly, due to a fewer number of interval cancers, screening sensitivity is somewhat higher
with annual, as opposed to biannual screening. Also, it is significantly higher at the first (prevalent)
screen, compared to subsequent (incident) screens.
What has to be clearly stated, is that for the relatively small, but still significant number of
women - particularly those with high BC risk and very dense breasts - mammography has very low
sensitivity: anywhere from single digits to 20-30%. These women have every right to know that.
Follows more detailed overview of the rate of false positives in screening mammography.

II - 13. Mammography risks: False positive
False positive mammogram is the positive test result not confirmed during subsequent
evaluation. Specifically, mammogram classified as 0, 3, 4 and 5 according to BIRAD's (Breast
Imaging Reporting and Data System, American College of Radiology) code (1-negative; 2-benign
finding. negative: 3-probably benign finding; 4-suspicious abnormality;
5-highly suggestive of malignancy; and 0-additional
evaluation needed) not fallowed with breast cancer diagnosis within specified time after the test,
usually 12 months. Some sources do not include mammograms classified under 0.
As mentioned, false positives of the mammography screening test for breast cancer (BC) are
considered more of a risk than false negatives. They involve recall to additional testing, possible
biopsy and unnecessary treatment, including radiotherapy, chemo and mastectomy or
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lumpectomy. It is always accompanied by distress that can last for months.
Unlike false negatives, which mainly affect the woman, false positives put additional burden on
the health care system; that may be a part of the reason why it is given more attention to. The
fact that about half of the screening-related medical malpractice payments cover claims based on
false-negative mammography tests also may explain why false-negatives as a possible
mammography harm are in relative obscurity.
In addition, since its false negative rate is very significant, it is not exactly promoting the test,
and it is only to expect it would be downplayed in the "nothing-but-good-about-mammography"
era.
That said, false positives affect far more women than false negatives: more specifically, for
every false negative there is roughly
a hundred false positives.
While the nominal rate is greater for false negatives than positives (~25% vs. ~10%) the
difference is that the false-positive rate applies to all screened women, while false-negative rate is
limited only to the very small group of women with breast cancer.
False-positive rate and specificity
As shown in Table 1, the rate of false-positives is given as a ratio of false positives vs. all
positive tests. However, it is common in the screening mammography context to give the false
positives rate (p) as a ratio of false positives (FP) vs. all BC-free women tested, i.e. vs. false
positives + true negatives (TN) total. The formula is:
p=FP/(FP+TN)
as a ratio number, or %FP=100FP/(FP+TN). If expressed as a ratio, the rate of false positives p
is directly related to another indicator of test efficacy, specificity, as s'=TN/(FP+TN) as p=1-s':
FALSE-POSITIVE RATE = 1 - SPECIFICITY
(or p=100-s' for p and s' in %), and
SPECIFICITY = 1 - FALSE-POSITIVE RATE = 1-p
(specificity ratio is denoted by s' for not to be confused with the sensitivity ratio s)
So, while the false-positive rate directly determines specificity (i.e. the odds of the disease-free
status correctly confirmed by test), false-negative rate directly determines sensitivity (the odds of
having an existing disease detected by a test).
Specificity is a test efficiency indicator frequently used for X-ray mammography screening.
Unlike sensitivity, which is limited to the BC-affected portion of screened population, specificity
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evaluates test's efficiency for those that are disease-free, i.e. it shows how accurate test is in
confirming that a person does not have a disease s/he is being tested for.
In screening mammography, specificity is the ratio between the number of BC-free women
that tested negative and a total of BC-free women. Or, defining "true negative" as the test result
that correctly indicates the absence of disease,
SPECIFICITY = TRUE NEGATIVES VS. (TRUE NEGATIVES + FALSE POSITIVES)
It represents the odds of getting correct test result of not having BC.
Specificity figures for the X-ray mammography vary somewhat with the source. In the
Canadian trial, specificity was 94%, implying that about 15 in 16 screened BC-free women had
their disease-free status properly confirmed (the rest of 6% of disease-free women had a falsepositive test which, divided with the number of all positive tests, gives the rate of false positives).
The latest USPSTF specificity figures for screening mammography are conflicting. The 2009
Recommendation statement cites 94-97% (implying 3-6% false positive rate), based on their 2002
"evidence review" (Humphrey et al. 2002). At the same time, the 2009 Systematic Evidence
Review Update (Nelson et al.) directly implies 90-94% (Table 3). It is still too optimistic, since it is
common - and it is well known - for mammography specificity to be in the 85-95% range.
The rate of false positives in the U.S. seems to be increasing: the call-back rate per
mammogram for women aged 50-69y was 6.5% in a 1998 study (Elmore et al.), and 12.6% in
2003 (Green and Taplin). Also, they nearly doubled in community setting from 1985 to 1993
(Elmore et al. 2002). Part of it is the high rate of malpractice lawsuits - the largest portion of it
being for missed BC - which pressures U.S. radiologists to lower the bar for recalls. At present,
U.S. recall rate is roughly
double that in most European countries,
while its BC-detection rates remain similar (beside much higher lawsuit rates in the U.S., the
reasons for this discrepancy are also more experienced radiologists in Europe, practice of double
reading, and set of standards set and monitored by the screening program).
In general, false positive rates are somewhat lower than the average for women over 70y, and
higher for the 40-49y age group. The USPSTF's most recent report puts the rate of false positive
mammograms at nearly 10% for the 40-49y, and nearly 9% for 50-59y age group (BCSC data; as
mentioned, it at the same time implies less than half as high false-positive rate by stating 0.940.97 overall mammography specificity, based on the large random controlled trials).
Taking 10% as the probable overall average, one in ten mammograms would be false positive.
With annual screening over 10-year period, it would come to 100% rate of false positives; in other
words, after ten years of annual screening, there would be
one false positive averaged per every single screened woman.
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The actual rate tends to become lower as screening period extends, but current data indicates
that still more than half of women screened in a 10-year period would have false positive.
The significance of false positives stems from both, their relatively high frequency and their
consequences. The immediate consequence is psychological distress, which can last for months,
and negatively affect woman's everyday's life and wellbeing. In addition, most women with
positive screening mammogram will undergo additional screening - either another mammography
test, thermography, and/or MRI.
Significant portion of women with a false positive result will also undergo unnecessary biopsy.
According to the USPSTF 2009 report, biopsy rate for these women ranges from about 1 in 10 for
age 40-49y to 1 in 6 for 80-89y (Screening for Breast Cancer: Systematic Evidence Review Update
for the U. S. Preventive Services Task Force, Nelson et al. 2009). The average in the 40-69y age
group, for which there is more data than for the 70+y group, is about one biopsy for every eight
false positives.
These figures, however, may be too optimistic. Despite this USPSTF report implying that the
underlying data (Breast Cancer Surveillance Consortium, a collaborative network of five
mammography registries and affiliated sites across the United States) "may be" more applicable to
the U.S. than data originating from other countries, it also adds that "Rates of additional imaging
and rates of biopsies may be underestimated due to incomplete capture of these exams by the
BCSC.".
And, indeed, they appear to be underestimated. In a large community-based study in
California, the estimated cumulative biopsy rate after 10 mammograms was nearly 19%, vs.
estimated cumulative false-positive rate of 49%. That implies nearly 40%, or 2 in 5 biopsy vs.
false-positive rate (Elmore et al. 1998, 2400 women 40-69y),
more than three times the biopsies-to-false-positives ratio estimated by the USPSTF.
And, the ratio in Elmore et al. should probably be even higher, considering that it reports a
single fine-needle biopsy for every five open or surgical biopsies. In the study period, 1984-1995,
fine-needle biopsy was commonly used (it started being replaced by core biopsy in most centers in
the mid 1990s), and should have been used roughly as much as the other two combined - if not
more.
Also, as the authors note, the overall percentage of false positives in the study was 6.5%,
while the national average is "nearly twice as high".
A smaller study that followed the fate of 352 women who received false positive mammogram
in the first round of the Stockholm mammography screening trial found that they averaged more
than 3 visits to the physician, with 1 in 2 having an additional mammogram, more than 1 in 1
having fine needle aspiration biopsies (397 biopsies), and 1 in 4 having surgical biopsy before
being declared BC-free.
Six months after mammogram, only 64% of these women knew that their positive
mammogram was an error. In the above mentioned Elmore et al. only 128 biopsies out of 188
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(67%) were performed within 1 year from the false-positive test. Knowing that the USPSTF report
counts in
only biopsies performed within 60 days from screening
seems to explain, at least in part, the lower biopsy rate estimate by this agency.
A 150 women with a false positive from the second round of screening of the Stockholm trial
averaged a very similar rate of visits, additional mammograms, fine needle aspiration and surgical
biopsies, as those from the first round (Neglected aspects of false positive findings of
mammography in breast cancer screening: analysis of false positive cases from the Stockholm
trial, Lidbrinka et al. 1995).
Another large U.S. study of mammography registers in six states (California, Colorado, New
Hampshire, New Mexico, Vermont and Washington), with 1985-97 data on 389,533 women aged
30-69y, also does not agree with the USPSTF biopsy rate estimate. Study reports about 1 biopsy
for every 8 false positives (for the 40-69y age group), but with fine needle biopsies excluded
(Kerlikowske et al. 2000). Assuming about as many fine needle biopsies, the ratio increases to
about 1 biopsy for every 4 false positives: somewhat lower than in Elmore et al. but
still about double the USPSTF estimate.
Disagreements between the overall evidence and publicly projected figures on the benefits and
harms of screening mammography are rather common. Though the USPSTF works through what
is, at least on paper, a panel of independent health care experts, it is evident that its objectivity is
compromised by the omnipresent influence of the pro-screening establishment. It is generally
biased toward promoting unrealistically high efficacy of mammography screening, but even more
so when it comes to downplaying harms of screening, and particularly overtreatment resulting
from test's inaccuracy.
Another test efficacy indicator associated with the test's false positive rate is the positive
predictive value (PPV), a ratio, or percentage, of confirmed breast cancer diagnoses (true
positives, TP, or women with positive test who actually have BC) vs. all positive mammograms
(true positives+false positives, TP+FP), i.e.
PPV=TP/(TP+FP)
If c is the breast cancer incidence rate, PPV is related to both, sensitivity (S) and specificity (S')
as
PPV=cS/(1+cS-S')
where all are given as ratio numbers. Since cS is small relative to 1 and S', good approximation is
PPV~cS/(1-S').
It implies that, for given BC rate, the PPV value is directly proportional to test sensitivity, and
inversely proportional to (1-S'), i.e. false-positive rate. However, since the two are correlated, as
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the ROC curves illustrate, with the sensitivity increase by roughly a third from the low to high end
of the range followed by a threefold increase in the false positive rate,
PPV value generally decreases with the increase in sensitivity.
Breast cancer incidence rate also has more influence on the PPV value than sensitivity, since it
changes threefold, from about 0.25% for the 40-49y group to about 0.8% for women 70y and
over. As the ROC curves show, both, sensitivity and incidence rate increase with age, but it is in
part offset by the simultaneous increase in false positive rate (i.e. decreasing specificity).
So, in real life, with all three variables changing according to the age group, PPV value
increases significantly going from the low to high end of the age range.
USPSTF's estimate of the PPV range in randomized controlled trials is quite loose: 2-22%, or
from 1 in 50 to 2 in 9 for mammograms recommended for further evaluation. For those
recommended for biopsy, the USPSTF indicates PPV range of 12-78%.
Since the sensitivity of screening varied only from 39% (HIP trial) to 89% (Stockholm trial),
and about half as much with the HIP excluded, there had to be a significant differences in the
methodology and criteria applied from one study to another in order for the PPV range to vary up
to 11-fold. For instance, some trials may have included both, "suspicious" and "inconclusive"
mammograms as positive, while others only counted the former; some may have excluded false
positives resulting from "technical" errors, some not; and so on.
The same ROC indicate that the corresponding PPV for all women, for biannual screening and
0.6% BC incidence rate, would range from about 7% at the low end of the sensitivity range
(~60%) to about 3% at the high end (~80% sensitivity). Regardless of the incidence rate, the PPV
value varies not much more than twofold.
Similarly to screening sensitivity, these trial PPV figures are somewhat inflated by neglecting
overdiagnosis, i.e. the fact that relatively significant portion of the "true positives" (positive tests
confirmed by a diagnosed BC) were not actually a malignant disease.
Analogous to the positive predicting value, the test accuracy indicator showing what portion of
all negative tests are true negatives is called the negative predictive value.
The relationship between various accuracy indicators of screening mammography and its falsenegative, false-positive and BC detection rates is illustrated below using USPSTF's estimates,
based on the Breast Cancer Surveillance Consortium (BCSC) data.
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MAMMOGRAPHY SCREENING EFFICACY
(A,B,C,D sorce: Screening for Breast Cancer: Systematic Evidence Review Update for the
U.S. Preventive Services Task Force, Nelson et al. 2009)
TEST RESULT

Number per 1000 screened

∎ Direct data

AGE (Y)

∎ Based on direct data
∎ Corrected for 25% overdiagnosis

40-49 50-59 60-69 70-79 80-89

A

FALSE NEGATIVE

1.0

1.1

1.4

1.5

1.4

B

FALSE POSITIVE
- Additional imaging
- Biopsy

97.8
84.3
9.3

86.6
75.9
10.8

79.0
70.2
11.6

68.8
64.0
12.2

59.4
56.3
10.5

C

SCREEN DETECTED
INVASIVE CANCER

1.8

3.4

5.0

6.5

7.0

D

SCREEN DETECTED DCIS
(DCIS=Ductal Carcinoma
In Situ)

0.8

1.3

1.5

1.4

1.5

w/o overdiagnosis

72

81

82

84

86

with 25% overdiagnosis

68

77

79

81

83

90

91

92

93

94

w/o overdiagnosis

2.6

5.1

7.6

10.3

12.5

with 25% overdiagnosis

2.1

4.2

6.2

8.4

10.3

w/o overdiagnosis

28

19

18

16

14

with 25% overdiagnosis

32

23

21

19

17

SENSITIVITY (%)
(C+D):(C+D+A)

SPECIFICITY (%), 1-(B/1000)
POSITIVE PREDICTIVE
VALUE (%)
(C+D):(B+C+D)
FALSE NEGATIVES (%)
A/(A+C+D)

Test sensitivity is given by a ratio true positives vs. true (diagnosed) BC (multiplied by 100 for
%), or as 1-FNR (FNR=false-negative rate, given as false negatives vs. diagnosed BC).
The category "diagnosed BC" creates ambiguity, since it is known that due to the non-specific
sensitivity of X-ray mammography and limitations of diagnostic techniques
up to 1 in 3 of diagnosed BC are pseudo-disease,
or overdiagnosis, which wouldn't become symptomatic in woman's lifetime. Hence the sensitivity
figure can be defined either as true-positives vs. total of true BC, or as true-positives vs. total of
diagnosed BC. The former is correct, the latter is not, but it is accepted as relevant.
Published mammography sensitivity figures routinely ignore overdiagnosis, which lowers the
sensitivity figure. The table gives an example of how much a quite conservative 25% overdiagnosis
rate, defined as the percent of pseudo vs. actual BC, would lower test sensitivity (violet fields).
Specificity is given as a ratio of true-negative tests vs. total of BC-free women, or as 1-FPR
(FPR=false-positive rate, given as false positives vs. all women tested). It is not appreciably
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affected by overdiagnosis, due to the number of BC cases being negligibly small compared to that
of false positives.
It should be noted that the more appropriate ratio for the false-positive rate would be falsepositives vs. actual BC. It is only due to it revealing
how poorly screening mammography alone differentiates
between malignant and benign growth,
how still poor at it are the post-screening diagnostic techniques, and how high is the risk of getting
false positive, that it is not the accepted practice.
Positive predictive value, a ratio of all positive tests vs. diagnosed or real BC, and rate of false
negatives are also given with and without 25% overdiagnosis.
From the 40-49y to 80-89y group, respectively, it implies approximately 60-80% sensitivity
range (corrected for 25% overdiagnosis), 90-94% specificity, 2-10% positive predictive value, and
34%-18% false negative rate.
In other words, 6 to 8 women with BC, out of ten, do have correct test result, 90 to 94 cancer
free women, out of 100, will have correct test result, 1 out of 50 to 1 out of 10 with positive test
result will actually have breast cancer,
and 1 in 3 to 1 in 5 women with breast cancer will have
negative test result.
As mentioned, the above USPSTF figures are not necessarily accurate, even as a coarse
statistical average. For instance, studies have shown that test sensitivity for women with very
dense breast drops into 30-40% range, much lower than the USPSTF's low end. Also, the authors
imply that the figures for additional imaging and biopsies "may be" underestimated, and there is
no attempt to factor in any estimate of overdiagnosis (diagnosing as breast cancer tissue
formations that would have never become cancerous) and resulting overtreatment.
Since the existence of these pseudo-cancers in the "true positives" category directly adds to the
number of "screen-detected" cancers, it also implies lower actual sensitivity and positive predictive
value (it also slightly increases the rate of false positives, but it has no appreciable effect on test's
specificity).
According to research, roughly 2/3 of overdiagnosed breast cancers are diagnosed as invasive,
with the rest being carcinomas in situ (CIS). The approximate rate of overdiagnosis for invasive BC
alone is 1 in 4 (33%), and 1 in 3 (50%) with CIS cases added (Overdiagnosis in publicly organised
mammography screening programmes: systematic review of incidence trends, Jørgensen and
Gøtzsche, 2010).
Factoring in this magnitude of overdiagnosis would significantly diminish screening efficacy, as
measured by its sensitivity, positive predictive value and false-negative rate among screened
women with BC. For illustration, these indicators in the above table are recalculated for the
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conservative overdiagnosis rate of 25% (it is almost certainly higher - up to twofold - in the main
screening group, 50-65y).
Note that presenting false-negatives in the usual manner, only in the total of screened
population, is highly misleading. Commonly cited as 1 in 1,000, it appears to be totally negligible.
However, in its relevant context, as a rate of false negatives vs. number of all tested women that
do have breast cancer, it becomes highly significant: calculated as specified in the table (bottom),
it ranges from 26% to 14% without accounting for overdiagnosis, and from 34% to
18% with 25% overdiagnosis rate,

from 40-49y to 80-89y age group, respectively.
The latter figures, factoring in this overdiagnosis rate, is more realistic, although probably still
conservative rate of false negatives. In the total of screened women with the disease for the 4069y age range the rate of false negatives is, approximately, between 1 in 3 in the early forties and
1 in 5 in late sixties.
Despite being very approximate, these figures are in fairly good agreement with the direct
USPSTF estimate figures given in the MAMMOGRAPHY RISKS table.
Next will address the long neglected risk of X-ray mammographic screening - overdiagnosis:
the possibility that apparent malignant growth diagnosed as breast cancer is not actually
threatening women's health.

II - 14. Mammography risks: Overdiagnosis and overtreatment
For nearly two decades since the introduction of screening mammography, these two words overdiagnosis and overtreatment - were nearly unheard of in relation to it. If ever mentioned, it
would be only as a couple more of unimportant ones among the rest of its "negligible" negatives.
Some major players in this arena maintain such position to this day. However, this "negligible
negative" has all the chances to become that straw which will brake the camel's back, ending the
era of screening mammography.
By definition, overdiagnosis is the rate of excess breast cancer (BC) diagnoses over the
number of actual BC; in other words, it is the rate of abnormal growths diagnosed as breast
cancer that would not become symptomatic during woman's lifetime. It is usually given in
percents, vs. rate of actual BC given as 100%. So, if overdiagnosis rate is, say, 25%, it is with
respect to the 100% actual BC figure, implying that 1 in 5 diagnosed women has pseudo-disease
(according to a simple formula, 1 in 1+100/OR, OR being the overdiagnosis rate in percents). Such
apparently malignant growths, including both, those diagnosed as in situ and invasive,
wouldn't have progressed, or would regress/vanish
without any intervention.
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Overtreatment, on the other hand, is simply any unnecessary treatment, regardless of the
presence, or nature of abnormal growth. Thus, overtreatment is not necessarily related to
overdiagnosis, i.e. erroneous diagnosis of breast cancer. It can also result from unnecessarily
extensive, or invasive treatment of an actual BC or, not seldom, from preventive, just-in-case
treatments of only suspicious growths. But most of it does result from erroneously diagnosed BC.
What is the estimated magnitude of overdiagnosis due to screening mammography? The
USPSTF maintains to this day their "research-based" figure of overdiagnosis due to the screening
being probably in the 1-10% range (Screening for Breast Cancer: Systematic Evidence Review
Update for the U. S. Preventive Services Task Force, Nelson et al. 2009). Is USPSTF a bit selective
of the evidence in its "evidence-based" review? Let's see.
As usual in the mammography screening context, most studies belong to one of the two
opposing groups: one that finds the effect significant, and the other that finds it negligible. If it is a
negative, as in this case, then the majority of studies that find the effect negligible are authored by
well known pro-screening researchers.
Here are those from the USPSTF reference list that find overdiagnosis rate negligibly low:

⇩2003 - 5% overdiagnosis rate for carcinoma in-situ (CIS) diagnoses at the incident (i.e.
first) screen (Quantifying the potential problem of overdiagnosis of ductal carcinoma in situ in
breast cancer screening, Yen, Tabar, Smith, Duffy et al. , an estimate based on data taken from
the Two-County trial, the UK, the Netherlands, Australia and the USA)
⇩2005 - 1% overdiagnosis rate (Overdiagnosis and overtreatment of breast cancer:
estimates of overdiagnosis from two trials of mammographic screening for breast cancer, Duffy,
Tabar et al., for the Two-County and Göteborg trials)
⇩2006 - 4.6% overdiagnosis rate (Estimate of overdiagnosis of breast cancer due to
mammography after adjustment for lead time, Paci et al., based on data from screening programs
in Northern and Central Italy, 36% overdiagnosis rate before adjustment for lead time)
⇩2006 - 5% overdiagnosis rate (Overdiagnosis, sojourn time, and sensitivity in the
Copenhagen mammography screening program, Olsen AH, Duffy et al.)
⇩2006 - 3% overdiagnosis rate (Overdiagnosis and overtreatment of breast cancer:
microsimulation modelling estimates based on observed screen and clinical data, deKoning et al.,
based on Dutch screening program data)
These are the USPSTF reference studies with more substantial rates of overdiagnosis:

⇧2004 - without screening, 1/3 of all invasive breast cancers in the age group 50-69 years
would not have been detected in the patients' lifetime (Incidence of breast cancer in Norway and
Sweden during introduction of nationwide screening: prospective cohort study, Zahl et al.,
observational study based on data on 1.4 million Norwegian and 2.9 million Swedish women)
⇧2005 - 3%-31% overdiagnosis rate (Overdiagnosis and overtreatment of breast cancer:
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overdiagnosis in randomised controlled trials of breast cancer screening, Moss)

⇧2006 - analysis of data from the 15-year follow-up on Malmo random controlled trial (RCT)
comes up with 10% overdiagnosis rate (Rate of over-diagnosis of breast cancer 15 years after end
of Malmö mammographic screening trial: follow-up study, Zackrisson et al.); that same year,
Welch showed that correcting the estimate for dilution (systematic screening within control group)
raises the estimate to 18% (How much overdiagnosis?), and Gøtzsche and Jørgensen showed that
further correcting for opportunistic screening within control group raises the rate to 25% (Estimate
of harm/benefit ratio of mammography screening was five times too optimistic)
These were plainly omitted from the report:

⇧2005 - 54% and 21% overdiagnosis rate for 50-59y and 60-69y age group, respectively,
adjusted for lead time (Increased incidence of invasive breast cancer after the introduction of
service screening with mammography in Sweden, Jonsson et al.)
⇧2006 - 36% differential between the early-stages-detected BC increase (1.52 ratio) and
later-stages-detected BC (1.16) after introduction of screening, indicating ~36% overdiagnosis
rate (Assessing the impact of screening mammography: Breast cancer incidence and mortality
rates in Connecticut (1943-2002), Anderson et al.)
⇧2006 - systematic analysis of seven BC randomized controlled trials (RCT), estimated 30%
overdiagnosis/overtreatment (Screening for breast cancer with mammography. Cochrane
Database Syst Rev, Gøtzsche and Nielsen, Nordic Cochrane Center)
⇧2009 - updated systematic analysis of eight RCT, estimated 30%
overdiagnosis/overtreatment (Gøtzsche and Nielsen, Nordic Cochrane Center, published 6 months
prior to publication of the USPSTF report)
⇧2009 - averaged 52% overdiagnosis rate for screened vs. not screened populations in the
United Kingdom; Manitoba, Canada; New South Wales, Australia; Sweden; and parts of Norway
(Overdiagnosis in publicly organised mammography screening programmes: systematic review of
incidence trends, Jørgensen and Gøtzsche, for 7-year period before and after introduction of
screening, assuming 10% carcinoma in city share for the four regions - other than Manitoba - that
did not include in situ diagnoses; published four months before USPSTF report).
And these came in after the USPSTF report:

⇧2009 - 31-51% (depending on the statistical method) overdiagnosis rate for invasive breast
cancer (Estimates of overdiagnosis of invasive breast cancer associated with screening
mammography, Morrell et al., based on data for women in New South Wales, Australia)
⇧2010 - up to 47% for invasive BC (Breast cancer incidence and overdiagnosis in Catalonia,
Martinez-Alonso et al.)
⇧2011 - updated systematic analysis of eight RCT, estimated 30%
overdiagnosis/overtreatment (Gøtzsche and Nielsen, Nordic Cochrane Center)
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⇧2012 - 15-25% overdiagnosis rate for invasive BC (Overdiagnosis of Invasive Breast Cancer
Due to Mammography Screening: Results From the Norwegian Screening Program, Kalager et al.)
The 2009 USPSTF report, of course, couldn't have used these last four studies (Morell et al.
was published the same month); they are included to show most recent developments. It could,
however, use the two 2009 Nordic Cochrane Center studies, one published six months earlier
(which was merely a confirmation of the rate from their 2006 systematic review), and the other
four months prior to its publication (USPSTF report almost certainly got expedited review and
publication by the Annals of Internal Medicine journal, in which case the publication lag time is
typically within a month).
Some of the ignored studies point specifically to the probable origins of overdiagnosis:
The findings were further confirmed by the observation of a disappearance in the screened
population of the notch in the increasing trend of age-specific breast cancer incidence for the ages
after menopause. This notch could indicate hormone-related retardation in tumour growth around
menopause. It appears that many of these clinically insignificant, retarded tumours are detected
with screening mammography. (Jonsson et al.)
However, the disparity between the dramatic rise in early-stage tumors compared to the more
modest declines in late-stage disease and mortality suggests that many mammography-derived
early-stage lesions may never progress to late-stage cancers and pose a threat to life. (Anderson
at al.)
Of course, USPSTF could have included some more of the studies with negligible overdiagnosis
estimates as well. Between 2003 and 2006, Duffy alone co-authored five papers, all finding
overdiagnosis rate negligibly low. Ann-Helen Olsen was similarly productive, with one of her
studies denying that overdiagnosis even exists (Breast cancer incidence after the start of
mammography screening in Denmark, 2003). Perhaps, crowding USPSTF report with this type of
studies would have been counterproductive (too obvious), so it used just enough of "studies"
produced to deny significance of overdiagnosis in mammography to construct the desired view of
its low-to-negligible risk.
What could have made the USPSTF report authors tell us that overdiagnosis rate is in most
sources between 1% and 10% - and, indeed, two out of three times put it plainly as 1% to 10% despite their own reference studies clearly indicating that it could be
up to several times higher than their highest estimate?
It is enlightening with respect to the environment in which is all this taking place, to mention
that the Nordic Cochrane Center did found years before their 2006 report, back in 2001, that the
available RCT data do indicate 30% overdiagnosis rate. The Danes were very surprised that this
significant piece of information was not reported.
In a little while, they weren't so surprised anymore. Usually liberal editors of the Cochrane
Breast Cancer Editors Group
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did not allow them to publish this factual finding so powerful was opposition of the mighty global pro-mammography-screening camp to make this
big negative of mammography screening publicly known.
It took another five years of wrestling with the opposition, involving, according to the authors,
Cochrane ombudsman, for this information to break out of the censorship (It is time for a new
paradigm for overdiagnosis with screening mammography, Jørgensen and Gøtzsche, 2009).
Is it due to such censorship wall, and various forms of pressure, why USPSTF - and other
professional and governmental institutions that should relay correct information about
mammography screening - failed to actually deliver it? Very likely. With this in mind, it is less
surprising that the 2010 American Cancer Society (one of the first and staunchest promoters of
public screening) guidelines
don't even mention overdiagnosis as screening negative.
That, of course, makes it easier to "solve" the related to it overtreatment problem as well.
How is it possible that such a wide discrepancy in estimating overdiagnosis rate exists, in the
first place? What is the main difference between the group of studies that came up with negligible
overdiagnosis rate, and those others?
It is that all those finding that overdiagnosis rate is negligible do not focus on actual data;
rather, they use them to construct statistical models
using most often unverified and unverifiable assumptions - such as arbitrary values
for "expected" rates outside of the time period covered by the data, lead time,
screening parameters, and others - in order to obtain desired figures.
Or they use non-transparent methods, not allowing the reader to see where the results they
present are coming from, or how they were obtained.
For instance, the 5% overdiagnosis for carcinoma in-situ (CIS) in Yen, Tabar, Smith, Duffy et
al., is absurd, since it is common knowledge that less than 1 in 3 of the diagnosed carcinomas of
this type progress to invasive BC. And, since about 25% of all screen-detected BC, according to
the USPSTF (somewhat more for the 40-49y age group, somewhat less for 70+y group), are CIS,
this figure does matter in the total overdiagnosis rate figure.
But the "Markov process model" used in this study, fed with appropriate assumptions, did
produce the desired figure, also giving to it a fake "scientific" aura. And so did "Markov Chain
Monte Carlo methods" in Duffy, Tabar et al., "microsimulation modelling" in deKoning et al., and
similar statistical manipulations in literally all of the studies from this group of "researchers".
Or, let's look at how Paci et al. "corrects" the 36% excess BC diagnoses rate in the screened
population down to 4.6% by adjusting it for lead time. They follow populations six years before,
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and five years after screening, and argue that the rate of excess diagnoses should be corrected
because earlier diagnosis due to screening effectively shifts screen-detected BCs ahead of clinically
detected ones in time and, in any limited time frame, packs in more BC diagnoses with than
without screening. So they make certain, unspecified assumptions, calculate unspecified lead time,
and present the resulting plots corrected for it, which nearly eliminate excess diagnoses in the
screened populations.
Besides its method being very non-transparent, the study has another "little" problem. If
overdiagnosis rate was as low as they say, plots that initially show excess in BC diagnoses for
screened population would fall back to just above the level of unscreened population after a time
period approximately equaling lead time. But it never happened. The actual data
show either none, or no significant compensatory drop in the excess BC diagnoses
among screened populations
within periods of up to 10 years. Since the lag time ranges between one and three years, or so,
compensatory drop that would nearly cancel out the initial jump in the rate of BC diagnoses, would
have to be clearly evident in the real data.
The fact that it is not there means that
most of the excess diagnoses in the screened population are pseudo-disease
(overdiagnosis),
and that what Paci et al. present as "research study" is in irreparable conflict with the actual data.
Most kindly, it can be labeled as "statistical fiction".
In fact, none of the single-digit overdiagnosis rate figure clears this direct empirical test - they
are simply contradicting the reality. And the reality shows in the actual BC incidence data over
extended periods of time. Here's what it looks like for several countries, from Australia to Canada.
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Note that the specific regions are New South Wales in Australia, Manitoba in Canada, and
Akershus, Oslo, Rogaland, and Hordaland counties in Norway.
These windows into the real-life data show consistent pattern of BC diagnosis incidence rapidly
raising with the screening rate in the 50-69y age group, approaching or even exceeding those in
the 70+y group (which is generally out of screening programs) rate, without falling down near the
level expected w/o screening (dotted line w/arrow).
Compensatory drop is seen as the drop of observed rate vs. expected rate in the post-screening
age group (70+). It occurred in Canada, Sweden and Norway, but it is significantly smaller than
the rate increase in the screening age group (50-69y). On the other hand, Australia had rate
increase in the post-screening age group as well, which may be related to the rate increase in the
pre-screening (40-49y) age group (perhaps relatively significant number of women from both
groups did undergo opportunistic screening).
Likewise, compensatory drop in the post-screening age group in Canada may have been a
result of factors not related to screening, which also caused rate drop in the pre-screening age
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group.
Unlike "model-constructing" studies, this study also includes data for the 40-49y age group.
Even if not invited, the BC diagnosis incidence in this group is very important for understanding the
overall picture, because it reflects the presence and effects of the incidence factors other than
screening (increase in BC awareness, use of preventive measures, changes in diet and lifestyle,
and alike).
A brief summary of the results is given in table below:
BC INCIDENCE RATES AND OVERDIAGNOSIS (Jørgensen and Gøtzsche, 2009)
UK

CANADA

AUSTRALIA SWEDEN NORWAY

Screening age (50-69y)
Observed

278

318/375*

291

328

303

Expected

197

236/236*

211

242

213

OBSERVED/EXPECTED

1.41

1.35/1.59

1.38

1.35

1.42

Post-screening age (70+y)
Observed

278

401/442*

317

303

246

Expected

277

498/522*

289

338

289

OBSERVED/EXPECTED

1.01

0.81/0.85

1.10

0.9

0.85

Partial compensatory drop

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

w/CIS

n/a

44

n/a

n/a

n/a

w/10% CIS

57

-

53

46

52

UK

CANADA

Overdiagnosis (%)

*with CIS (carcinoma in-situ)

AUSTRALIA SWEDEN NORWAY

The overall rate of overdiagnosis is estimated at 52% (assuming 10% of diagnosed cancers
being CIS where the data was for invasive BC only, a rather conservative rate), and 35% for
invasive BC only. That implies that 1 in 3 of all diagnosed BC, and 1 in 4 of diagnosed invasive BC
were pseudo disease, which would never progress to a malignancy.
The four studies that came out after the USPSTF report add more support to already solidly
established view that screening result in unacceptably high rate of overdiagnosis. And it is probably
worse in the U.S., considering that screening sensitivity and the rate of false positives are
significantly higher in the U.S. than in Western Europe overall, and in most of the Western world,
due to better qualified radiologists, as well as better procedures and standards in the latter.
Results of one of these studies, finding near-zero overdiagnosis rate for women that entered
screening program in their 60-ies - sharply lower than the 30%-40% rate for those that entered in
their 50-ies - indicate that
most of pseudo-cancerous growths develop during the 6th decade of woman's life,
and regress to undetectable or vanish by the 7th decade.
That fairly well fits into the pattern outlined by available data: women in their 50ies are at the
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greatest risk of being diagnosed by breast malignancy without actually having it. The risk is still
significant for those in their 40ies, even younger - as many as 22 out of 110 consecutive autopsies
of women averaging 39 years of age showed abnormal growth that would have been diagnosed as
breast cancer, 20 of them being carcinoma in situ (Breast cancer and atypia among young and
middle-aged women: a study of 110 medicolegal autopsies, Nielsen et al. 1987).
Since the chances for CIS to turn malignant are less than 30%, on the average, as many as
14, or so, of them could have been diagnosed with breast cancer through screening, despite their
tissue change being biologically benign, or never progressing to the symptomatic malignancy. That
is about 13% incidence,
higher than the lifetime risk of developing breast cancer.
Overtreatment
One of the main arguments for mammography screening was that earlier detection will
expose women to less invasive treatment. The reality is, however, different. Higher detection
sensitivity resulted in more of invasive treatment - biopsies, mastectomies, lumpectomies,
radiation - rather than less, and most of it was not needed.
Abnormal growths detected by mammography and diagnosed as breast cancer are all treated
generally the same, as if they are real cancers. Thus women with pseudo-disease are treated
unnecessarily, which is not only inconvenient and costly, it may - and often does - result in trauma,
permanent psychological scars and disfigurement. It may also expose these women to
unnecessary-treatment-related risks, such as radiation.
There is relatively little research with respect to overtreatment due to mammography
screening. The American Cancer Society 2010 guidelines don't even mention overdiagnosis, so
there is no overtreatment problem as well. The USPSTF 2009 report doesn't even contain a word
"overtreatment". Needless to say, screening proponents
prefer that women don't know about it.
Still, the data we have is more than compelling;
● introduction of screening in Southeast Netherlands was followed by 71% and 84% increase
in breast-preserving surgery and mastectomy, respectively, for invasive cancer only (Trends in
breast-conserving surgery in the Southeast Netherlands, Gøtzsche 2002)
● CIS treated by mastectomy in the U.S. declined from 71% in 1983 to 40% in 1993 but, due
to the surge in the number of CIS diagnosed, the number of mastectomies almost tripled
(Increases in ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) of the breast in relation to mammography: a
dilemma, Ernster and Barclay)
● from 1990 to 2001, number of mastectomies in the U.K. increased by 36% for invasive BC,
and more than quadrupled for CIS (Mass breast screening: is there a hidden cost?, Douek and
Baum 2003)
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● analysis of available data for randomized controlled trials gives 31% more lumpectomies for
the two adequate trials (Canada 1/2, Malmo), and 42% more for two inadequate ones (Stockholm,
Koppaberg), in the screened population; 20% and 21% more mastectomies, respectively (same
trials), 24% more radiotherapy for the screened population in Malmo, and 40% more in
Koppaberg, and 37% less chemo in Malmo and 6% more in Koppaberg, also for the screened
population (Screening for breast cancer with mammography, Gøtzsche and Nielsen, 2006/2009)
The trial data is very incomplete, but does indicate significantly higher overall rate of invasive
treatment in the screened population. Considering that most of these trials were in Sweden, with
significantly lower detection rate than nowadays in the U.S., it is to expect that the U.S.
overtreatment rates in the screened vs. unscreened population are even higher.
To a first approximation, the rate of overtreatment should be somewhat higher than that of
overdiagnosis. And, that is, somewhat higher than about 1 in 4 diagnosed invasive breast cancer
cases, and 1 in 3 diagnosed BC including CIS.
_____
Mammography screening risks related to its inaccuracy - false negatives, false positives,
overdiagnosis and mainly related to it overtreatment - are its most significant negatives. How
much of a danger is radiation dose delivered during mammography screening? This question was
around from the very beginning of screening mammography. Yet, it didn't seem to get a clear
answer. Following is an attempt at that.

II - 15. Radiation primer
Another risk factor of the mammography X-ray screening of asymptomatic women, exposure
to ionizing radiation through the screening procedure, is potentially significant and, at the same
time, quite obscured and often misrepresented. Let's look at the facts.
There is no doubt that ionizing radiation causes cancer, and that the risk cannot be excluded
even at the lowest exposure levels. What is, exactly, the mammography radiation risk? What is, in
the first place, the radiation dose delivered by mammography?
Numerical values for the radiation dose published in the variety of official, research and media
sources vary from a fraction of 1 to over 5, or so. They come in units of millisieverts, millirems,
milligrays, or some others... they come as absorbed, or equivalent, or effective dose... How to
make sense of all that?
One step at the time.
Before answering the question of mammography radiation risk, let's take a look at the basic
terms and units used for radiation doses. It starts with the absorbed dose, which shows how much
of radiation energy - expressed in units of roentgen (R), which is radiation energy that transfers 1
columbus of charge to 1kg of air - has been absorbed by the tissue. The basic unit here is the
Gray (Gy), which represents one Joule of energy absorbed per kilogram of tissue (the older unit it
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had replaced is rad - from roentgen absorbed dose).
But not all radiation energy is created equal. For given absorbed dose, some will inflict more
damage, and some less - depending on the rate, or extent of their energy transfer to the tissue.
That is expressed by the equivalent dose, which is a product of the absorbed dose of radiation
(given in Grays, or rads) and radiation weighting factor WR (formerly called quality factor).
EQUIVALENT DOSE = ABSORBED DOSE x RADIATION WEIGHTING FACTOR
This factor varies with the type of radiation, as mentioned, depending on how much energy
(i.e. damage) it actually transfer to biological tissues (specified by the linear energy transfer, or
LET). The higher weighting factor, the more extensive damage.
The basic unit for expressing the equivalent dose is Sievert (Sv), or, alternately, rem (from
roentgen-equivalent man), the former being internationally recognized unit, and the latter one still
commonly used in the U.S.
Official values for the radiation-weighting factor are only estimates. The WR value for alpha
particles is set at 20, for neutrons at 5-20, depending on their energy level, while the WR value for
X-rays and gamma radiation is 1, regardless of their specific energy level. There is god bit of
evidence suggesting that the official estimate in this last assumption may be incorrect,
underestimating the impact of lower-energy X-ray radiation.
An analysis by Brenner (Does Fractionation Decrease the Risk of Breast Cancer Induced by
Low-LET Radiation?, 1999) indicates that for a given total radiation exposure breast cancer risk is
nearly halved for the fractional, extended in time exposure (such as periodic X-ray mammographic
screening), as opposed to receiving the entire dose at once. This is biologically plausible, because
it is to expect that the body's repair action is more efficient with a series of relatively small-scale
molecular damages widely separated in time, than with a gross one-time damage.
The reason that the damage appears similar with that from fractional exposures is another
(likely) incorrect official assumption, which is that both, X-rays and gamma radiation cause similar
level of cancer-inducing tissue damage. More likely scenario, proposed by Brenner end others, is
that the lower energy X-rays, used for medical treatments and diagnostics, inflict more damage to
the tissues due to their higher "stopping power" (i.e. higher energy gamma radiation is more likely
to zoom through the tissue without interactions). Brenner concludes that medical X-ray radiation is
nearly twice as damaging as gamma radiation
(which agrees with Gofman's conclusion), hence effectively offsetting damage decrease due to
fractionated exposure.
A recent study also points to the evidence that low energy X-rays (around 30 kVp - peak
accelerating voltage - such as those used for X-ray mammography), have about four times higher
mutagenic effect than high energy X-rays (which can exceed 100 kVp (Heyes et al.
Mammography—oncogenecity at low doses, 2009).
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It is important to keep in mind the likelihood of higher actual risk with lower-energy
mammographic X-rays, because it can be significantly higher than what the official view indicates
for a single and closely spaced multiple exposures to X-ray radiation.
Internationally, the corresponding units for expressing absorbed and equivalent dose are Gray
and Sievert, respectively. They are related as shown below:
IONIZING RADIATION UNITS
ABSORBED DOSE UNITS:
1 Gy (Gray) = 1 Joule of radiation energy per 1 kg of tissue
= 1000mGy = 100 rad
EQUIVALENT DOSE UNITS:
1 REM=1 rad x radiation weighting factor, WR
1 Sv (Sievert)=1 Gy x radiation weighting factor, WR
1 Sv = 1000 mSv = 100 REM
1 mSv = 100 mREM
EFFECTIVE DOSE:
(Equivalent dose) x tissue weighting factor, WT
The millisievert (mSv) is commonly used to express the equivalent dose. It is also used for
expressing the effective biological irradiation dose in the medical diagnostics field.
Since not all body tissues and organs are equally sensitive to radiation, the effect of any given
equivalent dose will vary with the part of the body affected by it. For the purpose of making the
risk from irradiation of different organs/tissues or their groups comparable, or for calculating the
cumulative effective dose for all irradiated organs and/or tissues, the equivalent dose for specific
organs/tissue is multiplied by its tissue weighting factor WT, reflecting its estimated relative
sensitivity to the cancer-initiating damage from radiation.
The resulting value is called effective dose for that particular organ or tissue. Simply put,
it relates the risk of causing cancer in a specific organ or tissue due to the radiation
dose absorbed to it, to the whole-body dose that would have comparable risk of
inducing cancer anywhere in the body.
That gives to the organs and tissues with different radiation sensitivities a common
denominator, enabling the comparison of respective risks.
If, for instance, breasts had absorbed 10mGy of X-ray radiation, hence the absorbed dose is
10mGy, the equivalent dose is obtained by multiplying it with the X-ray radiation weighting factor
WR=1, as 10mSv, and the effective dose is obtained by multiplying the equivalent dose with the
breast tissue weighting factor WT=0.12, giving 1.2mSv. The latter means that the risk of inducing
breast cancer by exposing them to 10mSv equivalent radiation dose is estimated to be comparable
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to the risk of inducing cancer anywhere in the body by exposing the whole body to an effective
dose of 1.2 mSv.
Likewise, if for instance, in addition to the breasts, brain also absorbed 10mGy, i.e. 10mSv as
the equivalent dose, its effective dose, after multiplying with 0.01 tissue weighting factor for the
brain, is only 0.1mSv. Now we can add the two together, which results in 1.3 mSv combined
effective dose. This means that the risk from 10 mGy absorbed radiation by each, breasts and
brain, poses as much of a risk to inflict cancer to either of the two, as it does the whole body
exposure to 1.3 mGy absorbed (i.e. 1.3 mSv equivalent or effective) radiation.
This way, the risk from irradiating different tissues/organs, or body portions, can be expressed
as a total risk, in terms of the risk associated with whole-body exposure as the common
denominator. At least to the extent allowed by the (very) approximate nature of tissue weighting
factors.
The latest WT values set by ICRP (International Commission on Radiological Protection) in
2007 are as follows:

TISSUE

TISSUE WEIGHTING
FACTOR, WT

SUM

Bone-marrow (red), colon, lung, stomach,
breast, remainder tissues1

0.12

0.72

Gonads

0.08

0.08

Bladder, esophagus, liver, thyroid

0.04

0.16

Bone surface, brain, salivary glands, skin

0.01

0.04

TOTAL

-

1.00

1

Remainder tissues: Adrenals, extrathoracic (ET) region, gall bladder, heart, kidneys, lymphatic
nodes, muscle, oral mucosa, pancreas, prostate, small intestine, spleen, thymus, uterus/cervix
Officially, the radiation weighting factor WR for both X-rays and gamma rays is 1, but it

amounts to a gross approximation. The actual energy delivered to human tissues
tends to be significantly higher for X-rays which,
due to their generally lower energy level (i.e. higher stopping power), are more likely to interact
with body molecules, instead of just zooming through. In his book, Gofman - who had both,
medical degree and Ph.D. in nuclear chemistry - considers medical X-rays about twice as harmful
as gamma radiation from atomic bomb.
Studies specifically designed to find what the facts are on this subject support his view. For
instance, Brenner in his 1999 study finds that fluoroscopy X-rays are 1.6 to 1.9 times more
damaging than the atomic bomb gamma radiation, with the apparent similarity of the degree of
damage coming due to the typical X-ray exposure having about as much lowered harmful effect
due to its fractionation (i.e. due to the dose in comparison - the cumulative dose - being delivered
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not at once, but through multiple exposures separated in time).
A series of studies in the 1960s and 1970s indicated that the lower energy X-rays are
significantly more efficient in killing cells than higher energy gamma rays. A 1975 study found that
50kVp X-rays were nearly 1.5 times more efficient in killing cells, and nearly twice more efficient in
causing double-strand DNA breaks than 660keV gamma radiation (Bonura et al.).
With mammography X-rays, at about 25kVp, having nearly three times lower energy than
fluoroscopy X-rays (60-80 kVp), and about half the energy of 50kVp X-rays (used in Bonura et al.),
their potential to cause biological damage, again, appears to be
nearly double that of gamma rays.
It suggests that the (unknown) accurate radiation weighting factor WR value for the
mammography X-rays is also nearly twice higher than the current estimate, i.e. closer to 2.
The arbitrary nature of the current values is well illustrated by the magnitude of the last ICRP
revision (2007), reducing, for instance, WR value for protons to less than a half the previous value,
from 5 to 2.
Similarly, in the latest 2007 revision, the ICRP changed tissue weighting factor WT for the
gonads from 0.20 to 0.08 and for breast from 0.05 to 0.12. It clearly indicates that WT values
assigned to specific tissues and organs are an educated guess at best.
Of course,
the actual risk also greatly varies individually;
genetic vulnerability, DNA repair efficiency, hormonal activity and level of oxidative protection are
some of the major factors determining what the actual degree of damage will be.
After this long interlude, which should help understand the radiation-related terms, we can
look at the mammography radiation exposure.

II - 16. Mammography radiation exposure
Ever since the beginning of X-ray mammography screening, decades ago, it was assumed and
publicly asserted by both, official medicine and the government, that the health risk from screening
radiation is negligibly low. Very few voices back then warned that there is no sufficient evidence to
support such assumption. They were effectively sidelined and neglected. Do we have enough
evidence today to resolve this question? Probably not to some high level of accuracy, but
sufficiently for a meaningful answer.
Unlike the average figures thrown around, actual exposures to radiation in the standard X-ray
mammography screening can vary significantly, depending on the intensity of radiation output (so
called skin entrance exposure, varying with breast thickness, usually between 0.5 and 5 roentgen),
thickness of the aluminum filter, and glandular fraction, representing the weight fraction of
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glandular (sensitive to radiation) vs. adipose (fatty) tissue.
Table below shows radiation delivered to breast tissue at near minimum, median and near
maximum levels (based on Duke University's online computation display).
MAMMOGRAPHY: BREAST GLANDULAR IRRADIATION DOSE
Breast's compressed
thickness (cm)

2

4

6

8

Radiation output
in roentgen (R)

0.5

1

3

5

HVL (cm Al)
Glandular fraction
Absorbed radiation,
mSv per R of output

0.24 0.33 0.43 0.24 0.33 0.43 0.24 0.33 0.43 0.24 0.33 0.43
1.00 0.50

0

1.00 0.50

0

1.00 0.50

0

1.00 0.50

0

2.05 3.06 4.34 1.10 1.78 2.80 0.69 1.17 1.96 0.51 0.87 1.48

Absorbed radiation per
1.02 1.53 2.17 1.10 1.78 2.80 2.08 3.51 5.89 2.57 4.34 7.38
view (mSv)
Breast
radiation
dose, each
(mSv)
Level

2 views

2.05 3.06 4.34

2.2

3.56

5.6

4.14

7

11.8

4 views

4.1

6.1

8.7

4.4

7.1

11.2

8.3

14

23.6 10.2 17.4 29.6

Min

Med Max

Min

Med Max

Min

Med Max

5.1

Min

8.7

14.8

Med

Max

TABLE 2: radiation dose delivered by X-ray mammography (breasts radiation dose equals
per view dose multiplied by number of views per breast)
Note that the calculator gives the absorbed dose in millirads (mrad) per roentgen; to convert
to milliSieverts (mSv), i.e. equivalent dose, 1mSv=100mrad, so dose in mSv equals the dose in
mrad divided by 100. Breasts radiation dose is a product of the absorbed radiation per view and
number of views (it does not get multiplied by two for two breasts, because the radiation risk
assumes dose delivered to both breasts).
The main variable is the breast thickness, on which is based radiation output, but the level of
radiation delivered also varies significantly with the value of glandular fraction (from near zero for
"fatty", or "fibrous" breast to near 1 for "dense" breast; the more of glandular tissue, the lower its
irradiation for given output level), and the beam "hardness" , expressed as half-value layer of
aluminum. Peak voltage is kept constant, at 28 kV (the voltage is also a variable in actual setups,
but its effect on irradiation dose is relatively small within the usual 22-35 kVp range).
This technical calculation only approximates the actual irradiation level - which can vary
unpredictably and significantly with the specific machine, operator and breast - but does give a
usable general estimate.
For the common 2-view screening procedure, it gives the range of possible exposures
anywhere from 2 mSv to 15 mSv absorbed/equivalent dose. For 2+2 views, which can be either a
single procedure with two extra views, or additional 2-view procedure, the radiation dose is
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doubled, ranging from 4 mSv to 30 mSv.
Note that the actual maximum could be still higher, since the compressed breast thickness in
this consideration is limited to 8 cm.
The magnitude of mammography radiation dose is often illustrated by a comparison with the
ordinary chest X-ray dose. But it may not be neither as simple, nor accurate, as one would
imagine. Commonly cited effective doses for chest X-ray are 0.02 mSv (posteroanterior, or PA)
and 0.1 mSv (posteroanterior and lateral, or PA/LAT). Reported range for the former is 0.0070.050 mSv, and for the later 0.05-0.24 mSv (Mettler et al. Effective Doses in Radiology and
Diagnostic Nuclear Medicine, 2008).
However, according to the U.S. Office of Research Services, the effective dose for the PA/LAT
chest X-ray is 0.40 mSv - nearly double the highest reported doses, and four times higher than
what is commonly cited (http://drs.ors.od.nih.gov/services/rsc/tables/CXR-PA-LAT.xls ).
Who's got it right? Where does the difference come from? First glance at the agency's list of
irradiated organs suggests the answer: among irradiated organs during chest X-rays, it lists as
many as 18 organs directly (including a few that receive near-zero radiation) plus 10 more within
"reminder" tissues/organs. Lungs actually receive
less than one sixth of the total dose,
and by far the largest dose goes to - guess where - the breasts: 44% of the total effective dose,
or over three times more than to the lungs.
The most likely scenario is that those other, commonly cited figures originate from estimates
including only a partial list of organs irradiated during the conventional chest X-ray exam. And if
the correct figure for the PA/LAT test is four times higher than the commonly cited value, it is to
expect the same for the PA chest X-rays as well, which would put their average effective dose
closer to 0.1 mSv.
If you find such sloppiness in assessing and presenting radiation risk of such a common
procedure surprising and unacceptable, you are in for more frustration. According to a recent
study focused on cardiac diagnostic imaging, wide discrepancies in dose estimates from one study
to another, and form manufacturers' vs. those based on ICRP (International Committee on
Radiation Protection) standards are rather common.
Part of it is due to the incomplete list of irradiated organs and tissues serving as the basis for
estimates; also, some still use outdated methods for radiation dosimetry (for instance, effective
radiation dose for commonly used radio-isotopes in gamma-ray imaging, like Technecium99, is
routinely based on methodologies dating back to 1975, even 1968, in addition to be limited to only
a handful of affected organs/tissues). On top of that, plain errors due to insufficient knowledge
about radiation dosimetry are fairly frequent.
This little digression was needed to bring to reader's attention the fact that the present day
radiation risk assessment and presentation in medical imaging is, for these and other reasons,
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often
inconsistent, unreliable and not seldom erroneous.
Back to mammography vs. chest X-ray radiation risk. Taking the 0.4 mSv effective dose figure
for PA/LAT chest X-ray, and 0.72 mSv effective dose for the average mammography session
(from 3 mSv absorbed dose per view multiplied by 2 for two views, and by 0.12 breast tissue
weighting factor), the latter delivers a nearly double the effective dose delivered by PA/LAT chest
X-rays.
With nearly half of the effective dose with the chest X-ray procedure going to the breasts,
average breast cancer risk of the standard 2-view mammography is about
four times higher than breast cancer risk with PA/LAT chest X-rays.
Assuming the actual effective dose for the common posteroanterior (PA) chest X-ray higher
than the routinely cited 0.02 mSv figure by the same ratio of 4 as for PA/LAT, it comes to 0.08 mSv
total effective dose, and nearly 0.04 mSv for the breasts alone. Thus the average breast cancer
risk with the standard 2-view mammography is about
20 times higher than with the standard PA chest X-ray.
Considering questionable accuracy of the radiation weighting factor, officially set at 1 for the
wide range of radiation energy levels from low-energy X-rays to high-energy gamma-rays, the
actual risk with mammography is probably somewhat higher. The reason is that the standard
chest X-rays are performed at a peak voltage exceeding
100 kVp, more than four times higher than the average 25 kVp peak voltage with the standard
mammography.
The lower-energy X-rays have more interactions with tissue molecules, thus causing more
damage; assuming, very approximately, that their actual effective dose is 50% higher, puts the
average risk of developing breast cancer with standard 2-view mammography at about 9 times
higher than that for any cancer in the chest cavity (from 0.72 vs. 0.08 mSv effective dose), and
about 40 times higher than for developing breast cancer due to a single regular PA chest X-rays
(from 0.72 vs. near 0.04 mSv).
In other words,
a single average mammography procedure a year would pose
as much of a risk of inducing breast cancer as nearly
2 standard chest X-rays a month, for a year.
Obviously, it cannot be assumed neither harmless nor insignificant, particularly for women with
above average vulnerability to ionizing radiation, undergoing regular longer-term screening.
Evidently, thicker breasts are exposed to higher levels of glandular irradiation (while the
average compressed breast thickness in the U.S. is 4-5cm, those of up to 12cm, or more, are not
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uncommon). A woman with thick breasts could be irradiated with a dose more than twice higher
than 0.72 mSv in a single 2-view mammography session, and double that in a single 4-view
session. That is comparable to the risk from
over 3 and nearly 7 standard chest X-rays a month, respectively, for a year,
assuming annual mammography screening.
Damage to the cells exposed to X-ray irradiation is caused by the transfer of radiation energy
to the electrons within tissue molecules. These electrons are pushed to higher-energy orbits, or
out of atoms altogether, altering molecular structure of the surrounding tissue and/or causing
formation of reactive chemical species (free radicals). Being ionizing radiation, X-rays have energy
high enough to break atomic bonds, causing direct damage to the cellular structures, including the
central control molecule of the cell, the DNA (single and double strand breaks, gene
fusions/deletions, translocations, etc.).
By altering molecular structures, X-rays also cause cross-linking between body molecules and
twisted molecules formed by radiation; this causes both, structural and functional damage (to
gene expression, cellular enzymes and regulatory proteins, hormones, etc.).
How, specifically, the level of breast tissue irradiation by X-ray mammography translates into
increased risk of developing cancer? Will try to answer this question next.

II - 17. Mammography radiation risk
How, specifically, the level of breast tissue irradiation by X-ray mammography translates into
increased risk of developing cancer?
The truth is - no one really knows. Statistically reliable dose-effect relationships can be
established only for irradiation levels of about 100 mSv and larger. Due to the relatively low
incidence and very long symptom-free (latent) period, a study large enough to identify statistically
reliable rate of incidence for low-dose exposures would need a cohort that numbers from
hundredths of thousands to millions, and to last decades (National Research Council, 1995).
Such trial has no chance of ever being conducted, even if ethical considerations would allow it.
The only remaining option is taking an educated guess of the risk induced by low-level
irradiation with X-rays. There are five possible scenarios:
(A) risk decreases linearly, nearly in proportion to the radiation dose (linear response),
(B) it decreases at a faster rate initially, and then more slowly toward zero at zero irradiation
level, with the risk lower at all points vs. linear decrease
(C) it decreases more slowly initially, and then more rapidly toward zero at zero irradiation
level, with the risk higher at all points vs. linear decrease
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(D) it decreases quickly, becoming zero at low irradiation levels ("threshold" response), and
(E) it decreases quickly toward lower exposures, becoming beneficial (i.e. cancer-preventive)
at very low doses (hormetic response).

Estimated risk points based on the data for solid cancers in atomic bomb survivors in Japan
from 1958 to 1994 indicate the C-plot (accelerated risk below ~100mSv exposure) as the most
likely shape for the low-level radiation exposure risk (Pierce and Preston, 2000).
Another important information from the studies of atomic bomb survivors - many of whom
were exposed to below 100 mSv doses - is that cancers caused by radiation generally start
showing more than a decade after irradiation, with the peak incidence falling at nearly four
decades after exposure. The only exception is leukemia, whose latent period is only 2-3 years; it
reaches peak incidence within the first decade, gradually falling to near zero 25 year after
exposure (above, dashed at right).
However, the National Academy of Sciences, whose word is the official standard, has long
opted for the linear - so called "linear-no-threshold" - risk model for low-level radiation exposures.
In its latest BEIR (Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation, 2005) report, the number of excess
breast cancers per 100,000 exposed women estimated to result from a single 100 mSv (0.1 Sv, or
0.1 Gy) whole-body dose, ranges from 1171 at age 0, to 4 for exposure at 80, while the excess
deaths due to breast cancer range from 274 to 2, respectively (BEIR VII, Table 12D).
For premenopausal woman aged 30, the estimated risk of excess breast cancer from this
radiation dose is 253 in 100,000, or 0.25%, and for postmenopausal woman aged 50 it is 0.07%.
The risk of any cancer at this level of exposure is 1.1% and 0.74%, respectively.
These are the estimated risks for different cancer types, for whole-body exposure in five
selected age groups.
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BEIR VII LIFETIME CANCER RISK:
Excess per 100,000 females exposed to a single dose of 0.1 Gy
AGE

0

Cancer

10

20

40

60

Cases Deaths Cases Deaths Cases Deaths Cases Deaths Cases Deaths

Stomach

101

57

72

41

52

29

35

20

27

16

Colon

220

102

158

73

114

53

79

37

62

31

Liver

28

24

20

17

14

12

10

8

7

7

Lung

733

603

504

442

346

305

240

212

201

183

Breast

1171

274

712

167

429

101

141

35

31

9

Uterus

50

11

36

8

26

6

16

4

9

3

Ovary

104

55

73

39

50

28

31

20

18

15

Bladder

212

59

152

43

109

31

78

23

64

22

Other

1339

491

523

220

323

147

181

97

109

69

SOLID
CANCERS

4592

1717

2525

1051

1575

711

824

455

529

354

Leukemia

185

53

86

53

71

51

62

52

57

55

ALL
CANCERS

4777

1770

2611

1104

1646

762

886

507

586

409

TABLE 2: 2005 BEIR estimates of female cancer risk from exposure to
ionizing radiation
Both, incidence and death rates due to radiation-caused cancers are significantly higher for
females than males, mainly as a result of female sex organs sensitivity (also, females have more
than doubled risk of radiation-caused lung cancer). For all cancers, the difference is at its greatest
from age 0 (newborn) to about 30, from 86% to 55% higher, respectively. At 60, it drops to 20%
higher risk (the death rates are also similarly higher for females).
For all age groups and cancers, the excess risk from a single 0.1 Gy whole-body radiation dose
in the latest BEIR report is as follows:

BEIR VII excess cancer
risk estimate, 0.1 Gy

FEMALES

MALES

Solid
cancers

Leukemia

Total

Solid
cancers

Excess cases (%)

1300 (3.5)

70 (11.9)

1370

800 (1.76)

100 (12)

900

Excess deaths (%)

610 (3.5)

50 (9.4)

660

410 (1.86)

70 (9.9)

480

Leukemia Total

These new estimates are more reliable, since they are based not only on the data from atomic
bomb survivors in Japan, but also data on radiation-exposed U.S. women. The uncertainty of these
new figures is estimated to be ±36% which, if true, would make them quite reliable.
Since the estimates are for the whole body exposure to a single 0.1Gy (equaling 100 mSv)
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dose, this means that every body part, including breasts, is assumed to be delivered 100 mSv of
radiation. And since average mammogram, from Table 2, delivers roughly 6 mSv to the breasts,
the average radiation dose to the breast from a single X-ray mammography session is about 6%
of the exposure in the BEIR table.
It implies the risk of breast cancer from a decade of average yearly mammograms being
approximately 60% of the lifetime risk from a single 100mSv whole body exposure. The figures for
several age groups are given below.
BREAST CANCER RISK INCREASE FROM AVERAGE X-RAY MAMMOGRAPHY
Age
Risk
increase
(%)

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

10 sessions

0.7

0.4

0.24

0.15

0.08

0.04

0.02

0.007

0.002

30 sessions

2.1

1.7

0.7

0.45

0.25

0.13

0.06

0.02

0.007

Table 3: Additional breast cancer risk from the average mammography
screening test, based on BIER estimates
Since the death rate is roughly 1 in 4, the added risk of dying from breast cancer is nominally
about four times lower than the incidence figures (slightly lower from about age 30 down, and
somewhat higher from about age 50 up). Don't forget, this is based on the average
mammographic radiation dose. Women with very thick breasts can receive up to three times
higher dose - or even more - so the risk for them also triples. For a woman 50y of age, that would
come to some 0.12% higher breast cancer risk after 10-year period of annual mammography.
This implies that about 1 in 830 women in this, most exposed group, would get breast cancer as a
result of screening over 10 years.
With the average mammogram at this age, 1 in 2,500 (0.04%) would get breast cancer due to
screening radiation exposure over 10-year period. Considering that the expected overall rate of
incidence over this period is about 3%, this would amount to about 1.3% increase (from 3 to
3.04%) in the breast cancer incidence rate due to the screening radiation.
Or, out of 1,000 women diagnosed by breast cancer after annual screening from 50 to 60y of
age, in about 7 it would have been caused by the exposure to screening radiation (using the 0.02
risk ratio increase for 61y of age). Which means 7 in every 1,000 BC deaths among these women
would also be a consequence of the radiation from screening.
Going to the 60 to 70y screening group, the accumulated radiation dose would double, but with
the risk ratio increase for 71y of age less than half as large as for 61y, number of breast cancer
cases due to the screening radiation would decline, to about 5 in 1,000. This decline would
continue toward the older age.
Limiting the scope to the typical screening population, 50-70y of age, out of 1,000 breast
cancer cases, maybe 6, or so, would be due breast cancers caused by the screening radiation. If
that seems to be a low number, think that this population in the U.S. numbers over 20 million. At
about 0.4% BC incidence at age of 70y, we are talking about a
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500 BC diagnoses, and over 100 BC deaths annually.
These numbers are based on currently accepted opinion that multiple radiation exposures have
nearly arithmetic cumulative effect, in which case ten mammography procedures will increase the
risk tenfold with respect to the single exposure. This is probably not how it actually works; there is
sufficient evidence suggesting that fractionated exposures separated in time are less detrimental
than a single exposure of an equal total dose. As mentioned before, the apparent similarity is due
to the offset with (officially unrecognized) greater harm caused by lower-energy X-rays.
In the end, however, the figures shouldn't change significantly, because the lower actual
cumulative effect would have been mainly offset by the higher (than 1) correct radiation weighting
factor applied to mammography X-rays.
It should be emphasized that these figures are still very approximate. Heck, the BEIR numbers
for the breast cancer risk from 100 mSv exposure
are not even in agreement with the latest,
internationally accepted breast tissue weighting factor of 0.12.
What this number implies is that any given dose of radiation will inflict to the whole body
approximately 1/0.12, or over eight times more cancers than to the breasts alone. In the BEIR
table, this ratio varies from about four to one for the 0-30y age, to nearly seven to one for age 3060y, and about 35 to 1 for age 60-80y. The simple average comes to about six times more cancers
for the whole body, than breasts alone. That is over a third more of breast cancers than what the
ICRP (International Commission on Radiological Protection) breast tissue weighting factor implies.
However, it is radiation exposures before the age of 40y that matters most for the breast
cancer incidence rates. Hence, the relative sensitivity of breast tissue to radiation implied by the
latest BIER report is
nearly twice that implied by ICRP.
Just another indication of the global disarray in the field of radiology.
Additional individual risk factors further increase the average risk shown in the BIER table. For
instance, if you happen to be the carrier of a mutated BRCA gene, your risk of developing breast
cancer due to radiation exposure may be up to several times higher (Van Leeuwen et al. 2005).
Scary enough, the 20-150 mSv irradiation from 10 mammography screenings, with possible
actual maximum of over 200 mSv, pretty much
puts you in the same bag with most of the studied
Japanese atomic bomb survivors
in the Life-Span Study (Preston et al. 2003). More than half of them had less than 50 mSv radiation
exposures, and the average was about 200mSv.
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More so if the doses for the atomic bomb survivors are actually the nominal absorbed values,
which is likely considering that the radiation weighting factor is officially identical for both, X-ray
and gamma radiation. However, it is well documented that the linear energy transfer to tissues by
radiation decreases as its energy level approaches and exceeds 100 keV (about the mean energy
level for X-rays, and significantly higher than the usual medical X-ray level, at about 30 keV),
causing the equivalent dose for nominally identical higher-energy γ-rays irradiation created by
atomic bomb to be only about half as high as the nominal dose.
This is probably of relatively minor importance, since it seems that the increased energy
transfer is, in the case of X-ray mammography, mainly offset by the lower impact of fractionated
vs. all-at-once exposure.
On the danger of official assumptions: not too far back, in 1977, the United Nations Scientific
Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation - UNSCEAR - published that radiation exposure in
infancy and childhood is likely to have minimal effect on increasing breast cancer risk, due to "only
a few breast cells" existing before puberty; in 1981, Gofman openly challenged this view, pointing
out that those "few cells" are progenitors of all breast cells that develop after puberty - subsequent
research proved that
the Committee was terribly wrong.
On the other hand, smoking a pack of cigarettes a day for a year irradiates your lungs with
about 80 mSv effective dose, mainly from polonium 210 in tobacco. It emits α-particles (in effect,
helium atom nuclei, consisting from two protons and two electrons), which are estimated to be 20
times more damaging than X-rays for given absorbed radiation dose. Due to their size and mass,
α-particles are active only within short range (a few cm in air), and have very low penetrating
potential (can be blocked by a sheet of paper). Thus the internal damage from smoking is caused
mainly by direct contact of the isotope with lung tissues. But this is enough to cause cellular
damage and initiate cancerous growth.
By the way, don't be confused with the term the "effective dose for breast tissue" - that may
be seen in some articles - calculated by multiplying the actual absorbed dose with the tissue
weighting factor. This factor indicates an estimated relative sensitivity to radiation of different
biological tissues, body parts and organs, so that the sum of weighting factors for all of them (the
whole body) is 1, or 100%. Hence radiation dose X delivered to a specific organ, or tissue, gives
an effective whole-body exposure that would produce this level of risk for developing cancer
anywhere in the body as wX, where w is the organ/tissue weighting factor.
But the wX quantity is not the effective breast dose, it is
the effective whole-body dose
that carries near identical estimated risk of developing (any) cancer. The effective breast dose is
the absorbed dose multiplied by the X-ray weighting factor. Since this factor is officially 1, the
effective breast radiation dose is nominally identical to the absorbed dose, the only difference
being that the former is expressed in Sieverts (Sv), and the latter in Grays (Gy).
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The only use of this statistical quantity - the effective whole body dose - is to make possible
relative compounding and comparison in terms of whole body irradiation.
For instance, taking the usually cited average complete X-ray mammogram that irradiates
breast tissue with 6 mSv, the corresponding whole body irradiation that would result in the similar
risk of developing any cancer would be about 8 times smaller (since breast tissue weighing factor
is 0.12), or about 0.7 mSv.
Hence, if one's annual irradiation from natural sources is around 3 mSv (estimated U.S.
average; the range for most of the population is 1-10 mSv), such mammogram will have it
increased to 3.7 mSv, or some 24%.
However, since about 2/3 (i.e. 2 mSv) of the average natural exposure comes from inhaling
radon (222Rn), which is alpha-radioactive, affecting only the very top layer of the bronchial lining,
and about 0.4 mSv from internal beta-decaying natural nucleotides, mainly from ingested foods,
(nearly entirely Potassium-40, and very little carbon-14), affecting only the top layer of intestinal
lining (beta-particles also have low penetration power), about 80% of this average dose does not
affect the breasts. It is
only the remaining 0.6 mSv - about 0.3 mSv from each, terrestrial (mainly radioactive
Thorium and Uranium,

232Th,

and 238U, respectively) and cosmic gamma-radiation that affects the body as a whole.

This 0.6 mSv whole body dose compares to the effective dose for the average mammographic
screening of about 0.7 mSv. It means the chances that 6 mSv radiation absorbed by the breasts
during the average mammography session will cause breast cancer are the same as those for 0.7
mSv effective, or whole body dose (from 6 mSv times the breast weighting factor of 0.12) of
causing cancer anywhere in the body - and that the risk is nearly 20% higher than that coming
from the 0.6 mSv whole body natural exposure, where every part of the body receives that dose.
Hence, an average mammogram would
more than double the effective annual dose from natural radiation affecting the
breasts,
from about 0.6 to 1.3 mSv. However, since these are high-energy cosmic and gamma rays which,
for given dose, probably have one half, or so, of the damaging effect on tissues of X-ray radiation
(officially assumed equal), the effective annual whole body exposure increase due to a single
average standard X-ray mammography session is more like quadrupled: from about 0.3 to 1.3
mSv.
And there's more. With the natural yearly exposure being distributed over 365 days, highly
fractionated, hence much easier to handle for the cell repair mechanism, irradiation dose for
natural radiation is effectively still lower relative to that from mammographic screening. Assuming,
very approximately, that this makes it half as damaging as the single at-once dose of
mammography X-rays, the average annual mammography would - assuming near linear risk
increase with the dose - multiply breast cancer risk vs. that from natural radiation about
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8 times!
In other words, the risk from natural radiation is negligible in comparison.
This illustrates how unrelated to the actual risk, and even misleading can be the use of the
"effective dose" concept. It is merely a way of making different forms and/or body areas
irradiation comparable through an estimated corresponding whole body dose. Another possible
application for the effective dose is in estimating individual contribution of specific diagnostic
procedures in the total annual irradiation of an average patient.
But the fictitious, statistical nature of the "effective dose" has no relation to the actual cancer
risk to the breast from the specific dose of radiation delivered to it. Before 2007, the breast
weighing factor wasn't even applicable to the female breast cancer radiation risk. It was an
averaged figure for the entire population, females and males, initially estimated by the ICRP
(International Commission for Radiation Protection) to be 0.15 (1977), and revised to 0.05 in 1990,
mainly as a result of broadening the list of affected body organs. The latest ICRP revision from
2007 puts its value at 0.12, nearly entirely reflecting the averaged female risk.
The more specific female breast cancer weighing factor (keep in mind, it is still only a gross
average) implied by the above BEIR figures (Table 2) is
anywhere from 0.25 at the age 0y to 0.05 at 60y
(and bellow 0.02 at the age of 80y).
Specifically, assuming linear risk-dose relationship, the average mammography screening test,
which in all likelihood delivers around 6 mSv of radiation, increases your risk by 1/16 of the
estimated BEIR risk for one time exposure to 100 mSv of radiation, for the specified age group. If
you are, for instance, 40, that would be 1/16th of 141 extra cancer cases per 100,000 women, or
less than 0.01%. That, of course, in the idealized scenario that you haven't been exposed to other
than natural ionizing radiation before that.
That is why the absorbed dose - about 6 mSv per average 2-views standard mammography
screening - is the indicator of your actual risk, even if only estimated and averaged out, while the
effective dose - usually given as 0.7 mSv (0.12 of the absorbed dose) - is a statistical number
expressing relative risk in terms of the risk of developing any cancer as a result of whole-body
exposure.
Of course, mammography is not the only source of additional radiation exposure. A number of
different medical diagnostic imaging procedures use some form of ionizing radiation, from regular
chest X-rays to chest CAT scans and nuclear heart/lungs imaging. In fact, according to a large
study published in the New England Journal of Medicine, chest irradiation from all forms of radioimaging accounted for nearly half (45%) of the effective annual dose from medical imaging
procedures (Exposure to Low-Dose Ionizing Radiation from Medical Imaging Procedures, Fazel et
al. 2009), with the
mammography contribution being as low as 3.1%.
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But, then, this figure is based on 0.4 mSv effective dose for mammography which, being
calculated using the latest ICRP weighing factor of 0.12, implies 3.3 mSv averaged actual dose
used. However, the actual average radiation dose per X-ray mammography session is more likely
to be about twice higher, making an average contribution of this procedure to the total body
irradiation by all medical imaging procedures using ionizing radiation some 6% (assuming figures
for other sources correct).
Since breasts do receive a significant portion of radiation with nearly all chest radiation
exposures, the problem of breast irradiation and its connection to the breast cancer risk and
incidence is well beyond X-ray mammography alone. The total breast irradiation from all medical
diagnostic procedures may be
over a dozen times higher than that from mammography alone.
It implies that an average women using other radiological tests can have up to several times
higher chances of developing breast cancer than from mammography screening alone.
While these numbers are obviously very approximate, the data indicate that the averaged
amount of radiation absorbed by breast tissue from medical radiologic tests is significantly higher
than that delivered by mammography alone. And so is the breast cancer risk it creates.
Considering that relatively few women uses mammography before age 40, the added breast
cancer risk due to X-ray exposure from this test seems to be quite low; for women aged 40,
according to Table 3, as low as 0.08% for a decade of average yearly mammographs. But in large
populations the risk is not negligible: it implies
800 cases of breast cancer, and approximately 200 breast cancer deaths caused by
mammography,
for every million women that use the test for a decade (yes, it also implies that ten times as many
breast cancers and deaths, or more, are caused by radiation from medical diagnostic procedures).
In addition, the added risk can be substantially higher for vulnerable individuals.
Are the benefits from mammography screening sufficient to compensate for this negative, and
reach beyond - for the net benefit? More on that subject next.

II - 18. Mammography benefits: all-cause mortality reduction
Since its introduction decades ago, the assumed key benefits of screening mammography
were less invasive, more efficient treatment and reduction in breast cancer mortality (BCM), both
thanks to earlier detection. If true, and if mammography procedure itself does not increase allcause mortality risk, then the screened women population should also have it lower than
unscreened women.
It is also assumed that if screening does reduce BC mortality, it automatically means lower
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overall mortality as well. Even seasoned medical professionals at the U.S. Prevention Task Force
(USPTF) can mix it up. They say: "The newly updated meta-analysis by Nelson and colleagues
confirms an earlier finding that screening mammography reduces mortality.", supporting that
statement with figures related to breast cancer mortality reduction alone (Screening for Breast
Cancer: U.S. Preventive Services Task Force Recommendation Statement, 2009).
This may have been an omission in the USPTF report, not ignorance, but many do tend to
assume that reduced BC mortality directly reduces overall mortality, and that it is where the story
ends. This, however, is too serious a matter to be left relying on wishful assumptions.
In other words,
the importance of the all-mortality figure is to confirm - or not - that screening does
save lives.
What do the all-cause mortality figures from breast cancer randomized controlled trials (RCT)
suggest?
The Nordic Cochrane center (NCC) systematic reviews, unlike USPSTF's and some others,
does present this side of equation as well. Risk ratios for both, all cancers and all-cause deaths for
the screened and control populations in the RCTs analyzed are given in the table summarizing the
figures and study quality (bottom).
The all-cause mortality screened vs. controls is 0.99 for both, adequate and inadequate trials.
In other words, screened women from all trials combined had 1% lower chance of dying in the
observed period. Can it be due to the reduction in BCM? Maybe in part, but that is how far the
guessing goes. Since BC deaths are only a small fraction of the total mortality figure, relatively
small changes in the BCM rate
cannot be reliably traced to the total mortality figure, which can and does vary due to
a number of other (uncontrolled) factors.
In the U.S., where cancer deaths make 22% of all deaths, and breast cancer deaths make
15% of all cancer deaths, BC deaths are only 3.3% of all deaths. If so, then every 10% of BC
mortality reduction would reduce total mortality by 0.33%. Thus, the combined BC mortality
reduction rate of 15% would reduce total mortality by 0.5% - one half of the actual all-cause
mortality reduction ratio (0.99 risk ratio reduction) for the screened RCT population.
Curiously, if those numbers were true, they would imply that screening mammography helps
as much in reducing mortality from all other causes of death, as with breast cancer - a universal
life saver!
If 19% BC mortality reduction - the statistical average for all, adequate and inadequate trials is used, the all-cause mortality for the screened population is still reduced by over 50% more than
what results from this level of BC mortality reduction imply. And if we use the 10% BC mortality
reduction from the quality trials alone, mammography screening
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would be saving twice as many lives lost to all other causes, as it does for breast
cancer!
Obviously, we cannot depend on these numbers alone. They are inherently too heterogeneous
by their origin (i.e. trial) to be slapped together for an accurate result. We can only hope that the
biases of the individual trials would be diminished in averaging them all up, but we cannot really
know whether it is happening, or not.
And, again, none of the trials were designed to reliably detect changes in all-cause mortality.
Even assuming that trial populations were adequately randomized for all-cause mortality - which is
itself insurmountable task - it would require that all other death causes contribute unchanged
proportions in the screened and control population during the period of observation. Since this
practically has no chance of happening with such a heterogeneous population, nor, for that matter
in a homogeneous one (since the rates fluctuate randomly for any single cause),
the all-cause mortality figure is bound to be uncontrolled factor.
In order to properly randomize participants for all-cause mortality, the two groups would have
to be homogenized not only with respect to the risks of developing breast cancer and dying from it,
but also with respect to any other possible cause of death. Frankly, that cannot be done. Still, total
mortality numbers in the breast cancer RCTs are worth a closer look. Here's what they look like
(trials shown are those that had the evidence for this particular outcome available):
ALL-CAUSE MORTALITY STATISTICS IN BREAST CANCER RCTs
13-YEAR FOLLOW UP
(SOURCE: Cochrane review, Screening for breast cancer, Gøtzsche and Nielsen, 2009)

TRIAL

SCREENED

CONTROLS

deaths / group

deaths / group

Weight*

S/C Risk Ratio
[95% CI]

ADEQUATE TRIALS
413 / 25214

413 / 25216

1 in 61.1

1 in 61.1

734 / 19711

690 / 19694

1 in 26.9

1 in 28.5

2537 / 21088

2593 / 21195

1 in 8.3

1 in 8.2

960 / 53884

1975 / 106956

1 in 56.1

1 in 54.2

SUBTOTAL

4644/119897

5671/173061

ADEQUATE TRIALS

1 in 25.8

1 in 30.5

Canada 1980-1

Canada 1980-2

Malmo 1976

UK Age trial 1991

8.2%

1.00 [0.87, 1.14]

13.8%

1.06 [0.96, 1.18]

51.6%

0.98 [0.93, 1.04]

26.4%

0.96 [0.89, 1.04

100.0%

0.99 [0.95, 1.03]
1.18

INADEQUATE TRIALS
Goteborg 1982

Kopparberg 1977

1430 / 21000

2241 / 29200

1 in 14.7

1 in 13.0

6034 / 38568

2796 / 18479

1 in 6.4

1 in 6.6
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2062 / 30239

2116 / 30765

1 in 14.7

1 in 14.5

4829 / 38942

4686 / 37675

1 in 8.1

1 in 8

SUBTOTAL

14355 / 128749

11839 / 116119

INADEQUATE TRIALS

1 in 9.0

1 in 9.8

18999 / 248646

17510 / 289180

1 in 13.1

1 in 16.5

New York 1963

Ostergotland 1978

ALL TRIALS

16.8%

0.99 [0.94, 1.05]

38.1 %

1.00 [0.96, 1.04]

100.0%

0.99 [0.97, 1.01]
1.09

-

0.99
1.26

*Weight is applied by multiplying it with the corresponding RR, add up the products for all trials and
divide the sum by 100

Large discrepancies in mortality rates mainly result from the differences in the average age of
study populations, group size, country's death rates and trial duration, but the selection criteria
from one study to another can also be a significant factor.
For instance, Canada had nearly 50% lower death rate than Sweden at the time, and the trial
itself, due to selection, had still significantly lower death rate than the female population at large.
On the other hand, study population in the Malmo trial had the death rate similar to that of the
population at large which, with somewhat older trial population and ~10% larger group resulted in
more than three times the death of the Canada 2.
However, the 0.99 total mortality screened vs. controls risk ratio changes significantly if we
change the calculation method. If, instead of taking the weighted average of ratios for each trial
(weighting itself has very minor effect here, with the average ratio without it being 1.00, 0.98 and
0.99 for the adequate, inadequate and all trials, respectively), we compare mortality rates directly,
based on the actual deaths in the actual total of women ("subtotal" and "all trials" rows, bold blue)
, we get 1.18, 1.09 and 1.26 of screened vs. controls death rates ratio for adequate, inadequate
and all trials combined, respectively.
In other words, measured with a different stick, the same data gives that
screened population had consistently higher all-cause mortality.
This may not be how a statistician would do it, but it is based on the actual count of women
and deaths - there can hardly be a more relevant number. Of course, it does not represent the
actual average for the
40-69y population, since the age sub-groups are of different size from one trial to another, but the
ratio averaging does not weight for it either.
So, what the direct numbers for all trials combined give is that the all-cause mortality for the
screened population was 7.6 in 100, and 6.1 in 100 among controls. There is no cause-of-death
bias here, so the only inaccuracy possible is that coming from improper randomization, random
fluctuations in mortality rate (which can affect differently even two "perfectly" randomized groups,
since no one can homogenize for genetics, toxic exposures, attitude, accidents, emotional
wellbeing, etc.), and/or plain entry error.
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This direct contradiction between the "statistical" 0.99 and true 1.26 all-cause mortality risk
ratio for screened vs. control women in the breast cancer RCTs illustrates
how uncertain these numbers can be,
even when based on the same data - in addition to all uncertainties related to acquiring data itself.
Let's look at what the screened vs. controls risk ratios for breast cancer and all cancers show
when based directly on the deaths vs. participants numbers in all breast cancer RCTs that
monitored these outcomes, with the all-cause mortality ratios from above added for completeness
(as before, data for all-cancers and all-cause deaths is from the breast cancer RCTs that
monitored these outcomes, not necessarily all of the trials in the review).
BREAST CANCER RCTs: DEATHS FROM BC, ANY CANCER AND TOTAL DEATHS
(SOURCE: Cochrane review, Screening for breast cancer, Gøtzsche and Nielsen, 2009

ADEQUATE TRIALS
EVENT

BREAST
CANCER

ANY
CANCER

ALL
CAUSES

STATUS

deaths/group

Screened

404/119504
1 in 295.8

Controls

572/172647
1 in 301.8

Screened

1451/66013
1 in 45.5

Controls

1427/66105
1 in 46.3

Screened

4644/119897
1 in 25.8

Controls

5671/173061
1 in 30.5

ratio
S/C

1.02

1.02

1.18

INADEQUATE TRIALS
deaths/group
633/170048
1 in 268.6
746/136889
1 in 183.5
1968/108324
1 in 55
1640/87547
1 in 53.4
14355/128749
1 in 9.0
11839/116119
1 in 9.8

ratio
S/C

0.68

0.97

1.09

ALL TRIALS
deaths/group
1037/289552
1 in 279.2
1318/309536
1 in 234.9
3419/174,337
1 in 51
3067/153,652
1 in 50.1
18999/248646
1 in 13.1
17510/289180
1 in 16.5

ratio
S/C

0.84

0.98

1.26

ADEQUATE RCT: Breast cancer: Canada 1 and 2, Malmo, UK Age; Any cancer: Canada 1 and 2, Malmo
INADEQUATE RCT: Breast cancer: New York, Two-county, Goteborg, Stockholm; Any cancer: New York, Two-county

The four adequate trials now indicate BC mortality slightly higher in the screened population,
but the difference of 2% is insignificant (meaning that it does not raise above the level of random
fluctuations). The three adequate trials indicate nominally identical, insignificant mortality increase
for deaths from all cancers. But mortality from all causes is as much as 18% higher in the
screened population.
BC mortality in the four inadequate trials is now even more reduced in the screened
population: 32%, compared to 25% when calculated by averaging the ratios for each study
(Table). Mortality from any cancer is only slightly lower (3%) in the screened population, but allcause mortality is 9% higher. This last figure is alarming, even if the 32% BC mortality reduction
figure is correct. Considering that BC deaths make less than 5% of all deaths, on average, it
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implies that
for every BC death avoided, screened population had about
six deaths from other causes added.
And the all-cause mortality figures, as already noted, indicate higher total mortality for either
adequate, inadequate, or all trials combined.
These figures are throwing entirely different light on the effect on mortality of the screening
mammography, than when BC mortality alone is considered. Even the four inadequate trials come
up with the likely significant net loss of life in the screened population. If this RCT tendency
generally holds in the female populations at large, the conclusion is rather scary: Yes, screening in
all likelihood does spare some breast cancer deaths, but
at a price of up to several times more women dying from other causes.
How could this be possible? Why would screened women have higher all-cause mortality rates
than those not screened? Assuming proper randomization, there is only two things different for
them:
(1) going through the screening procedure, and
(2) being subjected to more treatment than unscreened women.
Since there is zero research on the effect of screening related stress (primarily that caused by
false positives) we can only speculate whether, or how much it contributes to all-cause mortality.
For the same reason, a non-negligible effect cannot be ruled out, considering the sheer number of
women that do get false positive result.
Likewise, screen radiation is a non-trivial breast cancer risk for vulnerable women, and so is
breast compression at the screening. We could speculate that these are responsible for some of
the extra breast cancers diagnosed among screened women. Most of those are diagnosed early,
and successfully treated, but a few could slip through. However, those would primarily affect BC
mortality; most likely, their effect is statistically negligible.
Not so with the effect of unnecessary treatment. Trial data show that the screened population
is significantly more exposed to the invasive procedures following breast cancer diagnosis - mainly
the consequence of its significantly higher diagnosis rate. It had 35% more mastectomies and
lumpectomies, 20% more mastectomies and 32% more radiation therapies.
Screened population also had 4% fewer frequency of chemotherapy, and 27% less of
hormonal therapy, but data on these two treatment modalities are limited to two Swedish trials,
and were relatively infrequent: 19% and 9.5% average, respectively, for Malmo and Kopparberg
(Screening for breast cancer with mammography, Gøtzsche and Nielsen, 2009).
Looking at the radiotherapy alone, the 32% higher treatment rate implies that for every 3 BCdiagnosed unscreened woman nearly 4 BC-diagnosed screened women
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will be exposed to the increased risk of cardiovascular death due to the detrimental
effect of radiation on cardiovascular system.
For early breast cancer, which is typical in the screened population, one study found that
radiotherapy cuts BC mortality by 13%, but increases death rate from other causes by 21%
(Favourable and unfavourable effects on long-term survival of radiotherapy for early breast
cancer: An overview of the randomised trials, Lancet 2000).
How much would such risk increase change the all-cause mortality?
Assuming 5% BC mortality rate in the total mortality, and 80% BC survival rate, the number of
all BC-diagnosed women is at the level of about 25% of all-cause deaths. Assuming cancer
detection rate due to screening about a third higher (most of it being overdiagnosis) gives 33% for
the screened population. Taking about 1% all-cause mortality rate for U.S. women around 60y of
age, the 20% increase means that all-cause deaths in the no-screen population increase from
0.25 to 0.3%, and in the screened population from 0.33% to nearly 0.4%.
In other words, the increase in all-cause mortality is less than 0.02% greater for the screened
women. This is only a gross approximation, but it does illustrate the magnitude - or minitude - of
the extra all-cause deaths due to overdiagnosis and ensuing overtreatment.
Taking the estimated 15% reduction in BC mortality rate due to screening gives 0.75% - much
larger number, which cannot be significantly offset by the increase in all-cause mortality of
screened women due to overtreatment. It would require 2000 BC-diagnosed screened women i.e. 500 more than in unscreened population to add a single death from all-causes due to more of invasive treatment in the
screened population.
At the same time, at 15% mortality reduction rate, 45 BC deaths would have been avoided.
Even with the all-cause mortality doubled in those given invasive treatments - which is not
impossible, since radiation treated women also have significantly higher incidence of lung cancer
(Prochazka et al. 2002), and longer term health consequences of other forms of invasive BC
treatments haven't been paid much attention to - those deaths would still be only a small fraction about 1/10 - of the BC deaths avoided due to screening.
This is not surprising, considering that the BC-diagnosed population is only a small fraction of
the entire population, and those overdiagnosed and overtreated due to screening even smaller.
The extra risk is significant for BC-diagnosed women, but cannot significantly influence all-cause
mortality for the entire population.
This implies that the causes for possibly higher all-cause mortality among screened women
could only be related to the screening itself, or resulting from biased or corrupted trial data. As for
the latter, the fact is that all large RCT trials are not only underpowered (w/o sufficient number of
participants) for assessing effect of screening on total mortality, but also cannot be considered
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adequately randomized for it.
As for the effect of screening itself, it is still unknown what effect on the death rate has stress
related to false positives. It may take months to resolve and, although it shouldn't have lasting
negative effect on otherwise healthy women, there are certainly those whose resistance level is
marginal, and whose health can be pushed to the downward spiral by such event.
If, just for the sake of illustration, we assume that 1 in 100 could be such a woman, that would
add one all-cause death for every 20, or so, BC-diagnosed women, i.e. for every 4, or so, BC
deaths, and for every 0.6 BC-deaths (at 16% BC-mortality reduction rate) averted due to
screening.
In other words, for every two BC death avoided due to screening, there would be
five added from other causes!
Is that possible? At this point, we could only speculate on how probable it is, but certainly can't
rule it out.
And this is not exactly a news. A 1996 meta-analysis of the five Swedish RCT found that the
all-cause death risk was 5% higher in the screened population. However, study authors then
"neutralized" it by making an adjustment for age, without reporting in the paper that the
adjustment has been made (An overview of the Swedish randomised mammography trials: total
mortality pattern and the representivity of the study cohorts, Nystrom et al.). It took the authors 3
years to acknowledge the adjustment publicly, and they probably wouldn't have done it if it wasn't
for the critics who were pointing out that the numbers do not add up (Gøtzsche and Olsen, who
found 6% increased all-cause death risk for the screened population, Scrabanek, and others).
The problem with such adjustment - other than it was covered up - is that it may imply that the
two groups, screened and controls, were not properly randomized, i.e. were not comparable. If
so, that makes all other results uncertain, including that for breast cancer mortality. And it is these
very Swedish RCTs that mammography screening advocates point to as the prime evidence of the
reduction in breast cancer mortality due to mammography screening.
Well, we can't have it both ways: take their results at face value when they are favorable to
mammography, and make (hidden) adjustments when they are not. But study authors had very
good reason to "correct" the data: it directly implies that for every 1000 women screened over 12
years, one screened women will be spared of dying from breast cancer, but
six more will die from other causes
than in the control (no-screen) group,
for the net five deaths more (the simplest way to look at it is that breast cancer death make only
about 1/30 of total deaths, thus 5% risk increase for the latter is effectively 30 times larger, or
150%, which compares to the 25% overall breast cancer mortality reduction found by this study).
Accidentally - or not - this coincides with the all-mortality rate obtained for all the RCTs with a
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direct count.
How is that possible? We've listened for decades, from the top of the official hierarchy, that
screening mammography saves lives. In its 2002 report, World Health Organization goes as
specific as to say that its life-extending benefit averages 2-day per women, per screening.
Now, if we look closer at how this number was obtained, we find that:
(1) it only accounts for breast cancer deaths,
(2) it uses 25% BC mortality mortality figure based on a non-systematic WHO review of trials,
without assessing trial quality, and
(3) the 2-day life extension figure doesn't fit into the actual data.
If applied to the average control group mortality rate in the five major breast cancer RCTs it
was based on - four Swedish and New York HIP - 0.4% for 10-year period, it gives 0.1% mortality
reduction. That corresponds to 1 death less per 1,000 women, or 3.650 "live" women-days more.
Averaged over 1,000 women, it gives 3.65 days over 10-year period. With annual screening, that
comes to little more than one third of a day per screening, and nearly 3/4 of a day per biannual
screening.
So, WHO seemed to be overestimating life saving benefit of screening mammography by
nearly three to six times. More so considering that it didn't include the no-benefit Canadian trial,
despite it being just as qualifying - if not more so - than the rest of them.
And, evidently, even without these flaws, its presentation of screening mammography life
saving benefits
amounted to a gross misrepresentation,
due to exclusion of data on all-cancer and all-cause mortality.
WHO body may not have just purposefully misrepresented data, although there are clear
indications of bias toward screening (e.g. mentioned exclusion of the Canadian trial). What could
be more of a cause for its erroneous, misleading presentation of the benefits of mammography
screening is a rather common phenomenon in the scientific community and society at large: once
a paradigm has been established, observations contrary to it tend to be ignored, and anything
supporting it is readily accepted at face value.
This "point of view" factor readily combines with a purposeful distortion of facts by those with
vested interest in preserving the status quo - in this case the mammography industry (equipment,
supplies), mammography medicine (radiology, treatment) and policy makers, as well as medical
professionals and researchers who are either dependant on the former, or have their own career
interest at stake.
As a result, any new, unorthodox and unsuitable facts are being put on hold - rejected or
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ignored - for as long as it takes for this complex balance of powers over scientific information to
turn in favor of the new, more factual paradigm.
And the new paradigm, when it comes to the screening mammography boils down to this
significantly different view of what are its benefits and risks:
• yes, it does detect more abnormal tissue changes, and generally sooner,
but this inevitably results in significant negatives (false positives,
overdiagnosis, overtreatment) negating the benefit of early detection
• it probably reduces breast cancer mortality, but less than what it was
(and still is) claimed, bordering with statistically insignificant
• its overall life-saving effect seems very questionable; it could even have
a negative net effect at the all-cause mortality level
Or in short, the combined negatives of screening mammography seem to be outweighing its
benefits. If so, the next question is, inevitably: "Is there an alternative to mammography
screening?". More next.

III - ALTERNATIVE BREAST CANCER SCREENING TESTS
III - 1. Alternative tests for breast cancer screening
After looking at all available evidence, we came up with somewhat vague conclusion: if there
is any benefit from mammographic screening, it is marginal at best. On the other hand, the risks
and negatives are certain. If so, what Gøtzsche and Olsen said more than a decade ago did
withstand the test of time: screening with X-ray mammography is not justified.
The question is: is there an alternative screening test that could help diagnose breast cancer
early, with a better positives-to-negatives ratio?
Alternative tests to X-ray mammography for breast cancer screening come in two main flavors:
those that use ionizing radiation, and those that don't. Obviously, these latter have the advantage
of not exposing breast tissue to ionizing radiation, for which we have good reasons to believe it is
potentially damaging even at the relatively low doses used for screening.
However, tests that don't use ionizing radiation are not necessarily entirely safe; and some are
safer than the others.
Alternative tests using ionizing radiation
Not surprisingly, officially the most serious contenders for the alternative breast cancer
screening test that use ionizing radiation, also use X-rays. But an entirely different technology,
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using gamma rays, has been recently developed into specialized breast cancer test. It is a possible
accessory screening test, and some of its promoters argue it could be more than that.
The main - and quite general - objection to the standard X-ray mammography test (either film
or digital) at this point is its questionable risks-to-benefits ratio. Data strongly suggests that the
benefit of screening using this test limits to a small reduction in breast cancer mortality rate,
bordering with statistically insignificant.
On the other hand, its negatives - mainly resulting from its insufficient accuracy (false
positives, false negatives, overdiagnosis and overtreatment) - are undoubtedly significant and, by
any realistic measure, larger than the positives.
In addition, it is unclear whether screening reduces or increases total mortality rate.
The radiation dose delivered by it is generally considered sufficiently low to be acceptable. This
may be so at the level of average sensitivity to radiation, but not necessarily so for individual
woman, whose radiation vulnerability may be much above the average. In any instance, a test that
uses ionizing radiation could be considered viable alternative to the standard X-ray test only if it
does not deliver significantly higher dose of radiation and, at the same time,
significantly reduces some of all of its negatives.
For a while, as the standard mammographic test was in its full swing as the one and only
screening choice, there was little effort directed toward development of a possible alternative.
However, as the questions about its actual risks and benefits started surfacing and taking hold,
more and more attention was turned toward such alternatives.
The simplest one was already ongoing: digitalizing the standard test, by replacing film by a
digital detector - digital mammography. This allowed for more efficient, computerized image
processing, although no major improvements in screening efficiency were achieved. Digital
conventional mammography probably somewhat reduces the average radiation exposure, but it
comes at a price of much higher cost.
More complex X-ray alternatives, like tomosynthesis and breast CT (computed tomography),
were also brought to the table. Both are based on the technology of constructing 3-D image from
multiple 2-D images of the breast taken from different angles. The main difference in this respect
is that the former takes 2-D images from directions that cover only a small fraction of a full circle
around the breast, while with the latter 2-D images are taken from all directions, covering a full
circle around breast.
Either produces generally higher quality image of breast tissue than the standard
mammography (either film or digital). In addition, after the 3-D image is constructed, it can be
computer-examined through tiny cross-sectional slices. It is hard to say, though, whether or how
much it might improve screening efficiency. The drawback is that it would significantly prolong
evaluation time vs. standard mammography.
Breast tomosynthesis requires mechanical apparatus similar to that of digital mammography,
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so the existing units can be modified for this new test type. That is an advantage relative to breast
CT, which requires completely new machine, thus its introductory cost is higher. However, the
absence of breast compression with it is definitely a plus.
Another type of detection test using ionizing radiation comes from nuclear medicine, and uses
gamma radiation. It works by injecting radioactive isotope (tracer) into the bloodstream, which
cancer cells tend to absorb at a significantly higher rate than normal cells. As a result, cancer cells
emit higher level of radiation, which make them detectable on the images made with a special
camera.
In general, these tests expose patients to much higher radiation dose than X-ray
mammography.
Recent modification made to the standard technology is a breast-specialized test of this type BSGI, BMI and PEM - which succeeded in significantly reducing radiation exposure, although it is
still significantly higher than with X-ray mammography. Also, the procedure is more complex, more
time consuming and more costly.
Alternative tests not using ionizing radiation
The first alternative test to X-ray mammography that does not use ionizing radiation is one that
you most likely heard of as being not an alternative, but the most reliable evidence that we have
strongly suggests the opposite. It is, of course, physical breast exam, which can be done either by
a trained medical technician (clinical breast exam, CBE), or by a woman herself (breast self-exam,
BSE).
There is no good reason not to combine the two.
It is obvious why these two tests were officially sidelined in the era of X-ray mammography
domination. However, in probably the most meticulous, highest quality breast cancer random
controlled trial - Canada 1/2 - there was practically no difference in breast cancer mortality
between the population screened with X-rays, and population that used physical breast exam.
It is hard to believe that all the mambo-jumbo with X-ray mammography was actually
unnecessary; worse yet, that it may have done more harm than good. But it as well may turn out
to be so.
In addition to the physical exam, there are other alternative test that do not require exposure
to ionizing radiation. Two breast cancer imaging tests commonly used to confirm or clarify
mammography findings without additional exposure to ionizing radiation are breast ultrasound
(also called sonography) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Ultrasound is quickly developing
technologically, and is very promising. The MRI is not likely to become a viable option any time
soon, due to its high cost and uncertainties about the effect on health of the extremely strong
magnetic fields it uses.
The third technique, somewhat obscured and different with respect to the type of information it
provides, is breast thermography. At present, it seems that the special role of thermography in the
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screening process could be to indicate, based on the breast's blood vessel pattern, the level of risk
of developing breast cancer within several years.
Finally, there is a unique blood test for cancer, which is not cancer-specific, but is highly
accurate in detecting the presence of malignant growth somewhere in the body. It is the antimalignin antibody screen (AMAS). Its usefulness is limited by it being non-specific, but the AMAS
test certainly should be included in the set of accessory tests that can be used when appropriate.
Following gives more details about these alternative tests to the standard X-ray
mammography, beginning with the alternative tests using ionizing radiation.

III - 2. Better X-ray alternatives to mammography?
As the standard X-ray mammography, either film or digitalized, rapidly loses its cult-like status
as the test of choice for periodic screening for breast cancer, alternative tests are quickly coming
into focus. For now, all the alternatives seem to be presented mainly as complementary tools to
remedy significant shortcomings of the conventional X-ray mammography. But it won't take long
before a new test, or tests, will take its place.
Alternative tests using different kind of ionizing radiation, gamma rays, as well as those not
using ionizing radiation are addressed elsewhere. Here, we'll take a closer look of the alternative
breast imaging technologies that do use X-rays, but in some ways are superior to the standard Xray mammography.
What is common to these new breast imaging techniques is that, unlike the standard X-ray
mammography, which uses film to create the image of irradiated breast, they use digital detectors
coupled with computer software. However, other recently developed tests, for instance,
ultrasound, also use digitalized, computerized technology, thus the term "digital mammography"
does not have specific meaning: it can refer to at least several different breast imaging techniques
(i.e. mammography), including standard digitalized X-ray mammography, modalities of breast
ultrasound, dedicated breast CT, breast tomosynthesis, and some others.
For that reason, the term "digital mammography" is not used for digitalized standard
mammography, as it is commonly the practice. This particular breast imaging technique was made
so dominant in the medical diagnostic field and in public, that it has taken monopoly over the
"mammography" term, which does not belong to it.
Digitalized X-ray mammography
The first alternative to the standard (film) X-ray mammography that came along was its own
digitalized and computerized version. Despite the digital unit being about four times more
expensive, it is quickly replacing the older version. According to most recent estimates, about 2/3
of all standard film mammography units in the U.S. have been replaced with digitalized units.
Despite some articles making the digitalized version look like a big step ahead vs. film version
(something should justify that huge extra spending of taxpayers' money), the consensus seems to
be that there is no significant advantage of digitalized vs. non-digitalized standard mammography
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with respect to screening efficacy.
Studies mainly indicate similar performance level for the two, with one study indicating
significantly improved accuracy of digitalized X-ray mammography for women subpopulations
below age 50 (22% larger area under the specificity/sensitivity, or ROC curve), for premenopausal
and perimenopausal (22%), as well as those with dense breasts (15%, Diagnostic Performance of
Digital versus Film Mammography for Breast-Cancer Screening, Pisano et al. 2005, for 42,700
asymptomatic women screened at 33 sites in U.S. and Canada).
Following graphs (receiver operator curves, ROC) replicates performance plots presented in this
study, for three population subgroups: under 50y of age, women with dense breasts and all
women (mean age ~55y, approximately 40-70y range).

However, since this same study had also found nearly identical accuracy for the two imaging
technologies - film and digital mammography - in the entire study population, this directly implies
somewhat inferior accuracy of digitalized X-ray mammography in the remainder of the population
(i.e. women over 50, postmenopausal and women with normal-to-low breast density, i.e. fatty
breasts).
Not unusual in this field, study results are not making much sense, with no rational explanation
for digital mammography, relying on that same x-ray image smeared by the overlapping dense
tissues of the breast, to have significantly higher sensitivity for women below 50y than for allwomen group, or women with dense breasts.
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In another study, non-digital standard mammography outperformed the digital by 22% in
cancer detection rate, which hasn't been statistically significant (Lewin et al. 2002).
Research on this particular modification of the standard mammography is still scarce, but there
is no reason to expect major changes in its efficacy: it is still based on that same shadowy 2-D
image. Study result, mentioned above, indicating higher sensitivity and specificity doesn't seem
logical, since the increased test sensitivity (i.e. less false negatives) inevitably comes at a price of
lowered specificity (more false positives).
Also, since at present we are not able to tell with certainty which abnormal tissue growth will
progress into breast malignancy, and which will not, higher test sensitivity also inevitably increases
the rate of overdiagnosis and overtreatment.
The advantage of the digitalized conventional mammography vs. non-digital is in easier data
storage, retrieval and transport. Also, direct access to the image during the session allows for
more efficient use of radiation, hence for generally somewhat lower radiation exposure as well.
But none of it changes significantly the overall questionable positives-to-negatives ratio of the
standard film variety.
Dedicated breast CT
It is known that the computed tomography (CT), diagnostic imaging technique in which a 3-D
image of the body area of interest is constructed by use of a computer algorithm from a series of
2-D images taken at different angles, offers generally better quality and higher detection level than
X-ray mammography. However, its two main drawbacks - high cost and high radiation exposure
relative to the standard X-ray mammography - were both, limiting its use for breast diagnostics
and practically excluding it as a possible test for periodic breast screening.
This might be changing, and rather quickly.
Reconfiguring CT scan for breast imaging - into so called dedicated breast CT - nearly
eliminated both drawbacks, at least with respect to the standard X-ray mammography. Instead of
the full 360-degree rotation of the X-ray emitter around chest cavity, dedicated breast CD uses
much smaller unit that rotates around breast protruding from an opening on a radiation shielded
horizontal table.
This re-arrangement not only spares chest cavity from exposure to radiation, which is
significant drawback of the standard CT scanner when imaging the breasts, it also allows for much
lower total radiation level in obtaining high resolution images.
Breast CT radiation dose, according to Boone et al., is at the same level with that delivered by
2-view mammography for given breast compressed thickness of about 5cm (in the standard
mammography; as mentioned before, there is no breast compression with the breast CT),
exceeding somewhat the conventional mammography dose with smaller breasts, but delivering
less radiation with larger breast.
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On the average, radiation risk with breast CT is similar to that with
2-view X-ray mammography. At least it is so when using the official criteria for biological effect of
radiation, according to which the tissue weighting factor is 1 for the range of ionizing radiation
from X-rays to gamma-rays. There is sufficient evidence, however, some dating decades back
(Bonura et al. 1975), that damage to the tissues decreases with the increase in radiation energy.
Since breast CT operates optimally at about three times higher X-ray energy level than the
standard X-ray mammography (80kVp vs. 25kVp peak kilovoltage), it is very likely that its effective
radiation dose is somewhat lower.
This means that breast CT delivered radiation should be similar to that of X-ray mammography
for medium and thin breasts, and lower for those thicker than average. Unlike X-ray
mammography, breast density does not present an obstacle to the test accuracy.
High signal-to-noise ratio of the test images enables detection of significantly smaller tumors,
down to 2-3mm, up to several times smaller than with the standard X-ray mammography
(Dedicated breast CT: Radiation dose and image quality evaluation, Boone et al. 2001).
Taking an average 100 days as the period of time needed for the tumor cells to double in
number, (i.e. 400 days for doubling of the tumor diameter), this translates in
up to several years earlier detection
than with the standard mammography, at least in theory. Why? Even if breast CT turns out to have
significantly superior detection level, that is
not necessarily an advantage.
Better sensitivity in general reduces the number of false negatives, but at a price of the higher
rate of false positives, overdiagnosis and overtreatment. Only if the former is more significant than
the latter, higher detection rate would count as advantage, but that is highly unlikely. Standard
mammography already detects significantly more abnormal growths in the initial stage, but it did
not translate into BC mortality reduction that would even offset all the negatives.
The only limitation of the dedicated breast CT was its inferior spatial resolution. Despite more
contrasty images, its resolution of small details - specifically, microcalcifications - was initially
inferior to that of the standard mammography.
That, however, may not be a lasting limitations, as it was reported recently that this limitation
can be overcome with a modified technology, which would make breast CT superior in all aspects
of imaging, while keeping radiation dose comparable to that of the standard mammography
(Concepts for High-Resolution CT of the Breast, W. Kalender 2010).
The absence of breast compression - a truly sore (and possibly dangerous) point of X-ray
mammography - certainly adds to the positives of this imaging technique.
According to Boone, breast CT would cost about twice more than the standard digital
mammography unit. It is uncertain how much would it cost with the Kalender's improved
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technology. Considering that the mere improvement in test detection capability does not solve the
main problems of the standard mammography screening - false positives, overdiagnosis and
overtreatment - and that early detection itself did not show convincingly that it reduces BC
mortality, it is not apparent why doubling the expense without having these issues resolved would
be worth it.
Breast tomosynthesis
Breast tomosynthesis is similar to the dedicated breast computed tomography (CT) in that it
uses computer based reconstruction of a 3-D image from a series of 2-D X-ray images taken at
different angles. Unlike CT, the X-ray unit completes only a fraction of full circle around target
tissue, i.e. breast - anywhere from 15 to 60 degrees arc - hence also uses different imageconstructing algorithm.
Due to the relatively small angle, similarly to the standard X-ray mammography, it may require
two views, medio-lateral oblique (abbr. MLO, side view), and craniocaudal (abbr. CC, top-tobottom).
Breast in tomosynthesis needs to be positioned and immobilized same as with X-ray
mammography but, according to the manufacturer, requires less pressure.
Due to its different methods of image acquisition and algorithms vs. breast CT, imaging quality
in breast tomosynthesis is also somewhat different. The latter is expected to have somewhat
lower contrast resolution (i.e. resolution of low-contrast details), but higher spatial resolution
(limiting resolution for contrasty details).
With respect to. X-ray mammography, breast tomosynthesis is expected to have better
contrast resolution, and somewhat inferior spatial resolution, but not as much as breast CT. That
places it between breast CT and standard X-ray mammography with respect to the image quality,
one of the main determinants of test reliability.
That said, there are good and bad sides to better resolution. The good side is that it is likely to
increase test sensitivity, i.e. ability to detect breast cancer when it is present (in other words, less
false negatives). On the other hand, that will likely lower test specificity, i.e. efficiency in furnishing
a negative finding when cancer is not present (more false positives).
Neither breast CT nor breast tomography - or, for that matter, standard X-ray mammography have the advantage of detecting mechanical/dynamic tissue properties that some other tests - like
ultrasound - have.
And neither puts the radiation risk away. Breast tomosynthesis uses similar X-ray strength
(peak kilovoltage 25-35kV) as the standard mammography, thus the dose is directly comparable.
The 3-D image is constructed of a series of quick (5-10 seconds total) low-dose exposures, each
about 10%, or so, of the average single-view standard mammogram. Since exposures are taken
at every 1-2 degrees, with, a 20-degree imaging angle would consists of up to 20 exposures with
up to double the single-view radiation of the standard mammography.
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The problem is that it hasn't been determined yet what specific angle width and imaging
frequency would be accepted as standard, so the radiation dose delivered by this test remains
uncertain.
The exact radiation dose here is also uncertain for another reason. Equipment manufacturers
(GE Healthcare, Siemens Medical Solutions and Hologic, Inc.) maintain that radiation dose per
view will be identical to that in the stsndard X-ray mammography. The problem here is that it is
still undetermined how many views - and how many projections per view, as mentioned above will be necessary with the breast CT to achieve needed efficacy.
More likely than not, a single view won't be enough, and with two views the radiation dose
would be similar to that with conventional
2-view X-ray mammography.
But no one can really tell for sure, at this point, what dose of radiation per view tomosynthesis
will need to produce competitive - or better - image quality. The manufacturers and promoters
seem to be basing their equal-dose (vs. standard mammography) assessment on the relatively
small scan arc (15-30 degrees) and low to medium number of projections (7-15).
On the other hand, a recent small study, cited for its results supportive of tomosynthesis'
efficacy, used 50-degree arc and 25 projections per view, with the radiation dose per view double
that of the standard mammography (Lo et al. 2007, for Siemens Medical Solutions). It used two
views for diagnostic cases, and a single view for screening.
In all, it seems more likely than not that tomosynthesis will deliver somewhat higher radiation
dose than the conventional X-ray mammography.
The bottom line is that neither breast CT nor tomosynthesis would reduce the radiation risk
with respect to the current screening test.
Also, both are more expensive, with tomosynthesis having the advantage of relatively low cost
if installed with an existing digital X-ray mammography equipment (considering that most of
centers have such equipment at present, it is a significant advantage cost-wise).
So it all boils down to their detection efficacy; if their seeming superiority to conventional X-ray
mammography in both, sensitivity (i.e. lower false negatives) and specificity (lower false positives)
is confirmed to be substantial, it might justify their higher cost. But, as already mentioned, it is
more likely that higher sensitivity would result in more false positives and, considering our inability
to tell which abnormal growth will become symptomatic, more overdiagnosis and overtreatment.
The clearer image could somewhat reduce the rate of biopsies, and the 3-D quality would be
helpful in (biopsy) sample localization. But that alone wouldn't be enough.
For the final conclusion, we'll have to wait for their more widespread use, if it ever takes place.
One thing is certain:
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it is not a good option to have them as an add-on to the
standard mammographic screening the scenario most often mentioned at this moment. Even if it would somewhat increase the overall
efficacy of screening (according to some early studies, by 30-40%), it would come at the cost of
significantly higher radiation exposure. And, all indications are that radiation exposure from the
conventional mammography alone is already unacceptably high for radiation-sensitive individuals.
Standard CT scan
Standard CT scan for breast imaging also uses X-rays, but it delivers radiation dose
comparable to that used for chest CT, which is a
dozen or more times higher than with the conventional mammography.
In addition to the breast tissue, other organs in the chest cavity are also irradiated, broadening
the risk. Since the scanner makes a full circle around the chest, cardiac and respiratory tissue, and
its motion, get in the way, lowering image contrast and resolution.
Adding to it high cost makes this breast examination method even less suitable for any form of
periodic screening.
Similarly to these recent X-ray technology modifications, there are new developments focused
on breast cancer detection in the area of nuclear medicine, using gamma-radiation. More next.

III - 3. Poor alternatives to X-ray mammography
In addition to the X-ray tests - conventional mammography, either film or digital, dedicated
breast CT and breast tomosynthesis - there are imaging techniques based on other forms of
ionizing radiation that can be used for breast examination. At present, medical diagnostic uses
gamma-ray imaging and positron emission tomography (PET).
These technologies offer generally higher imaging quality than the standard mammography.
However, they generally deliver significantly higher dose of ionizing radiation, hence also come
with the higher risk of causing what they should help fight - breast cancer, but also other cancer
forms as well.
Gamma-ray imaging and PET are part of so called nuclear medicine.
Diagnostic gamma-ray imaging uses techniques based on the radioactive gamma rays
produced by radionuclides (radioactive isotopes) injected into the bloodstream. Isotope, either
alone, or chemically combined with compounds that enhance its concentration in the specific organ
and/or malignant cells, are absorbed by body tissues in different concentrations. Hence radiation
they emit can be used to create an image of the body tissues by one or more gamma cameras,
capturing the radiation.
Unlike X-ray imaging techniques, which primarily detect pathologic (physical) tissue changes,
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gamma imaging also can target and detect tissue cells with the forms of altered metabolism
indicating malignant growth. For that reason, gamma imaging can detect some cancers not visible
in X-ray mammography, and also has the potential for better differentiation of malignant vs.
benign growth. However, due to its technological limitation, it was less efficient in detecting small
tumors (less than about 1 cm), important for early diagnosis.
This limitation applies to the oldest form of gamma imaging, scintimammography (also called
Miraluma, or sestamibi imaging, for the radioactive compound it uses, Miraluma Tc-99m
sestamibi), introduced to medical imaging in the mid-to-late 1990s. Similarly to the CT technology,
adapting early gamma-ray imaging apparatus to the specific breast-imaging application, in this
case by replacing a large, general-use gamma camera with a smaller one, closer to the breast,
significantly improved imaging quality.
The two scintimammography technologies optimized for breast imaging are Breast-Specific
Gamma Imaging (BSGI, by Dilon Technologies) and Molecular Breast Imaging (MBI, by
GammaMedica). The former uses single small gamma-camera ("dedicated breast gamma
camera") with advanced detector; reportedly, it is capable of detecting tumors down to 1mm in
size. The later, which uses similar dual-head gamma camera and a different detector can,
according to the manufacturer, detect tumors down to 3mm.
However, both technologies still struggle with another drawback of scintimammography:
significantly higher radiation exposure
than with the X-ray mammography. This time, it is not only the breasts that are exposed to
radiation, but the rest of the body as well.
The facts on radiation exposure during medical diagnostic procedures are quite commonly
poorly presented, misrepresented or misunderstood. And more so when it comes to the exposures
to gamma radiation from injected radioactive isotopes. Despite the clear official stance that the
effective dose shouldn't be used for an assessment of the individual radiation risk, it is the form in
which radiation exposures here are routinely presented.
Table below shows radiation exposure of the human body resulting from injection of two
different forms of the most commonly used radioactive tracer in gamma imaging, Technecium-99:
SestaMIBI (Miraluma, commercially available as Cardiolite) and Tetrofosmin (commercially
available as Myoview). Both are used for myocardial perfusion, with the former also being the
radiopharmaceutical of choice for gamma-ray breast imaging (the reason is obvious, since its
estimated breast concentration is nearly four times higher than for Tetrofosmin).
ABSORBED DOSE
(mGy/100MBq)

EFFECTIVE DOSE
(mSv/100MBq)

Tc
SestaMIBI

Tc
Tetrofosmin

Tissue
weighting
factor
WT

Adrenals

0.75

0.33

0.011

0.0075

0.0033

Bladder

1.10

2.60

0.04

0.044

0.104

ORGAN

99m

99m
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1

Bone marrow (red)

0.55

0.29

0.12

0.066

0.0348

Bone surface

0.82

0.48

0.01

0.0082

0.0048

Brain

0.52

0.05

0.01

0.0052

0.0005

Breast

0.38

0.10

0.12

0.0456

0.012

1

Gall bladder

3.90

2.70

0.01

0.039

0.027

Stomach

0.65

0.35

0.12

0.078

0.042

Small Intestine

1.50

1.10

0.011

0.015

0.011

Colon

2.40

1.80

0.12

0.288

0.216

Esophagus

0.41

0.24

0.04

0.0164

0.0096

Heart

0.63

0.48

0.011

0.0063

0.0048

Kidneys

3.60

1.10

0.011

0.036

0.011

Liver

1.10

0.33

0.04

0.044

0.0132

Lungs

0.46

0.22

0.01

0.0046

0.0022

Muscles

0.29

0.41

0.01

0.0029

0.0041

Ovaries

0.91

0.76

0.08

0.0728

0.0608

1

Pancreas

0.77

0.39

0.01

0.0077

0.0039

Salivary glands

1.40

0.93

0.01

0.014

0.0093

Skin

0.31

0.14

0.01

0.0031

0.0014

1

Spleen

0.65

0.30

0.01

0.0065

0.0030

Testes

0.38

0.29

0.08

0.0304

0.0232

1

Thymus

0.41

0.24

0.01

0.0041

0.0024

Thyroid

0.53

0.48

0.04

0.0212

0.0192

Uterus

0.78

0.76

0.011

0.0078

0.0076

Remaining organs

0.31

0.41

0.05

0.0155

0.0205

Whole body

0.982

0.662

0.8898

0.6516

1.00
(0.03853)

Approximate value based on ICRP cumulative value for 14 tissues and/or organs ("remainder

tissues", which in addition to those listed in the table include extrathoracic region, lymphatic nodes,
2

oral mucosa, prostate, and cervix)
3
Absorbed dose arithmetic average
WT arithmetic average

The above radiation doses are based on the published data of an international study sponsored
by the European Association for Nuclear Medicine (Bombardieri et al. 2003). The overall radiation
dose is more than double that given with the official U.S. prescriptions, mainly due to the larger
number of organs included (25 organs plus a sum for the remaining organs in the study vs. 16
organs in the standard U.S. prescription data). Methods of dose estimation also may differ, with
the study being based on ICRP 80 (issued in 1998), while the U.S. dose estimation seem to be
based on methods dating from 1975, possibly even 1968.
Of particular interest is breast irradiation. The effective breast dose of 0.0456 mSv per 100
MBq is two and a half times higher than that quoted in U.S. prescriptions. Since the study uses
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more recent dosimetry data, and is focused on the use of these two radiopharmaceuticals for
breast imaging (U.S. prescriptions are primarily for cardio/pulmonary imaging), its estimated dose
should be be more accurate.
With the standard injection dose of Tc99 sestaMIBI being 740-1110 MBq (20-30 mCi in older
units of millicuries), estimated dose of radiation absorbed by the breasts is in the 2.8-4.2 mSv
range, with the corresponding effective dose 0.34-0.51 mSv. Nominally, it is roughly almost twice
lower than the average radiation dose from X-ray mammography (about 6 mSv absorbed dose).
However,
breast irradiation here is only a small fraction
of the total body irradiation.
As the table indicates, the whole body effective radiation dose with gamma-ray imaging is
about 20 times higher than for the breasts alone. Hence, radiation exposure is about 10 times
higher than with the standard average X-ray mammography. While the risk of developing breast
cancer is nearly cut in half with gamma-ray imaging, the risk of developing any cancer due to
injected radioisotope is
nearly ten times higher.
This assumes that the radiation weighting factor for both, high-energy gamma-rays (140 KeV)
and low-energy X-rays (20-25 KeV) is the same, officially set to 1. As mentioned before, there is a
very suggestive evidence that high-energy ionizing radiation inflicts less biological damage. In light
of it, it is likely that the actual risk with gamma-imaging is significantly lower; possibly, only half as
high as the official dosimetry implies. Still, the risk of any cancer with it would be up to several
times higher than the risk of breast cancer with mammography.
In addition, injected radiopharmaceuticals also cause frequent side effects.
That, however, may be changing for the better. Relatively recent technological advances made
possible significant radiation dose reduction with gamma-ray breast imaging. The two frontrunners
at the moment, as mentined, are so called Molecular Breast Imaging (MBI, GammaMedica) and
Breast-Specific Gamma Imaging (BSGI, Dilon Technologies), both offering image quality
significantly improved over the standard scintimammography.
While both started out with the standard recommended dose of 740-1110 MBq of Te99,
GammaMedica reports that recent trials with improved collimator and somewhat lower energy
radiopharmaceutical used several times lower radiation dose, while maintaining the same level of
image quality. Specifically, the low-dose MBI requires only 148 MBq. That translates into as little
as 0.6 mSv and 0.07 mSv absorbed and effective dose for the breasts.
The effective whole-body dose is about 1.3 mSv - still two to three times higher than with the
standard X-ray mammography (using identical radiation weighting factor; as mentioned above, the
actual effective dose with gamma-radiation is probably nearly half as high as with low-energy Xrays). GammaMedica and its researchers at Mayo clinic hope they could further reduce the
radiation dose, by about a half, to 76 MBq. That would nearly equate the risk of developing any
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cancer due to injected pharmaceutical to that of developing breast cancer due to mammography
X-rays.
It would make MBI a direct alternative for screening asymptomatic women. MBI's advantage
would be generally better accuracy in breast cancer detection, but that comes at a price: projected
average reimbursement per scan is $450, about twice that for mammography.
The third nuclear medicine breast imaging technology, Positron Emission Mammography (PEM)
, is not a candidate for breast cancer screening technology. But it is used fairly regularly for breast
cancer diagnostic, so it warrants brief coverage.
Positron emission tomography (PET) is a 3-D imaging technology dating back to the 1970s.
Together with other gamma-ray imaging technologies, it belongs to so called nuclear medicine. Its
distinction is in the way that gamma radiation is produced. While other gamma-ray technologies
use radioactive isotopes directly emitting gamma-rays, PET uses proton-rich isotopes - for cancer
imaging, it is commonly fluoro-deoxy-glucose (usually abbreviated FDG, radiopharmaceutical
combining glucose and radioactive isotope fluorine-18 - which stabilizes by decaying protons into
neutron, neutrino and a positron (in effect, a positively charged electron).
The ejected positron travels an average 2-3 mm before it loses enough energy to be able to
interact with a body electron. The two annihilate, transforming into two gamma-ray photons
emitted in opposite directions.
Gamma-ray radiation produced by annihilation is than detected by a gamma camera. Since
FDG binds glucose molecule, it gets absorbed at a higher rate by glucose-hungry cancerous cells.
This makes them visible on gamma-ray image as denser spots of more intense gamma-ray
emission.
In addition to malignant growth, PET FDG imaging is particularly effective in diagnosing
neurological (where the activity of brain cells affects their glucose intake) and cardiac (where
blood-starved portions of the heart muscle get and use less glucose) disorders.
As the other forms of imaging using injected radiotracer, PET's detection of cancerous growth
is based on the anomalous metabolism of cancer cells. That generally results in a higher level of
accuracy in discriminating between benign structural tissue abnormalities and an actual malignant
cancer.
However, the standard whole-body PET scanner, similarly to the whole-body CT, lacks in
resolution, which is very important aspect in the early detection of breast cancer.
To remedy that, breast-dedicated positron-emission scanner is designed to use smaller
gamma cameras that can come very close to the breast tissue, only separated from it by the
holding plates for immobilizing the breast. This significantly improved resolution, by reducing signal
noise, while also requires lower dose of the radioactive tracer. This specialized form of PAT
became PAM - positron emission mammography.
With the potential to detect cancers of only 2-3mm in size, PEM resolution level compares to
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that of other two major forms of gamma imaging, BSGI and BMI. However, it is more expensive,
and delivers about as much radiation to the patient as these other two breast-specific gamma-ray
modalities - which is significantly more than with the standard X-ray mammography (this does not
include GammaMedica's still experimental low-dose MBI).
According to a recent study that compared radiation dose delivered by PEM and BSGI to that
delivered with the standard film and digital
X-ray mammography, the former two pose significantly higher risk (Hendrick, Radiation doses and
cancer risks from breast imaging studies, 2010). Specifically, author's research produced the
estimated effective radiation doses per procedure of 6.3-9.4 mSv (for 740-1100 MBq infusion of
Tc99m SestaMIBI) and 7.2 mSv (370 MBq of FDG) for BSGI and PEM, respectively.
In comparison, the effective doses for the standard 2-view (per breast) film and digital X-ray
mammography came at 0.44 and 0.56 mSv, respectively.
If so, cancer risk due to radiation exposure would be anywhere
from about dozen to over 20 times higher with BSGI and PEM,
than with the standard mammography. Hendrick, however, based his comparisons not on the
effective dose, but on BEIR VII mortality rates for the absorbed dose. That gives somewhat higher
risk - up to 30 times for BSGI and PEM versus mammography.
The study did not include recent developments in the nuclear medicine, such as above
mentioned significant reduction in radiation dose with the BMI breast gamma-ray imaging reported
by GammaMedica. On the other hand, hopeful beginnings do not always pass the final test: a few
years ago, Naviscan - the manufacturer of the first FDA approved PEM imaging scanner - was
indicating that use of a new, B12-bound radiopharmaceutical could dramatically reduce patients
radiation exposure with their PEM-Flex. That never materialized.
But one thing is certain: as the radiation risk factor becomes real public concern, and as the
unfavorable risks-to-benefits ratio of the standard X-ray mammography are becoming more clearly
defined, there is a need - and a huge marketing niche - for the effective, low-risk alternative test
suitable for breast cancer screening. At present, nuclear medicine is far from passing the radiation
exposure hurdle. But things could change, and could change fast.
Its possible ace-in-the-sleeve is the probably inaccurate official assessment of the cancer risk
in the radiation range from low-energy X-rays to high energy gamma-rays. At present, they are all
assigned the same radiation weighting factor, 1; a good bit of evidence, however, suggests that
the actual gene-damaging potential at the low-energy end is roughly double that at the highenergy end of the range. So gamma-ray mammography operating at 140 keV, and PEM operating
at 511 keV (vs. X-ray mammography operating at about 25 keV.) have a realistic chance for their
radiation risk to be officially cut up to 50%, or somewhat more, on that basis.
______
This overview of the alternative tests to the standard mammography also using ionizing
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radiation - either X-rays or gamma-rays - does not offer a clearly better solution. Some test are
better in some aspects, worse in the others. Those that remain at an acceptable radiation level
cannot significantly improve the main problem of standard mammography:
insufficient accuracy in indicating which abnormal growth is actually a malignancy.
Without it, most of the benefit of early diagnosis morphs into the negative of overdiagnosis and
overtreatment, with the problem of false positives remaining, and with questionable benefit in
reducing morbidity and mortality.
Do the alternative tests not using ionizing radiation compete better in this respect? Will find the
answer next.

III - 4. Non-ionizing-radiation (NIR) tests for breast cancer
screening
Alternative tests to the X-ray mammography for breast cancer screening come in two main
flavors: those that use ionizing radiation, and those that don't. Here we'll look at the latter. Two
breast cancer imaging tests commonly used to confirm or clarify mammography findings without
additional exposure to ionizing radiation are breast ultrasound (also called sonography) and
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
The third technique, somewhat obscured and different in the type of information it provides, is
breast termography.
Let's start with the first two, breast ultrasound and MRI. Either is more sensitive than
mammography, but neither is seriously considered as an alternative for breast cancer screening.
Why not?
Breast MRI
With MRI, one important reason is the cost. A single session averages $2000-4000 (with and
without contrast agent, respectively), which is
10-20 times the average cost of the standard X-ray mammography session. Another drawback of
MRI - a price to pay for its higher sensitivity - is significantly more false positives than with
mammography, which is already too much.
In addition, the procedure is contraindicated for more than a few individuals, including those
allergic to the contrast agent, claustrophobic, those that for any reason have difficulty to lay still
through the lengthy procedure, those with pacemaker (which can be affected by MRI's strong
magnetic fields), and those with metallic implants.
Also, it is uncertain how the highly intense electromagnetic fields produced by MRI scanners
can affect health. While no ill short-term effects resulting from MRI scans have been directly
observed, there is insufficient research data to conclude that there is no possible adverse effects
longer term. In fact, magnetic fields are listed among 216 breast carcinogens in a recent
comprehensive report.
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Static magnetic fields produced by MRI can be extremely strong, more than 100,000 times
stronger than Earth's magnetic field. Most MRI systems today operate below 3T (T=Tesla) static
field, which is still
tens of thousands times stronger than Earth's magnetic field;
caution is certainly advisable. Human body has its own, subtle magnetic field, which changes with
the state of health; it is certainly affected by the exposure to much stronger MRI field; we only
don't know how, and how that does affect body functions.
Commonly, we can hear statements from the professional medical circles that static magnetic
fields in general, and those produced by MRI scanners in particular, are benign. Considering that
no reliable study exist supporting this view, it is only opinion, at the best, and one that is not
shared by everyone. In the initial draft of new EU power field legislature, occupational exposure to
static magnetic field was limited to 2 Tesla (T, unit for magnetic field strength, equaling 2,000
Gauss); it was later dropped because of the combination of pressures and uncertainty, but some
form of future restriction to field strength applied in medical diagnostic procedures (and nonoccupational exposures in general) level is likely.
Simply put,
no one really knows what the possible effects on health from exposures to
high-intensity static magnetic fields could be.
What we do know, is that magnetic fields, both static and pulsating, if properly applied, can
have therapeutic effect on relieving or eliminating various forms of pain and degenerative
processes, including cancer. And that alone justifies caution, because
anything that has the power to cause positive effect,
also has the power to cause negative effect.
One example of the negative effect is the well documented ill effect of magnetic field exposure
on the increased risk of childhood cancer - particularly leukemia - due to exposure to
comparatively quite weak pulsating magnetic fields produced by power lines.
MRI magnetic fields are of much higher intensity than those used for therapeutic purposes,
which is not necessarily good, nor bad; we have sufficient evidence to conclude that biological
effects of power fields do not "comply" with the simple dose-response scheme. The effect of any
specific form of power fields on cellular health
depends on the multitude of interacting factors,
which in addition to field intensity include frequency, variability, presence of other power field
forms, presence of specific internal or external chemicals and, of course, individual sensitivities.
Exposure may have adverse effect at some specific lower, and no effect at some specific higher
intensities/frequencies, or vice versa.
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The fact is that magnetic field of just about any intensity level is potentially capable of
interfering with extremely subtle electrical circuitry of the human body.
It doesn't make it any simpler that MRI scans also produce very intense electromagnetic
(radio-wave) radiation, as well as so called gradient magnetic fields that can change thousands
times per second.
The frequency of MRI radio-wave emission depends on its static magnetic field strength, as
42.57 MHz per tesla (so called resonance frequency for proton, i.e. positive hydrogen ion). With
most MRI scans working in the 1-5T range, the corresponding radio frequencies are in 40-200
MHz range. This is the range of very high (radio) frequencies, or VHF, which is followed by ultra
high frequencies (UHF), with the typical cell phone frequency level at about 1,000 MHz. Since
adverse biological and health effects have been indicated for exposures to both, lower and higher
radio frequencies than those emitted by MRI scanners,
their emission cannot be assumed harmless.
As already mentioned, the MRI radio emission is also very intense, to the point of being
capable of inducing hyperthermia (elevating the temperature of body tissues).
Possible longer-term health effects of the quickly changing gradient magnetic fields in an MRI
scan are also poorly understood. In the modern MRI machines, high-frequency gradient fields
needed for higher resolutions are strong enough to cause peripheral nerve stimulation. Other,
more subtle sensation-wise and possibly adverse forms of effects on cellular functions cannot be
excluded.
In short, despite its imaging superiority, MRI is not a viable alternative for the principal test in
a breast cancer screening program. For the same reasons - high cost, high rate of false positives,
and uncertain long-term effects on health - it is not a candidate for the test of choice for individual
periodic breast screening as well.
Breast ultrasound
And what about ultrasound? It is used in medical imaging for over half a century. Presently,
with the MRI and biopsy, it is used whenever it is necessary to clarify or confirm mammographic
test. It has higher sensitivity than mammography, while comparable cost and time expenditure.
Unlike mammography, it scans the entire breast and does not have its accuracy compromised by
high breast density, does not require breast compression, and uses generally safer, non-ionizing
form of radiation.
Why don't we just use ultrasound for screening asymptomatic women for signs of breast
cancer?
Probably more than anything else, it was the result of public perception which, in turn, was a
product of the fairly random activity that happened to be selectively promoting X-ray
mammography. Perhaps, at least in part, due to the X-ray imaging being prevailing diagnostic
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imaging method in general, and particularly back in the 1970s. As B. H. Lerner states, medical
technology historians generally agree that the social perception of new medical technologies is not
necessarily based on the facts, as much as
on the opinions of those that happened to get the upper hand
in their introduction to public.
(Background Paper for the Institute of Medicine report: “Mammography and Beyond: Developing
Technologies for the Early Detection of Breast Cancer”, 2001).
It certainly fully applies to the advance of X-ray mammography screening, as well as the
relative obscurity of ultrasound.
Unlike X-ray mammography, which emerged as the accepted and practiced method of
screening as a result of more than a decade of committed support by some researchers,
radiologists and organizations - from technical improvements by Egan in the late 1950s, to
Zuckerman and Strax (the latter initiating the landmark HIP screening trial that seemed to had
proven both, earlier breast cancer diagnosis and significantly lower mortality for the screened
population, the former seemingly confirmed by the following Breast Cancer Detection
Demonstration Project in the mid 1970s) and, finally, the push by two major organizations,
American Cancer Society and National Cancer Institute, for which the "effective" screening was
just what doctor ordered for their newly intensified "war" on breast cancer - culminating in an
enthusiastic, persistent public campaign,
ultrasound never got similar support needed for such a lift off.
Consequently, it was left where X-ray mammography itself once was: as a mere diagnostic
tool. Moreover, in the course of X-ray mammography screening advance, ultrasound as a possible
breast cancer screening method inherited an a priori dismissive view, just the opposite of that
given to mammography:
its negatives were exaggerated,
and advantages downplayed or neglected.
It was looked down at as a possible alternative, yet it was, at the same time, used as an
accessory test to X-ray mammography screening.
What are the negatives of ultrasound as a screening tool for breast cancer? Until recent,
ultrasound imaging had two diagnostic drawbacks vs. X-ray mammography. It didn't have that high
degree of repeatability and, due to its higher sensitivity, had significantly more false positives.
Difficulties to achieve repeatability of test results were not stranger to X-ray mammography as
well. Even after Egan improved its technical aspects, it took years of hard work to develop
methodology that would insure acceptable level of repeatability. It is very likely that similar effort
would have resulted in a comparable - or better - repeatability with the ultrasound mammography
as well. But, being labeled as "inferior" by the mainstream medicine, it was never given that
chance.
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In the meantime, technological advances nearly eliminated the need for developing laborious
specialized, unified methodologies for ultrasound breast testing, or sonomammography; more
about it in a bit. It also reduced the rate of false positives, although it will likely remain higher than
with X-ray mammography. That, however, should be partly offset by its likely lower rate of false
negatives, making the overall difference in this respect relatively small.
On the other hand, significant reduction in the radiation risk favors ultrasound. Sound waves
are mechanical waves, usually in the 3-10 MHz frequency range (sound waves over 20,000 Hz, or
0.02 MHz, are ultrasound, inaudible by humans), with resolution generally increasing with the
frequency. These waves are significantly less invasive to biological tissues than ionizing
electromagnetic radiation. Although they also can produce slight tissue heating, pressure, and may
enhance inflammatory response, their effect on body's electrical circuitry - hence on cellular
homeostasis - is comparatively negligible.
Most importantly, unlike X-rays, ultrasound waves
do not reach energy level needed to cause
direct damage to the DNA.
Due to technological advances, sonomammography has reached the level at which it compares
favorably to X-ray mammography as a screening test of choice. This advance evolves along two
lines:
(1) making the procedure automated by replacing manually handled transceiver with some
form of a fixed breast cover, and
2) by enhancing video output (color, 3-D images. etc.).
Breast ultrasound is turning into fascinating technology, which in addition to supplying detailed
images of breast tissue structures, is also capable of assessing blood supply in suspicious breast
structures (Doppler ultrasound), as well as discerning harder, stiffer diseased tissue from softer,
more elastic healthy tissue by detecting their change before and after slight pressure, which can
be induced either mechanically, or by additional, low-frequency ultrasound field (ultrasonic
elastography, or sonoelastography).
In 2006, Dr. Richard Barr from NE Ohio Universities College of Medicine reported initial
experiment on 59 patients in which their ultrasonic elastography technique correctly identified 16
out of 16 invasive and 56 out of 56 benign breast cancer tumors, for 100% sensitivity (efficiency
in detecting disease when it is present, defined as P/D, where P is the number of positive test
results within the group that has the disease, and D the total number of tested cases in that
group) and specificity (efficiency in detecting the absence of disease, defined as N/F, where N is
the number of negative test result within those free of disease and F the total number of diseasefree cases tested).
Another trial by Dr. Barr's team, on 80 patients with 123 lesions, accurately detected all 17
malignant lesions and 105 out of 106 benign lesions, for 100% sensitivity and 99% specificity.
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The following multi-center trial confirmed high test sensitivity (98.2%), but its specificity
averaged 85%. Lower specificity was probably the result of varying level of training of radiologists
in the six participating centers. But even those figures
compare favorably to the standard X-ray mammography,
for which the sensitivity is usually cited as 75-90% (more realistically, 40-90%) and specificity 9095% (more realistically 85-95%).
Knowing that the false positive rate of a test is given by 1-specificity (or 100-specificity in
percents), implies that with this new, improved technology, ultrasound can have
about as high, or lower rate of false positives, and
significantly lower rate of false negatives
(given by 1-sensitivity) than the standard X-ray mammography.
Elastography is experimenting with different detection criteria: Dr. Barr uses lesion size
comparison between regular ultrasound and elastography, some researchers use color enhanced
imaging with Dr. Ueno's color classification system (color-coded enhanced imaging, where colors
are specific to a certain level of tissue stiffness), or simply a nominal stiffness criteria with gray
scale imaging. The results vary somewhat with the technique and experience, but generally are
comparable or superior to X-ray mammography.
With further refinements, it is very likely that sonomammography using elasticity imaging will
soon become clearly superior to X-ray mammography.
Sonomammography alone also becomes comparable or superior to mammography in the
detection efficacy. Thomas Nelson from University of California, San Diego, has encouraging
results in developing a volume breast ultrasound scanner (VBUS) for early breast cancer detection
with 3-D ultrasound tomography. September last year, U-System from California was cleared to
market their Automated Breast Ultrasound system (ABUS) for screening asymptomatic women in
the European Union, and so on.
In short, despite being sidelined for decades, breast ultrasound seems to be on the short
course to become clearly superior breast cancer test to X-ray mammography.
In light of this, it becomes evident that focusing on the standard X-ray mammography as the
breast cancer screening method of choice for over three decades
was not justified by its de facto safety and efficacy.
Unfortunately, X-ray imaging in general is all to some (influential) people: the traditional
method in medical practice, official icon and dominant imaging industry. Many careers, prestige
and big profits, depend on its prolonged use, and that significantly slows down development and
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acceptance of the alternative methods, such as ultrasound. Nevertheless, the progress toward
better and safer technologies is underway, and it will be hard to stop.
Risk assessment: thermography
All major breast imaging technologies use one or more agents foreign to the body - be it Xrays, gamma radiation, with or without contrast agents, or ultrasound - to penetrate the tissue and
produce its image. That is, all but one. The technology capturing breasts own thermal emission, so
called thermography,
can reveal changes in the thermal blueprint of the breast indicative of
abnormal tissue formation much sooner than any other.
As soon as an invasive tumor becomes active, it starts forming blood vessel structure to
increase its blood supply. The increased blood concentration around it results in more intense
thermal emission from this area, that can be detected years before tumor grows large enough to
be detected by mammography, ultrasound or MRI.
Not every deviation in breast tissue's thermal pattern is the result of a cancerous growth or, if
it is, will necessarily progress further. Hence, thermography is not a diagnostic tool; its main
purpose is
risk assessment.
Based on breast's thermal patterns, thermologist determines breast cancer risk potential based
on the 5-level scale, from the lowest (TH1) to the highest (TH5). According to The Thermogram
Center, research data indicates that 40% of those with high or highest risk thermograms (TH4 and
TH5) develop active cancer within 10 years.
That makes a high-risk thermogam by far
the most significant breast cancer risk factor,
justifying additional testing (even if nothing suspicious was found with a recent mammogram,
ultrasound or MRI) and, if it turns out negative, adopting a continuous, comprehensive strategy for
minimizing breast cancer risk.
____
Putting it all together, it seems safe to suggest that public screening based on breast
ultrasound, combined with more widely spaced in time breast thermograms, would provide at
least as much of the early detection benefit as X-ray mammography, but with significantly lower
risk factor. Whether or not those in charge of public policy will follow up in this direction remains
to be seen.
Among possible obstacles to such a move are new imaging techniques based on ionizing
radiation. Some of them do have certain advantages over the standard X-ray mammography and,
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being still in the traditional radiologic diagnostic groove, may be preferred by the establishments
for that reason.
And there is yet another angle to it. Is there a test that would cover all the cancers, not only
that of the breast? Sounds too good to be true but, in fact - there is such test. It is called antimalignin antibody screen or, for short, AMAS. Although often referred to as "new test", it is about
as old as X-ray mammography: FDA approved it for cancer screening as far back as 1977. More
about it on next.

III - 5. AMAS test
Is there a single screening test that would cover all the cancers? Sounds too good to be true
but, in fact - there is such test. It is called anti-malignin antibody screen or, for short, AMAS.
Although often referred to as "new test", it is about as old as the standard X-ray mammography: it
was FDA-approved for cancer screening as far back as 1977.
Part of its lasting novel appeal is in being fairly obscured for decades, apparently - for no good
reason. Nearly all of the research on its effectiveness for over two decades since the mid 1970s
was led by its discoverer, Dr. Samuel Bogoch, MD, PhD, and his wife Eleanor Bogosh, MD, with
the first wide scale trial in 1982 (Determination of anti-malignin antibody and malignin in 1,026
cancer patients and controls: relation of antibody to survival) supplied the evidence that
one specific antibody (protein) is indeed elevated in the presence of almost any
cancer.
This was confirmed by several authors' and independent studies after that. The test is in
clinical use for over three decades, supplied by Oncolab, Boston MA.
The test is based on determining the level of this specific protein - named malignin by Dr. Sam
Bogoch - created by the body in the presence of almost any malignancy. Bogoch's data on
thousands of patients with various forms of cancer indicate high test sensitivity (93%, i.e. 7%
false-negative rate) and specificity (95%, i.e. 5% false-positive rate).
In 1994, a study of the AMAS test used in the actual clinical practice of 42 physicians from 11
states (nearly 200 patients total) recorded near 100% sensitivity and specificity (Early detection
and monitoring of cancer with the anti-malignin antibody test, Abrams et al.).
In 2000, an independent small study of test's efficacy with breast cancer come to essentially
the same numbers as Bogoch (Thornthwaite JT. Anti-malignin antibody in serum and other tumor
marker determinations in breast cancer). And the most recent, small study, found that test's
efficacy, with 62% sensitivity and 67% specificity - is insufficient (Harman et al. Discrimination of
Breast Cancer by Anti-Malignin Antibody Serum Test in Women Undergoing Biopsy, 2005).
Assuming no bias, Bogoch's initial test efficacy numbers carry more weight than the smaller
studies, simply for much larger number of cases. Two of the small studies fall completely in line
with Bogoch's initial results, so it is only Harman et al. that suggests the opposite, i.e. insufficient
test sensitivity and specificity. Taking a closer look at this study, its main limitations are obvious:
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(1) number of participants - 71 breast cancer cases scheduled for biopsy - is too small to be
statistically significant,
(2) the only exclusion criteria was prior history of malignancy, and
(3) there was no screening to determine whether a "false" positive test result was caused by
the presence of some other form of cancer.
Insufficiency of a single exclusion criteria is due to the test limitations reported by Dr. Bogoch,
namely that body's malignan production
becomes irresponsive to the presence of cancerous growth after a significant
cancerous mass is present for about 3 years, or longer, or when the immune function
is
grossly suppressed.
The latter commonly results from conventional chemo and radiation treatments, but can also
be caused by some other medical treatments, or by medically-unrelated factors. Since only 17
participants had biopsy-confirmed breast cancer, the presence of undetected longer-term
cancerous growth of any other form in only a few participants, could alone significantly degrade
study's test specificity results, making its false-positive rate much higher than what it was.
On the other hand, relaying on the conventional breast cancer diagnoses induces another
obvious flaw, since it entirely neglects overdiagnosis. Knowing that 1 in 4 to 1 in 3 of
conventionally diagnosed breast cancers are pseudo-disease implies that a significant portion of
the diagnoses could have been pseudo-disease and, therefore, not true false-negatives.
Related to this, the number of positive (malignant) and suspicious biopsy results - 17 the
former and 12 the latter - indicates selection bias toward women likely to have breast cancer. The
usual rate of positive biopsy result is between 5% and 10%. Assuming that half of suspicious
biopsies were, actually, breast cancer, puts the rate of positive biopsy results in the study at 32%.
Relatively large number of participants with existing breast cancer would actually increase the
chances that the portion of those with longer-term tumors will be closer to its statistical average.
But if uncontrolled, as it was in this study, it can be a source of unknown sample deviations,
invalidating study results.
The supplied data on study participants is, in general, very scarce, leaving open the possibility
of some forms of selection bias. For instance, there is no data on age, except a hint in the
Discussion section that study's participants were middle-aged women.
Also, the study does not use repeated AMAS test when the initial result is unclear, which is the
usual practice for obtaining better indication in borderline cases, or to rule out so called transient
malignan elevation. Obviously, such study approach does not allow for the test to reach its full
potential.
Harman et al. do acknowledge the limitation resulting from not checking for the presence of
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other forms of cancer. It offers a quick "what if" calculation based on some research data on false
negative breast cancer biopsies, which would, in the "worst case scenario" increase the AMAS
study specificity from 67% to "only" 78%. That, of course, is not appropriate. Presence of any
undetected cancer form, not only false negative biopsy for breast cancer, would result in a false
"false positive" AMAS result.
Despite the study acknowledging one of the limitations related to its low number of participants
- specifically, the possibility that its particular group of participants had "an unusual number of
patients with malignant disease but low AMAS titers" - and stating that, consequently, "only further
studies with larger numbers of patients would elucidate this possibility" the lead author does not
refrain from publicly criticizing AMAS test as having insufficient sensitivity and specificity (hence, "If
you're going to do a mammogram, why do this?").
In addition to its obvious design flaws, this sort of questions author's impartiality, while clearly
suggesting author's preference. At the time when the standard X-ray mammography's cult status
seems to be threatened from all sides, the mighty industry behind it is
likely to try to downgrade any competition.
Creating studies fitting that purpose is no news in the realm of profit- and status-driven
medicine.
But the study does touch a very important distinction and limitation of the AMAS test: it is a
cancer test, but it is not cancer-specific. In other words, it indicates the presence of malignant
growth, but does not specify its type, location or size/stage. For that, additional, different tests are
needed.
According to Oncolab's site, the test was used successfully for screening in selected high-risk
populations (e.g. chemical workers) and preclinical detection of cancer in a relatively small portion
of medical-surgical cases. However, it has never been tested for screening broad populations.
Obviously, it is not a test that can be used to screen for any specific cancer form, but considering
that
breast cancer makes only about 15% of all cancers in
U.S. female population,
it seems very worthwhile to have it done, from about age 50 on, for the price comparable to that
of standard mammography.
At present, Oncolab sends a free kit for taking blood sample. The test alone is $165, and has
to go through your doctor, who receives the test result. If it is negative, the chances that you don't
have neither breast, nor any other cancer, are about 13 to 1. For comparison, with the standard
mammography it is less than 4 to 1 for breast cancer alone.
If the test is positive, it is about 19 to 1 that you have malignant growth - generally in an early
stage - somewhere in the body. Or, vice versa, the chances of a false alarm are 1 in 20. Again,
with the standard mammography it is about 9 to 1 for breast cancer alone that the positive test is
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true, or about 1 in 10 chance of a false alarm.
In short, what standard mammography does for breast cancer screening, AMAS test does for
screening all cancers - only better. It would certainly make more sense to
screen with AMAS test for all cancers,
and in the case of confirmed presence of malignancy move on to what seems to be the most
logical cancer-specific test. Since AMAS test detects malignant growths in its early, preclinical
stage - generally earlier than standard mammography in the case of breast cancer - it buys
enough of bonus time for additional tests.
Being a simple blood test, AMAS itself is essentially non-invasive. Its limitations affect relatively
few, mainly those with advanced cancer forms, and those with severe immuno-deficiencies, whose
bodies may lose the ability of producing this specific immuno-response to the presence of
malignancy.
And, if breast cancer is primary concern, the positive AMAS test could be best followed with
the good old physical breast exam. More on this test next.

III - 6. Physical breast exam
The 2009 USPSTF recommendations stating that there is no sufficient evidence for the benefit
of clinical breast examination (CBE), and that clinicians shouldn't teach women to perform breast
self-examination (BSE), came as a surprise to many.
For decades, physical breast exam - CBE and BSE - was promoted as a major weapon in the
proclaimed war on breast cancer (BC). Used complementary to the screening X-ray
mammography in earlier detection, it presumably contributed to the assumed benefits of less
invasive treatment and reduced BC mortality. No one doubted their value; it was only assumed
that they are not as good as mammography.
Then, incidentally just as new research started implying questionable benefits-to-risks ratio of
the standard X-ray mammography screening, new notion surfaced, picturing physical breast exam
(PBE) as not a viable screening option, and claiming there is no sufficient evidence to support its
efficacy in that role. It is becoming the dominant view in what most people see as competent
organizations and institutions, but didn't entirely take over yet.
So, as of 2009, annual CBE for ages 40+ is recommended by the American Cancer Society
(ACS), but not by National Cancer Institute (NCI), American Medical Association (AMA), American
Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP), American College of Physicians (ACP), nor World Health
Organization (WHO).
Somewhat more of an agreement there is for the use of CBE for periodic evaluation, on a
more individualized base, with which all of these organizations generally agree, except one (WHO)
. The United States Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) maintains that the evidence is
insufficient to justify either pro or against recommendation. And the WHO is recommending not to
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use it.
As for the BSE, it is recommended only by AMA, recommended against by WHO, and
undecided upon ("insufficient evidence") by the rest of these organizations.
What is the evidence actually telling us about the efficiency of the physical breast exam? The
answer may vary, depending on who you ask. An interesting -and certainly familiar - pattern is
that the evidence tends to be selectively used and/or interpreted based on reviewer's preference,
belief, or just current prevailing view.
From the beginning of the mammography era, both CBE and BSE were nearly unanimously
promoted as effective in early detection, and supporting evidence was there. Early studies from
the 1970s found not only that BSE can be effective as screening tool (Foster et al. 1978), but also
that it could reduce BC mortality by 19-24% (Greenwald et al 1978). It is documented that there
was significant reduction in the size of presenting cancer before the introduction of mass
mammography screening (Cady et al. 1993), which could only be credited to the physical exam.
A 1988 meta-study published in the British Medical Journal (Self examination of the breast: is it
beneficial?, Hill et al.), covering 12 studies with 8118 breast cancer patients, found that women
practicing BSE had 36% lower risk of having cancer spread to lymph nodes at the time of
diagnosis, and 44% lower risk of having tumor larger than 2cm.
Also, critics of the standard X-ray mammography tend to point at the evidence supporting BSE
effectiveness, such as Japanese study finding it reduces breast cancer mortality risk by 38%
(Effectiveness of mass screening for breast cancer in Japan, Kuroishi et al. 2000), or the well
known Canadian randomized controlled trials, which found that CBE complemented with BSE was
as efficient with respect to breast cancer mortality
as the standard X-ray mammography screening.
On the other hand, those claiming no evidence for the effectiveness of physical breast exam,
tend to ignore evidence to the contrary, or problems with the supporting evidence they use.
For instance, the 2009 USPSTF recommendations cite "insufficient evidence" to assess
"additional benefits or harms" of CBE "beyond" X-ray mammography, while recommending against
BSE use (Screening for breast cancer: U.S. Preventive Services Task Force recommendation
statement). This wording, however, conceals that the only solid piece of evidence among several it
cited for CBE - the two Canadian studies - clearly suggest that CBE screening, combined with BSE,
is as effective as X-ray mammography in reducing breast cancer mortality.
Research cited in this USPSTF report in support of its conclusion of the lack of evidence for the
benefit from practicing BSE is:
- two recent randomized controlled trials in China (Randomized trial of breast self-examination
in Shanghai, Thomas et al. 2002) and Russia (Results of a prospective randomized investigation
[Russia (St.Petersburg)/WHO] to evaluate the significance of self-examination for the early
detection of breast cancer, Semiglazow et al. 2003),
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- one observational study (Breast self-examination: self-reported frequency, quality, and
associated outcomes, Tu and al. 2006),
- one meta analysis (Breast examination and death from breast cancer, Hackshaw and Paul,
2003) and
- two reports: one by the Nordic Cochrane Center (Regular self-examination or clinical
examination for early detection of breast cancer, Kosters and Gotzsche, 2008), and the other by
the Canadian Task Force on Preventive Healthcare (2001 update: should women be routinely
taught breast self-examination to screen for breast cancer?, Baxter et al.).
The center piece are the two randomized trials in China and Russia. In the report, there's no
mention of their overall quality, or possible result inconsistencies - merely presenting the results
that do not find evidence of BSE benefit. However, in the USPSTF's preliminary report (Screening
for breast cancer: Systematic Evidence Review Update for the U. S. Preventive Services Task
Force, Nelson et al. 2009) we can see some relevant "details" omitted from the final report, and
they bring up serious doubts about reliability of these two studies.
It says that the Russian study, ranked in that report as of "fair quality", had all kind of
problems:
• Moscow branch was unfolding so poorly that it was abandoned
• St. Petersburg branch had compliance in the BSE group fall to only 18% within four years,
and even after refresher courses it only rose to 58%; it was probably still lower, because it was
self-reported
• St. Petersburg's all-cause mortality was 7% higher in the BSE group (95% CI 0.88-1.29),
strongly indicating baseline imbalance between the two groups
• number of women in the study varies from one report to another by as much as 3,438; no
explanation offered
• number of women with benign biopsies and those diagnosed by breast cancer do not add up
to the reported number of diagnostic biopsies
• blinding to the status (i.e. group), including cause-of-death assessors wasn't described, and
probably wasn't done
In addition, we also know that women with previous breast cancer or other malignancies were
excluded, but no numbers were given for each group; unknown number of women from each
group was lost due to migration; unknown number of women from the control group had clinical
breast examination; unknown number of women was not in the age group 40-64 when entered
the study; a year into the study an internal test showed only 10% of women performed palpation
by concentric movements correctly, 15% palpation with three fingers, and 58% palpation using
finger pads (Regular self-examination or clinical examination for early detection of breast cancer,
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Kösters and Gøtzsche, 2003).
On top of that, as any observational study, where the degree and quality of compliance in the
intervention (here BSE) group is determined based on self-reported data, it is inherently less
reliable than controlled studies, and considered lower-quality evidence.
It is also important to tell that the study was designed to determine effectiveness of
BSE added to a yearly clinical breast exam (CBE)
as "usual care", i.e. that the intervention group had BSE alone and the control group CBE+BSE.
Most comments omit to mention this, creating impression that the study result implies BSE not
having any effect at all.
When do we say "Enough is enough - the study just cannot be considered reliable!"? How
poor, overall, a study needs to be for that?
The Chinese study was rated "good" by the USPSTF, but how good was it?
It is generally agreed to that it was better designed, and with better compliance rate than the
Russian study. Intervention group practiced BSE, and control group - at least in the design - didn't
have any breast screening. Yet, the rate of detected breast cancers was nearly identical for the
BSE and control group (3% lower in the former), while it was - as expected - significantly (24%)
higher in the BSE group in the Russian trial. This cannot be excluded as indication of a possible, or
rather probable
poor effective compliance in the Chinese study and/or
poor randomization.
The rate of small tumors (below 2cm) detected was practically identical in BSE and control
group - another indication of low effective compliance - including improperly practiced breast exam
- in the BSE group.
As with the Russian study, the exact randomization mechanism is not described, thus it cannot
be accessed how comparable were the two groups.
Over 23,000 women (about 8% of the total) were excluded after randomization, nearly half
because they couldn't be located, and most of the rest due to migration. In all, over 3600 more
were excluded from the intervention group. Well over twice more (3656 vs. 1331) were excluded
from the intervention group due to refusal to answer questionnaire, which indicates randomization
problem in securing balanced effective compliance.
Contamination (BSE practicing) in the control group was estimated at 5%, mainly due to
movement of women from factories assigned to the intervention group to factories assigned to
control group. If accurate, it is negligible, but the question is how accurate it is. Again, the main
problem is that self-reported data leaves plenty of room for significant uncertainties.
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The attendance rate for the individual practice sessions in the intervention (BSE) group fell
sharply from over 90% in 1989-91 to below 50% in 1995, the fall being attributed mainly to the
"changes associated with economic reform".
All-cause mortality was as much as 10% lower in the intervention group, opening both,
question of randomization quality and of possible cause-of-death bias (e.g. other-causes deaths
classified as breast cancer deaths in the intervention group, and/or breast cancer deaths classified
as other-causes deaths in the control group).
Again, as an observational study, by itself second-rate evidence even without indication of bias
or inadequacy, the Chinese trial cannot be seen as the decisive evidence with the above
uncertainties and indications of inadequate quality. Yet it was the best piece of evidence in the
USPSTF report concluding that there is "no evidence" of benefit from practicing BSE.
Is the USPSTF's conclusion a bit biased?
The disconnect between actual evidence and USPSTF's finding is even better illustrated with
another piece of evidence they refer to, a study by Hackshaw and Paul (Breast self-examination
and death from breast cancer: a meta-analysis, 2003).

USPSTF report states:
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"Published meta-analyses of BSE randomized trials (59-61) and non-randomized studies (59-61)
also indicate no significant differences in breast cancer mortality between BSE and control
groups.",
citing as references Hackshaw et al. (59), Baxter et al. (60, the Canadian Task Force report,
addressed ahead) and Kosters and Gotzsche (61, based on the Shanghai and St. Petersburg trials)
.
We've already seen that the Russian and Chinese trials cannot be considered to be good
evidence. It is also obvious that studies analyzed in Hackshaw et al. show clear pattern of benefit
from practicing BSE with respect to both, reduced breast cancer (BC) mortality (36% reduction for
BSE vs. no-screen group), and reduced risk of advanced breast cancer at diagnosis (40%
reduction for BSE vs. no-screen group, and 34% reduction for BSE-detected vs. chance-detected
breast cancer).
BC mortality reduction for BSE-detected vs. chance-detected breast cancer is the statistically
insignificant 10%, mostly due to the statistical leveraging based on the number of participants.
This formal criterion, which gives more weight to larger studies in proportion to the ratio of group
size squared (i.e. in proportion to the inverse of the variance), favors McPherson et al, a likely
flawed study indicating 6% greater mortality for the BSE population - very unlikely direction, in
contrast with literally all other studies.
In all, what Hackshaw et al. really indicates is that
the benefit of practicing BSE is at least as significant as of the standard
mammography screening, and probably greater.
Similarly, the Canadian Task Force on Preventive Health Care finds no evidence of benefit from
BSE, but does find evidence of harm, to recommend against it (Should women be routinely taught
breast self-examination to screen for breast cancer?, Baxter et al. 2001). As with the USPSTF, bulk
of their evidence comes from two recent large randomized uncontrolled trials in Russia and China,
as well as "quasi-randomized" (nonrandomized) controlled UK trial (UK Trial of Early Detection of
Breast Cancer Group, 1988), none of which did show benefit from BSE.
In addition, it selects five case-control and cohort studies that satisfy its criteria. Three of them
actually found significant benefit of practicing BCE (Harvey et al., nested in the Canadian Breast
Cancer Screening Study - CNBSS - randomized controlled trial, Newcomb et al. and Gastrin et al.),
one is inconclusive (Muscat et al. 1991) and the last one is a cohort study from the 1980s
(Holmberg et al.). Yet, the authors brush aside the positive results, and go on to the final
conclusion of no evidence supporting possible benefit from practicing BSE.
Responding to this manner of "making case", authors of the Canadian nested study objected
that Baxter et al.:
• only used data from one part of the Russian study, before it was evaluated for proper
randomization
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• omitted that the BSE study nested in the CNBSS found that BSE is effective is properly
practiced
• dismissed significant positive results of a Finish study citing "selection bias" due to the higher
cohort education level than in the general population
Another critic (Ellen Warner, Associate Professor of Medicine
University of Toronto) finds it unfortunate that Baxter et al. will make people believe the risks of
BSE outweigh its benefits. She points out the fact that large observational population studies, such
as those in Russia and China, which depend on self-reported info, cannot effectively assess the
degree of actual compliance within the intervention group (frequency and thoroughness of BSE),
nor degree of contamination (practicing BSE in the control group). Consequently,
their results are inherently unreliable.
Yet another review of this Canadian Task Force report, as well as that of USPSTF, both
sending the same message of "no sufficient evidence of BSE benefit", brings up the fact that undue
significance was given to the Chinese study, which at the time
had only 5 years of follow up, and as few as
25 breast cancer deaths in each group.
The review points out that in such a limited period the standard X-ray mammography
screening would likely even show negative effect ("mortality paradox"), and that, considering an
extended period from BC detection to death, BSE started at the beginning of the study would likely
make little difference in this respect even if it is effective longer term (Is it time to stop teaching
breast self-examination?, Nekhlyudov and Fletcher 2001).
It also points at the weaknesses of the Russian study: lack of individual BSE training, design
problems, and poor compliance with BSE.
In addition, it questions whether the relatively high rate of false positives in the BSE group vs.
non-screened group of these studies is relevant for the North America environment, where BSE is
often practiced as a part of the "screening triad", with CBE and X-ray mammography. They cite the
data from their own clinical setting of such type, where "among 2400 women followed for 10
years, 196 patient-identified breast masses (either by BSE or accidentally), 402 clinical breast
examinations and 631 mammograms led to additional evaluation".
In other word, BSE very likely had lower false-positive rate than CBE and standard
mammography, and nearly certainly not higher.
On top of that, it also implies that the Russian and Chinese studies did not elaborate the
effectiveness of treatment applied to breast cancer patients. An ineffective, or significantly less
effective overall treatment than in the U.S.,
would negate any advantage of earlier cancer detection due to BSE.
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Similarly, they found that the U.K. trial, used as evidence source in the Canadian Task Force
report, is inconclusive due to the "differences in BSE teaching and breast cancer treatment in the 2
study districts".
Wow! Why were these major U.S. and Canadian health agencies - supposedly independent
and objective - in such a rush to present only one side - the one promoting the agenda of BSE
ineffectiveness - of pretty inconclusive evidence on BSE effectiveness as definitive, while entirely
omitting to consider all that doesn't fit in such conclusion?
The only logical explanation is that, again, we see the result of the mighty backstage influence
of those having their profits and/or careers tied up with the standard X-ray mammography
screening, wanting to sideline the potential competitor whose strengths relative to the standard
mammography increased with its dramatic benefit-to-risk ratio erosion following results of new
research since the year 2000.
In fact, we can say that the evidence on the effect of physical breast exam - either clinical
breast exam (CBE) or breast self-exam (BSE) - that we can rely on,
clearly indicates that they do have beneficial effect in both,
earlier detection and mortality reduction.
For comparison, following table summarizes the approximate range for the three main efficacy
indicators - sensitivity, specificity and positive predictive value - for the standard X-ray screening
mammography, clinical breast examination and breast self-examination. It shows USPSTF 2009
data but also the figures based on all available research next to it under "Actual"; the
"Approximate" for the BSE is a CBE-data-based estimate, due to the lack of data for the former.
These are not full ranges, rather approximate ranges that should be covering great majority of
women (note that these figures do not account for overdiagnosis; the effect is illustrated on the
USPSTF data table).
References are given below the top (indicator) portion with the values for three main indicators
of test sensitivity. They are followed by an overview of the main negatives of these three BC
screening modalities. False negative and positive rates are determined by the sensitivity and
specificity figures, respectively, and biopsy rate is based on the most reliable source, the Canadian
study (CNBSS 2).
PHYSICAL BREAST EXAMINATION VS. MAMMOGRAPHY

Indicator

1

2

SENSITIVITY (%)
SPECIFICITY (%)

CLINICAL
BREAST
MAMMOGRAPHY
BREAST
SELFEXAMINATION EXAMINATION
USPSTF*

Actual

USPSTF

Actual

USPSTF

Appr.

1

2

3

4

5

6

77-95
(72-86)

30-90

40-69

70-85

12-41

60-80

94-97
(90-94)

70-98

86-99

88-96

90-99

85-95
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3

POSITIVE PREDICTIVE VALUE (%)

2-22
2.6-12.5

1.3-12

4-50

1.5-4

-

1-3

1/1 1st-round screen from large RCTs (BCSC data)
1/2 studies, Yankaskas et al. 2005 1/3 Barton et al. 1999 1/4 Yankaskas et al.
1/5 O'Malley et al. 1987, Fletcher et al. 1993 1/6 approximation based on 1/4
2/1 large RCTs (BCSC data) 2/2 studies, Yankaskas et al. 2005
2/3 Barton et al. 1999 2/4 CNBSS 1-2 2/5 large RCTs 2/6 approx. based on 2/4
3/1 1st-round screen from large RCTs (BCSC data) 3/2 BCSC data
3/3 Barton et al. 1999 3/4 CNBSS 1-2 3/5 n/a 3/6 approx. based on 3/4

OVERDIAGNOSIS RISK (%)

20-50

low

low

FALSE NEGATIVE RISK (%)

10-70

15-30

20-40

FALSE POSITIVE RISK (%)

2-30

4-12

5-15

BIOPSY RATE
benign, per 1000 women (range)

10.5 (7-24)

4.6 (3-9)

6

OVERTRETMENT RISK

higher

lower

lower

RADIATION RISK

YES

none

none

PAIN

YES

NO

NO

COMPRESSION

YES

NO

NO

*Dual USPSTF mammography ranges as implied by its report

Sure, these numbers are not like anything you probably saw as representative of the efficacy of
these three tests. But it is what the relevant evidence suggests: X-ray mammography screening
has no advantage over clinical breast examination (CBE) with respect to an overall test efficiency,
but does fall behind it for women with dense breasts and/or high risk of getting breast cancer (BC)
. It also comes with significantly more negatives: overdiagnosis risk, radiation risk, higher biopsy
rate and risks of breast tissue compression and pain.
Breast self-exam (BSE) is not a screening test that anyone promotes as the primary one, but
for more than a few women - even in the U.S. - who can't afford or don't have access to
mammography and/or clinical breast exam, it is the only option. Its figures are approximated quite
arbitrarily, based on the CBE figures and assumption that a properly performed BSE by the
average woman will be nearly - but not quite - as efficient as (properly performed) CBE.
Let's look at these numbers more closely.
Correct test sensitivity figures are important because this indicator is the one best understood
by women: it tells the odds of having the existing BC detected by screening. The full sensitivity
range for X-ray screening mammography is from near zero to near 100%, but if we limit to the
sub-groups of screened population with at least some significance with respect to their relative
size, it can be approximated by a 30-95% range, the low end being high-risk women with dense
breast and the high end low-risk women with fatty breasts.
For the mammography efficacy indicators, it is evident that the USPSTF ranges are generally
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narrower, but particularly so toward the lower end, creating impression of better than actual
overall efficiency.
Specifically, as a number of studies indicate, the lower end for mammography sensitivity is
significantly below their 72% figure for a large population of women with dense breasts and/or at
high risk from BC. Even the study that appears to be "damage control" in that it brings bottom test
sensitivity back safely above 50% (Carney et al. 2003) puts it at 62% for extremely dense breasts
(56-69% range) - ten index points below USPSTF 72% bottom sensitivity (as the average for 4049y age group). Since about a third of all women in the 30-90y range have dense breasts (TitusErnstoff et al. 2006), it is a
significant factor limiting mammographic sensitivity.
This, however, has been very much played down and/or concealed.
The other, 72-86% sensitivity range for mammography is not explicitly given in the USPSTF
report, but it is implied by its mammography performance table based on BCSC data. It disagrees
not only with a number of studies, but also with the performance plot from Yankaskas et al. based
on - guess what - BCSC data. Evidently, this data source that should be the one most relevant for
American women is not necessarily reliable, can promote bias if used selectively, and/or can be
used selectively to promote desired bias.
The first range for mammography sensitivity, 77-95%, explicitly given by the USPSTF as the
overall range of mammographic sensitivity are, according to the reference given, based on the
figures for first screen sensitivity in a five large BC random controlled trials (Malmo, Two County,
Stockholm, Edinburgh and CNBSS).
This doesn't pass the basic scrutiny. It is well known that first-screen sensitivity is always
significantly higher than that for any extended screening period. It is also well known that trial
populations are not representative of population at large. And it is well known that the European
and North American contexts have significant differences in this respect.
Last but not least, there is a god bit of evidence that most of the European studies (Two
County, Edinburgh, Stockholm) are either unreliable or flawed.
Why would USPSTF present such figures to the American women as representative of
mammographic sensitivity? Guess, them
being fitting into the picture that mammography industry
wants women to have is as good a reason as any.
CBE sensitivity figures under "Actual" are entirely based on the results from the Canadian
study, for 40-49y and 50-59y age group (CNBSS 1 and CNBSS 2, respectively). It is simply the only
study in which care has been taken to have CBE performed properly; even in CBE trials the
examination technique is typically not described, nor monitored against some defined standards,
and its practice is routinely sub-standard (McDonald et al. 2004). CNBSS sensitivity and specificity
figures are as reported by the authors (Physical examination. Its role as a single screening
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modality in the Canadian National Breast Screening Study, Baines et al. 1989).
The USPSTF figures are from its 2002 report (it does not give any figures on the CBE in its
2009 report), which does include the Canadian study, but does not use a proper, direct reference
to it. Instead, it references to another Baines' paper with a partial data from the original paper
and the sensitivity numbers that better suit the purpose of creating impression it is generally below
70%.
As mentioned, BSE sensitivity figures are quite an arbitrary estimate based on CBE figures and
assumption that it will be somewhat lower, and that at best it will approach CBE sensitivity. There
is quite a bit of evidence suggesting that even short CBE courses to layman enables them to
achieve overall sensitivity of 60-70% (Trapp et al. 1999, McDermott et al. 1996, Campbell et al.
1994, Warner et al. 1993, and others).
Similarly to the sensitivity, X-ray mammography specificity figures given by USPSTF - and we
could say in most any "official" source as well - have the low portion of their lower range cut off,
creating impression that the risk of having an existing BC not detected by it is significantly lower
than what it can be.
Likewise, the high range for mammography's positive predictive value presented by USPSTF is
out of the typical range, while its low end does not extend to the actual low end level. Again, it
creates impression that the odds that a positive mammography test will be correct are higher than
they really are.
Of course, it is possible to have mammography PPV in the 20%+ even 30%+ zone, but it
requires test specificity to be at the 98-99% level (i.e. false positive rate of 1-2%, and sensitivity
well below 50%), which is very unlikely and, frankly, not happening on any significant scale.
Conclusions
In all, what the above table suggests is that
CBE is not inferior to X-ray mammography
neither in its ability to detect actual BC, nor in the extent that it's being paid for by the frequency of
false positive results.
Of course, mammography does have significantly higher BC detection rate, but the real value of
it is uncertain, in light of well documented "habit" of mammography to "detect" BC where there is
none, i.e. breast abnormalities that appear as BC and are diagnosed as one, but would have never
develop into the symptomatic disease. With the rate of overdiagnosis with X-ray mammography
possibly exceeding 50%, the actual cancer detection rate could be over 1/3 lower (this would also
somewhat lower sensitivity, while wouldn't have appreciable effect on specificity, false positive
rate and PPV).
The standard X-ray mammography is not superior to CBE in the efficiency, but it undoubtedly
has more significant negatives, i.e. harms. It exposes the average woman to a much higher risk of
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being diagnosed with pseudo-BC, but also to a significantly higher overall risk from the false
negative test - particularly for women with dense breasts and those at high risk from BC - as well
as to about double the risk of false positive (the 2-30% range is approximately corresponding to
the sensitivity range on the ROC plot based on BCSC data from Yankaskas et al. - although it would
be significantly worse if following Pisano et al. on the same graph).
Due to the generally smaller size of detected abnormality, mammography also have
significantly higher biopsy rate. Data in the table is, again, from the Canadian CNBSS 2 trial (5059y women), where the mammography was comparable or better to that in other random
controlled trials, and CBE was performed up to the defined high standard.
The risk of benign biopsy in this trial was about twice higher for mammography than CBE. It is
probably even worse, since the Canadian study systematically used second readers and added
examination by study surgeon before deciding whether to call test positive, or not. This had to
significantly reduce the incidence of false positives, hence also biopsies, but it is not the U.S.
practice.
A study based on the U.S. data (BCSC) also found more than double biopsy rate for
mammography vs. CBE, except for the 40-49y age group, where it was 30% higher (Elmore et al.
1998).
In all, what our best evidence suggests is that, when performed up to determined high
standard,
CBE is a cancer detection test comparable in screening efficiency to
the standard X-ray mammography, but with fewer negatives.
Most of the higher cancer detection rate of the latter is likely to be overdiagnosis, i.e. detection
of abnormal growths which are diagnosed as cancers but would have never become symptomatic.
Its higher rate of detection of small (actual) cancers is partly offset by the larger cancers it misses,
but are detected by CBE.
In effect, as the Canadian trials implie, BC mortality is not significantly affected by adding X-ray
mammography to the properly performed CBE. The imperative for successful treatment is not to
have BC detected at the earliest possible stage - where mammography does score better than
CBE - but to have it detected early enough.
On the other hand, CBE exposes women to significantly lower risks of overdiagnosis and
overtreatment, including benign biopsy, lumpectomy, mastectomy and radiation. It also does not
inflict pain, nor the possible breast compression related risks, as mammography does.
If properly performed, breast self-examination (BSE) can be nearly as efficient as CBE. It is
only meaningful to assume all tests in comparison properly performed; otherwise, comparison
does not make sense. Mammography went through a long period of standardization and technical
improvement, while physical breast exam - in part probably purposefully so - was largely left
without the advantage of such approach.
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Once more: good evidence tells us that the physical breast exam, combining both, CBE and
BSE, can be as efficient as X-ray mammography as a screening tool for breast cancer, while
exposing women to significantly lower risks and inconvenience.

Summary: MINIMIZING BREAST CANCER RISK

Is there a viable alternative for minimizing breast cancer risk to popping up pills like
Tamoxifen, Raloxifene or alike, that "should" help, but can also make it worse? There sure is. Very
simply and obvious, it is a step toward
eliminating or minimizing all known risk factors.
And there is two distinct kinds: those that originate externally, and other that are internal body
weaknesses, capable of many times magnifying the risk for given exposure to the external factors.
For that reason, no risk factor, no matter how low it may be statistically (i.e. for the "average
women") should be neglected.
Some of them can be eliminated, some reduced to a degree, often significantly, and some like genetic predispositions - can be influenced little, or not at all. Still, being aware of even those
risk factors that can't be changed is equally important, necessary to grasp the extent of your
individual risk, and act accordingly.
Table bellow summarizes breast cancer risk (BC) factors based on their overview earlier. It
certainly isn't complete, but it is certainly a good place to start. Most of these risk factors can be
reduced, minimized or eliminated. "Some" implies that the risk can be reduced by some women,
but not all. "Yes" implies that it can be reduced or eliminated by all, although the degree to which
it can be done may vary significantly from one women to another.
No attempt was made to list factors in order of their importance, since breast cancer always
results from the combined effect of a multitude of factors, and it all varies individually. It is safe to
say that ionizing radiation and/or chemical carcinogens are what initiates most breast cancers, and
that hormonal factors - in particular ovarian hormones - are probably its most potent promoting
factors. But a number of other factors - such as dietary, having a major impact of how efficient
are body functions - is always important as well.
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BREAST CANCER RISK FACTOR

EFFECT

CAN IT BE
INFLUENCED?

AGE

predisposing

NO

ADVERSE GENETIC INHERITANCE

predisposing/
promoting

NO

NUTRITIONAL DEFICIENCY OR
IMBALANCE

^

YES

HIGH-CALORIC DIET

^

YES

HIGH-SUGAR DIET

^

YES

ELEVATED INSULIN/IGF

^

YES

REGULAR ALCOHOL INTAKE

^

YES

SMOKING

^

YES

OVERWEIGHT/OBESITY (BMI)

^

YES

WEIGHT GAIN

^

YES

UNDERWEIGHT

^

SOME

WEARING BRA

^

YES

PHYSICAL INACTIVITY

^

YES

CHRONIC STRESS

^

YES

NEGATIVE SELF-IMAGE

^

YES

LOW MELATONIN

^

YES

COMPROMISED DETOXICATION

predisposing/
promoting

YES

COMPROMISED IMMUNITY

^

YES

IONIZING RADIATION

initiating BC

SOME

CHEMICAL CARCINOGENS

^

SOME

VIRAL INFECTIONS

^

SOME

EARLY MENARCHE

promoting

NO

LATE FIRST CHILDBIRTH

^

SOME

LOW/NO CHILDBIRTHS

^

SOME

LOW/NO BREASTFEEDING

^

SOME

LATE MENOPAUSE

^

NO

EXOGENOUS ESTROGENS

^

YES

HEIGHT (FRAME SIZE)

^

NO

HORMONAL TREATMENTS

^

YES

promoting

YES

A
Diet/
nutrition

B
Lifestyle

C
Body
defense
D
Carcinogens

E
Hormones

INADEQUATE CHECK-UPS

How to go about minimizing these risk factors? Much of it is a part of healthy lifestyle, but
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there are certainly other aspects that can be addressed. Glance at the above list of risk factors
tells that only a few of them cannot be influenced. Several may be modifiable only by some
women, not others, but majority of them can be minimized by all women. And that is, at present,
the best bet against breast cancer.
A ________MINIMIZE DIET/NUTRITION-RELATED RISKS________
It is all but certain that diet and the directly related nutritional status are important factors at
all stages: before cancer initiation, during differentiation and during its possible growth. Never
mind the negative results that incompetent studies are coming up with. The body needs nutrients
in order to function properly. Poor diet will not only deprive it from needed nutrients - either by
inducing plain deficiency, or gross imbalances - but will also burden it with toxic and inhibitory
compounds inflicting more damage to the already weakened body.
High-caloric diet (not necessarily resulting in overweight or obesity) during childhood and
adolescence stimulates growth hormones, hence cellular proliferation. Hormonal production and
activity, in general, remains higher in the adulthood, increasing cancer risk. However, as already
mentioned, it is not realistic to expect that this risk factor can be significantly influenced, although
some reasonable diet modifications during childhood and adolescence in this respect could have a
risk-reducing effect.
High-sugar diet increases cancer risk through multiple mechanisms: depletion of nutrients,
immune system suppression, elevating inflammatory prostaglandins, elevating glucose/insulin
levels, and changing cellular environment toward cancer-promoting high-glucose acidic one.
Elevated insulin - with or without diabetic condition - promotes cell proliferation. It can be
caused not only by excessive consumption of high-glycemic-index foods, but also by other factors,
such as overweight/obesity, physical inactivity, poor overall diet or smoking.
Identifying and minimizing/eliminating these major offending diet-related factors is the easy
part. It is more, or much more involved to make the final step and find out what type of diet is
optimal for given individual, at a given point in time. But it is worth the time and effort.
B ________MINIMIZE LIFESTYLE-RELATED RISKS________
There is a variety of known lifestyle-related breast cancer risks, and nearly all can be
minimized or eliminated: regular alcohol consumption, smoking, overweight/obesity, weight gain
(statistically, postmenopausal), underweight, wearing bra habitually, physical inactivity, chronic
stress or psychological trauma, negative self-image, low melatonin...
As already mentioned, more than once, most of these factors are both, predisposing for, and
promoting breast cancer by weakening body's regulatory, regenerative and protective functions.
Underweight may be indicative of a correctable metabolic disorder, or the consequence of selfimposed longer-term caloric restriction. In either case it can be corrected. However, if it is due to
a metabolic disorder caused by genetic aberration, chances are, there is little that can be done
about it.
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C ________DETOXIFY AND STRENGTHEN IMMUNITY _________
Just by minimizing diet- and lifestyle-related risks much is done to promote proper function of
the detox and immune systems. General detox routines will help the body get rid of accumulated
toxins, and specialized routines to free it of hard to eliminate toxins, like heavy metals. For the
efficient immune system, proper intestinal function is critical, as well as the absence of hidden
internal infections, particularly tooth-related. And so is creating an oasis of stress-free, positivethinking environment (these days, a few can succeed in leaving in such environment all the time).
D ________MINIMIZE EXPOSURE TO CARCINOGENS_________
Ionizing radiation can initiate nearly any cancer, and it is well documented that the average
female exposure to it - primarily from medical imaging procedures, but also from radiation
treatments - is high enough, according to the accepted international cancer hazard standards, to
be probably the leading causative breast cancer factor. That considered, it is nothing short of
scandalous that it is effectively brushed aside and concealed as such.
Since exposure to medical radiation for many a woman started in early years - for some
already in mother's womb - most of the damage for the majority of women is already done. More
so knowing that early exposures - particularly before the age of 20 - are the riskiest. Still,
minimizing the adult-life exposure can be meaningful, especially if it is relatively high.
More importantly, parents can significantly reduce their children's exposure to medical
radiation by informed, judicious use of medical services.
Toxic chemicals - including carcinogens - are in our air, water, food, building materials,
personal care and household products, toys, medications... everywhere. Those that are known
carcinogens are relatively few, but there is certainly more chemical carcinogens than what we
know. Even those that are not directly initiating cancer, can promote its growth by inhibiting
protective body mechanisms, or simply by compromising its vital functions.
Clearly, use of good water filter, air filtration, and adhering to chemical and chemicaladditives-free foods will take many of these chemical threats out. It could make a difference
between having your detox system clogged and overwhelmed, unable to neutralize potentially
carcinogenic toxins, and havinig it taken care of them. Not being able to detoxify is only the first
step in the downward spiral, because a body with toxic overload will be compromised - hence
vulnerable - in many ways.
Viral carcinogens - this one is not easy. For one, among the potential viral carcinogens
implicated in breast cancer are the endogenous HERV families, which are integrated in our
genome for millions of years. Some others, like Epstein-Barr or human papilloma virus, are easily
transmitted hence infecting nearly entire human population. Once infected, it is only matter of luck,
whether the virus will be harmless in the particular individual environment, or harmful. Still,
something can be done to minimize the risk of getting infected, from maintaining personal and
household cleanliness to modifying favorably close and physical - including sexual - contacts with
other persons.
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More details about reducing the risk of viral infection can be found on the above link, listing the
viruses associated with breast cancer with basic information, including the common ways of their
transmission to, or among humans.
E ______MINIMIZE EXPOSURE TO FEMALE HORMONES________
Female hormones are probably the best known breast cancer factor, although not all sources
of exposure are being paid equal attention to. In the spotlight are hormones that are part of
woman's reproductive cycle - particularly estrogens - while woman's growth hormones get less,
and those acquired from environment the least amount of attention.
It is well known that all factors elevating lifetime exposure to endogenous estrogens - early
menarche, late first childbirth, late or no childbirths, little or no breastfeeding, and late menopause
- significantly increase breast cancer risk. Childbirths and breastfeeding are, at least to some
extent, two factors that can be positively influenced by most young women.
What adds to the exposure to female hormones - possibly significantly - is exposure to
exogenous estrogens. Those are substances that enter the body from the environment, with the
chemical structure enabling them to mimic estrogens. They include pesticides, plasticizers,
hormonal therapies and estrogenic plant substances (phytoestrogens). They are many channels of
exposure here, and most of them can be minimized or eliminated.
Hormonal medical treatments and birth control pills are on the list of risk factors.
Body height as a risk factor is a consequence of the activity of growth hormones. In turn, there
is a definite positive association between it and the volume - caloric and overall - of food intake
during childhood and early adolescence. While limiting food intake would likely reduce the activity
of growth hormones and delay the onset of menarche, it is not what many a parent would opt for.
SCREEN FOR BREAST CANCER ADEQUATELY AND SAFELY
By delaying therapeutic action, neglecting checkups effectively promotes breast cancer growth.
While it may not matter much whether it is detected at the earliest possible stage, or just early
enough, once it spreads pest a certain point - and definitely past stage 2 - it is much harder to
treat successfully.
It is not questionable that women need to do regular checkups after the fourth decade of life
(or before, if at higher than average risk). Things get really complicated when we come to the
subject of how these checkups should be done.
For the past few decades, there was little hesitation as to which test is the best for breast
cancer screening. The near unanimous choice for both, medical profession and women, was X-ray
mammography. This despite the fact that, since the very beginning, serious objections have been
raised by qualified and/or well informed individuals with respect to both, its safety and efficacy.
But the critics, as well as all "unfit" evidence, were effectively sidelined.
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For a while, near everyone believed that mammography is the next best thing to the sliced
bread when it comes to early breast cancer detection, saving many a life, while doing little or no
harm.
Good old times... or were they? Within the past decade, more evidence emerged questioning
reliability of the trials supporting the view that public mammography screenings are significantly
reducing breast cancer mortality.
At the same time, the harms and negatives of such screenings are in the process of changing
from "very low" and "negligible" to unacceptable.
These two tendencies have brought mammography screening to the point where its benefits
are uncertain, and minimal at best, while its risks and negatives are, all of a sudden, both
certain and significant.
This turnaround in presenting the facts about mammography screening was accelerated by the
commercial interest, sensing a huge market opening and, attempting to sell their alternative
screening techniques (still generally ionizing-radiation-based), and beginning to expose what is not
so good - or not good at all - about standard mammography.
It started, quite inconspicuously, with the introduction of digital mammography, but took a fool
swing with the emerging new testing techniques such as dedicated breast CT, and breast
tomosynthesis. Although the proponents of new testing techniques were careful not to pronounce
mammography unsuitable and obsolete - they know very well what they are up against - it is
becoming increasingly and irreversibly dethroned as the best alternative in the very field that was
giving to it the fiercest support - medical radiology.
At the same time, unfavorable findings about its benefit-to-harm ratio kept coming in from the
research arena.
Even the mammography conglomerate - the industry, official medicine, particularly radiology,
government, which are all partners in the mammography screening scheme, and even want-tobelieve women and their organizations - as powerful as it is, wasn't able to prevent this.
Now we don't have anymore what we only thought we had - the shiny mammography myth and that is good. From now on, more and more women will be looking for the alternatives. Other
tests for breast cancer detection do exist and, as with our health care system in general, the main
reason why they are not more advanced, or why their use is not more widespread, is the decades
long untouchable mythical status of X-ray mammography.
It is all changing now.
Business, political or professional-preference aspects of it are, of course, irrelevant to those in
need of best testing procedure, or procedures, for breast cancer detection. While the newest X-ray
test like breast CT or breast tomography, are in most aspects somewhat better than conventional
(film or digital) mammography, it is not by very much, and they still carry the risk of radiation.
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Safer - and at least as efficient - is ultrasound test, which can be combined with judicious use of
thermography and AMAS test. And, of course, at your disposal is still the good old physical breast
exam, either clinical or self exam, which were undeservedly labeled as "useless but harmful" in the
attempt to salvage the sinking ship of the X-ray screening mammography.
Conclusion
Looking at this really incredibly complex list of breast cancer factors, is it realistic to expect that
a single pill, be it tamoxifen or raloxifene, can effectively neutralize all these, and other, some still
unknown, breast cancer risk factors? That is a good question. Common sense suggests that even
those who opt for the pill, still need to take all other precautionary measures. Those other
measures, combined, could easily have more of a protective effect than the pill. And unlike the pill,
they could only benefit, not hurt, and would have wider health promoting and protective effect.
The more of these protective choices you follow, the better. But if for any reason you can only
follow two or three, by all means, do it. There seems to be sufficient evidence indicating that the
relative effectiveness of healthy lifestyle habits in reducing the incidence of degenerative diseases
is the greatest with only one or two of them exercised. As an illustration, if the benefit of sticking
to 10 major healthy lifestyle habits is 100%, following only one of them will reward you with
significantly more than 10% of the total benefit,
respectively.
Adding more healthy habits keeps increasing the overall protective gain, but at a slower rate.
Hence, it is better strategy to exercise only a few, but thoroughly, than to try to pile up as many
healthy habits as possible at a price of not been able to do it properly.
Of course, breast cancer risk can be only minimized, not eliminated. Consequently, regularly
testing for breast cancer presence has to be one of those protective habits. The purpose of it,
obviously, is not to prevent the cancer from developing, rather to
find out it's there while it is in its early stage,
easier or much easier to treat, with generally less invasive treatments.
* * *

A simple DO and DON'T list for minimizing breast cancer risk, as well as the risk from other
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degenerative diseases, could look like this:

DON'T
● consume alcohol regularly or in excess
● smoke
● wear bra habitually
● undergo longer-term hormonal medical treatments interfering with
your body's ovarian hormone production
● expose yourself to unnecessary radiation treatments and diagnostics,
especially before age 20
● sleep in lighted room at night habitually
(inhibits melatonin production)
● gain excess weight, especially after menopause
DO
● eat balanced diet of mainly unprocessed, nutrient-rich, chemicals-free
foods
(it will also come long way to prevent caloric excess)
● drink filtered/alkalized water
● maintain low toxic exposure in your living environment,
including exposure to estrogen mimics
● maintain healthy level of physical activity
● maintain healthy teeth and intestinal tract
● keep your stress level low and think positively
● find purpose in life through love and work
● screen regularly and safely for breast cancer
● if possible, test for possible genetic vulnerability
(if underweight, for ATM gene mutation and IGF levels)
● if possible, test for viral infections
(effective vaccine for HPV is already available)
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Of course, this list does not pretend to be all-inclusive; just to give an outline incorporating
some of the most important factors.
In the end, it is not so much sticking to the list of do-s and don't-s, as it is having the big
picture: your best bet for staying breast cancer free - or to recover from it - is to eat good foods,
get rid of toxins poisoning your body, and make sure your immunity is strong. Of course, that
includes minimizing your toxic exposure, just as you want to minimize your exposure to pathogens.
Have a regular exercise, and be a happy camper - think positive and focus on the bright side of
life. Live healthy - live smart. Your body will take care of the rest - trust it.
That is the best breast cancer prevention treatment you'll ever get.
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